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Abstract
Dark matter is a form of invisible matter which is predicted to constitute a vast
portion of the universe. Although its existence is corroborated by numerous astrophysical observations on different cosmological scales, its direct observation is
still pending, and its particle nature is an open question. This thesis describes
searches for the production of dark matter particles using proton-proton collision
√
data recorded by the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider at s = 13 TeV
centre-of-mass energy, investigating signatures of missing transverse momentum and
hadronically decaying bosons. No significant deviations from the Standard Model
prediction are observed, thereby providing constraints on the parameter space of
models describing mediator-based dark matter production.
The ETmiss + V (qq ) search targets processes with substantial missing transverse
momentum ETmiss and hadronically decaying weak vector bosons V . It is based on a
data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 . The results of
the ETmiss + V (qq ) search are interpreted in terms of a spin-1 Z 0 mediator simplified
model, excluding Z 0 mediator masses of up to 830 GeV for dark matter masses up to
280 GeV at 95 % confidence level for mediator couplings to quarks of 0.25 and dark
matter particles of 1. The results are also interpreted in terms of a simplified model
with an extended Higgs sector and a pseudo-scalar mediator.
The ETmiss + h(bb) search investigates a similar experimental signature, targeting
Higgs bosons h decaying to b-quarks. It is based on a data sample corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 and exploits a jet algorithm with a variable
radius parameter for the reconstruction of Higgs boson candidates in boosted event
topologies. The results are interpreted in terms of a Z 0 -2HDM simplified model. For
a specific choice of the model parameters, masses of the Z 0 boson are excluded up
to 2.85 TeV at 95 % confidence level.
The ETmiss +s(bb) and ETmiss +s(V V ) searches investigate the yet uncharted signature
of missing transverse momentum and the production of a hypothetical dark Higgs
s decaying to b-quarks or pairs of weak vector bosons in their hadronic decay
mode. While the ETmiss + s(bb) signature is investigated by a reinterpretation of
the ETmiss + h(bb) search using the RECAST framework, the ETmiss + s(V V ) search
is based on the full Run-2 dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
139 fb−1 . The reconstruction of the dark Higgs boson candidates is based on a novel
jet reconstruction algorithm, which combines the calorimeter and inner detector
tracking information. The results are interpreted in terms of a simplified model with
spin-1 Z 0 boson and spin-0 dark Higgs boson mediators, excluding dark Higgs boson
masses of up to 230 GeV and Z 0 boson masses of up to 1.8 TeV at 95 % confidence
level for a specific choice of the other model parameters.
The implications of these results are discussed in the context of a summary of ATLAS
dark matter searches.
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Introduction

1

In the last century, particle physics has achieved a description of Nature at microscopic scales vastly exceeding the “small distances as hitherto escape Observation”
whose exploration Isaac Newton foreshadowed [294]. The best theory in terms of
accurately and fundamentally describing the observed phenomena to date is the
Standard Model (SM) of electroweak and strong interactions. The SM is confirmed
by a series of breakthrough discoveries [296], including the observation of the W
and Z bosons in the year 1983 [31, 120, 32, 116] and the discovery of the Higgs
boson in the year 2012 [67, 163], which completed the inventory of the Standard
Model’s particle content.
At the same time, astrophysical observations at macroscopic scales indicate the
presence of gravitationally interacting but otherwise invisible non-baryonic matter in
the universe [297]. Despite the tremendous success of the SM, it does not provide a
particle candidate for the so-called dark matter. Elucidating on its potential particle
nature, its origin and its interactions is among the most important problems in
fundamental physics. Dark matter particles may be produced in high-energy protonproton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). If produced, dark matter
remains elusive to the detectors and may only be detected via its recoil against other
particles. The very same particles, whose discovery corroborated the SM are now
used as probes for dark matter production.
This dissertation discusses four searches for dark matter at the LHC with the ATLAS
detector.
First, a search for dark matter in association with a hadronically decaying weak
vector boson is discussed. The hadronic decay products of the vector boson give rise
to collimated sprays of particles, which are referred to as jets. Depending on the
Lorentz boost of the weak vector boson candidate, it is reconstructed either using two
well-separated jets or a single large-radius jet with jet substructure information.
Second, a search for dark matter production in association with a Higgs boson
decaying to b-quarks is discussed. The Higgs boson candidate is reconstructed
from the striking signature of two b-jets in the detector, which are identified using
multivariate techniques, known as b-tagging. In events with boosted Higgs boson
candidates, these are reconstructed using large-radius jets, while the b-tagging
information is supplemented by sub-jets constructed from inner detector tracks. High
b-tagging efficiency in event topologies with highly boosted Higgs boson candidates
is achieved by reconstructing the sub-jets with a variable radius size which adapts to
the momentum of the Higgs boson candidate.
Third, a reinterpretation of the previously discussed search in terms of a hypothetical
dark Higgs boson decaying to a pair of b-quarks is discussed. The existence of a dark

1

Higgs boson is motivated by spontaneous symmetry breaking in the dark sector. The
dark Higgs boson can be sought for in its decays into visible particles due to mixing
with the SM Higgs boson. The reinterpretation is enabled by the RECAST framework
and represents the proof-of-concept of faithful and automated reinterpretation of
ATLAS dark matter searches.
Finally, a search for dark matter production in association with a dark Higgs boson
decaying to a pair of weak vector bosons in the hadronic decay channel is discussed.
The challenging event topology of up to four jets from diboson decay requires the
use of a novel jet reconstruction technique. Track-assisted-reclustered (TAR) jets
with large radius parameter are formed by reclustering small-radius jets. The jet
substructure information is computed from inner detector tracks which are matched
to the small-radius jets. Two event topologies are considered, in which the TAR jet
either contains the full dark Higgs decay or is complemented by adding additional
small-radius jets.
No significant deviations from the SM background predictions are observed in
the searches. They are interpreted in terms of simplified models of dark matter
production with varying degrees of complexity to set limits on the parameter space
of these models.
In addition to the searches for dark matter, a study about the optimisation of the
first-level ATLAS muon trigger is presented. Modifications of the trigger coincidence
logic enable a reduction of the trigger rate in the forward region of the detector
while maintaining a high trigger efficiency.

Personal contributions
High-energy physics experiments are conducted in extensive, international collaborations. The searches for dark matter presented in this dissertation have been
performed using data recorded by the ATLAS experiment, which has been designed,
constructed, and maintained by an international collaboration of more than 3000
persons. Most tasks, such as detector maintenance and operation, development
and calibration of event reconstruction algorithms, and distributed analysis of the
recorded data is carried out centrally in dedicated working groups. Therefore, this
work builds on the contribution of many past and present members of the ATLAS
collaboration, whose contributions are referenced throughout the text. Figures with
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the label ATLAS have been shown in ATLAS peer-reviewed publications, while those
with the label ATLAS Preliminary have been featured in ATLAS conference notes
or public notes. Figures without those labels have been taken from non-ATLAS
publications and are referenced accordingly. All figures and tables without such a
reference in the caption have been produced by the author of this dissertation.
The results presented in this dissertation have been published as peer-reviewed journal publications and as ATLAS conference notes or ATLAS public notes, which have
undergone a multi-stage internal peer-review process by the ATLAS collaboration.
The contributions of the author in these endeavours are listed below.
• ETmiss + V (qq ) search in Ref. [88] and in Ref. [40]
The author made large contributions to the analysis software development and
produced the inputs on which the statistical analysis is based. He developed and
applied the multijet background estimation technique, which was also used in
Ref. [92]. The author was responsible for the derivation of the exclusion limits on
models of dark matter production and carried out all studies on validating the
statistical model. He further served as a liaison for incorporating the results in a
publication summarising the broad ATLAS dark matter and dark energy research
programme. Finally, the author was co-editor of the internal documentation.
• ETmiss + h(bb) search in Ref. [91]
The author maintained the analysis software and made large contributions to it.
He commissioned a novel object-based ETmiss significance observable and studied
its optimal use in the analysis, including an estimate of its effect in reducing the
multijet background. The author produced the inputs on which the statistical
analysis is based. He was responsible for the derivation of the exclusion limits on
models of dark matter production and carried out all studies on validating the
statistical model. Furthermore, he investigated the relative improvement in the
limits due to the novel variable-radius track jet algorithm.
• ETmiss + s(bb) reinterpretation in Ref. [76]
The author implemented the ETmiss + h(bb ) search in the RECAST framework and
devised the simulated signal samples. He co-coordinated the effort and co-edited
Ref. [76] with Lukas Heinrich.
• ETmiss + s(V V ) (hadronic) search in Ref. [89]
The author developed the analysis software using the XAMPP framework and
maintained it. He implemented the TAR jet algorithm and the associated systematic uncertainty estimation and validated its performance. The author devised
the simulated signal samples and was responsible for managing the datasets of
collision data and simulated events. He made large contributions towards designing the event selection. The author produced the inputs on which the statistical
analysis is based and implemented the statistical model. He was responsible for
the derivation of the exclusion limits on models of dark matter production and
carried out all studies on validating the statistical model. Furthermore, he studied
the effect of theory systematic uncertainties on signal and background processes.
Finally, the author was co-editor of the internal documentation.

3

System of units
Throughout this dissertation, natural units are used. In contrast to the Système
international d’unités (SI), the units of the most common observables are expressed
by natural constants. Formally this is realised by setting the speed of light c, Planck’s
constant ~, and the electric field constant ε0 to unity
c = ~ = ε0 = 1.

(1.1)

The unit of energy is not specified and is chosen to be the electron volt ([E] = eV),
which is the amount of kinetic energy a point charge of 1 C gains from acceleration
in an electric field with potential difference of 1 V. Consequently, all units are
expressed in powers of eV. As gravity usually is neglected in the description of
sub-atomic phenomena, Newton’s constant is still expressed in SI units.
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Part I
Foundations

The Standard Model of
Particle Physics

2

„

Tyger, tyger, burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
— William Blake
Poems of William Blake, edited by W. B. Yeats.
London: G. Routledge & Sons, 1905

2.1 Introduction
The Standard Model of electroweak and strong interactions (SM) is the relativistic
quantum field theory, which describes the elementary constituents of matter and
their interactions. It is the empirically adequate theory of Nature, as its validity is
supported by a large number of measurements, including the observation of the
weak gauge bosons [31, 120, 32, 116], the discovery of the top quark [184, 182],
and the discovery of the Higgs boson [67, 163].
The constituents of matter are the particles with half-integer spin, which are called
fermions. All known interactions between the particles in the SM are dictated by the
underlying internal symmetries of the theory. The gauge principle naturally introduces the spin-1 gauge bosons as mediators of forces by insisting on the invariance
of the theory under local phase transformations. Interactions between particles are
described by the exchange of gauge bosons. The masses of the fermions and massive
gauge bosons are generated in a gauge-invariant way by Yukawa-interactions and
electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking. The spin-0 Higgs boson is a direct
consequence of the latter mechanism.
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the salient concepts of the SM, following the
presentation in Refs. [251, 240] closely. A more complete and pedagogic treatment
is given in Refs. [279, 300, 316].

7

2.2 The Standard Model gauge group
The SM is a Yang-Mills theory [348, 252] based on the gauge group
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y .

(2.1)

• The SU(3)C component is the colour symmetry group associated with the
strong interaction, which is described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [238,
237, 302, 224]. All particles carrying colour charge participate in the strong
interaction. The gauge bosons of strong interactions are the eight massless gluons Gaµ , a = 1, . . . , 8, which themselves also carry colour charge. The coupling
constant of the strong interaction is gs , or equivalently αs = gs2 /4π.
• The SU(2)L × U(1)Y component is the symmetry group associated with electroweak interactions [229, 346, 312]. All particles carrying weak isospin
(I, I3 ) and weak hypercharge Y participate in electroweak interactions. The
gauge bosons Wµi , i = 1, 2, 3, and Bµ , and the gauge coupling constants g and
g 0 correspond to the factors SU(2)L × U(1)Y , respectively. The electroweak
symmetry has to be broken by the Brout-Englert-Guralnik-Hagen-Higgs-Kibble
mechanism [218, 246, 247, 239, 248, 262] to describe the massive W± , Z
gauge bosons of the weak interaction and unveil the electromagnetic U(1)Q
gauge symmetry. The quantum numbers classifying the fermions with respect
to the SU(2)L × U(1)Y group and their electric charge Q are related by the
Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation Q = I3 + Y /2 [293, 228].
Only the left-handed chirality eigenstates of the fermions
1
ψ(x)L = (1 − γ5 )ψ(x)
2

(2.2)

carry weak isospin I3 = ±1/2 and can participate in flavour-changing interactions via couplings to the charged W± bosons.
The right-handed chirality eigenstates of the fermions
1
ψ(x)R = (1 + γ5 )ψ(x)
2

(2.3)

carry weak isospin I3 = 0 and do not couple to the weak gauge bosons, leading
to maximum parity violation in the weak interaction.

2.3 Particle content of the Standard Model
The fermions are categorised in quarks and leptons. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic
overview of the quarks and leptons arranged in three different generations. The
three generations appear to have identical gauge interactions and only differ by their
flavour quantum number and their mass. To every fermion, there is a corresponding
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2/3

up

charm

top

down

strange

bottom

νe

νµ

ντ

e−

µ−

τ−

II.

III.

quarks

electric charge

anti-fermion with the same mass and spin but inverted charge quantum numbers
(not shown in Figure 2.1).

0

leptons

electric charge

-1/3

-1
I.

generation

Fig. 2.1.: Schematic overview of quarks and leptons, grouped by affiliation to generation
and electric charge. The size of the circles is proportional to the fermion mass.

There are six quark flavours, which can be grouped by their electric charge in the
up-type quarks u i (i = 1, 2, 3) with electric charge 2/3 and down-type quarks d i
(i = 1, 2, 3) with electric charge −1/3. The up-type quarks are the up (u), charm
(c), and top (t) quarks. The down-type quarks are the down (d), strange (s), and
bottom (b) quarks. Quarks are the only fermions with colour charge q α , α = r, g, b,
and are represented as colour charge triplets under SU(3)C
 r
q
 g
q = q  .

q

(2.4)

b

The left-handed quarks carry weak isospin I3 = ±1/2 and transform as doublets of
up- and down-type quarks under SU(2)L
u
d0

!
L

c
, 0
s

!
L

2.3

t
, 0
b

!

,

(2.5)

L
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whereas the right-handed quarks carry weak isospin I3 = 0 and transform as
singlets
uR, dR, cR, sR, tR, bR.

(2.6)

Here, d 0i = d 0 , s 0 , b 0 are the weak eigenstates, which are obtained from of the mass
P
eigenstates d i = d, s, b by a rotation d 0i = j Vij dj with the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa mixing matrix [151, 264, 335]




|Vud | |Vus | |Vub |


V =  |Vcd | |Vcs | |Vcb | 
|Vtd | |Vts | |Vtb |




0.974 17 ± 0.000 21 0.2248 ± 0.0006 0.000 409 ± 0.000 039


0.995 ± 0.016
0.004 05 ± 0.0015  .
=  0.220 ± 0.005
0.0082 ± 0.0006
0.04 ± 0.0027
1.0009 ± 0.031

(2.7)

Quarks participate in strong, electromagnetic, and weak interactions.
There are six lepton flavours, which also can be grouped by their electric charge
in the charged leptons and neutral leptons. The charged leptons are the electron
(e− ), the muon (µ− ), and the tau lepton (τ − ). They carry the electromagnetic
charge q`± = −1. The neutral leptons are the associated neutrinos νe , νµ , ντ . The
i

left-handed leptons carry weak isospin I3 = ±1/2 and transform as doublets under
SU(2)L
νe
e−

!
L

ν
, µ−
µ

!
L

ντ
, −
τ

!

,

(2.8)

L

whereas the charged right-handed leptons carry weak isospin I3 = 0 and transform
as singlets
e− R , µ− R , τ − R .

(2.9)

To date, neither right-handed neutrinos nor left-handed anti-neutrinos have been
observed. The charged leptons participate in electromagnetic and weak interactions,
while the neutrinos only participate in weak interactions.

2.4 The Standard Model in the Lagrangian formalism
The SM is elegantly and concisely formulated in the Lagrangian formalism of quantum field theory. The particles are described by quantum fields, which are operators
on the Hilbert space of particle states. The fermions are described by spin-1/2 spinor
fields ψ(x). The gauge bosons are described by spin-1 vector fields Aµ . The Higgs
boson, the only spin-0 particle in the SM, is described by a scalar field φ(x).
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Remarkably, all dynamics of elementary particles are determined by the action
Z

S[ϕ] =



dx L ϕ(x), ∂µ ϕ(x) ,

(2.10)

where ϕ is a generic field variable and L (ϕ(x)) is the Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian
(density). The equations of motions for elementary particles are obtained by the
means of Hamilton’s principle
δS = S[ϕ + δϕ] − S[ϕ] = 0.

(2.11)

The Lagrangian of the SM consists of the four parts1
L = LGauge + LFermion + LHiggs + LYukawa ,

(2.12)

which are described in the following paragraphs.

2.4.1 Gauge boson kinetic term
The gauge-invariant gauge boson kinetic term
1
1
1 i
µν
µν
LGauge = − Gaµν Gµν
a − Wµν Wi − Bµν B
4
4
4

(2.13)

is required to promote the gauge bosons, which emerge from the gauge principle, to
dynamical fields. It consists of the field strength tensors of the strong interaction
Gaµν = ∂µ Gaν − ∂ν Gaµ − gs fabc Gbµ Gcν ,

(2.14)

where fabc denotes the structure constants of the SU(3)C group, and the field
strength tensors for the electroweak gauge bosons
i
Wµν
= ∂µ Wνi − ∂ν Wµi + gWµa ,

(2.15)

where the totally antisymmetric tensor εijk denotes the structure constants of the
SU(2)L group. The terms associated with the structure constants are responsible for
the non-trivial gauge transformations and introduce the three- and four-point direct
interactions among the weak gauge bosons and among the gluons. No explicit mass
terms are present in LGauge , as their presence would violate gauge invariance. They
are introduced via electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking.
1

In principle, L, could be extended by a term associated with the strong interaction, violating charge
and parity (CP) symmetry. As there is no evidence for CP violation in strong interactions, this term
µ 2
is neglected. Also, additional gauge-fixing terms, e.g. δL = −(∂µ A ) /2ζ with the parameter ζ for
a gauge field Aµ , are neglected in the following discussion.
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2.4.2 Fermion kinetic and interaction term
The fermion kinetic term introducing interactions with the gauge bosons
LFermion =

X j

ψ L iγ µ DµL ψLj +

j

X j

j
ψ Rσ iγ µ DµR ψRσ

(2.16)

j,σ

j
j
describes the left-handed fermion fields ψLj,T = (ψL+
ψL−
) and the right-handed
jσ
fermion fields ψR
. They carry the generation index j and the component index
σ = ±, which denotes up-type fermions (+) and down-type fermions (−). Their
interactions with the gauge bosons via the minimal substitution rule is introduced
by the covariant derivative

DµL,R = ∂µ − igs Ta Gaµ − igIjL,R Wµj + ig 0

Y
B .
2 µ

(2.17)

Ta , IaL , and Y2 are the generators of the groups SU(3)C , SU(2)L , and U(1)Y , respectively. They are defined by [Ta , Tb ] = ifabc Tc and [IaL , IbL ] = iεabc IcL . In the triplet representation, Ta = 12 λa can be written with the Gell-Mann matrices λa , a = 1, . . . , 8.
Similarly, IjL = 21 σj can be written in the doublet representation with the Pauli
matrices σj , j = 1, 2, 3. For the sake of consistent notation, the associated term
for right-handed particles is IjR = 0. No mass terms for Fermions are included
in LFermion , as they would mix left- and right-handed fields and would explicitly
break gauge invariance. The fermion mass terms are introduced via gauge-invariant
Yukawa interactions between the fermions and the Higgs field.

2.4.3 The Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model
The Higgs field term
LHiggs = (Dµ φ)† (Dµ φ) − V (φ)
introduces a complex scalar Higgs doublet φ =

φ+
φ0

(2.18)

!

with hypercharge Y = 1 and

the covariant derivative
1
Y
Dµ = ∂µ + ig σj Wµj + ig 0 Bµ .
2
2

(2.19)

The Higgs potential
V (φ) = µ2 φ † φ +

λ † 2
(φ φ) .
4

(2.20)

has two free parameters µ2 and λ > 0. For µ2 > 0, LHiggs describes a scalar field
with mass µ which can self-interact via a four-point interaction vertex with coupling
λ and whose ground state corresponds to φ = 0. More interesting is the case
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µ2 < 0, which is shown in Figure 2.2 for a specific choice of these parameters, as
it allows introducing mass terms for the gauge bosons via spontaneous symmetry
breaking while respecting the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge-invariance. The potential V (φ)

Fig. 2.2.: The Higgs potential V (φ) with parameters µ2 = −(125 GeV)2 /2 and λ = 0.13
is shown in dependency of the real and imaginary part of φ. For this choice of
parameters µ2 √< 0 and λ > 0√
the potential assumes its minimum at the circle
with radius v/ 2 = 246 GeV/ 2, which is defined by the vacuum expectation
value v.

is minimised by all field configurations on the circle in the Re(φ)-Im(φ)-plane defined
by |φ|2 = 2µ2 /λ. Choosing the specific real and electrically neutral ground state
configuration
!

1 0
φ0 = h0|φ|0i = √
,
2 v

(2.21)

spontaneously
breaks the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry of the Lagrangian. Here, v =
√
2µ/ λ denotes the vacuum expectation value. Although the specific choice of the
ground state breaks the symmetry, the Lagrangian and the physical system are still
invariant under symmetry operations2 .
2

This statement can be illustrated by considering a scalar field φ and a potential V = V (|φ|). The
2
potential possesses a U(1) symmetry and the associated Lagrangian density L = ∂µ φ − V (|φ|) is
0
iα
symmetric under transformations φ 7→ φ = e φ. If the minimum φ0 = v of the potential V does
0
iα
not occur at v = 0, the symmetry of the ground state is broken φ0 = e v 6= φ0 .
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The U (1)Q symmetry of the vacuum, corresponding to the conservation of electric
charge, remains unbroken, as the operator associated with electric charge Q = I3 + Y2
leaves the ground state invariant.
Perturbative calculations should involve expansions around the ground state. The
Higgs doublet can be expanded around the ground state φ0 in the real field h(x) and
the three real fields θi (x)
!

L j
1
0
φ(x) = √
eiIj θ (x) .
2 v + h(x)

(2.22)

In the unitary gauge, θj (x) = 0, the massless Goldstone modes θj (x) are absorbed
by the weak gauge bosons, giving them a longitudinal polarisation. The Higgs field
term after spontaneous symmetry breaking now reads
1
LHiggs = ∂ µ h∂µ h − µ2 h2
2

g2
g2 
v 2 Zµ Z µ
+ v 2 Wµ+ W µ+ + Wµ− W µ− +
8
4 cos2 θW
g 2 + µ−
g2
+ (2vh + h )
Wµ W +
Zµ Z µ
2
4
8 cos θW
λ
+ λvh3 + h4 .
4

!

(2.23)

2

It explicitly describes (with the number corresponding to the line in Equation (2.23))
1. the massive real scalar Higgs boson with explicit kinetic and mass term,
2. the mass terms mW± = g 2 v 2 /4 and mZ = g 2 /8 cos2 θW for the massive weak
vector gauge bosons W± and Z, respectively,

3. interactions between the Higgs boson and the weak vector gauge bosons, and
4. triple and quartic couplings of the Higgs boson.
After electroweak symmetry breaking the associated four gauge fields are

1 
Wµ± = √ Wµ1 ± Wµ2 ,
2
Zµ = Wµ cos θW − Bµ sin θW

(2.25)

Wµ3 sin θW

(2.26)

Aµ = Bµ cos θW +

(2.24)

where Zµ and Wµ± are the neutral and charged massive gauge bosons mediating the
weak interaction. Aµ is the photon mediating the electromagnetic interaction. The
Weinberg angle θW is defined by the couplings g and g 0 of SU(2)L × U(1)Y
sin θW = q

14

g0
2

g +g

02

cos θW = q
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g
g + g 02
2

.

(2.27)

The electric charge is related to the couplings g and g 0 and to the Weinberg mixing
angle by
e = g sin θW = g 0 cos θW .

(2.28)

The electromagnetic coupling constant is customarily expressed by the fine structure
constant αEM = e2 /4π.

2.4.4 Yukawa interactions between fermions and the Higgs field
The Yukawa term in unitary gauge (neglecting flavour mixing in the quark sector)
LYukawa = −

X

mf ψ f ψf −

f

X mf
f

v

ψ f ψf h

(2.29)

√
contains the mass terms mf = yf v/ 2, which relate the individual Yukawa coupling
constants yf to the mass of the charged fermions f = u, d, . . . , τ . The interactions
between the massive fermions and the Higgs boson occur with coupling constants
proportional to the fermion masses.

2.5 Phenomenology of the Standard Model
The non-Abelian structure of the SU(3)C and SU(2)L symmetry groups results in
distinctive properties of strong and weak interactions. The non-trivial transformations of the strong and weak gauge bosons under their respective symmetry groups
allow them to interact directly in three- or four-point interactions.
In particular, the direct coupling of gluons has dramatic implications for the strong
interaction, which become apparent in considering the effects of charge screening.
As an example, consider an electric probe charge near a charged source. The
coupling constant of the electromagnetic interaction increases at small distances to
a charged source due to the screening of e+ e− pairs of the vacuum. This behaviour
is known as “running coupling”. The coupling constant of the strong interaction
shows precisely the opposite behaviour, as the vacuum is not only a polarisable
medium due to qq pairs but also due to gluon pairs. The gluons spread out the
effective colour charge of the quark and counteract the effect from quark pairs.
The resulting behaviour of quarks interacting at small length scale (high energy)
as nearly free particles is known as asymptotic freedom and is essential for turning
quantum chromodynamics into a quantitative calculational scheme predicting the
interactions at particle colliders.
The second defining feature of the strong interaction is the colour confinement
hypothesis, stating that only colour-singlet states are observed. As a consequence, no
free quarks have been observed to date but only bound states of two or more quarks.
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These bound states are collectively called hadrons, with the baryons states B and
the mesons states M , which are defined by
1
B = √ εαβγ qα qβ qγ
6
E
1
M = √ δ αβ qα q β .
3

(2.30)
(2.31)

Recently, exotics bound states of four [186, 188] or five quarks [187] have been
observed, which are in agreement with the colour confinement hypothesis. Another consequence of the confinement hypothesis, which strikingly manifests in
high-energy hadron collision events, is the formation of jets [330]. Jets are collimated sprays of particles emerging from coloured states in a similar manner as
a decelerating electric charge emits photons via Bremsstrahlung. When a quark
anti-quark pair is separated, their colour interaction increases due to the “running
coupling” and squeezes the colour field lines into tube-like regions until the increasing potential energy suffices for the creation of another quark anti-quark pair.
The repeated formation of clusters of quarks and gluons forming hadrons is called
hadronisation.
The free parameters SM are empirically determined with great precision. The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [67, 163] concluded the experimental inventory of
all SM particles and corroborated the local gauge theory with spontaneous symmetry
breaking as the empirically adequate description of fundamental interactions.
The impressive success of the SM in accurately describing the observations across
15 orders of magnitude is demonstrated in cross-section measurements of SM
processes by the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider, which is shown in
Figure 2.3.

2.6 Limitations of the Standard Model
Despite the SM’s success in providing the most complete and solid theoretical
framework to date, several observed phenomena cannot be explained by the SM.
They suggest the existence of a more fundamental theory, of which the SM is the lowenergy limit. This section presents a non-exhaustive account of both fundamental
and aesthetic shortcomings of the SM and open questions in fundamental physics.
• The SM only describes three out of the four known fundamental interactions.
Gravity is most successfully described by Einstein’s theory of General Relativity,
which is mathematically incompatible with the formulation of the SM as a
renormalisable quantum field theory [204, 205, 206, 220]. At present, this is
merely a theoretical problem, as current experiments are either sensitive to
quantum effects, where the minuteness of particle masses justifies neglecting
gravity, or to the gravitational pull of extended objects, which do not show
quantum behaviour. Eventually, a complete and consistent quantum theory of
gravity is required for a truly fundamental description of Nature.
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Standard Model Total Production Cross Section Measurements Status:
May 2020
σ = 96.07 ± 0.18 ± 0.91 mb (data)

pp

COMPETE HPR1R2 (theory)

σ = 95.35 ± 0.38 ± 1.3 mb (data)

COMPETE HPR1R2 (theory)

σ = 190.1 ± 0.2 ± 6.4 nb (data)

DYNNLO + CT14NNLO (theory)

σ = 112.69 ± 3.1 nb (data)

W

DYNNLO + CT14NNLO (theory)

σ = 98.71 ± 0.028 ± 2.191 nb (data)

Z
tt̄
tt−chan
WW
H
Wt
WZ
ZZ
ts−chan
tt̄W
tt̄Z
WWW
WWZ

DYNNLO + CT14NNLO (theory)
σ = 58.43 ± 0.03 ± 1.66 nb (data)
DYNNLO+CT14 NNLO (theory)
σ = 34.24 ± 0.03 ± 0.92 nb (data)
DYNNLO+CT14 NNLO (theory)
σ = 29.53 ± 0.03 ± 0.77 nb (data)
DYNNLO+CT14 NNLO (theory)
σ = 826.4 ± 3.6 ± 19.6 pb (data)
top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
σ = 242.9 ± 1.7 ± 8.6 pb (data)
top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
σ = 182.9 ± 3.1 ± 6.4 pb (data)
top++ NNLO+NNLL (theory)
σ = 247 ± 6 ± 46 pb (data)
NLO+NLL (theory)
σ = 89.6 ± 1.7 + 7.2 − 6.4 pb (data)
NLO+NLL (theory)
σ = 68 ± 2 ± 8 pb (data)
NLO+NLL (theory)
σ = 130.04 ± 1.7 ± 10.6 pb (data)
NNLO (theory)
σ = 68.2 ± 1.2 ± 4.6 pb (data)
NNLO (theory)
σ = 51.9 ± 2 ± 4.4 pb (data)
NNLO (theory)
σ = 61.7 ± 2.8 + 4.3 − 3.6 pb (data)
LHC-HXSWG YR4 (theory)
σ = 27.7 ± 3 + 2.3 − 1.9 pb (data)
LHC-HXSWG YR4 (theory)
σ = 22.1 + 6.7 − 5.3 + 3.3 − 2.7 pb (data)
LHC-HXSWG YR4 (theory)
σ = 94 ± 10 + 28 − 23 pb (data)
NLO+NNLL (theory)
σ = 23 ± 1.3 + 3.4 − 3.7 pb (data)
NLO+NLL (theory)
σ = 16.8 ± 2.9 ± 3.9 pb (data)
NLO+NLL (theory)
σ = 51 ± 0.8 ± 2.3 pb (data)
MATRIX (NNLO) (theory)
σ = 24.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.9 pb (data)
MATRIX (NNLO) (theory)
σ = 19 + 1.4 − 1.3 ± 1 pb (data)
MATRIX (NNLO) (theory)
σ = 17.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.8 pb (data)
Matrix (NNLO) & Sherpa (NLO) (theory)
σ = 7.3 ± 0.4 + 0.4 − 0.3 pb (data)
NNLO (theory)
σ = 6.7 ± 0.7 + 0.5 − 0.4 pb (data)
NNLO (theory)
σ = 4.8 ± 0.8 + 1.6 − 1.3 pb (data)
NLO+NNL (theory)
σ = 870 ± 130 ± 140 fb (data)
Madgraph5 + aMCNLO (theory)
σ = 369 + 86 − 79 ± 44 fb (data)
MCFM (theory)
σ = 950 ± 80 ± 100 fb (data)
Madgraph5 + aMCNLO (theory)
σ = 176 + 52 − 48 ± 24 fb (data)
HELAC-NLO (theory)
σ = 0.65 + 0.16 − 0.15 + 0.16 − 0.14 pb (data)
Sherpa 2.2.2 (theory)
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expectations and ratio with respect to best theory prediction. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [102].
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• In its original formulation, the SM does not account for neutrino masses.
The experimental observation of neutrino flavour oscillations indicates that
neutrinos have non-vanishing mass [232]. The mixing of the neutrino-mass
eigenstates to give the weak neutrino eigenstates is described — similarly to
the CKM matrix — by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata matrix [303,
280]. The direct measurement of the neutrino masses and the determination
of the neutrino mass hierarchy is a current object of research [185].
• The vast prevalence of matter over antimatter in the universe is puzzling, as
it is natural to assume that in the early universe both matter and antimatter
were created in equilibrium. The violation of CP symmetry could explain
the matter-antimatter asymmetry [311]. However, the CP violation in the
SM, appearing as a complex phase in the quark mixing matrix of the weak
interaction, is by far not sufficient to explain the observed asymmetry.
• The energy scale of electroweak symmetry breaking is O(100 GeV). If the SM
were the fundamental theory of Nature, it would be expected
to describe phe√
nomena up to the Planck scale, defined by mPlanck = 1/ 8πG = O(1018 GeV),
where G denotes Newton’s constant. The scalar Higgs boson mass receives
quadratically divergent radiative loop corrections ∆mh from all particles interacting with the Higgs field. Including these corrections, the square of the
Higgs boson mass is
2
2
bare 2
2
m2h = (mbare
h ) + ∆mh = (mh ) + const. × Λ ,

(2.32)

where Λ is the fundamental scale parameter of the theory. Given the measured
Higgs boson mass mh = 125 GeV, the theory requires a precise fine-tuning of
mbare
over more than 1036 orders of magnitude, which is not considered to be
h
aesthetic [291].
• Astrophysical observations strongly indicate that the baryonic matter described
by the SM is insufficient to account for phenomena on scales ranging from
galactic rotation curves to cosmology. An additional matter component, the socalled dark matter is required to describe the observed phenomena accurately.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed discussion of the research programme defined
by dark matter.
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„

We live on a placid island of ignorance in the
midst of black seas of infinity, and it was not
meant that we should voyage far.
— Howard Phillips Lovecraft
The Call of Cthulhu, in Weird Tales Volume XI
Number 2. Indianapolis: Popular Fiction
Publishing Co., 1928

3.1 Introduction
Astrophysics and cosmological observations supply compelling evidence that the
particle content of the SM can only account for a small fraction of the matterenergy-density of the universe. Several extensions of the SM suggest the existence
of invisible particles, which can account for the missing component as dark matter.
General relativity, the currently established theory of gravity, is only able to describe
and explain the observed phenomena if there is dark matter in the universe. Although
it has been almost a hundred years after dark matter’s initial discovery, its particle
nature remains an open question.
The term dark matter denotes a non-luminous and non-absorbing matter component.
It was first coined in the year 1922 by the Dutch astronomer Jacobus Kapteyn in a
study estimating the density of matter near the Sun [259]. The earliest, perhaps
even the most convincing evidence for the existence of dark matter came from the
observation that astrophysical objects move faster than one would expect if they were
subject only to the gravitational interaction of visible objects. These observations
disagree with the predictions of the well-established theories of gravitation.
However, the falsification of a theory by empirical tests is necessarily ambiguous,
as every interpretation depends on further assumptions [213]. For instance, the
observed anomalies could also be explained by the presence of additional, yet
undiscovered gravitational potentials. Then, do such anomalies falsify the theory of
gravitation or do they point towards unseen — in other words “dark” — celestial
objects?
Two historical examples show how observations which seemingly refute the established theories advance scientific understanding [134]. Both examples consider
observed anomalies in the motion of the planets in the Solar System.
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1. In the case of the anomalous motion of Uranus, the French mathematician
Urbain Le Verrier chose not to abandon Newtonian gravity. Instead, he confronted the troublesome orbit by conjecturing another planet — Neptune. Its
discovery would add another planet to the inventory of our Solar System
and corroborate Newtonian gravity. Indeed, the German astronomer Johann
Gottfried Galle discovered the planet Neptune in 1846 within the same evening
that Le Verrier’s letter reached him and proved his predictions to be true [9,
340].
2. In a similar manner, Le Verrier tried to address the anomalies in the motion
of Mercury, which were observed the first time in 1859, by postulating the
existence of the hypothetical planet Vulcan. Conversely, this “dark planet”
was never discovered. Consequentially, the research programme defined by
Newtonian gravity had to be abandoned. The advent of Einsteinian gravity
solved the problem by accurately predicting the anomalous perihelion shift of
Mercury without the need for postulating new objects [161].
The verdict on whether dark matter defines a progressive research programme [271]
or whether it will be eventually abandoned in favour of a new theory of gravitation
is ultimately decided by experimental searches for dark matter. To date, it remains
an open problem in fundamental physics.

3.2 Cosmology in a nutshell
The present knowledge about composition, evolution and structure of the universe
is described by the Λ-CDM model. The model is based on the presence of a nonvanishing cosmological constant Λ and cold dark matter, which shows a small velocity
dispersion in contrast to warm or hot dark matter. The dark matter paradigm is
at the heart of the currently established cosmological model, which describes the
evolution of the universe from an initial, highly compressed state to its present
state. According to the Λ-CDM model, the ordinary baryonic matter, building
blocks to humankind and its terrestrial environment, only constitutes roughly 5 %
of the universe’s matter-energy content. Another 25 % is comprised of dark matter.
The remaining 70 % is referred to as dark energy. The model is able to give an
account of the thermal history of the universe and explains the universe’s observed
properties. It correctly predicts the observed relic abundances of light elements and
provides an interpretation of the cosmic microwave background radiation in terms
of fundamental cosmological parameters. Simulations based on the Λ-CDM model
can reproduce the observed large scale structure of the universe.
The Λ-CDM model is based on three fundamental building blocks:
1. Einstein’s field equations of General relativity
Tµν
1
Rµν − Rgµν + Λgµν = 2 ,
2
MPl
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(3.1)

α
• where Rµν = Rµαν
is the Ricci tensor, the only independent trace of the
α
curvature tensor Rµβν
,

• R = Rµµ is the Ricci scalar,
• Λ is the so-called cosmological constant, a measure for the accelerated
expansion of the universe due to the vacuum energy,
√
• MPl = 1/ 8πG is the reduced Planck mass defined by Newton’s constant
G, and
• Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor.
2. the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric defined by the line
element
2

2

2

ds = dt − a(t)

dr2
1 − κr2

!
2

2

2

2

+ r dθ + r sin (θ) dφ

2

,

(3.2)

• where a(t) is the spatial scale factor describing the relative expansion of
the universe
• κ is the curvature parameter describing the spatial curvature of the
universe. κ can take values of 0, 1, and −1, corresponding to a flat, a
closed, or an open universe, respectively.
3. the equation of state relating pressure pj and energy density ρj of a species j
(3.3)

pj (t) = wj ρj ,
where wj is a dimensionless constant, which is



0

for non-relativistic matter
wj = 1/3 for relativistic radiation


−1 for vacuum energy.

(3.4)

These building blocks themselves can be derived from fairly general principles, which
are based on empirical observations. Einstein’s field equations can be derived from
almost first principles, assuming invariance under general coordinate transformations and equivalence to Newton’s law in the limit of weak gravitational fields. The
FLRW metric is based on the assumptions of the homogeneity and isotropy of space,
which is in agreement with observations on large scales above 100 Mpc. George
Lemaître and Edwin Hubble discovered the expansion of the universe around the
year 1930, which is described by the Hubble parameter
H(t) =

ȧ(t)
ṙ(t)
=
.
r(t)
a(t)

(3.5)

H(t) can be expressed equivalently in terms of a co-moving distance r or in terms of
the scale factor a. The expansion of the universe causes a cosmological redshift z of
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the light emitted by distant galaxies, which is defined as the ratio of the observed
wavelength λo and the emitted wavelength λe as
1+z =

λo
.
λe

(3.6)

The redshift can be related to the scale parameter a at time of emission te and
time of observation to via 1 + z = a(to )/a(te ), thereby giving an estimate of the
expansion rate of the universe. The observed expansion at the present time is
described by the Hubble constant H0 = 67.27 ± 0.60 km s−1 Mpc−1 [301]1 . The
expansion of the universe can be equivalently expressed in the temperature T , using
the thermodynamic relation
a(T ) ∝

1
.
T

(3.7)

The Einstein field equations can be solved with the FLRW metric, yielding the
Friedmann equation
H2 +

k
a

2

=

ρtot
3MPl

(3.8)

and similar, second condition
H2 +

2ä
k
p
+ 2 =−
a
M
a
Pl

(3.9)

where ρtot denotes the total average energy density of the universe and p denotes
the corresponding pressure, defined as the direction-independent contribution to
the diagonal entries Tjj = pj of the energy-momentum tensor. The universe is flat
with curvature parameter κ = 0, if the energy density equals the critical density
ρc = 3(HMPl )2 . Customarily, the abundance of a species j is quoted in units of the
critical density
Ωj =

ρj
.
ρc

(3.10)

An important task of observational cosmology is to measure the resulting density
parameters Ωr for radiation, Ωm for matter, and ΩΛ for the vacuum energy. Adopting
this convention, the total energy density in units of the critical density is
Ω=

X

Ωi =

X ρi

i

i

ρc

.

(3.11)

and the Friedmann equation reads
Ω−1=
1
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k
H 2 a2

.

(3.12)

There are competing measurements of the Hubble constant with some discrepancy among
them [256].
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The dependence of the energy density ρj on the scale parameter a is

ρj (a) = ρj,0 a

−3

(1 + wj ) ∝


−3


a

for non-relativistic matter
for relativistic radiation
for vacuum energy.

−4

a



const.

(3.13)

Finally, the spatial evolution of the universe’s expansion can be stated in terms of
the the density parameters
2

H =



Ωr
4

a

+

Ωm
a

3



+ ΩΛ H02 .

(3.14)

The evolution of energy densities for matter, radiation, and vacuum energy (cosmological constant) is shown in Figure 3.1. The universe was dominated by a single
component through most of its history: first radiation, then matter, then vacuum
energy [124].

Fig. 3.1.: Evolution of the energy densities in the universe. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [124].
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3.3 Dark matter relic density
The early universe was sufficiently hot and dense for dark matter χ and other particle
species f to be in thermal equilibrium. Reactions χχ ↔ f f took place with the
interaction rate
Γ = nhσvi,

(3.15)

where n denotes the particle number density and hσvi denotes the thermally averaged product of the interaction cross-section and the average velocity of the particles.
The expansion of the universe decreases the particle number density, until at some
point it drops to a point at which interactions hardly occur and dark matter decouples from other particles. The point, at which the interaction rate Γ|Tdec drops below
the Hubble expansion H|Tdec , is defined by the decoupling temperature Tdec . This
process is referred to freeze-out because the dark matter particle number density
approaches a constant value for T < Tdec . This constant value is the dark matter
relic density.
The dark matter relic density can be derived by solving the Boltzmann equation
dn
= hσann vi(n2eq − n2 ) − 3Hn,
dt

(3.16)

where neq denotes the particle number density in equilibrium, H denotes the Hubble
constant and hσann vi denotes the thermally averaged product of the annihilation
cross-section and the velocity of the annihilating particles.
The Boltzmann equation is solved numerically under the condition of constant
entropy. The dark matter relic density density in terms of the density parameter and
the reduced Hubble constant h = H0 /100 km s−1 Mpc−1 ≈ 0.7 can be approximated
as
ΩX h2 ≈

3 × 10−27 cm3 s−1
.
hσann vi

(3.17)

The dark matter relic density is determined by the annihilation cross-section at the
time of the freeze-out. Figure 3.2 shows the dark matter particle number density as
a function of the dimensionless parameter x = mχ /T . The dotted line corresponds
to the evolution of the number density for dark matter remaining in equilibrium
without occurrence of any freeze-out. The number density decreases exponentially
as a function of x until the interaction rate becomes too small for dark matter
particles to remain in thermal equilibrium, resulting in a constant number density
∞
NX
determined by the point of freeze-out xF = mχ /Tdec . The strength of the
interaction defines the dark matter relic density: a large dark matter annihilation
cross-section corresponds to a smaller relic density.
For typical weak interaction cross-sections of the order O(σ) = 1 pb and for a dark
matter particle with its mass at the electroweak scale, the observed dark matter relic
density Ωχ h2 = 0.1188 is obtained. This striking coincidence is known as the “WIMP
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Fig. 3.2.: Abundance of dark matter particles NX in dependence of the dimensionless
parameter x = mχ /T . The freeze-out occurs at the point, where the temperature
T drops below the dark matter particle mass mχ . The annihilation cross-section
2

m hσ

vi

? χ ann
is expressed as λ = 2π
45 g
H(mχ ) , where gS? denotes the effective number of
degrees of freedom in entropy. Figure reproduced from Ref. [124].
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miracle”, referring to the dark matter particle candidate being a weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP).
The simplified calculation discussed here neglects several aspects, which can lead
to significant changes in the relic density. It has been shown that the presence of
a scalar field in the early universe could modify the value of the relic density. If
the dark matter particle mass is similar to other particles, which share a quantum
number with the dark matter particle, or if there are several different dark matter
particles, co-annihilations occur. In this case, the first term in Equation (3.16)
needs to account for interactions among the different species, typically resulting in a
much more efficient annihilation of dark matter. Radiative corrections in resonant
Sommerfeld enhancement are another effect, which can cause dramatic changes in
the relic density.

3.4 Evidence for dark matter
There is compelling evidence for the existence of dark matter on all astrophysical
scales, including rotation curves of gas and stars in galaxies, large samples of galaxy
clusters, strong and weak gravitational lensing, distant supernovae, studies of the
cosmic microwave background, and large structure formation.

3.4.1 Galactic scale
The first evidence for the existence of dark matter on sub-galactic scales comes from
observations of the Dutch astronomer Jan Oort in 1932. He studied the motion
of the stars in our galactic neighbourhood and measured the velocity of stars near
the galactic plane by studying their Doppler shifts. His observations found them
moving faster than expected — even so fast that they should be able to escape
the gravitational pull of the luminous mass in the Milky Way. Consequentially, he
postulated that there must be more galactic mass present to keep the stars on their
Keplerian orbits.
The strongest evidence for dark matter on galactic scales is based on the observation
of the rotation curves of galaxies. These rotation curves are graphs of the circular
velocities of the galaxy’s constituents (stars and gas) as a function of their distance
from the galactic centre. Figure 3.3 shows the rotation curve of the NGC 6503 galaxy.
The most striking feature is that the rotation curve approaches a flat shape at large
distances, even beyond the edge of the visible disk. The circular velocity of an object
on a stable Keplerian orbit is expected to be
s

v(r) =
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GM (r)
=
r

s

R

4πG

ρ(r)r2 dr
,
r

(3.18)

Fig. 3.3.: Galactic rotation curve for NGC 6503 (observed data taken from Ref. [147]). The
decomposition of the rotation curve in contributions from disk and gas potentials
shows that an additional contribution due to the dark matter halo is required to
match the data. Figure reproduced from Ref. [223].
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where ρ(r) is the mass density profile. Beyond the edge of the visible disk, the
√
rotation curve should be falling proportional to 1/ r. The observation of an approximately constant distribution for large distances implies the existence of a dark
matter halo with a mass density profile approaching ρ = 1/r2 for large distances.
The dark matter halo is expected to fall off faster at some point to keep the total
mass of the galaxy finite.
Although there is consensus about the shape of dark matter haloes in the largedistance-limit, the predicted shape in the innermost region of the halo is subject of
contention. Cosmological N-body simulations predict dark matter halos with density
increasing steeply at small distances (“cusps”). The observed rotation curves of most
dwarf galaxies, however, suggest flat, central dark matter density profiles (“cores”).
This “cusp-core problem” is subject of ongoing investigation.
The velocity dispersion of dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs), small satellite galaxies
mostly within 300 kpc of the Milky Way, is another hint for the existence of dark
matter [332]. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies are the nearest, smallest and least luminous
galaxies observed to date. They are among the galaxies most strongly dominated by
dark matter [344].
Further evidence on galactic scales comes from weak gravitational lensing of distant
galaxies by foreground structures [122]. Light originating from a luminous source
is deflected by a large amount of matter between the source and the observer.
The resulting image distortion is known as gravitational lensing and enables the
determination of the mass of the foreground structure. Weak gravitational lensing
data can provide constraints on the extent and shapes of the galactic dark matter
halos [250] and gives strong constraints on alternative theories of gravity.

3.4.2 Galaxy cluster scale
The investigation of the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Coma cluster by Fritz
Zwicky arguably pioneered the field of dark matter. Zwicky studied the Doppler-shift
of several galaxies in a data set published by Edwin Hubble and Milton Humason
and noticed at least eight galaxies with an apparent velocity exceeding 6000 km s−1 .
For these galaxies to be gravitationally bound, the galaxy cluster is required to have
a sufficiently large gravitational potential. Using the virial theorem, he inferred the
mass density of the Coma cluster. The estimate for the total mass of the cluster is
mcluster =

X
i

mgalaxy,i ≈

2hv 2 i
,
Gh1/ri

(3.19)

where hv 2 i is the average velocity of galaxies in the cluster and h1/ri is the average
inverse distance between galaxies. Another way to estimate the total mass of the
cluster is to measure its luminosity. Comparing the two estimates, he found the
estimate based on the cluster’s gravitational potential to be 400 times larger than
that derived from observations of luminous matter. Zwicky’s use of the phrase
“dunkle (kalte) Materie” is typically regarded as the first use of the term “dark matter”
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and established the convention of including the photograph of Fritz Zwicky making
a silly face in public talks on dark matter.
Zwicky also pioneered the idea that entire galaxy clusters could act as gravitational
lenses [349]. Weak gravitational lensing provides accurate estimates of the total
mass of galaxy clusters and thereby provides evidence for the existence of dark
matter. In strong gravitational lensing [121], the light-bending effect is even strong
enough to produce multiple images or arcs of the source. If the source, the observer
and the matter in between (also called the “lens”) are aligned, the source is observed
in the form of an Einstein ring [215]. The ring’s angular radius θE allows estimating
the mass M of the lens via
s

θE =

4GM

dLS
,
dL dS

(3.20)

where G denotes Newton’s constant, dL denotes the distance to the lens, dLS denotes
the distance between source and lens and dS denotes the distance to the source.
Figure 3.4 shows an image of the Abell 2218 galaxy cluster, an exceptionally rich
lensing cluster at redshift z = 0.175. The galaxies lying behind the cluster’s core are
magnified and distorted into long arcs, some of them are even multiply imaged. The
mass estimated from gravitational lensing exceeds the X-ray based estimate by at
least a factor of 2.5 [5].

Fig. 3.4.: Image of the galaxy cluster Abell 2218 and its gravitational lenses, taken by the
Hubble space telescope in 1999. Image by Andrew Fruchter (STScI) et al., WFPC2,
HST, NASA / Public domain.
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Arguably the most dramatic evidence for dark matter is provided by observations
of the galaxy cluster 1E657-558 [342], also known as “bullet cluster”. It consists
of two sub-clusters of galaxies, which are thought to have previously collided.
Figure 3.5 shows images of the bullet cluster from different sources, overlaid with
the reconstructed cluster surface mass density κ obtained from weak gravitational
lensing. The visible matter of the bullet cluster consists of clouds of hot gas (visible
in the optical image), which constitute the majority of the cluster’s baryonic matter,
and stellar objects (visible in the X-ray image).
The stars are cleanly separated into two distinct sub-clusters, as the probability
of individual galaxies colliding is small. In contrast, the clouds of hot gas have
interacted ferociously, as the collision of the sub-clusters slowed the gas and left it
displaced from the stars. Most of the matter of the sub-clusters, however, is dark
matter, which is indicated by the distribution of the reconstructed cluster surface
mass density κ.
The dark matter in each of the two sub-clusters passed through, seemingly unaffected
by the collision. These observations indicate that dark matter interacts weakly both
with baryonic matter and with itself. The spatial offset of the centre of the total mass
distribution from the centre of the baryonic mass distribution is highly significant
(8σ) and gives strong constraints on alternative models of gravity.

3.4.3 Cosmological scale
Although the evidence on the scales of galaxies and galaxy clusters for themselves
is compelling, the observations do not allow for an estimate of the total amount of
dark matter in the universe. This information can be extracted from the analysis of
cosmic microwave background data.
The cosmic microwave background (CMB), which was discovered in 1965 by Arno
Penzias and Robert Wilson [299], is electromagnetic radiation with a black body
radiation spectrum at temperature TCMB = 2.725 48 ± 0.000 57 K [221]. It consists of
primordial photons created in the early universe, which were in thermal equilibrium
(c.f. the discussion for dark matter particles in Section 3.3). Photons and free
electrons frequently interacted via scattering processes, as space was filled by a
charged plasma. The interaction rate decreased when the electrons combined with
protons to form electrically neutral hydrogen atoms. Consequentially, the photons
decoupled and could propagate undisturbed. The CMB can be thought of as the
sphere of the last scattering with the observer in the centre and allows probing the
conditions in the early universe directly.
In the last three decades, the CMB has been mapped by experiments with increasing
precision [324, 127, 326, 325, 308, 292, 301]. The almost uniform temperature of
the CMB suggests a phase of rapid, inflationary expansion of the universe, which
is driven by the cosmological constant Λ. After subtracting the dipole moment
associated with the movement of the earth, the CMB exhibits temperature fluctuations with the characteristic scale δT /TCMB ≈ 10−5 . These tiny fluctuations are
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(a) Colour image of 1E657-558 from the 6.5 m Magellan telescopes located at the Las
Campanas observatory, Chile.

(b) X-ray image of 1E657-558 from NASA Chandra satellite observatory.
Fig. 3.5.: Images of 1E657-558 based on optical (top) and X-ray observations (bottom). The
green contours of the reconstructed cluster surface mass density κ obtained from
weak gravitational lensing are overlaid in both images. The three white contours
show the uncertainty in the position of the two primary galaxy concentration
centres, corresponding to 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence levels. Figures reproduced
from Ref. [162].
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used to determine the cosmological parameters. The temperature fluctuations are
parametrised as an expansion in spherical harmonics Ylm (θ, ϕ)2
∞ X
l
X
δT
(θ, ϕ) =
alm Ylm (θ, ϕ).
TCMB
l=2 m=−l

(3.21)

Assuming the values of the coefficients alm are independent of the index m, it is
possible to define the observed angular power spectrum
ClT T

l
X
1
=
|a |2
2l + 1 m=−l lm

(3.22)

for discrete values of the multi-pole moment l ∝ π/φ. The CMB map and the power
spectrum measured by PLANCK [292] is shown in Figure 3.6.
The measured power spectrum consists of a set of peaks, which each define an
angular scale with particularly large contributions to the temperature fluctuations.
The cosmological parameters can be inferred from a fit of the positions, shapes
and relative sizes of the peaks in the spectrum. The peaks originate from acoustic
waves in the baryon-photon fluid before the photon decoupling. These acoustic
waves can be understood as the competing effects of gravity and radiative pressure.
The baryon-photon fluid gets pulled into gravitational wells around regions of
considerable matter accumulation. As more baryonic matter accumulates, the
increasing photon pressure acts against the gravitational potential of the wells.
Even-numbered peaks are associated with the compression of the baryon-photon
fluid due to gravity, whereas odd-numbered peaks are associated with the counteracting effect of radiative pressure. A higher baryon content in the baryon-photon fluid
corresponds to smaller radiative pressure and larger compression peaks. Therefore,
the relative amplitude between odd- and even-numbered peaks is a measure of the
baryon density parameter Ωb . Dark matter only contributes to the gravitational wells
and does not respond to radiative pressure. The size of the third peak indicates a
sizeable dark matter component at the time of the last scattering. The first peak
corresponds to waves, which have only compressed once. Its position is used to
determine the spatial curvature parameter κ.
The estimates for the products of the cosmological density parameters and reduced
Hubble constant h [301] are
• baryon density parameter Ωb h2 = 0.022 37 ± 0.000 15
• dark matter (DM) density parameter ΩDM h2 = 0.1200 ± 0.0012.
The estimates are compatible with the predictions from Big Bang nucleosynthesis [318] and with those obtained from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [337].
2
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The base mode l = 0 corresponds to the CMB temperature TCMB . The first mode l = 1 corresponds
to the dipole anisotropy. Therefore, the expansion in the fluctuations starts at l = 2.
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(a) CMB sky map. The grey line delineates a region, which lies mostly around the Galactic
plane, where residuals from foreground emission are expected to be substantial and
which is therefore masked in the analysis.

(b) CMB temperature power spectrum. The upper panel shows the scaled power spectrum
modes DlT T = l(l + 1)ClT T /(2π). The Λ-CDM model best fit to the data is overlaid in
light blue in the upper panel. The residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. For better visualisation, the horizontal scale changes at l = 30 from a
logarithmic scale to a linear scale.
Fig. 3.6.: Planck (2018) observations of the CMB. Figures reproduced from Refs. [292]
(top) and [301] (bottom).
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A global fit of the Λ-CDM model allows constraining the amount of dark energy by
extracting the
• cosmological constant density parameter ΩΛ = 0.6847 ± 0.0073.
The knowledge of these fundamental cosmological parameters allows for a breakdown of the present composition of the universe in 4.9 % baryonic matter, 26.8 %
dark matter and 68.3 % dark energy.
The current structure of the universe is a result of the initial matter fluctuations in
the early universe. The temperature fluctuations in the CMB indicate that the early
universe was not entirely homogeneous and isotropic. These density fluctuations
have grown into the galaxies and galaxy clusters observed today. However, this
could not have been achieved by baryonic matter alone.
Structure formation could only have occurred after the universe cooled down sufficiently for the photons to decouple. Then, however, there would not have been
sufficient time to form the amount of structure observed today. Dark matter, on
the other hand, is thought to decouple from the photons much earlier. Its density
perturbations can form the gravitational wells acting as a seed for the gravitational
collapse of visible matter. The observed large scale structure of the universe is
compatible with the cold dark matter hypothesis [136].

3.5 Candidates for dark matter particles
It would be an understatement to say that several compelling candidates for dark
matter have been proposed. The parameter space of dark matter models is vast and
covers at least 30 orders of magnitude in the mass and 40 orders of magnitude in
the interaction cross-section with protons [254].
In analogy to the example of hidden planets in the Solar System in Section 3.1,
one could naively assume dark matter to consist of yet unobserved baryonic matter.
Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs) [235], compact objects
much less luminous but otherwise equivalent to ordinary stars, were among the
first dark matter candidates. Possibilities for such objects include planets, brown
dwarfs, neutron stars, Jupiter-like objects, and black holes. However, searches
based on micro-lensing surveys and determinations of the cosmic baryon density
from measurements of the primordial light element abundances and the CMB data
strongly constrain the fraction of the dark matter constituted by MACHOs [133].
There are several compelling candidates for a non-baryonic dark matter particle. A
suitable dark matter particle candidate must be able to be probed experimentally
and needs to satisfy the following conditions [336]:
1. It has to be an electrically neutral, [284] stable [114] particle with sufficiently
low interactions to match the appropriate relic density [327].
2. It must lead to sufficiently low velocity during decoupling to allow for the
observed large scale structure formation in the universe.
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3. It has to be compatible with the constraints
• on its self-interactions [306, 343],
• due to stellar evolution [317],
• from Big Bang nucleosynthesis [261]
• from direct searches for dark matter [275],
• from indirect searches for dark matter [193],
• from collider searches for dark matter [144], and
• due to other astrophysical observations.
A possible non-baryonic dark matter candidate in the SM appears to be the neutrino,
as it has the “undisputed virtue of being known to exist” [128]. Neutrinos are
neutral, have non-vanishing mass and only interact weakly with SM particles. They
are an example of hot dark matter since they are still relativistic at the time of their
decoupling due to their small mass mν < 1 eV [17]. However, neutrinos alone are
not able to account for the total dark matter mass in the universe. The relic density
P
parameter for neutrinos with mass i mνi = 0.264 eV is predicted to be [278]
Ων h2 ≈

X
i

mνi
. 0.00285.
92.5 eV

(3.23)

The relic density parameter is too small for neutrinos to be the dominant component
of dark matter. Furthermore, the observed amount of structure in galaxy clustering
is inconsistent with the predictions for a neutrino-dominated universe [347].
These arguments prove that the SM does not contain a viable candidate for a dark
matter particle. However, several extensions of the SM predict viable candidates:
Sterile neutrinos [207, 140] are right-handed (SU(2)L singlet) neutrinos, which
do not interact with SM particles except by small mixing θ with left-handed SU(2)L active neutrinos. They can overcome the constraints which ruled out the SM
neutrinos as dark matter. The mass of sterile neutrinos is expected to be in the
keV-range. Although sterile neutrinos are expected to decay predominantly to three
left-handed neutrinos, their radioactive decay mode to one left-handed neutrino
and a photon gives rise to a quasi-monochromatic photon line at half the sterile
neutrino-mass and can be exploited for searches.
Axions are very light pseudo-scalar bosons, which have been originally proposed
as a solution to preserve CP symmetry in strong interactions [298]. Axion-likeparticles (ALPs) define a more general class of very light, weakly coupled bosons,
which are excellent candidates for particle dark matter in the ALP mass range
10−6 eV < mA < 10−2 eV [233]. The main search strategy for axion searches is
based on the axion-photon conversion in external magnetic fields.
The WIMP paradigm (weakly interacting massive particle, denoted as χ) defines a
class of particularly well-motivated candidates for dark matter particles. WIMPs are
neutral, stable or very long-lived particles. The interactions of WIMPs with the SM
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occur with similar strength as typical electroweak interactions. The WIMP mass is
expected to range from 10 GeV < mχ < 100 TeV [266, 236]. Therefore, thermally
produced WIMPs are non-relativistic by the time of decoupling and are a typical
example of cold dark matter. Consequentially, the WIMP paradigm provides a simple
mechanism to obtain the observed relic density, which is referred to as the “WIMP
miracle” (c.f. Section 3.3). In regions of large WIMP density, they can annihilate and
produce a flux of γ-rays, anti-particles and neutrinos. WIMP searches are discussed
in detail in Section 3.6.
A notable example of a framework predicting WIMPs is the minimal supersymmetric
extension of the SM (MSSM) [222]. In this model, the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP), whose decay to SM particles is prohibited by a custodial symmetry, is a
WIMP. Other theories predicting WIMPs include theories with extra-dimensions [160]
with Kaluza-Klein states, Little Higgs models [135] with the lightest T -odd particle,
or technicolor theory [258] with a massive fourth family neutrino, to name only a
few.
The dark matter searches discussed in this dissertation focus on the WIMP paradigm.

3.6 Search for WIMP dark matter
There are several complementary approaches to search for dark matter:
• direct detection experiments measure the recoil of dark matter particles in the
vicinity of the Earth on nuclei in the active detector material.
• indirect detection experiments search for an excess in the particle flux observed
by earth-bound and satellite detectors due to pair annihilation of dark matter
particles in regions of enhanced dark matter density.
• searches for dark matter at particle colliders investigate signatures of missing
momentum in the detector plane transverse to the colliding beams due to dark
matter pair production.
The experimental approaches for detecting the interactions of dark matter particles
with SM particles are complementary. While direct and indirect detection experiments can establish the galactic origin of a signal, their sensitivity to the details of
the interaction between dark matter and SM particles is limited. Collider searches,
on the other hand, are unable to probe the lifetime of dark matter particles beyond
the time scale required for traversing the detector but can probe their interactions
in greater detail [144]. Figure 3.7 shows the relevant momentum ranges in the
different kinds of searches with prototypical Feynman graphs.
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Fig. 3.7.: Range of momentum transfers probed by direct detection experiments, indirect
detection experiments and collider searches with prototypical Feynman graphs
illustrating the underlying processes. Figure reproduced from Ref. [6].

3.6.1 Direct detection experiments
Direct detection experiments (c.f. Refs. [275, 314] for a review) aim to detect the
nuclear recoil in the scattering of galactic WIMPs off target nuclei. The interaction
rate of WIMPs with nuclei in the detector [134]
R≈

X

Ni nχ hσiχ i

(3.24)

i

depends on
• the number of target nuclei Ni = mdetector /mAi in the active detector material
for nucleons of species i with atomic weight Ai ,
• the local WIMP density nχ = ρχ /mχ , where ρχ is the local WIMP energy
density and mχ is the WIMP mass, and
• the cross-section σiχ for interactions between WIMPs and nucleons of species
i, averaged over the relative WIMP velocity with respect to the detector.
The values of the astrophysical parameters are set to typical assumptions [314]
for the Solar System. The canonical value for the local WIMP energy density is
ρχ = 0.3 GeV cm−3 . The WIMP velocity distribution f (v) is defined by the mean
WIMP velocity vc ≈ 220 km s−1 at the solar distance from the galactic centre and by
the galactic escape velocity vesc ≈ 544 km s−1 , which determines the truncation of
f (v). The remaining free parameters are the WIMP mass mχ and the WIMP-nucleon
interaction cross-section. The exclusion limits obtained from the non-observation
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of WIMP signals are usually shown as contours in the plane defined by these two
parameters.
The primary signal in direct detection experiments are nuclear recoils. For WIMPs
with mass in the range 1 GeV < mχ < 1 TeV, the typical elastic recoil energy of the
atomic nucleus ranges from 1 keV < Erecoil < 100 keV. Electron recoil events can
also be investigated, although their typical recoil energy is smaller.
The nuclear recoil energy can be converted into
• thermal motion (phonons),
• ionisation (electrons) of the detector material,
• scintillation light (photons) through the Coulomb field of the charged nucleus.
These modes define the different detection channels of direct detection experiments.
Typically, two channels are combined to achieve more powerful discrimination
against electron recoil backgrounds from radioactivity.
Direct detection experiments require a very low background environment because
of the meagre interaction rates for WIMP-nucleon interactions. Therefore, direct
detection experiments are hosted in deep underground laboratories to suppress
background produced by cosmic rays. Also, they employ passive shielding and
active vetoes to suppress external backgrounds and are made of high-purity detector
components to minimise internal backgrounds. As the experiments increase their
sensitivity to lower recoil energies, an irreducible background from the scattering
of atmospheric and solar neutrinos becomes an issue. This background is referred
to as the “neutrino floor” and poses new challenges to the future generation of
experiments.
WIMP-nucleon scattering can be classified depending on the type of WIMP-nucleon
coupling in
• spin-independent (SI) interactions, which are mediated by scalar or vector
couplings, with coherent and elastic WIMP scattering off all nucleons in the
nucleus, and
• spin-dependent (SD) interactions, which are mediated by axial-vector couplings, with a J(J + 1) dependence of the cross-section on the nuclear spin
J.
SI interactions give a larger signal than SD interactions because of the coherent
scattering and the ensuing A2 dependence of the interaction cross-section on the
atomic weight. SD interactions can be studied in WIMP-proton scattering of 199Fl and
129
131
in WIMP-neutron scattering of 73
32Ge, 54Xe, and 54Xe.
Direct detection experiments can be based on
• liquid noble gas detectors, such as Xenon (XENON1T [28], LUX [18], PandaXII [334]) or Argon (DEAP-3600 [24], DarkSide-50 [11]), which are sensitive
mostly to small cross-sections,
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• cryogenic crystals, such as Calcium tungstate (CRESST-III [4]) or Germanium
(SuperCDMS [13], CDMSlite [12]), which are sensitive mostly to small masses,
• crystal scintillators, such as Sodium iodide (DAMA/LIBRA [130]).
The DAMA/LIBRA [130] experiment has reported an annually modulated signal
consistent with a WIMP interpretation. However, the results are in conflict with
non-observations and resulting exclusion limits obtained from other experiments.
Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the constraints placed on the SI WIMP-nucleon
cross-section for WIMPs with mass mχ .

Fig. 3.8.: Constraints placed on the SI WIMP-nucleon cross-section for WIMPs with mass
mχ by direct detection experiments. Figure reproduced from Ref. [314].

3.6.2 Indirect detection experiments
Indirect detection experiments (c.f. Refs. [193, 244] for a review) search for excess
in flux of gamma rays, neutrinos or cosmic rays due to dark matter pair annihilation.
WIMPs can annihilate in regions of large density, such as galaxy cores, the Sun or
the Earth.
The gamma-ray, neutrino or cosmic ray flux (denoted x) from an object under
consideration [244]
dφ
1 hσχχ→X vi dNx
=
×
dE x
4π
dEx
2m2χ

Z

Z

dΩ
line of sight

dr ρχ (r)2

(3.25)

depends on
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• the thermally averaged product of the dark matter self-annihilation crosssection times the dark matter velocity hσχχ→X vi
• the WIMP mass mχ
• the expected particle spectrum dNx dEx , and
• the so-called “J-factor”, the integrated squaredRdark matter density along the
line of sight to the object under consideration line of sight ρχ (r)2 dr dΩ.
Searches for gamma-ray emission have focused on nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies
with considerably low backgrounds, the inner region of the Milky Way with a
considerable background at almost any wavelength, and nearby clusters of galaxies.
A potential signal of dark matter annihilation manifests as a nearly mono-energetic
line in the spectrum, with an energy close to the WIMP mass and a width proportional
to the dark matter velocity [335].
A variety of different experiments aim for indirect detection of dark matter. The
Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) [113] and the ground-based facilities HESS [16],
VERITAS [29], HAWC [8], and MAGIC [20] probe the gamma-ray spectrum for
WIMPs in the mass range 1 GeV < mχ < 10 TeV. Fermi LAT observed an excess
emission at energies of a few GeV in the gamma-ray flux from the galactic centre.
Although several interpretations suggest compatibility with a potential signal [253,
260], this interpretation is subject of contestation [137]. Additional experiments
looking for indirect detection are AMS [15], PAMELA [10], and IceCube [1].
Figure 3.9 shows an overview of constraints on WIMPs from indirect detection
experiments.

Fig. 3.9.: Constraints placed on the self-annihilation cross-section for WIMPs with mass mχ
by indirect detection experiments. Figure reproduced from Ref. [335].
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3.6.3 Searches for dark matter at particle colliders
Hadron collider searches (c.f. Ref. [144] for a review) aim to detect signals of WIMPs
produced when colliding proton beams in a controlled laboratory environment. Dark
matter particles leave no trace in the detectors surrounding the collision point
due to their feeble interactions with SM particles. The absence of a reconstructed
particle trajectory allows inferring the presence of dark matter using momentum
conservation in the plane perpendicular to the colliding beams. As the net transverse
momentum before the collision is zero, it must also be so after the collision. An
imbalance in the transverse plane is quantified by the missing transverse momentum
ETmiss , which is obtained as the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of
all detected particles. The characteristic signature for WIMP production at particle
colliders is the observation of significant ETmiss in association with one or more
additional SM particles. This signature is known as “ETmiss + X” and underpins the
searches presented in this dissertation. The interaction between SM and dark matter
particles typically takes place via a spin-1 or spin-0 mediator. The ATLAS and CMS
experiments carry out a range of ETmiss + X searches:
• ETmiss + jets,
• ETmiss + photon γ or weak vector boson W± / Z,
• ETmiss + heavy flavour quarks.
• ETmiss + SM Higgs boson h,
The ETmiss + jets search [82, 175] is one of the most inclusive types of searches by
considering final states with one or more jets originating from initial state radiation.
The accurate theoretical description of SM background processes, which is improved
by data-driven methods, establishes the sensitivity to potential signals in the tails of
the ETmiss distribution. Similarly, dark matter particles may be produced in association
with a vector boson radiated off from a quark in the initial state. The ETmiss + photon
searches [84, 176] benefit from a very clean signature of ETmiss and a high-energetic
photon. The much lower backgrounds compared to the ETmiss + jets search make up
for the smaller production cross-section than for QCD radiation. The ETmiss + weak
vector boson searches can investigate different decay modes of the vector boson.
While a leptonically decaying Z boson [80] also presents a very clean signature, the
hadronic decay channel [172] is appealing due to the larger branching fraction. The
searches targeting ETmiss + heavy flavour quarks [94, 171, 165, 168] can probe dark
matter production via the exchange of spin-0 mediators. Finally, searches targeting
the ETmiss + SM Higgs boson final state can investigate the various decay modes of
the Higgs boson [167]. The decay to b-quarks [92, 91] if favoured by having the
largest branching fraction. Searches also explore the cleaner h → τ ± τ ∓ [169] and
h → γ γ [86] final states with smaller branching fractions. Searches probing the
invisible decay of the Higgs boson in vector-boson-fusion topology or associated
production with vector bosons [80] serve as another test of the WIMP hypothesis.
To date, no collider search has made claims of discovery of dark matter.
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A second approach in constraining dark matter models at colliders is searching for
the visible decays of the mediators. Assuming the existence of such a mediator,
at least the visible mediator decay to the same SM particles which produced the
mediator – quarks or gluons — is guaranteed. Also, possible decays to leptons
are considered. The signature of visible mediator decays is a narrow excess in the
otherwise smoothly falling background spectrum of the invariant mass of two jets
or leptons with the largest momentum. The ATLAS and CMS experiments carry
out a range of dijet [99, 173] or dilepton searches [174]. While the high-mass
dijet resonance searches constrain the mediator mass from 1.5 TeV to 3.5 TeV, the
searches for low-mass dijet resonances are limited by the process high rates. Searches
in this regime are enabled by recording only a limited amount of information of
the full event record [97] or by requiring the presence of a resonance produced in
association with an additional high-energetic particle or jet [98].
The current status and perspectives for collider based dark matter searches are
presented in Chapter 13.

3.7 Theoretical frameworks for dark matter production
at particle colliders
The theoretical frameworks predicting the production of WIMPs are an indispensable
part of collider searches. They guide the design and optimisation of the searches
by elucidating the phenomenology of potential dark matter particle candidates in
specific final states. In addition, they allow connecting the results of collider searches
with direct and indirect detection experiments.
The range of models predicting dark matter production at the LHC varies in generality
and plausibility. The two end-points of the spectrum are defined by the effective field
theory (EFT) approach and complete theories, such as supersymmetry. Figure 3.10
shows an overview of theoretical frameworks describing dark matter production at
particle colliders with varying degrees of completeness and complexity.
The effective field theory (EFT) approach introduces the WIMP as the only additional state which is accessible at the LHC and describes its interaction with SM
particles through a four-point effective contact interaction. Similar to Fermi’s theory
of weak interactions, heavy intermediate states are mapped to effective operators,
which are characterised by the energy scale of the interaction. Complete theoretical
frameworks, on the other hand, are well-motivated and consistent theories with
perturbative ultraviolet (UV) completions. They make specific predictions for invisible, heavy particles with mass at the electroweak scale. Typically, these complete
theories are characterised by a large number of model parameters.
While the LHC experiments also have a broad array of searches in the context
of complete theories, the dedicated LHC dark matter searches follow a theoryagnostic approach by specifying only the interaction between SM particles and
WIMPs relevant to the signature of dark matter pair production.
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Fig. 3.10.: Overview of theoretical frameworks describing dark matter production at particle
colliders. The models range from dark matter effective field theory, over various
simplified models, to complete dark matter models. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [3].

It has been shown that the EFT approach is overly simplistic to capture the phenomenology of more complete models fully. Their kinematic distributions differ
significantly from the ones obtained in an EFT description. Moreover, the EFT
approach breaks down at the TeV energy scale probed in LHC interactions, as the
momentum transfer in the process is sufficient to resolve the underlying processes.
As a consequence, the preferred theoretical framework of LHC dark matter searches
are simplified models, which make explicit assumptions about at least two additional
states: a WIMP and a particle mediating the interaction between WIMP and SM
particles. Scenarios with an SM mediator are almost ruled out, therefore suggesting
the mediator to be a yet-undiscovered particle. Although simplified models are
characterised by only a small number of parameters and make no assumptions about
extended particle sectors, they can be designed to be fully consistent at all energy
scales.

The searches for dark matter presented in this dissertation are motivated by a range
of simplified models with varying degree of complexity. The following paragraphs
discuss a simplified model for dark matter production with a spin-1 Z0 mediator, two
simplified models with an extended Higgs sector, and a simplified model with two
mediators.
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3.7.1 Simplified model for dark matter production with a spin-1 Z0
mediator
The simplified model with a vector or axial-vector mediator (V /A simplified model) [7]
is a minimal extension of the SM describing the production of dark matter particles
via s-channel exchange. The model postulates a Dirac fermion dark matter particle
χ with mass mχ , which is charged under an additional U(1) gauge symmetry. Assuming that also some SM particles are charged under this group, dark matter pair
production can occur via the exchange of a new Z0 gauge boson of mass mZ0 , which
is referred to as the mediator. Both vector and axial-vector couplings between the
spin-1 mediator are possible. The corresponding interaction Lagrangian densities
are (neglecting mediator couplings to leptons with coupling strength g` )
X

Lvector = gq

Z0 µ qγ µ q + gχ Z0 µ χγ µ χ

(3.26)

Z0 µ qγ µ γ 5 q + gχ Z0 µ χγ µ γ 5 χ

(3.27)

q=u,d,s,c,b,t

X

Laxial-vector = gq

q=u,d,s,c,b,t

The mediator couples universally to all quarks and leptons with the coupling
strengths gq and g` , respectively, and couples to dark matter particles χ with coupling strength gχ [19]. The universal coupling to all quarks or leptons ensures that
the general structure of flavour-changing neutral current processes is preserved in
the extension of the SM via Minimal Flavour Violation [202]. Assuming that no
additional visible or invisible decays contribute to the width of the mediator and
ignoring possible decays to leptons, the minimal width is fixed by the couplings gq
and gχ . The minimal widths for the vector and axial vector mediator are
ΓVmin =ΓVχχ + ΓVqq
=

gχ2 mZ0
12π


1 +

X

+

q=u,d,s,c,b,t

ΓA
min

=ΓA
χχ +
gχ2 mZ0
=

12π

2m2χ
m2Z0

 βχ θ(m 0 − 2mχ )
Z

3gq2 mZ0
12π


1 +

2m2q
m2Z0


 βq θ(m 0 − 2mq )
Z

ΓA
qq

(3.29)

βχ3 θ(mZ0 − 2mχ )
X

+

(3.28)


q=u,d,s,c,b,t

3gq2 mZ0
12π

βq3 θ(mZ0 − 2mχ ),

where θ denotes the Heaviside step function and βf =

r

1 − 4m2f /m2Z0 is the velocity

of the fermion f with mass mf in the rest frame of the Z0 mediator.
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Under the minimal width assumption, the model is specified by the set of parameters
shown in Table 3.1.
Tab. 3.1.: Parameters in the V /A simplified model

Parameter

Description

mZ0

Z0 mediator mass

mχ
gq
g`
gχ

dark matter particle mass
coupling strength of Z0 mediator to quarks
coupling strength of Z0 mediator to leptons
coupling strength of Z0 mediator to dark matter particles

Both the vector mediator and the axial-vector mediator model are available in event
generators up to next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy in QCD.

3.7.2 Simplified model with an extended Higgs sector and a
pseudo-scalar mediator
The a-2HDM [123] is a self-consistent simplified model with an extended Higgs
sector, allowing the model to be embedded in a UV-complete and renormalisable
framework. It is based on a Two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [141] with five
physical scalar states in the Higgs sector and an additional pseudo-scalar mediator.
The 2HDM potential for the two Higgs doublets H1 , H2 is given by
VH =µ1 H1† H1 + µ2 H2† H2 + (µ3 H1† H2 + h.c.)
+ λ1 (H1† H1 )2 + λ2 (H2† H2 )2 + λ3 (H1† H1 )(H2† H2 )
h

i

+ λ4 (H1† H2 )(H2† H1 ) + λ5 (H1† H2 )2 + h.c. ,

(3.30)

where h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate and µi , i = 1, 2, 3 and λi , i = 1, . . . , 5 are
free parameters. The potential is CP-conserving and has a softly broken Z2 custodial
symmetry to suppress flavour-changing neutral currents. The Higgs doublets
have
q
√ T
2
the vacuum expectation values hHi i = (0, vi / 2) , i = 1, 2 with v = v1 + v22 =
246 GeV and their ratio defines tan β = v2 /v1 . The physical CP-even states h and H
result from mixing of the neutral CP-even weak eigenstates with a corresponding
mixing angle α. The extended Higgs sector contains also two charged states H± of
identical mass.
The interaction term for the pseudo-scalar mediator P
1
VP = m2P P 2 + P (ibP H1† H2 + h.c.) + P 2 (λP1 H1† H1 + λP2 H2† H2 ),
2

(3.31)
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with the pseudo-scalar mass parameter mP and the portal couplings bP , λP1 , λP2 ,
mixes the mediator with the CP-odd state in the extended Higgs sector with mixing
angle θ. The resulting physical CP-odd states are a and A.
The dark matter particle χ is a Dirac fermion with mass mχ . The pseudo-scalar
mediator couples to the dark matter particle with the real Yukawa coupling yχ via
Lχ = −iyχ P χγ5 χ.

(3.32)

The alignment limit sin (β − α) = 1 is assumed, allowing the identification of the
lightest CP-even scalar h with the SM Higgs boson. A type-II 2HDM coupling
structure is assumed, letting up- and down-type quarks couple to separate doublets.
The model is specified by the set of 14 parameters shown in Table 3.2.
Tab. 3.2.: Parameters in the a-2HDM simplified model

Parameter

Description

α
tan β
θ
v
λ3 , λP1 , λP2
mh , mH
ma , mA
mH±

mixing angle of neutral CP-even weak eigenstates
ratio of Higgs doublet vacuum expectation values
mixing angle of neutral CP-odd weak eigenstates
electroweak vacuum expectation value
quartic couplings of scalar bosons
masses of neutral CP-even Higgs bosons
masses of neutral CP-odd Higgs bosons
charged Higgs bosons mass

mχ
yχ

dark matter particle mass
Yukawa coupling of dark matter particle

The a-2HDM model is characterised by a rich phenomenology so that it can be
probed by all ETmiss + X searches, which are discussed in Section 3.6.3. In particular,
the ETmiss + Higgs boson and ETmiss + Z boson final states are expected to provide
leading constraints in the theoretically best-motivated region of the parameter
space.

3.7.3 Z0 -2HDM simplified model
The Z0 -2HDM [129] is another simplified model with an extended Higgs sector. It
is based on a 2HDM (c.f. the discussion in Section 3.7.2) with an additional U(1)Z0
symmetry, which gives rise to a Z0 boson. The Z0 boson can mix with the Z boson. It
is implicitly assumed that there is a mechanism for generating the Z0 boson mass in
a gauge-invariant way.
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After symmetry breaking, the two Higgs doublets can be parametrised as
H1 =

−H± sin β
v1 − h sin α + H cos α − iA sin β

H2 =

H± cos β
,
v2 + h cos α + H sin α + iA cos β

!

(3.33)
!

(3.34)

where similar conventions for denoting the Higgs doublets, the states in the extended
Higgs sector and the mixing angles have been adopted as in Section 3.7.2. The
alignment limit sin (β − α) = 1 is assumed, allowing the identification of the lightest
CP-even scalar h with the SM Higgs boson. The model specifies a type-II 2HDM
coupling structure, letting up- and down-type quarks couple to separate doublets.
As only the right-handed up-type quarks u i,R and the Higgs doublet H1 are charged
under U(1)Z0 , the Z0 boson only couples to the Higgs doublet which couples to the
up-type quarks and to right-handed quarks. The CP-odd physical state A in the
extended Higgs sector couples to dark matter particles.
The model is specified by the set of nine parameters shown in Table 3.3.
Tab. 3.3.: Parameters in the Z0 -2HDM simplified model

Parameter

Description

α
tan β
mh , mH
mH±

mixing angle of neutral CP-even weak eigenstates
ratio of Higgs doublet vacuum expectation values
masses of neutral CP-even Higgs bosons
mass of charged Higgs bosons

mA
mZ0

neutral CP-odd Higgs boson mass
Z0 boson mass

gZ0

coupling strength of the Z0 boson

mχ

dark matter particle mass

The model describes resonant production of a Z0 boson, which subsequently decays
into the SM Higgs boson h and the CP-odd Higgs boson A. The latter enables dark
matter pair production due to its large branching fraction to dark matter.

3.7.4 Two mediator dark matter model
The two mediator dark matter model [212, 211] (2MDM model) is a consistent
simplified model with a Z0 boson and a dark Higgs boson as mediators. The model
postulates a Majorana fermion as dark matter particle χ, a complex Higgs field S and
an additional U(1)Z0 gauge group. It satisfies the requirements of gauge invariance
and perturbative unitarity by incorporating more features of complete theories: the
masses of the fermionic dark matter particle and of the Z0 boson are generated by
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(1)Z0 group. The symmetry breaking gives
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rise to the dark Higgs boson s. The dark matter particle χ with mass mχ couples via
axial coupling to the Z0 boson. The interaction Lagrangian density is
mχ
1
µ
µ
Lχ = − gχ Z0 χγ 5 γµ χ − gχ
sχχ + 2gχ Z0 Z0 µ (gχ s2 + mZ0 s).
2
mZ0

(3.35)

with the four independent parameters
• dark matter particle mass mχ ,
• Z0 boson mass mZ0 ,
• dark Higgs boson mass ms ,
• gχ = gZ0 qχ dark matter coupling, with the U(1)Z0 gauge coupling gZ0 and
charge of the dark matter particle qχ = qS /2.
The dark sector is coupled to the SM by postulating vector couplings of the Z0 to
quarks (q) by gauging baryon number. The corresponding interaction Lagrangian
is
µ

Lq = −gq Z0 q γµ q

(3.36)

with the coupling strength of the Z0 boson to quarks gq . Axial-vector couplings and
couplings to leptons are neglected for simplicity.
The model is specified by the set of five parameters shown in Table 3.4.
Tab. 3.4.: Parameters in the two mediator dark matter simplified model

Parameter

Description

mχ
mZ0

dark matter particle mass
Z0 mediator mass

ms
gχ
gq
θ

the dark Higgs boson mass
coupling strength of Z0 mediator to dark sector
coupling strength of Z0 mediator to quarks
mixing angle between the SM Higgs boson
and the dark Higgs boson

The model can be thought of as a combination of two simplified models: one with
a spin-1 mediator (c.f. Section 3.7.1) and one with a spin-0 mediator. In this
dissertation, the resonant production of a dark Higgs boson decaying to SM particles
is investigated.
Non-zero mixing between the dark Higgs boson and the SM Higgs boson with mixing
angle θ ensures that the dark Higgs boson is unstable and can instantly decay into
SM states. Consequentially, the dark Higgs boson inherits the branching fractions of
an SM-like Higgs boson with mass ms , which are shown in Figure 3.11.
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Fig. 3.11.: Branching fractions of dark Higgs boson decays to SM particles (produced
on-shell) in dependence of ms .
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Proton-proton collision
phenomenology

4

4.1 Basic concepts
Collisions of protons at high energy scales can be described by perturbative quantum
field theory. Matrix elements of strong interaction processes can be calculated
systematically at fixed orders in the strong coupling constant αs . However, the
description of pp collision events involves additional complexity, as protons are
strongly interacting and composite objects. In e− e+ collisions, the participants in
the scattering process are the same elementary particles which are accelerated. In
contrast, in a typical pp collision, it is the proton beams which are accelerated but
two partons which take part in the hard scattering process. The debris of the initial
protons gives rise to additional activity in the event. Furthermore, the interactions
which convert the coloured parton states into hadrons occur at low momentum
scale, where the strong coupling becomes large, and consequently, they cannot be
described by perturbation theory.
The detailed description of a pp collision event can be decomposed into various
processes. Figure 4.1 shows a proton-proton collision event with the production of a
top quark pair and a Higgs boson in the hard scattering process. The various colours
encode different processes, which are listed ordered by the respective momentum
transfer Q2 , starting with the hardest process.
1. Hard interaction (red)
2. Initial state radiation (ISR) (blue)
3. Final state radiation (FSR) (red)
4. Hadronisation and hadron decays (green)
5. Underlying event (purple)
The hard scattering process involves the largest momentum scales, allowing for
a description at fixed-order perturbation theory in QCD. The description of the
hard scattering process includes the relevant features of the event, such as the
production of heavy states or hard QCD jets. Typically, the description of the hard
scattering process is achieved by automated evaluation of the relevant Feynman
diagrams and numerical integration over the phase-space of the final state particles.
Secondary emissions include ISR from the incident partons and FSR from the
particles produced in the hard scattering process. The ISR originates from the
breakdown of the coherent quantum states initiated by the parton taking part in the
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Fig. 4.1.: Sketch of a proton-proton collision event in which a top quark pair and a Higgs
boson are produced in the hard scattering process. The incoming protons are
shown as the central green ellipses with three incoming valence quark lines. The
hard scattering process is depicted as the central red blob. The initial and final
state radiation processes are shown in blue and red, respectively. The underlying
event of other partons scattering and producing further activity is shown in purple.
All emerging partons undergo hadronisation, resulting in cascading showers of
hadrons, which are shown in green. Figure reproduced from Ref. [155].
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hard interaction. The FSR is due to Bremsstrahlung of particles produced in the hard
scattering process, which results in the emission of particles at lower scales. The
emitted QCD radiation initiates a parton shower via parton fragmentation, c.f. the
splitting processes q → qg, g → gg, and g → qq . As the result of the parton shower,
a set of coloured partons at the scale of a few GeV emerges. At this momentum
scale, confinement becomes relevant, and the coloured parton states break up into a
primary generation of colour-neutral hadrons. This process is called hadronisation.
The description of this process involves simulation in non-perturbative models. The
most prominent models are the Lund string model [27] and the cluster model [345,
281, 282]. These initial hadrons decay further in cascades of hadrons, resulting in
the formation of QCD jets. The underlying event refers to multi-parton interactions
in the event, which are difficult to model. Typically, the momentum transfer in
these additional parton interactions is soft compared to the hard interaction. The
description of the underlying event employs models with tunable parameters.

4.2 Parton density functions
A key insight of the parton model is that the quarks and gluons inside a proton can be
described in terms of parton density functions (PDFs) fa/p (x, Q2 ) that parametrise
the probability of finding a parton a with momentum fraction x at a scale of Q2
inside a proton. PDFs can be measured in different processes and at different scales.
These can be related to each other by the Dokshitser-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
(DGLAP) equations [209, 234, 22]
∂
∂ log Q2

fq/p (x, Q2 )
fg/p (x, Q2 )

!

αs (Q2 )
=
2π

Z 1
dz
x

z

Pqq ( xz )Pqg ( xz )
Pgq ( xz )Pgg ( xz )

!

fq/p (z, Q2 )
. (4.1)
fg/p (z, Q2 )
!

The splitting functions Pgg ( xz ) can be expanded in perturbation theory and are listed,
for instance, in Ref. [155].
The PDFs can be determined from fits to a wide range of experimental data. In
typical PDF fits, about 3000 data points are used [155], including deep inelastic
scattering data from fixed-target experiments and the HERA electron-proton collider,
and data from Drell-Yan and jet production processes at the Tevatron and the Large
Hadron Collider. The CT14 [214], MMHT2014 [241], and NNPDF3.0 [119] PDF
sets are the primary choices to describe proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron
Collider [149] and provide PDFs at leading order (LO), next-to-leading order (NLO)
and next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO ) precision in αs .
Figure 4.2 shows the PDFs from the CT14 PDF set for the scales Q2 = 2 GeV2 and
Q2 = 100 GeV2 . The proton valence quark PDFs (u and d) are the largest for high
x-values, while the sea-quark and gluon PDFs dominate at low x-values. For higher
scale Q2 , the gluon and sea-quark contributions are enhanced together with the
valence quarks at low x-values, as more parton structure is resolved. Figure 4.3
shows a comparison of the CT14 PDF set to the MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0 PDF
sets with their respective uncertainty bands. The discrepancies between different
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PDF sets originate from different input data, different choices for the parameters
and PDF parametrisation.

4.3 Calculation of cross-sections
According to factorisation theorems [192], the total cross-section for any process
pp → X can be written as a sum over the partonic cross-sections σ̂ab→X for all
parton types a and b
σpp →X =

XXZ 1
a

b

0

Z 1

dx1

0

dx2 fa (x1 , µF )fb (x2 , µF )σ̂ab→X (x1 p1 , x2 p2 , µF , µR ).
(4.2)

The PDFs in proton-proton collisions evolve with the factorisation scale µF according
to the same non-perturbative interactions that give rise to scaling violations in deep
inelastic scattering. The renormalisation scale µR is another process-dependent
quantity, which indicates the scale at which the coupling constants are evaluated.
Typical choices for µF and µR are dictated by one hard scale Q2 of the process like
the mass of an s-channel resonance of mass M , such that µF = µR = Q2 = M 2 .
As the momentum of the partons is distributed according to the PDFs, the centreof-mass frame of the process is unlikely to coincide with the laboratory frame of
√
reference. In the parton model, one parton has momentum pz1 = x1 s/2 in the
√
√
detector frame, while the other has the momentum pz2 = −x2 s/2, where s is the
centre-of-mass energy of the proton-proton-system. In the partonic centre-of-mass
frame, the energy of the parton is ŝ = x1 x2 s and it has net momentum along the
beam axis of p̂z = (x1 − x2 ).
The partonic cross-section in the limit of massless partons
1
σ̂ab→X (x1 p1 , x2 p2 , µF , µR ) =
2ŝ

Z

dΦn |Mab→X |2 (Φn , µF , µR )

(4.3)

can be evaluated in perturbation theory by calculation of the matrix element Mab→X
and the n-parton phase space element
dΦn =

n
Y
i=1

"

dpi 4

2
4 (2π)δ(pi

(2π)

#

−

m2i )Θ(p0i )

(2π)4 δ 4 (pa + pb −

n
X

pi ).

(4.4)

i=1

The cross-sections of typical processes at (anti-)proton-proton colliders for various
√
centre-of-mass energies s are shown in Figure 4.4. The cross-sections have been
calculated in perturbative QCD at NLO and NNLO using the MSTW2008 PDF
set [283]. Processes of interest, such as weak gauge boson production or Higgs
boson production, or hypothetical dark matter particle production occur with crosssections which are magnitudes below the total inelastic cross-section in pp collisions
at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV of 78.1 ± 2.9 mb [60]. Consequentially, a
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Fig. 4.2.: The CT14 parton distribution functions at the scales of 2 GeV (top) and 100 GeV
(bottom) for u u, d, d, s, and g. Figure reproduced from Ref. [214].
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Fig. 4.3.: Comparison of the gluon (top) and up quark (bottom) PDFs from the CT14,
MMHT14 and NNNPDF3.0 sets at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO ) at a
scale of Q2 = 100 GeV2 . The results are shown relative to the central value of
CT14. Figure reproduced from Ref. [149].
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resource-efficient description of selected collision events for investigating these
processes starts with the hard process and builds up the event from there.

4.4 Event simulation
The processes of interest in pp collisions are simulated by Monte Carlo (MC) event
generators [145, 319]. The matrix elements of the hard scattering process are
computed in perturbative QCD at fixed orders in αs in a highly automated way,
together with the corresponding phase-space parametrisations. Event generators
describing hard processes are M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO [23] (providing LO and
NLO accuracy in QCD) and P OWHEG [21] (providing NLO accuracy in QCD). The
PDFs are parametrised in the LHAPDF format [146]. The secondary emissions are
described by parton showers. Potential overlap of the multiple softer emissions of
the parton showers and the higher-order matrix elements is resolved by matching
and merging prescriptions.
The three general-purpose event generators S HERPA [230], H ERWIG [125], and
P YTHIA [320] provide combined descriptions of hard processes interfaced with
parton showers. In particular, the H ERWIG and P YTHIA generators can be interfaced with M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO or P OWHEG to supplement the parton shower
description.
Finally, the interactions of final state particles with the ATLAS detector are simulated
with the GEANT4 [14] simulation tool-kit to provide the detector response [104].
The resulting set of simulated collision events is processed in the same manner as
observed data with the reconstruction and event selection software.

4.5 Hadronic jets
The parton shower evolution is dominated by the emission of partons which are
either soft or collinear with the outgoing partons. Consequentially, the emerging
hadrons are distributed in localised collimated sprays, which are called jets. The
intriguing feature of jets is the correspondence between the total momentum of
the hadrons contained in a jet and that of the corresponding partons described by
perturbative calculations. This correspondence allows inferring the properties of the
hard scattering process from the detector signature produced by QCD jets.
Jets are no fundamental objects but are instead defined by a jet algorithm. A
jet algorithm provides a prescription on how to construct jets from input objects.
Thereby, the algorithms need to fulfil two tasks. First, they need to identify all
potential jet constituents. Second, they need to define the jet’s four-vector based
on the information provided by the constituents. A jet algorithm is agnostic to the
precise nature of the input objects as long they can be parametrised as four-vectors.
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Fig. 4.4.: Cross-sections and event rates
for various centre-of-mass energies
s in
√
√
antiproton-proton (Tevatron, s < 4 GeV) and proton-proton (LHC, s > 4 GeV)
collisions. The cross-sections have been calculated in perturbative QCD at NLO
and NNLO using the MSTW2008 PDF set [283]. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [331].
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Therefore, the input objects can be partons, hadrons or energy deposits in the
detectors.
A jet algorithm must be well-defined in arbitrarily high orders of perturbation
theory, which involve additional parton emissions, to allow the direct comparison of
perturbative calculations with observations. A well-defined jet algorithm, therefore,
needs to satisfy the requirements of collinear and infra-red safety: neither collinear
splitting nor soft emissions should alter the result of the jet algorithm.
There are two categories of jet algorithms, which differ in their method of identifying
the jet constituents. Cone-based algorithms, such as thee SISCone algorithm [313],
are based on purely geometric considerations by defining a jet axis and associating
all objects within a specific radius parameter. Sequential algorithms cluster and
combine pairs of objects until all objects have been used.
The kT algorithms are a family of sequential algorithms, which satisfy the requirements of collinear and infra-red safety and are successfully employed at the Large
Hadron Collider experiments. They iteratively group objects i and j (referred to as
pseudo-jets) into jets, using the two generalised distance measures in momentum
space between two pseudo-jets (dij ) and a pseudo-jet and the beam (diB )
diB = (pT )2p
n

(4.5)
o

dij = min (pT,i )2p , (pT,j )2p ×

Rij
,
R0

(4.6)

which are based on the transverse momenta of the pseudo-jets pT,i and on the
distance between the two objects in the η-ϕ-plane Rij =

q

∆η 2 + ∆ϕ2 .

The algorithm evaluates all possible dij and diB and identifies the smallest distance.
If the smallest distance is between a pseudo-jet and the beam, the pseudo-jet is
promoted to a jet and is added to the list of output objects. Otherwise, the two
pseudo-jets are discarded, and a new pseudo-jet k whose kinematic properties are
based on their vector sum is created. This step is repeated until all pseudo-jets have
been promoted to jets.
The parameter p defines the type of jet algorithm in the kT family:
• kT algorithm (p = 1) [158, 216]
• Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (p = 0) [208]
• Anti-kt algorithm (p = −1) [153]
The jet area can be determined by populating the η-ϕ-plane of an event with ghost
particles, which have infinitely small momentum [154]. As the kT algorithms are
collinear and infra-red safe, the reconstructed jets are not changed by the addition
of ghost particles. However, the association of the ghost particles with jets allows
inferring the jet catchment area.
Figure 4.5 shows a comparison of the resulting jet areas for the three algorithms of
the kT family and the SISCone algorithm. The kT and Cambridge/Aachen algorithms
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produce jets with more irregular jet shapes, while the SISCone and anti-kt algorithms
have more regular jet shapes.
The anti-kt algorithm, which is used as the standard jet algorithm in this dissertation,
is collinear and infra-red safe and provides jets with a nearly conical shape at
excellent reconstruction efficiency. Depending on the use-case, a different radius
parameter is used for the jet reconstruction. The jet algorithms are implemented in
the FastJet package [152].

Fig. 4.5.: Clustering of a sample parton-level event with four different jet algorithms, illustrated by the active catchment area of the resulting hard jets. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [153].
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Experimental apparatus

5

5.1 Introduction
Scattering experiments have been the key to furthering our understanding of the
elementary constituents of matter and their interactions. The seminal work of Geiger,
Marsden, and Rutherford [227] on the scattering of α-particles1 from thin metal
foils in 1908 unravelled the structure of the atom and led to the discovery of the
atomic nucleus. Today, scattering experiments have evolved to using the very same
atomic nuclei discovered over a century ago as probes for the uncharted frontiers of
particle physics.
The natural observable of scattering experiments is the cross-section σ [341]. In
a classical interpretation, the number of scattered objects is related to the crosssectional area of a scattering object, which allowed Rutherford to deduce the size of
the atomic nucleus. However, the quantum nature of elementary particles ultimately
only allows for a probabilistic description of nature by predicting the probability for
a process to happen. In this interpretation, the cross-section has a more abstract
meaning as a measure of the interaction strength. It is related to the underlying
theory by the equation [316]
σ=

1
Φi

Z

|hf | M |ii|2 dΠf .

(5.1)

Here, Φi is the flux of initial state particles |ii and dΠf is the differential kinematically
allowed phase space of the final states |f i. The modulus square of the matrix
element hf | M |ii gives the probability P (|ii → |f i) for a transition from |ii to |f i.
The preparation of initial states |ii and measurement of final states |f i dictates the
experimental setup of a scattering experiment with the aim of empirically testing
the underlying theory and exploring the structure of matter.
The momentum of initial states |ii determines the scale on which nature can be
investigated2 . Rays of particles with considerable momentum and consequently
smaller wavelength allow probing structures on more minor length scales. Although
cosmic rays from astrophysical sources can achieve ultra-relativistic energies up to
1020 eV, their rate is vanishingly small [226], so that one can only hope for their
detection by terrestrial experiments.
1

The kinetic energy of the α-particles used in Rutherford’s experiment is 8 MeV. Modern particle
accelerators achieve millionfold beam energy of 6.5 TeV.
2
The de Broglie relation λ = 1/p relates the momentum p of a probe with the size of the structure
that can be resolved.
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The invention of modern particle accelerators marked a turning point. Particle
accelerators not only allow for a reproducible preparation of initial states |ii in a
controlled laboratory environment but also their production in abundant number.
Remarkably, the kinetic energy of colliding particles also determines the mass scale
of the particles created in the collision, possibly giving access to previously inaccessible heavy states. As their production cross-section often is small, only particle
accelerators can produce these heavy states in sufficient quantities to allow for their
observation. In summary, in a modern scattering experiment, particle accelerators
prepare the initial states |ii. The two defining quantities of equal importance for a
collider experiment are the energy and the rate of collision events. The total beam
√
energy in the centre-of-mass frame s is the first defining characteristic of particle
accelerators. High centre-of-mass energy is required for probing the structure of
matter at smallest scales and for producing yet unobserved heavy states. The luminosity is the second defining characteristic of a collider experiment. The number of
scattering events measured in a collider experiment for a process with cross-section
σ during a time ∆T is
N =σ·

Z

dT Linst = σ · L.

(5.2)

∆T

It is determined by the instantaneous luminosity Linst . The amount of collected data
is quantified by the integrated luminosity L, typically stated in the unit fb−13 .
Particle detectors measure properties of final states |f i. To this end, they typically
employ three specific types of detector subsystems situated in the increasing distance
to the interaction point. First, tracking detectors immersed in magnetic fields provide
precision position and momentum-measurements of charged particles. Second,
calorimeters measure the energy deposited by electrons, photons, and hadrons.
Finally, muon detectors measure the path and momentum of muons passing the
calorimeter.
From this discussion, three experimental design requirements for dark matter
searches become evident.
1. Processes resulting in the production of dark matter particles at a collider
experiment are expected to occur with minute cross-sections at the order of
O(fb). Also, dark matter production might involve heavy states which are only
accessible with sufficient beam energy above their production threshold. Consequently, the exploration of terrestrial dark matter production in a laboratory
requires a particle accelerator with both high beam energy and high beam
intensity.
2. A pp machine is the optimal choice for probing dark matter in collider experiments. Although the models for the production of dark matter particles
discussed in Section 3.7 specify the type and interactions of the new states they
3
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−28

2

Cross-sections are stated in units of length-squared as multiples of a barn, with 1 b = 10
m . The
whimsical name owes its creation to physicists of Purdue University. They associated the typical
cross-sectional size of a U atomic nucleus with the dominant feature of Midwestern farmlands,
which is referred to by the idiom “you can’t hit the side of a barn”.
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predict, they make no exact predictions about their mass. Searches for dark
matter are required to be sensitive to new physics across a large mass range.
To this end, the use of composite objects, such as protons, as initial states
allows probing a wide range of possible new heavy states at a fixed collision
energy s. As only the partons and not the entire proton participate in the
hard scattering process, the effective centre-of-mass energy of the interaction
s0 = xa · xb · s depends on the momentum fractions xa and xb of the initial state
partons. As a result, the energy available for the resonant production of new
particles is not fixed as it is the case for electron-positron colliders, making
hadron colliders powerful discovery machines.
3. Once produced, dark matter particles do not interact with detector material.
They can only be observed via their recoil on other particles, which results
in a missing component E miss in the observed energy-momentum balance of
the collision. Therefore, an ideal detector for dark matter searches must not
only reconstruct all types of physics objects with excellent precision but also
provide hermetical 4π coverage in full solid angle.
These requirements are met by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the ATLAS
detector at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research CERN. Section 5.2
explores the LHC as the culminating part of the CERN accelerator complex and
gives an overview of its operation parameters during the years 2015 to 2018. The
discussion of the ATLAS detector and its subsystems is provided in Section 5.3.

5.2 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [219] is, at the time of writing, the most powerful
terrestrial particle accelerator. Its approximately circular geometry extends 26.7 km
in circumference. The LHC is located in the tunnel which formerly hosted the
Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider and lies 75 m to 175 m below the surface of
the Franco-Swiss border at CERN near Geneva. The LHC is designed to accelerate
and collide two counter-rotating beams of protons in an ultra-high vacuum with a
√
maximum centre-of-mass energy of s = 14 TeV. During Run-1 operation during
√
2009 to 2013 at centre-of-mass energies of s = 7 TeV and 7 TeV. This dissertation
is based on data taken during Run-2 operation in 2015 to 2018, where the LHC was
√
operated at the centre-of-mass energy of s = 13 TeV and at peak luminosity of
2.1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 . Although the LHC’s design also allows for colliding heavy lead
ions with an energy of up to 2.8 TeV per nucleon, heavy ion physics is beyond the
scope of this dissertation and only the proton physics programme is briefly discussed
in the following. A more detailed account is given in Refs. [143, 142, 126].
The protons injected to the LHC undergo several stages of acceleration in a preaccelerator-chain [126], shown in Figure 5.1.
They start their journey as hydrogen atoms, supplied from a simple gas bottle and
ionised by stripping them of their electrons in a duoplasmatron machine [117].
The protons emerge as a beam with 300 mA current and are first accelerated to
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Fig. 5.1.: The CERN accelerator complex. The illustration shows the LHC ring and the
associated pre-accelerator chain relevant for producing pp collisions. Figure
adapted from Ref. [290].

√

s = 50 MeV by the LINAC2 linear accelerator. The Proton Synchroton Booster
(PSB) and the Proton Synchrotron (PS) perform the next acceleration stages. Both
are synchrotron accelerators. The PSB consists of four synchrotron rings with a
radius of 25 m, which are stacked on top of each other, and accelerates the protons
√
to s = 1.4 GeV. The PS extends over large parts of the CERN Meyrin site with
a radius of 100 m and raises the beam energy to 25 GeV. As each of the four PSB
rings extends one-quarter of the PS circumference, the PSB beam can be extracted
sequentially to the PS. As the beams are extracted and injected by kicker magnets,
pulsed dipole magnets with swift time response, they arrive not continuously but in
discrete bunches. The Super Proton Synchrotron, extending 7 km in circumference,
ramps up the beam energy to 450 GeV before the proton beams are injected in the
two storage rings of the LHC.
In the LHC, particles are accelerated by radio frequency (RF) cavities driven by
high power klystrons. The RF system is operated at 400.79 MHz with each cavity
providing a field gradient of 5.5 MV m−1 and 2 MeV acceleration voltage, resulting
in a total increase of the beam energy by 485 keV per revolution.
The LHC beams are kept on their circular trajectories by 1232 superconducting
niobium-titanium dipole magnets operated at a temperature of 1.9 K with magnetic
field strengths of 8.33 T. The space constraints imposed by the tunnel require a
twin-bore magnet design, hosting the two beam pipes and two sets of magnet coils
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Tab. 5.1.: Essential LHC parameters with their description and values during Run-2 operation [219].

Parameter

Description

E
Linst
Nb
nb
frev
γ
εn
β∗

beam energy
peak luminosity
particles per bunch
bunches per beam
revolution frequency
relativistic gamma factor
normalised transverse beam emittance
β function at collision point
geometric luminosity reduction factor
due to crossing angle at interaction point

F

Value
6.5 TeV
2 × 10 cm−2 s−1
1.15 × 1011
2808
11.245 kHz
7461
3.75 µm
0.5 m
34

0.836

within the same mechanical structure and cryostat. The beams are focussed using
quadrupole and higher-order multipole magnets.
The machine luminosity is determined by several beam parameters, which are listed
in Table 5.1, and can be written as
L=

Nb2 nb frev γr F
.
4πεn β ∗

(5.3)

The luminosity is determined by in-situ measurements performed with dedicated
detectors and van-der-Meer scans [285, 56].
The two beams intersect at four interaction points, each within a cavern hosting one
of the four extensive LHC experiments ATLAS [178], LHCb [189], CMS [183], and
ALICE [177]. In total, there are eight LHC experiments. The three smaller experiments, TOTEM [191], LHCf [190], MoEDAL [289], and FASER [30], complement
the LHC physics programme by more specific measurements. TOTEM and LHCf
use detectors positioned close to the CMS and ATLAS experiment, respectively, to
investigate the physics of particles generated almost directly in line with the colliding
proton beams. The prime goal of the MoEDAL experiment, which shares the cavern
with LHCb, is the search for magnetic monopoles and exotic particles. The FASER
experiment, which is located in a service tunnel downstream from the interaction
point used by the ATLAS experiment, searches for light, weakly-coupled particles
and investigates the interactions of high-energy neutrinos. The LHCb experiment is a
specialised detector investigating flavour physics. The ALICE experiment investigates
physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme energy densities by analysing heavy
lead ion collisions. The two all-purpose detectors ATLAS and CMS, operated at
peak luminosity, are located in opposed caverns. Their independent operation and
different detector design are crucial for cross-checks and reciprocal corroboration in
the event of a potential discovery.
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Although high beam intensities enhance searches for rare processes by increasing
the collected data over time, they also increase the number of simultaneous pp
interactions in a single collision event. Such multiple pp interactions are known as
pile-up and are typically uncorrelated with the hard-scattering process. Therefore,
they contribute a largely diffuse background of primarily soft energy depositions in
the detector. One distinguishes between in-time pile-up, which refers to multiple
collision events within the same bunch crossing, and out-of-time-pileup, which
refers to energy deposits from previous and following bunch crossings concerning
the triggered event. The total expected amount of pile-up µ is related to the
instantaneous luminosity by the equation
µ=

Lσinel
,
Nb nb frev

(5.4)

where σinel = 78.1 ± 2.9 mb is the inelastic pp cross-section [60].

5.3 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is a multi-purpose detector for recording collisions at the LHC.
Its design is influenced by both the extreme conditions at the LHC and by the
requirements for precision measurements and potential discovery of new physics
processes at the TeV scale. The high interaction rates and radiation doses delivered
to LHC detectors require fast, radiation-hard electronics and detector elements with
high granularity. The demands for performing high precision tests of quantum
chromodynamics, exploring the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, and
searching for signatures of new physics phenomena dictate the design of the detector
and its subsystems.
The ATLAS detector has a cylindrical geometry and extends 44 m in length and 25 m
in diameter with a weight of 7000 t. A sketch of the ATLAS detector, highlighting its
various subsystems, is provided in Figure 5.2.
The detector consists of a cylindrical barrel region and two wheel-shaped end-caps,
each instrumented with detector subsystems to achieve full coverage in the full 4π
solid angle. The detector geometry possesses an eightfold symmetry around the
beam axis and a forward-backwards symmetry to the interaction point. The detector
is comprised of three main subsystems, starting with the innermost component,
the inner detector, calorimeters and muon spectrometer. They are introduced
briefly in the following. A detailed description of the ATLAS detector is provided in
Ref. [178].

5.3.1 The ATLAS coordinate system
The ATLAS coordinate system is used throughout this dissertation and defined by
expressing space-time events in terms of a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system
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Fig. 5.2.: Schematic representation of the ATLAS detector and its various subsystems. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [178].

with its origin located at the nominal interaction point. The z-axis is defined by the
beam axis, the positive x-axis points from the interaction point to the centre of the
LHC ring, and the positive y-axis points towards the earth’s surface. The symmetry
of the experiment favours a cylindrical coordinate system with the azimuthal angle
ϕ measured around the beam axis and the polar angle θ measured from the beam
axis. In collider experiments, it is common practice to express the inclination of a
particle with four-momentum p = (E, p) to the beam with the pseudorapidity
η = − ln tan

θ
1
|p| + pz
= · ln
.
2
2
|p| − pz

(5.5)

The pseudorapidity is zero in transverse direction and increases rapidly for smaller
inclinations with respect to the beam axis. In the relativistic limit, the pseudorapidity
approaches to the rapidity
y=

1
E + pz
· ln
.
2
E − pz

(5.6)

The phase-space measure of a particle dΠf is proportional to the rapidity, thus the
particle flux per rapidity interval is approximately constant. Differences in rapidity
(and by extension also the pseudorapidity) are invariants under Lorentz boosts
along the beams axis. As a consequence, measurements of rapidity differences ∆y
between particles are the same in different reference frames connected by a Lorentz
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boost along the beam axis. An invariant distance measure can be defined in the
pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle space as
q

∆R =

∆η 2 + ∆ϕ2 =

q

(η1 − η2 )2 + (ϕ1 − ϕ2 )2 .

(5.7)

The composite nature of the colliding protons only allows specifying the transverse
momentum component of initial state partons taking part in the hard-scattering
process. The aforementioned property of the rapidity therefore is crucially important
for interpreting measurements of particles created in pp collisions. In a similar
vein, it is useful to define transverse quantities of observables, such the transverse
momentum
pT = |p| sin θ = |p| cosh η

(5.8)

which is the projection of the momentum p onto the x-y plane. Similarly, the missing
transverse momentum component in the x-y plane ETmiss is of particular importance
for dark matter searches. Other variables to describe the trajectory of a particle
are the transverse impact parameter d0 and the longitudinal impact parameter z0 .
These are defined as the closest distance between the particle’s trajectory and the
reconstructed primary vertex in the transverse plane or longitudinal z-direction,
respectively.

5.3.2 Magnet system
Momentum and charge measurement of charged particles requires the bending
of their trajectories by being immersed in magnetic fields. To this end, ATLAS is
equipped with a magnet system consisting of four large superconducting magnets.
All magnets employ superconducting niobium-titanium technology and are cooled to
about 4.5 K using liquid helium-3. The energy stored in the ATLAS magnets during
operation amounts to 1.6 GJ. The central solenoid magnet is aligned on the beam
pipe and provides a 2 T axial magnetic field for charged particle measurements in
the inner detector. It extends over 5.3 m length and has a diameter of 2.5 m. As the
magnet is situated between tracking and calorimetry system, a large material budget
would impact the calorimeter resolution. The solenoid assembly contributes roughly
0.66 radiation lengths at normal incidence, realised by an extremely light-weight
structure and shared cooling elements of the solenoid and the calorimeter system.
The barrel toroid and two end-cap toroids are defining for the ATLAS experiment
as they not define the name of the experiment but also shape the total dimensions
of the detector. The barrel toroid consists of eight air-core race-track shaped coils
with an overall length of 25.3 m covering the region in between 9.4 m to 20.1 m
from the interaction region. The end-cap toroids are octagonal wheels equipped
with eight flat, square toroidal coil units and eight keystone wedges. Together, the
toroids provide toroidal magnetic fields of approximately 0.5 T and 1.0 T for the
muon detectors in the central and the end-cap regions, respectively. The highly
non-uniform toroidal field requires a high-precision field mapping by approximately
1800 Hall sensors distributed throughout the spectrometer volume.
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5.3.3 Inner Detector
The inner detector provides precision measurements of charged particle trajectories.
As it is immersed in the 2 T solenoid magnetic field, the track curvature can be used
for determining the track’s transverse momentum pT . The reconstructed particle
tracks are used for pattern recognition to identify common points of origin, which
are called vertices. The primary vertex is the vertex with the highest scalar pT
sum of associated tracks satisfying transverse and longitudinal impact parameter
requirements. The primary vertex corresponds to the hardest interaction in the
event, which typically is the interaction of interest. Other vertices in the same bunch
crossing can be used to identify signatures associated with pile-up. Additionally,
secondary vertices, which correspond to the displaced decays of short-lived particles,
are used to identify the production of b-quarks or τ leptons. To this end, the
inner detector is located close to the interaction region. It is comprised of discrete,
high-resolution semiconductor pixel and strip detectors in the inner part of the
tracking volume and straw tube tracking detectors in the outer part, with additional
capability for particle identification by generating and detecting transition radiation.
An essential design requirement is a light material budget to reduce energy losses in
the ID. The momentum resolution of the inner tracker for trajectories of particles
with transverse momentum pT is approximately
σ(pT )
=
pT

s

0.05% ·



pT
GeV

2

+ (1%)2 .

(5.9)

The layout of the inner detector is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The silicon pixel detector (PXD) is located closest to the beam axis in 12 cm radial
distance. Four layers of silicon pixel modules with 8.4 × 107 readout channels
provide accurate three-dimensional information with the highest granularity. In the
barrel region, the detector modules are arranged on four concentric cylinders around
the beam axis positioned at radii of 33.25 mm, 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm, and 122.5 mm,
while in the end-cap regions they are located on six disks perpendicular to the beam
axis at distances ±495 mm, ±580 mm, and ±650 mm from the collision point. The
innermost barrel module, the insertable b-layer (IBL) [2, 156, 111], substantially
contributes to the high precision impact parameter measurements, which are critical
for vertex identification, by its proximity to the beamline and high spatial resolution.
The PXD provides typically four measurement points for charged particles originating
in the beam-interaction region with 10 µm spatial resolution in the transverse plane
and 115 µm in the longitudinal z-direction.
The silicon microstrip tracker (SCT) forms the middle layer of the ID and extends up
to 52 cm in the radial distance. As it is located further away from the beamline than
the PXD, coarser granularity achieved by 6.3 × 106 readout channels is sufficient.
It consists of four concentric layers of silicon strip detectors in the barrel region
and 18 wheel-shaped disks containing the sensor modules in the end-cap regions.
Each module hosts two single-sided silicon micros-trip sensor plates rotated about
a stereo angle of 40 mrad to enable two-dimensional position measurements. The
two precision semiconductor tracking detectors cover the region |η| < 2.5. They are
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(a) Overview of the ID and its sub-detectors. Figure reproduced from Ref. [178].

(b) Detailed layout of the ID traversed by a charged track in the barrel region at η = 0.3. The
track traverses the beam pipe, the four cylindrical PXD layers, the four SCT layers, and
approximately 36 axial straws contained within the TRT modules. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [304].
Fig. 5.3.: Illustrations of the ID layout and its spatial dimensions.
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connected to a cooling system to reduce noise after irradiation. Their alignment is
monitored by comparing positions of module hits with intersections of reconstructed
tracks with the modules. Additionally, the SCT alignment is monitored by an interferometry system. The SCT provides typically eight hits per track at intermediate radii
with 17 µm spatial resolution in the transverse plane and 580 µm in the longitudinal
z-direction.
The transition radiation tube tracker (TRT) constitutes the outermost layer of the ID
and operates with 3.4 × 105 readout channels. The TRT employs proportional drift
tube arrays made of polyimide for track measurements. The choice of drift tubes
as detector technology not only allows for the instrumentation of a large volume
at comparably low cost but also avoids cooling issues and supports maintaining a
low material budget for the ID. The tubes with diameter of 4 mm contain a 30 µm
gold-plated tungsten wire in their centre and are filled with a (70 % Xe / 27 % CO2
/ 3 % O2) gas mixture4 . The tubes are kept at the negative voltage of 1530 V with
their wire kept at ground. The resulting electric field accelerates particles traversing
the tubes, which then ionise the gas mixture. As a result, the ionisation products
drift to the respective electrode of opposite polarity. Near the wire anode, the
field strength is sufficiently high for the electron to create an avalanche of new
ionisation processes, manifesting in a signal proportional to the number of primary
charges. This measurement determines the primary electron drift time. Based on
the knowledge of the drift velocity of electrons in the gas mixture, the radius of
the closest approach between the particle trajectory and the wire can be computed.
Combining measurements from several individual drift tubes allows determining the
particle trajectory unambiguously. The TRT covers the region |η| < 2.0. It provides
typically 35 hits per track with pT > 0.5 GeV with 130 µm spatial resolution in the
plane orthogonal to the drift tubes.

5.3.4 Calorimetry
The ATLAS calorimeter can identify electrons, photons, and hadrons and provides
measurements of their energy and position. The principle underpinning calorimetry
is the destructive energy measurement of incoming particles by a chain of inelastic
reactions leading to a shower of secondary particles, which in turn deposit their
energy to active detector material. There, a fraction of the energy is converted into
measurable quantities, which can be related to the total absorbed energy by a calibration procedure. Position measurements with coarse resolution can be achieved
by segmenting the calorimeter into individual cells. Electromagnetically and hadronically interacting particles have different mechanisms for shower formation. The
energy loss of electrons happens mostly via bremsstrahlung, whereas the dominant
process for photons is pair production. The interplay of both processes results in
the electromagnetic shower. The characteristic length scale for both processes is
the radiation length X0 , defined as the distance over which an electron radiates
4

As gas leaks occurred during operation of the TRT, some of the TRT modules instead contain an
Ar-based gas mixture. The presence of this gas mixture is taken into account in the simulation, and
the reduced efficiency of Ar is partially mitigated by dedicated reconstruction algorithms.
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off 63 % of its energy. The interactions of hadrons are more complex and involve
a cascade of inelastic hadronic interactions. The characteristic length scale for
hadronic interactions with matter is the interaction length λ, which is defined as
the mean distance travelled by a hadronic particle before undergoing an inelastic
nuclear interaction. Two particular types of calorimeters are encountered in collider
experiments. Electromagnetic calorimeters typically employ inorganic crystals or
liquid noble gases with high nuclear charge Z as the active material. Hadronic
calorimeters typically layer the active material with very dense material, such as
iron, to stop the hadronic showers, whose depth of penetration into the calorimeter
exceeds that of electromagnetic showers.
Calorimetry complements the tracking detectors in two ways.
1. The
√ energy resolution of calorimeters increases for larger energy σ(E)/E ∝
1/ E due to the Poisson statistics of the shower, whereas the resolution of
curvature-based momentum measurements deteriorates for larger momenta,
following the relation σ(p)/p ∝ p.
2. Calorimeters are sensitive to both charged and neutral particles. As the emergent parton shower due to hadronic final states, which are at the focus of this
dissertation, is a mixture of both neutral and charged particles, calorimeters
are essential for their accurate measurement.
An overview of the ATLAS calorimetry system is given in Figure 5.4.

Fig. 5.4.: The ATLAS calorimeter system with its various components. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [178].
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The ATLAS calorimeter system surrounds both the ID and the solenoid. It has a length
of 12.2 m and extends to an outer radius of 4.25 m. Its geometry is fully symmetric
in ϕ and has full coverage around the beam axis and covers the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 4.9. The enormous energy of particles created in LHC pp collisions
necessitates shortening of the absorption length by the use of calorimeters with
alternating layers of active detector material and passive, purely absorbing material.
This sampling calorimeter design is used in all ATLAS calorimeters. The calorimeter
system is comprised of electromagnetic calorimeters in the barrel and end-cap
regions, enclosed by the hadronic calorimeters and complemented by dedicated
calorimeters in the forward region close to the beam pipe. The ATLAS calorimeter
system is hosted in three cryostats. The barrel cryostat contains the central solenoid
and the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter. The end-cap cryostats each contain one
electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter, one hadronic end-cap calorimeter, and one
forward calorimeter. The design of the calorimetry system ensures full containment
of electromagnetic and hadronic showers and reduction of punch-through into the
muon spectrometer. The electromagnetic calorimeters have more than 22 radiation
lengths X0 in the barrel region and more than 24 radiation lengths in the end-cap
regions. The hadronic calorimeters have an interaction length λ of approximately
9.8 in the barrel region and an interaction length of about 10 in the end-cap region.
The forward calorimeter has an interaction length λ of approximately 10.
The electromagnetic calorimeters cover the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.2. The
active detector medium is radiation hard Liquid Argon (LAr), which is chosen for
its stability and linear response. The passive layers are made of lead. The absorber
plates are shaped in an accordion geometry, thus providing full coverage in ϕ without
cracks. The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter covers the pseudorapidity range 0 <
|η| < 1.475. It consists of two identical components separated by a 4 mm gap at η = 0.
The two end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters (EMEC) cover the pseudorapidity
range 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. They consist each of two coaxial wheels with a small nonoverlapping region at |η| = 2.5. The transition region between the barrel and the
end-cap (1.37 < |η| < 1.52) contains a relatively large amount of inactive material.
In the precision physics region |η| < 2.47, where tracking information is available, the
electromagnetic calorimeters are segmented in three layers with different granularity
to allow for measurements of the electromagnetic shower profile. The first layer is
finely segmented in strips to allow for excellent discrimination between photons
from the hard interaction and photons from π 0 decays. Most of the electron and
photon energy is collected in the second layer, while the third layer measures the
energy deposits due to the shower’s tails. The remaining acceptance is segmented in
two layers with uniform granularity ∆φ × ∆η = 0.1 × 0.1. The energy measurement
in the region |η| < 1.8 is corrected for the energy loss of particles before entering
the calorimeter by the use of two pre-sampling detectors, made of a thin LAr layer.
The combined electromagnetic calorimeter energy resolution is
σE
10 %
= √ ⊕ 0.7 %,
E
E

(5.10)

where ⊕ indicates the quadratic sum.
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The hadronic calorimeter encloses the electromagnetic calorimeters, as the depth of
hadronic showers typically exceeds that of electromagnetic showers. Two different
calorimeter technologies are employed to address the increasing irradiation in
regions closer to the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.7 is instrumented
with a tile calorimeter, subdivided in a barrel region enclosing the electromagnetic
barrel calorimeter and two extended barrel regions, which surround the end-cap
calorimeters. The barrel region covers |η| < 1.0 and the two extended barrel regions
cover 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Scintillator tiles are used as the active detector medium,
while steel is used as the absorber medium. The tile calorimeter extends 2.28 m
to 4.25 m in the radial direction. Each barrel region is azimuthally divided into
64 modules, corresponding to ∆ϕ = 0.1, and is segmented into three layers. The
scintillating tiles are read out by wavelength shifting fibres, which are grouped into
photomultiplier tubes. The tile calorimeter provides measurements with an energy
√ . The pseudorapidity range 1.5 < |η| < 3.25 is instrumented
resolution of σEE = 50%
E
with a LAr hadron end-cap calorimeter (HEC). It consists of two cylindrical wheels
per end-cap, both extending 2.03 m in the radial direction and hosting each 32
identical wedge-shaped modules. Each wheel is longitudinally divided into two
regions of depth and composed from copper plates interspersed with 8.5 mm LAr
gaps. The combined hadronic calorimeter energy resolution for hadronic jets for tile
and end-cap calorimeters is
σE
50 %
= √ ⊕ 3 %.
E
E

(5.11)

The forward region is instrumented with a LAr forward calorimeter (FCal). It covers
the pseudorapidity range 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, thereby ensuring an almost hermetic
coverage of the calorimetry system around the interaction point, which is essential
for dark matter searches. The FCal consists of three modules in each end-cap, with
the first made of copper targeting electromagnetic showers and the remaining two
made of tungsten targeting hadronic interactions. The forward region hadronic
calorimeter has an energy resolution for hadronic jets of
σE
100 %
= √
⊕ 10 %.
E
E

(5.12)

5.3.5 Muon Spectrometer
As muons are substantially heavier than electrons, they do not lose energy by
bremsstrahlung and leave only a track footprint because of ionisation energy loss
in the calorimeter. Consequently, the particles emerging from the calorimeters
are considered to be muons and are detected by a dedicated detector system.
The muon spectrometer provides measurements of charged particles exiting the
calorimeters, covering the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.7. It is also able to provide
track information in coarser granularity but with timing resolution within a few tens
5
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The HEC is overlapping with both the tile calorimeter and the FCal to reduce drops in material
density in the transition regions between the calorimeters.
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of a nanosecond for the sake of triggering or bunch crossing identification in the
pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.4. To this end, the muon spectrometer is equipped
with sets of precision tracking detectors and trigger chambers. The magnetic field
provided by the toroid magnets allows measuring the muon momentum based
on the sagitta of the curved trajectory. The detector resolution is optimised for
measurements in the plane in the principal bending direction, the so-called bending
plane. The layout of the ATLAS muon spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.5.

Fig. 5.5.: The ATLAS muon spectrometer with its various components. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [178].

The 1150 monitored drift tube (MDT) chambers, whose length and shape depends
on their position in the detector, perform the precision measurements. In the barrel
region, they are located between and on the toroid coils. The symmetry of the toroid
magnet is reflected in the muon system’s geometry, which is divided into octants.
Each octant is subdivided in the azimuthal direction into a large and small sector. The
overlap between the different sector types minimises gaps in acceptance and allows
for relative alignment of adjacent sectors using tracks measured in both sectors. The
chambers in the barrel region are arranged in three concentric cylindrical shells,
located at 5 m, 7.5 m, and 10 m in the radial distance to the beam axis. In the end-cap
region the MDT chambers form four large wheels perpendicular to the z-axis, which
are located in front and behind the end-cap toroid magnet. They are located at
distances of |z| = 7.4 m, |z| = 10.8 m, |z| = 14 m, and |z| = 21.5 m to the interaction
point. An MDT chamber consists of two multi-layers with three or four layers of
drift tubes per multi-layer, operated at an absolute pressure of 3 bar. The drift
tubes are made of aluminium with a tungsten-rhenium anode wire in the centre.
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The detection principle is similar to the TRT operation, described in Section 5.3.3.
The resolution of a single drift tube on average is 35 µm. MDT chambers provide
position measurements in the bending plane with 35 mm resolution. The sagittabased measurement achieves an excellent momentum resolution, based on both
precise measurements of muon trajectories and precise knowledge of the chamber
positions within 30 µm. To this end, each chamber is equipped with a RASNIK optical
alignment system, which monitors mechanical deformations of the chambers and
movements of the chambers relative to each other.
In the pseudorapidity range 2 < |η| < 2.7, the innermost wheel is instrumented with
32 cathode strip chambers (CSC) instead of MDT chambers, in order to meet the
demands on rate capability and time resolution. The CSC chambers are multi-wire
proportional chambers with cathode plates segmented into strips in orthogonal
directions, enabling measurements of two coordinates from the charge-induced
signal distribution. They provide position measurements with 40 µm in the bending
plane and 5 mm in the transverse plane.
The precision tracking detectors are complemented by a system of fast trigger
chambers. In the barrel region, extending up to |η| < 1.05, 606 resistive plate
chambers (RPC) are employed for providing fast detection of muons with a timing
of 1.5 ns. The RPC chambers provide measurements with a resolution of 10 mm in
both the bending plane and the azimuthal plane. The end-cap region, covering the
pseudorapidity range from 1.05 < |η| < 2.4, is instrumented with thin gap chambers
(TGC) with timing of 4 ns. They provide measurements with a resolution of 2 mm to
6 mm in the bending plane and 3 mm to 7 mm in the azimuthal plane.

5.3.6 Trigger
The event rate of pp interactions at the design luminosity 1034 cm−1 s−1 is O(1 GHz).
Using a popular analogy, sampling physics from the LHC is like drinking water
from a fire hose [155]. As technical constraints limit the maximum possible event
recording rate to 1 kHz, a highly selective trigger system is required to filter events
associated with processes of interest. The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition
(TDAQ) systems consist of a hardware-based Level-1 (L1) trigger, followed by a
software-based high-level trigger (HLT). The schematics of the TDAQ system are
shown in Figure 5.6.
The L1 trigger system reduces the data rate to approximately 100 kHz. It uses a
subset of the full detector information to decide between keeping or discarding
events within a latency of 2.5 µs. The L1 trigger decision is formed in the Central
Trigger Processor (CTP), which receives information from the L1 calorimeter (L1
Calo) and the L1 muon (L1 Muon) triggers.
The L1 Calo trigger processes analogue signals from the electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters, which are digitised and calibrated by a preprocessor system in approximately 7000 trigger towers with a granularity of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1.
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Fig. 5.6.: The ATLAS trigger logic in Run-2. Figure reproduced from Ref. [310].

Electron, photon and hadronically decaying τ lepton candidates with specified energy thresholds and isolation criteria6 are identified by the Cluster Processor (CP). A
Jet/Energy-sum Processor (JEP) is able to reconstruct jet candidates and compute
scalar and missing energy sums from trigger elements with ∆η × ∆φ = 0.2 × 0.2
granularity. The L1 Muon trigger processes signals from three stations.
The L1 Muon trigger processes signals from either three stations of RPC chambers
in the barrel region or from three stations of TGC chambers in the end-cap. The
principle underpinning the muon trigger is a coincidence of hits in the different
trigger stations within the road of a muon candidate. The hit in the trigger chamber
layer, which is referred to as the pivot plane, defines the infinite momentum track
as the connecting line to the interaction point. As the muon candidate’s pT affects
the curvature and consequently the width of the muon road, the deviation of a
hit in other chamber layers from the infinite momentum track is used for a quick
momentum estimate through a programmable coincidence logic. Three low-pT
thresholds (4 GeV, 6 GeV, and 10 GeV) are defined by coincidence windows using
information from two trigger chamber layers. In addition, three high-pT thresholds
(11 GeV, 15 GeV, and 20 GeV) are defined by taking into account additional coincidence requirements with regard to the third layer. The trigger signals from the
barrel and end-cap triggers are combined into a set of six threshold multiplicities for
each bunch crossing in the muon to CTP interface and passed on to the CTP.
6

Isolation implies that the energetic particle must have a minimum angular separation from any other
significant energy deposit in the same event.
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Events accepted by the L1 trigger are buffered in the Read-Out System (ROS),
awaiting further confirmation from the HLT. The HLT decision is evaluated by a
computing farm, which can run reconstruction algorithms with the same precision
used in the offline reconstruction, with access to the event information in full
granularity. It receives Region-of-Interest (RoI) information, consisting of essential
features identified by the L1 trigger and the geographical coordinates of those
regions within the detector where its selection process has identified those features.
These form a starting point for the HLT algorithms. Their significantly better particle
identification and momentum resolution sharpens the HLT decision and thus reduces
the final data-taking rate to approximately 200 Hz.

5.3.7 Grid computing
Large-scale computing infrastructure is required to analyse a large amount of data
recorded by the LHC experiments. The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is
designed to preserve, distribute and analyse LHC collision data. It is a distributed
computing grid, consisting of more than 160 computing centres in more than 40
countries. Different tiers hierarchically structure the role of computing centres:
• The Tier-0 centre is located at the CERN data centre and is responsible for the
first-pass reconstruction.
• The thirteen Tier-1 centres receive raw data and reconstruction output from
Tier-0 and are responsible for the safe-keeping of a proportional share of data
and simulations and large-scale reprocessing.
• The over 160 Tier-2 centres are typically hosted by universities and other
scientific institutes. They provide storage and adequate computing power for
specific analysis tasks.
• Tier-3 resources refer to computing clusters offered by research institutions to
individual users. There is no formal engagement between WLCG and Tier 3
resources, but they often provide access to the respective WLCG sites.
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Experimental methods

„

6

The idea of a method that contains firm,
unchanging, and absolutely binding principles
for conducting the business of science meets
considerable difficulty when confronted with the
results of historical research.
— Paul Feyerabend
Against Method. London: New Left Books,
1975

The experimental methods for analysing the recorded data set of pp collision events
are outlined in this Chapter. Section 6.1 describes the algorithms used for the
reconstruction of compound physics objects. The statistical techniques used to
obtain results from fits of the statistical model to data are described in Section 6.2.
The RECAST framework, which enables faithful and efficient reinterpretation of
searches, is introduced in Section 6.3.

6.1 Event reconstruction
6.1.1 Introduction
The various sub-systems of the ATLAS detector record detailed information about the
pp collisions, which occur in the interaction region. The elementary detector signatures are the hits in the sensitive tracking detector planes and the energy deposits in
the calorimeters. These measurements serve as inputs for sophisticated reconstruction algorithms, which define compound physical objects, such as electrons, photons,
muons, tau leptons, jets, and missing transverse momentum. These compound
physical objects are used to define the selection requirements in the searches for
dark matter and to construct discriminating observables for the statistical analysis.
The object reconstruction is subject to inefficiencies in the particle identification
and afflicted with systematic uncertainties due to various detector effects. The
reconstructed kinematic properties of the compound physical objects can deviate
from their true value for the same reasons. These discrepancies can be reduced to
some extent by employing calibration methods. In the ATLAS collaboration, the
standard recommendations for object identification, reconstruction, calibration, and
evaluation of the associated systematic uncertainties are centrally provided by the
Combined Performance (CP) groups.
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6.1.2 Reconstruction of basic objects
All reconstructed physics objects are based on reconstructed tracks, vertices, and
topological clusters.
Tracks are reconstructed by connecting the hits in different layers of the ID. Their
momentum and charge can be inferred from their deflection in the solenoidal
magnetic field. The tracks are parametrised, as shown in Figure 6.1, by a set of five
parameters
• the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters d0 and z0 ,
• the azimuthal and polar angles ϕ and θ, and
• the ratio of charge and transverse momentum q/pT .
Tracks are reconstructed by a set of tracking algorithms [71, 74]. Two approaches —
an “inside-out” algorithm, mostly sensitive to primary charged particles produced
in the pp interaction, and an “outside-in” algorithm, mostly sensitive to secondary
decay products — are employed to ensure high reconstruction efficiency. The “insideout” algorithm considers seeds containing three hits in the silicon PXD and SCT
detectors and extends the track seed to the TRT using a combinatorial Kalman
filter [225] to add hits further away from the interaction point. The “outside-in”
algorithm considers TRT track segments and extrapolates them to the vicinity of
the interaction point by adding hits in the silicon detectors, which have not been
associated with tracks yet. All ID tracks are required to satisfy pT > 0.4 GeV and
|η| < 2.4. The impact parameter resolution is shown in Figure 6.2. In addition to the
tracks in the ID, the muon reconstruction employs tracks recorded by the MS. These
are reconstructed by dedicated algorithms based on Hough transforms or iterative
combination of hits [295].
Vertices are defined as points at which either a pp interaction or a decay takes
place. The iterative reconstruction of vertices employs tracks and consists of two
steps [139].
1. Vertex finding. The vertices in a collision event are reconstructed using tracks
satisfying certain quality criteria, including |d0 | < 4 mm and requirements on
the impact parameter resolution σ(d0 ) < 5 mm and σ(z0 ) < 10 mm. The seed
position for the first vertex is defined by the transverse coordinates of the beam
spot and the z-coordinates or tracks at their points of closest approach to the
beam spot. All vertices require at least two associated tracks.
2. Vertex fitting. The tracks and the seed are used to estimate the best vertex
position with a fit based on an iterative annealing procedure. In each iteration
of the fit, the weights of less compatible tracks are decreased, to determine
the best vertex position.
The primary vertex (PV) is the point at which a hard scattering process in the
pp interaction occurred. It is reconstructed as the vertex with the largest sum of
squared transverse momenta of all tracks associated with it. Figure 6.3 shows the
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Fig. 6.1.: A track parametrised with respect to the nominal z-axis through the azimuthal
angle ϕ, the polar angle θ, the charged inverse momentum q/p, and the transverse
and longitudinal impact parameters d0 and z0 . Figure reproduced from Ref. [194].
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parameter z0 of tracks associated with jets with pT > 20 GeV, measured in pp
collision data recorded in 2017 and 2018 with dijet triggers. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [181].
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Fig. 6.3.: Vertex performance in 2018 pp data, indicated by the number of reconstructed
vertices in dependence of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [181].

Topological clusters are groups of topologically connected energy deposits in neighbouring calorimeter cells due to incident particles. Their reconstruction [108] is
seeded by energy deposits which are significantly greater than the expected noise
due to the detector electronics and pile-up events. The reconstruction is based on
the cell signal significance ξ = Ecell /σ(Ecell ), which is defined as the ratio of the
detector signal Ecell and the expected noise σ(Ecell ) on the electromagnetic scale. All
calorimeter cells adjacent to the seed cells, which satisfy certain noise-suppression
thresholds, are iteratively added to form “proto-clusters”. These “proto-clusters” are
subsequently split if they contain two or more local maximums of the detector signal
with Ecell > 500 MeV to separate individual showers. The clusters are parametrised
by the azimuthal and polar angles defined by the energy-weighted barycentre of the
associated calorimeter cells and by the cluster energy. The cluster energy can be
calibrated to different scales to adequately describe the physical objects initiating
the shower in the calorimeters [43].
• Electromagnetic (EM) scale calibration. Topological clusters in their basic
definition are reconstructed at the EM scale to describe particles depositing
their energy in the calorimeter via electromagnetic showers.
• Local Calibration Weighting (LCW) calibration. This alternative calibration [53]
takes into account the response of the calorimeter to hadrons produced in the
interaction point. Clusters are classified either as electromagnetic or hadronic
before the appropriate energy corrections derived from single pion MC simulations are applied. The LCW calibration can improve the energy resolution of
reconstructed jets in comparison to jets based on EM-scale clusters.
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6.1.3 Electrons
Electrons passing the ATLAS detector leave a track in the ID and initiate an electromagnetic shower in the high-granularity EM calorimeter. The electron candidates
are reconstructed based on the combined information of the two sub-detectors. The
performance of the electron reconstruction, identification, and isolation algorithms
is evaluated in data and simulated MC samples using electrons from Z → e− e+ and
J/ψ → e− e+ decays.

Electron reconstruction
Electron candidates are reconstructed by matching reconstructed tracks to clusters
in the EM calorimeter. The coverage of the ID limits the electron reconstruction to
|η| < 2.47. The path of an electron through the detector is shown in Figure 6.4.
hadronic calorimeter

third layer

∆η×∆φ = 0.05×0.0245

second layer

electromagnetic
calorimeter

∆η×∆φ = 0.025×0.0245

first layer (strips)

η

∆η×∆φ = 0.0031×0.098

presampler

φ

TRT (73 layers)
SCT
beam axis

pixels

beam spot
d0
insertable B-layer

Fig. 6.4.: Schematic illustration of an electron’s trajectory (red) through the detector, first
traversing the tracking system comprised of PXD detectors, SCT detectors and
lastly the TRT, and then enters the EM calorimeters. The dashed trajectory (red)
illustrates the path of a photon radiated off the electron due to interactions with
the detector material. Figure reproduced from Ref. [47].

The electron reconstruction [47] starts from fixed-size seed clusters, which are
selected by a sliding-window algorithm. The inputs to the algorithms are towers of
calorimeter cells in the first three calorimeter layers, which have a granularity of
∆η×∆ϕ = 0.025×0.025. The algorithm considers seeds composed of Nη ×Nϕ = 3×5
towers of EM calorimeter cells, which are required to have a minimal energy deposit
of ET > 2.5 GeV.
ID tracks are matched to the clusters using the distance measure ∆R between the
position of the track extrapolated to the middle layer of the calorimeter and the
cluster barycentre. The tracks are re-fitted with the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) [49]
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algorithm to account for Bremsstrahlung effects. The resulting electron candidate
consists of a cluster seed, which is successfully matched to at least one track.
In the 2017–2018 data taking campaign, new electron reconstruction algorithms
are employed [46, 45]. These algorithms replace the electron reconstruction based
on fixed-size windows with a dynamic approach based on variable-size topological
clusters.

Electron identification
The electron identification (ID) algorithm discriminates between electron candidates
from signal processes, such as prompt production in the hard-scattering vertex or
from the decay of heavy resonances, and background-like objects, such as hadronic
jets or converted photons. A likelihood-based approach (LH) is employed, which
considers the information provided by clusters and tracks, such as the resolution
parameters of the associated tracks and the calorimeter shower shape. The LH
based discriminant and the number of hits in the track are used to calculate the
probability of an electron candidate being either an electron from signal processes
or a background-like object.
Three electron ID operating points (OPs) with increasing background rejection are
defined. The L OOSE OP corresponds to an average electron identification efficiency
of 93 %. Similarly, the M EDIUM and T IGHT OPs correspond to efficiencies of 88 % and
80 %, respectively. These points are inclusive, meaning that the T IGHT electrons are a
subset of the M EDIUM electrons and the M EDIUM electrons are a subset of the L OOSE
electrons. In addition, the L OOSE A ND BL AYER OP is defined as a variation of the
L OOSE OP with the additional requirement of at least one hit in the innermost layer
of the PXD detector. Out of these definitions, L OOSE and L OOSE A ND BL AYER electrons
are considered in the searches for dark matter presented in this dissertation.
The electron identification efficiency in bins of ET and η is shown in Figure 6.5.
The identification efficiency gradually increases from low to high ET . In the range
20 GeV < ET < 50 GeV, the M EDIUM and T IGHT OPs have an improved rejection of
background processes by 2.0 and 3.5, respectively, with respect to the L OOSE OP.

Electron isolation
The electron isolation algorithm provides additional information to discriminate
between electrons from signal processes and background-like objects. Typically,
the latter are characterised by comparatively larger activity in an area of η × ϕ
surrounding the electron candidate. The amount of activity in the vicinity of the
electron is quantified by variables summing the transverse energy of clusters or
transverse momenta of tracks in a cone of radius ∆R around the direction of the
electron, excluding the electron itself.
Two types of variables are defined.
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Fig. 6.5.: Electron identification efficiencies for the different operating points L OOSE,
M EDIUM, and T IGHT. Figures reproduced from Ref. [45].
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• The track isolation variable pvarcone,0.2
is defined as the sum of the transverse
T
momenta of all tracks in a cone of variable size R = min{0.2, 10 GeV/ET }
around the direction of the electron candidate with transverse energy ET . The
pTvarcone,0.3 variable is defined similarly.
• The calorimeter ETcone,0.2 isolation variable is defined as the sum of the transverse energies of all calorimeter cells, which are calibrated to the electromagnetic cell, in a cone with fixed size R = 0.2 around the electron.
Various electron isolation OPs are defined. These can be based either on targeting a
fixed value of the isolation efficiency dependent on ET and uniform in η (“Gradient”)
or by imposing fixed requirements on the value of the isolation variable (“Fixed
Cut”).
The electron isolation efficiency for various OPs in bins of pT and η is shown in
Figure 6.6.

6.1.4 Muons
Muons traversing the ATLAS detector leave a track in the ID and the MS, as they pass
the calorimeters with only minimal energy loss. The muon trajectory is reconstructed
independently in the ID and the MS. Then, the two measurements are combined,
potentially supplemented with calorimeter information, to form muon candidates.
The performance of the muon reconstruction, identification, and isolation algorithms
is evaluated in data and simulated MC samples using muons from Z → µ− µ+ and
J/ψ → µ− µ+ decays.

Muon reconstruction
The muon reconstruction [64, 63] is performed separately in the ID and the MS.
While the muon reconstruction in the ID is identical to that of other charged particles (c.f. Section 6.1.2), it based on a combinatorial search algorithm in the MS.
The algorithm constructs the track candidates from at least two matching track
segments, which are identified in the individual layers of the MS by pattern finding
algorithms.
Six types of muons are reconstructed depending on the available sub-detector
information and based on different reconstruction algorithms. The reconstructed
muon types are combined (CB) muons, silicon-associated forward (SiF) muons,
inside-out combined (IO) muons, segment-tagged (ST) muons, calorimeter-tagged
(CT) muons and extrapolated (ME) muons.
• Combined muons are reconstructed with an “outside-in” approach by matching MS tracks to ID tracks and performing a global re-fit of the hits from both
the ID and MS sub-detectors to construct the muon candidate. The global fit
procedure allows for addition or removal of MS hits from the track to improve
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Fig. 6.6.: Electron isolation efficiencies for the fixed cut OPs “Loose”, “Tight”, and “HighPtCaloOnly”, as well as for the “Gradient” OP. Figures reproduced from Ref. [45].
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the fit quality. Typically, CB muon candidates have the highest muon purity
among all muon definitions.
• Inside-out combined muons complement the reconstruction of CB muons
by an “inside-out” approach, in which ID tracks are extrapolated outward
and matched to MS tracks while taking into account the energy loss in the
calorimeters.
• Silicon-associated forward muons are a subset of CB muons, which are
reconstructed for |η| > 2.5 by combining MS tracks with short track segments
reconstructed from hits in the pixel and SCT detectors.
• Segment-tagged muons are reconstructed from muons with either insufficient
momentum to traverse the full MS or which fall in regions with reduced
acceptance. They are based on ID tracks which are extrapolated to at least one
local track segment in an MDT or CSC detector.
• Calorimeter-tagged muons are reconstructed from muons, whose trajectory
only extends to the calorimeters. They are based on ID tracks which are
matched to an energy deposit in the calorimeters compatible with a minimumionising particle. CT muons are designed to recover acceptance in the region
|η| < 0.1, where the MS is only partially instrumented, but have the lowest
purity among all muon types.
• Extrapolated muons are reconstructed using only the track reconstructed in
the MS, which is required to satisfy a loose requirement of being compatible
with originating from the interaction point. They are designed to extend the
acceptance for the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7, which is not covered by the ID. The
parameters of the muon track are defined at the interaction point, taking into
account the estimated energy loss of the muon in the calorimeters.
The collections of muons used in physics analysis have the overlaps between the
different muon types resolved. When two muons share the same ID track, priority
is given to CB or IO muons (choosing the type with better fit quality), then to SiF,
then to ST, and then to CT muons. When a muon of the previously mentioned types
overlaps with an ME muon, the overlap is resolved by selecting the track with a
better fit quality and a larger number of hits.

Muon identification
The muon identification algorithms discriminate between prompt muons originating
from signal processes and background-like objects. The identification of CB muons
is based on three variables
• q
q/p significance, which is defined as the ratio of |(q/p)ID − (q/p)MS | and

σ(q/p)2ID + σ(q/p)2MS , where (q/p)ID (MS) is the ratio of the charge and momentum of the muons measured in the ID (MS) and σ(q/p)ID (MS) is the
corresponding resolution,
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• residual between the momentum measurements in the ID and MS divided by
the transverse momenta of the combined track ρ0 = pT,ID − pT,MS /pcomb
,
T
• normalised χ2 of the combined track fit.
Five OPs are defined based on these variables, which address the specific needs
of a wide range physics analyses, including L OOSE, M EDIUM, T IGHT, L OW PT, and
H IGH PT OPs. Out of these definitions, L OOSE and M EDIUM muons are considered in
the searches for dark matter presented in this dissertation.
• L OOSE muons are identified from all muon types. CB muons are required to
have at least three hits in at least two MDT layers, except for muons in the
sparsely instrumented region |η| < 0.1). ME muons are required to have hits
in at least three MDT or CSC layers. ST and CT muons are considered in the
region |η| < 0.1. Contamination due to hadrons misidentified as muons is
suppressed by requiring a q/p significance less than seven and imposing a loose
selection on the compatibility between ID and MS momentum measurements.
• M EDIUM muons are identified only from CB or ME muons, which satisfy all
requirements defined for the L OOSE OP.
The muon identification efficiency in bins of pT and two-dimensional binning in η-ϕ
are shown in Figure 6.7. The efficiency for the L OOSE and M EDIUM OPs exceeds
98 % for muons with 0.1 < |η| < 2.5. The agreement between collision data and
detector simulation is very good, with average differences at the level of 0.5 %.
Additional requirements are imposed on the impact parameters of the muon track
to associate the muon candidates with the PV and thereby reject muons originating
from cosmic rays, pile-up interactions, or muons originating from secondary hadron
decays. The shortest distance from the muon track to the primary vertex in a
longitudinal projection is required to satisfy |z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm and the transverse
impact parameter significance is required to satisfy |d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 3.

Muon isolation
Similar to the case of electrons, specific isolation requirements allow for better
discrimination between muons from signal processes and background-like objects.
Track-based and calorimeter-based isolation variables are employed.
• The track isolation variable pvarcone,0.2
is defined as the sum of the transverse
T
momenta of all tracks in a cone of variable size R = min{0.2, 10 GeV/pT }
around the direction of the muon with transverse momentum pT . The pvarcone,0.3
T
variable is defined similarly.
• The calorimeter ETcone,0.2 isolation variable is defined as the sum of the transverse energies of all calorimeter clusters in a cone with fixed size R = 0.2
around the muon.
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Fig. 6.7.: Muon reconstruction and identification efficiencies for M EDIUM muons with
pT > 10 GeV. Figures reproduced from Ref. [63].
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Several OPs can be defined using these variables, which either apply a fixed cut on
the selected isolation variable or target a specific value of the isolation efficiency in
dependence on the muon pT .
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Efficiency

Efficiency

Figure 6.8 shows the muon isolation efficiency for the L OOSE and T IGHT fixed cut
OPs in bins of pT .
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Fig. 6.8.: Muon isolation efficiency in bins of pT for the L OOSE and T IGHT fixed cut OPs.
Figures reproduced from Ref. [63].

6.1.5 Jets
Jets are collimated and localised sprays of particles, which can be reconstructed
using jet algorithms (c.f. Section 4.5). The anti-kt algorithm is used to build jets
from topological clusters in the calorimeters, tracks in the ID or stable particles
defined by MC event generators. Various radius parameters are used to define
in the jet reconstruction, ranging from 0.2, 0.4, to 1.0, including definitions of pT dependent radius parameters. Jets are essential for analyses targeting hadronic final
states because they allow associating detector measurements with the parton shower
initiated by a single final-state parton.
Jets on detector-level can be built from the energy deposits in the calorimeter,
referred to as calorimeter jets or simply jets, or from ID tracks of charged particles,
referred to as track jets. While calorimeter jets have a better energy resolution due
to the calorimeters also measuring the energy deposits of neutral particles, the track
jets have a better spatial resolution due to the intrinsically finer granularity of the ID.
Jets built from stable particles (except muons, neutrinos, and particles from pile-up
interactions) in the MC simulation of physics processes are referred to as truth jets.
They are used as a reference for the jets reconstructed from detector information in
performance studies or early optimisation studies of analyses.
In the following, the reconstruction and calibration of calorimeter jets with small
radius parameter, calorimeter jets with large radius parameter, and track jets with
fixed and variable radius parameters are described.
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Small-radius calorimeter jets
Small-radius calorimeter jets are reconstructed from the topological clusters in the
calorimeters calibrated to the EM scale using the anti-kt algorithm with a radius
parameter R = 0.4. The energy scale of the reconstructed small-radius jets is
calibrated to the scale particles in MC simulations using a sequence of data- and
simulation-based calibrations [55, 54].
The jets produced in the hard-scattering process are expected to originate from
the primary vertex. Therefore, the jet direction is recalculated to account for the
position of the primary vertex in each event. As a result, the spatial resolution of
jets is improved, while keeping the jet energy unchanged.
The sequential calibration scheme, which involves five steps, is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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calorimeter-based inputs.
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pile-up correction

Residual pile-up
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Reduces ﬂavour dependence
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is applied only to data
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diﬀerences.

Fig. 6.9.: Stages of jet energy scale calibrations. Each one is applied to the four-momentum
of the jet. Figure reproduced from Ref. [54]

The reconstructed jets first need to be corrected for pile-up by removing the excess
energy due to additional pp interactions. The pile-up corrections consist of two
steps. First, a correction based on the jet area and transverse momentum density of
the event is applied. Second, a residual correction derived from MC simulations is
applied to remove the remaining dependence on pile-up contributions. The pile-up
corrected jets are calibrated to the particle-level using an MC-based calibration,
which corrects their energy and direction. The jet pT resolution is improved by
applying a global sequential calibration. Finally, a residual in-situ calibration is
applied to the jets, which corrects for remaining differences between data and
simulation.
1. pT -density based pile-up correction. A pT -density-based subtraction of the
event pile-up is performed based on the jet area A (c.f. Section 4.5, which is a
measure of the susceptibility of the jet to pile-up contributions. The median jet
pT -density ρ = hpT /Ai is used to estimate the median pile-up contribution in
jets. It is calculated from jets in the central lower-occupancy regions |η| < 2.0
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of the calorimeter, which are reconstructed from topological clusters using the
kT algorithm with R = 0.4 in the rapidity-ϕ plane.
2. Residual pile-up correction. After the pT -density-based correction, some
residual dependence on the pile-up activity remains. It is estimated in MC
simulations by geometrically matching the reconstructed jets to truth jets
within ∆R < 0.3 and parametrising the difference between the reconstructed
jet preco
and the corresponding truth jet ptruth
as a function of the number of
T
T
reconstructed primary vertices NPV and the mean number of interactions per
bunch crossing µ. The former number is a measure of the in-time pile-up,
while the latter is a measure for out-of-time pile-up. The residual momentum
dependence on NPV and µ is parametrised as linear functions.
corr
The jet pT after both pile-up corrections is pPU
= preco
−ρ×A−α×
T
T
reco
(NPV − 1) − β × µ, where pT denotes the reconstructed jet pT before pile-up
corrections and α, β are coefficients defined in pT and η of the truth jet.
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The dependence of the jet pT on NPV and µ is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Fig. 6.10.: Dependence of jet pT on in-time pile-up (left) and out-of-time pile-up (right) as
a function of |η| for truth jet pT = 25 GeV. Figures reproduced from Ref. [55].

3. Absolute MC-based calibration. The absolute jet energy scale (JES) and ηcalibrations correct the reconstructed and pile-up corrected jet four momenta
to the energy scale of final-state particles by accounting for non-compensating
calorimeter response, energy losses in the dead material, out-of-cone effects, and biases in the jet η-reconstruction. Both JES and η calibration are
parametrised in the reconstructed jet energy E reco and the pseudorapidity in
the detector coordinate frame ηdet .
The JES calibration applies a correction, which is taken as the inverse of the
average jet energy response R. The jet energy response R is defined as the
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mean of a Gaussian fit to the core of the E reco /E truth distribution. The average
jet energy response for jets with different E truth as a function of ηdet is shown
in Figure 6.11a.
The η calibration corrects for biases in the reconstructed jet η, which are
defined as deviations from zero in the signed difference between the reconstructed pseudorapidity η reco and the truth pseudorapidity η truth . Figure 6.11b
shows the signed difference as a function of ηdet .
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These calibrations only change the jet pT and η, not the full four-momentum.
Jets calibrated with the full JES and η calibration, are considered to be at the
EM+JES scale.
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Fig. 6.11.: The average jet energy response (left) and the signed difference between the
truth and the reconstructed jet pseudorapidity (right) as functions of ηdet for jets
with truth energy of 30, 60, 110, 400, and 1200 GeV. Figures reproduced from
Ref. [55].

4. Global Sequential Calibration. The residual dependencies of jets at the
EM+JES scale on features of the jet due to fluctuations in the jet particle
composition and the distribution of energy within the jet are taken into account
by a Global Sequential Calibration (GSC). The GSC is a series of multiplicative
corrections, which are based on five jet observables, such as jet topological
energy distributions or number of tracks associated with the jets. For each jet
observable, an independent correction of the jet four-momentum is derived as
a function jet pT , jet energy, and |ηdet |.
5. Residual in-situ calibration. The final in-situ calibration step accounts for
differences between the jet response in data and simulation by measuring the
jet response in data and MC simulation separately and applying the ratio as an
additional correction in data only. There are three in-situ calibrations, which
are obtained from dedicated measurements involving well-calibrated reference
objects. First, the jets in the forward region of the detector (0.8 < |ηdet | < 4.5)
receive an additional correction, which brings them to the same energy scale as
the jets in the central region with |ηdet | < 0.8. Second, the jet pT is calibrated
in Z(``) + jets and γ + jets events by balancing the hadronic recoil against a
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well-calibrated Z boson or photon. Third, single high-pT jets are calibrated in
multijet events by balancing the momentum against a system of several wellcalibrated low-pT jets. The calibration factors of the three steps are combined
to a final in-situ calibration map, as shown in Figure 6.12.
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Fig. 6.12.: Binned ratio (open circles) of the jet response in simulated events to that in data
as a function of ηdet for jets at the EM+JES and GSC scale with 40 GeV < pavg
T <
55 GeV. The smoothed correction (black line) with corresponding statistical
(dark blue) and total (light green) uncertainty bands is overlaid, together with
horizontal dotted lines to guide the eye. Figure reproduced from Ref. [55].

The JES calibration is accompanied by systematic uncertainties, which are defined
using more than 90 components. As most of these uncertainties are of minor importance for most physics analyses, reduced sets of JES uncertainties are available,
which combine groups of uncertainties and thereby reduce the complexity of statistical models.
In addition to the central value of the JES and the associated calibration uncertainties,
the jet energy resolution (JER) needs to be determined [43]. It can be parametrised
by
pT
N
S
=
⊕ √ ⊕ C,
σ(pT )
pT
pT

(6.1)

where N accounts for the effect of electronic and pile-up noise, S denotes the
stochastic term arising from the sampling nature of the calorimeters, and C denotes
the constant term. All terms are added in quadrature.
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The JER is measured using the in-situ techniques described above, with the exception
that the observable of interest is not the mean of the jet response R but its width
σ(R).

Identification of b-jets
The identification of b-jets— jets originating from the fragmentation of b-quarks—
is an essential experimental technique to identify processes of interest even in the
presence of large background contributions [68, 35].
The characteristic signature of b-jets manifests as at least one displaced decay vertex
with respect to the primary vertex because of the relatively long lifetime of B-mesons
of roughly 1.5 ps, which corresponds to a proper decay length of 450 µm.
The identification of b-jets consists of two steps. First, various low-level algorithms
process features of ID tracks and estimate their association with displaced vertices.
Second, the output of these algorithms is processed by multivariate (MVA) classifiers
to provide a powerful discriminant for identifying b-jets. This procedure is commonly
referred to as b-tagging.
The low-level b-tagging algorithms include impact parameter based algorithms
(IP2D and IP3D) [68], the secondary vertex finder algorithm (SV1) [100], and
the topological multi-vertex algorithm (JetFitter) [107]. The algorithms are briefly
introduced below.
• The IP2D and IP3D algorithms are based on exploiting the large impact
parameters of the tracks originating from B-hadron decays. While the IP2D
algorithm constructs a discriminating variable using only the signed transverse
impact parameter significance of tracks, the IP3D algorithm considers both
the transverse and longitudinal impact parameter significances d0 /σ(d0 ) and
sin θz0 /σ(sin θz0 ). Based on these discriminating variables and reference distributions from MC simulation, likelihood ratio discriminants are calculated
for b-jet, charm jet (c-jet) and light-flavour jet identification.
• The SV1 algorithm reconstructs the single displaced vertex inside the jet
which corresponds to the B-hadron decay using selected tracks, which have
to satisfy a set of quality requirements. Likelihood ratio discriminants are
constructed from vertex variables, such as the vertex mass, and the number of
two-track vertices.
• The JetFitter algorithm is designed to reconstruct the full B-hadron decay
chain, exploiting the topological features of heavy-flavour decays inside the
jet. The algorithm is based on a modified Kalman filter, which is used to find
a common line on which the primary, bottom and charm vertices lie, approximating the b-hadron flight path as well as the vertex positions. Likelihood
ratio discriminants are constructed from the displaced vertex variables.
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The commonly used high-level b-tagging algorithm is the MV2 Boosted Decision Tree
(BDT) [68], which combines the outputs of the low-level b-tagging algorithms with
kinematic properties pT and η of the jets using MVA techniques. The MV2 algorithm
is trained on a mixed sample of simulated tt and Z0 events, whose background
composition is adjusted to 7 % c-jets and 93 % light-flavour jets.

Fraction of jets / 0.05

The b-tagging performance is evaluated using a sample of tt events. Several b-tagging
single-cut OPs are defined, which are based on a fixed cut on the b-tagging algorithm
discriminant distribution and correspond to a specific b-tagging efficiency. The
searches for dark matter presented in this dissertation use OPs corresponding to
70 % and 77 % b-tagging efficiency. Figure 6.13 shows the distribution of the MV2
output discriminant, with the selections corresponding to 70 % and 77 % efficiency
indicated.
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Fig. 6.13.: Distribution of the output discriminant of the MV2 b-tagging algorithm for
b-jets (blue), c-jets (green) and light-flavour jets (red) in a sample of MC simulated tt events. Figure adapted from Ref. [35].

The corresponding rejection factors for c-jets and light-flavour jets at the 77 % (70 %)
fixed-cut efficiency selection are approximately 5 and 110 (9 and 300), respectively.
The b-tagging efficiency, as well as the misidentification rates of c-jets and lightflavour jets, are compared between data and simulations. Corrections in the form of
scale factors are applied to simulated events to account for discrepancies between
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data and simulations due to imperfections in the modelling of physics processes or
the detector response.

0.9

b-jet tagging efficiency SF

b-jet tagging efficiency

Figure 6.14 shows the measured b-tagging efficiency in dependence of the jet pT
and the scale factors, which are applied to simulated events. The scale factors
have values close to unity and are approximately constant throughout the entire pT
range.
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Fig. 6.14.: The b-tagging efficiency (left) and b-tagging efficiency simulation-to-data scale
factors (right) for the 70 % single-cut OP of the MV2 tagger as a function of
jet pT . The efficiency measurement is shown in data (dots) and in simulated
tt events (red line), together with the total uncertainty (green band). Figures
reproduced from Ref. [35].

Large-radius calorimeter jets
The reconstruction of hadronically decaying heavy bosons using a pair of smallradius jets becomes infeasible for boosted objects. The strong collimation of their
decay products as a consequence of the Lorentz boost makes it impossible to resolve
the decay’s partonic sub-structure. As a rule-of-thumb, the separation between
the two decay products of a boosted heavy boson with mass m and transverse
momentum pT can be estimated [150] as
R=

1
m
× ,
z(1 − z) pT

(6.2)

where z, 1 − z are the momentum fractions of the two decay products. As heavy
bosons have a larger transverse momentum, their decay products become increasingly collimated, as illustrated in Figure 6.15. Therefore, the reconstruction of the
boosted object is based on a single jet with large radius parameter, which can fully
contain the boosted heavy boson decay.
The reconstruction and calibration procedure of large-radius jets consists of several
stages, which are illustrated by Figure 6.16.
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small-radius jets large-radius jets

heavy
boson

increasing transverse momentum pT
Fig. 6.15.: Illustration of boosted event topologies: the distance between the decay products
of a boosted boson decreases with increasing transverse momentum of the
boosted boson.
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Fig. 6.16.: Overview of the large-radius jet reconstruction and calibration procedure. Illustration reproduced from Ref. [51].
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Large-radius jets are reconstructed from topological clusters in the calorimeters,
which are calibrated to the hadronic scale in the LCW scheme, using the anti-kt
algorithm with a radius parameter R = 1.0.
The large radius parameter makes the reconstructed jets particularly susceptible to
contamination from pile-up, initial-state radiation, and multiple parton interactions.
The contributions of these processes are generally softer than those of the hard scattering process and can therefore be suppressed by jet grooming algorithms [265].
Among the large variety of algorithms which has been studied [203, 217, 273, 210],
the commonly adapted jet trimming algorithm [268] is used to remove soft contaminations of the large-radius jets. All particles in a large-radius jet with radius R are
re-clustered into sub-jets with radius parameter Rsub < R using the kT -algorithm.
jet
The resulting sub-jets that satisfy the condition psub-jet
> fcut plarge-radius
are kept
T
T
and merged to form the trimmed large-radius jet. The algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 6.17.

Fig. 6.17.: Illustration of the jet-trimming algorithm for large-radius jets. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [70].

The trimmed large-radius jets are calibrated to the energy scale of final-state particles
using corrections derived in MC simulations. These simulations correct the pT , η,
and the jet mass. Finally, the jets undergo a residual in-situ calibration using jet
response measurements in pp collision data. Similar to the small-radius jets, the
correction is derived from a statistical combination of data-to-simulation ratios of
these response measurements and is applied only to data.
The large-radius jet mass resolution is improved by using both calorimeter and
tracking information in the reconstruction. The calorimeter-based (CA) jet mass is
computed from the energies Eitopo and momenta ptopo
of topological clusters in the
i
calorimeter as
v
!
u
u X topo 2
CA
t
m =
Ei
−
i

!
X topo 2

pi

.

(6.3)

i

The track-assisted (TA) mass is computed in a similar way from a mass measurement
based on ID tracks mtrack but additionally weighted with the ratio of the transverse
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track
momenta measured by the calorimeters (pcalo
) to account for
T ) and the ID (pT
neutral hadrons. It is defined as

mTA = mtrack ×

pcalo
T
ptrack
T

(6.4)

.

The combined jet mass is defined as the weighted least-squares combination of the
CA and TA mass definitions
comb

m

=

−2
σCA
−2
σCA

+

−2
σTA

×m

CA

+

−2
σTA
−2
σCA

+

−2
σTA

× mTA ,

(6.5)

with the respective mass resolutions σCA and σTA .

Fractional jet mass resolution

The combined jet mass definition improves the jet mass resolution and reduces the
systematic uncertainties, as shown in Figure 6.18.
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Fig. 6.18.: The fractional jet mass resolution, defined as half the ratio of the 68 % confidence interval inter-quantile range of the jet mass response distribution and the
median jet response, estimated in dependence of the truth jet pT using simulated
hadronic decays of diboson processes. Figure reproduced from Ref. [179].

Track jets
The track jets supplement the reconstruction of boosted heavy bosons based on largeradius jets by enabling the identification of the large-radius jet’s flavour content.
Track jets with fixed radius parameter are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm
with R = 0.2 on ID tracks originating from the PV with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
The tracks are required to have at least seven hits in total in the SCT and PXD
detectors, no more than one hit shared by multiple tracks in the PXD detector, and
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at most one missing hit in the PXD or two missing hits in the SCT detectors. An
additional requirement on the longitudinal impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 3 mm with
respect to the PV reduces the pile-up contribution.
The smaller radius parameter and superior angular resolution of the tracking detector
allow resolving the partonic substructure of the heavy boson decay even in dense
environments. However, for substantially boosted event topologies, even the track
jets can overlap if they are reconstructed with a fixed radius parameter. The problem
of track jet merging is overcome by the use of a modified jet algorithm in which the
radius parameter decreases with increasing jet transverse momentum as the jet is
being formed. The scaling of the effective jet radius
Reff =

ρ
,
pT

(6.6)

with the transverse momentum of the pseudo-jet pT as it is being formed (c.f.
Section 4.5) is determined by the parameter ρ = 30 GeV. The effective jet radius is
bounded by 0.02 ≤ Reff ≤ 0.4. The resulting jets are referred to as variable-radius
(VR) track jets [269, 110]. The reconstruction of VR track jets in comparison to that
of FR track jets with radius parameter R = 0.2 is illustrated in Figure 6.19.
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Fig. 6.19.: Illustration of the sub-jet reconstruction using either fixed radius (left) or variable
radius (right) track jets. Figure reproduced from Ref. [110].

The track jets are uniquely associated with a large-radius jet using the ghostassociation technique, in which ghost particles — copies of the track jet fourmomentum with vanishing momentum — are added to the inputs of the large-radius
jet algorithm. This procedure allows for the unique association of the track jets with
a large-radius jet by identifying the ghost particles associated with the non-trimmed
large-radius jet.
Track jets undergo no calibration procedure, as the kinematic properties of the heavy
boson are reconstructed from large-radius jet information and the track jets are only
used for the identification of the large-radius jet flavour. Similar to small-radius jets,
the MV2 b-tagging algorithm is used to identify track jets originating from b-quarks.
The b-tagging efficiency and the misidentification rates for c-jets and light-flavour
jets are compared between data and MC to derive corrections for simulated events.
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6.1.6 Tau leptons
As τ leptons have a proper decay length of cτ = 87 µm [335] and subsequently
decay within the LHC beam pipe, their leptonic decays are reconstructed as stable
electrons or muons.
The hadronically decaying τ leptons are reconstructed as small-radius jets and
identified using MVA techniques, conceptually similar to b-tagging. τ decays exhibit
a characteristic signature of either 1 or 3 charged hadrons collimated along the
jet axis accompanied by neutral hadrons. A combination of boosted decision trees
targets the 1-prong and 3-prong τ decay modes and allows for the definition of
working points with increasing purity and decreasing efficiency, including the L OOSE
BDT OP which is used in the dark matter searches presented in this dissertation.

6.1.7 Missing transverse momentum
The missing transverse momentum ETmiss is a key observable when searching for
undetected objects such as dark matter particles or neutrinos. The almost hermetic
design of the ATLAS detector enables the reconstruction of these objects via the
transverse momentum balance in a collision event. The composite nature of the
protons undergoing the collision restricts the knowledge of the momentum before
the collision to the transverse plane, where it is zero since the full momentum is
aligned in the beam direction. Thus, any momentum imbalance in the transverse
plane after the collision can be attributed to undetected objects.
The missing transverse momentum is defined as the negative sum of all physics
object transverse momentum vectors and a component due to the track soft term
(TST)
ETmiss = −

X
e,µ,γ,τ,jets

pT +

X

pT .

(6.7)

soft term

A high reconstruction efficiency for objects entering the ETmiss computation is desirable, therefore loose object definitions are employed when calculating the missing
transverse momentum. The TST is composed of all tracks not associated with physics
objects and is particularly relevant for estimating the ETmiss scale and resolution.
As ETmiss is of paramount importance not only for dark matter searches, several
OPs are defined for the competing needs of various analyses in terms of pile-up
suppression and ETmiss resolution.
• L OOSE. The ETmiss calculation includes jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4.5.
Jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4 are required to pass the Jet Vertex Tagger
(JVT) selection with a JVT score of JVT > 0.59.
• T IGHT. The ETmiss calculation includes the jets described in the L OOSE OP
definition. In addition, forward jets (2.4 < |η| < 4.5 must satisfy pT > 30 GeV.
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The T IGHT OP offers better pile-up suppression at the cost of inferior ETmiss resolution
for low pile-up events with respect to the L OOSE OP. Figure 6.20 shows the ETmiss
resolution in dependence of the number of primary vertices NPV in the event for the
two OPs.
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Fig. 6.20.: Distribution of the ETmiss resolution in dependence of the number of primary
vertices NPV in the event for ETmiss reconstructed with the L OOSE and T IGHT
operating points in Z → µµ events. Figure adapted from Ref. [34].

A related variable ETmiss, track is defined as the negative vectorial sum of the transverse
momenta of all tracks associated with the primary vertex. This variable is used to
reduce beam-induced and non-collision backgrounds.
The missing transverse momentum significance is used to separate events in
which the reconstructed missing transverse momentum ETmiss is genuinely coming
from dark matter particles or neutrinos from events with fake ETmiss being observed
due to contributions from particle-measurement or resolution effects. In addition
to historical definitions of the ETmiss significance, where the scalar sum of objects
P
entering the ETmiss calculation ETmiss serves as an event-based approximation to the
full ETmiss resolution, an object-based ETmiss significance definition is considered.
The object-based ETmiss significance S [65] takes into account the resolutions and
full correlation among all objects entering the ETmiss reconstruction. In a coordinate
system, which is rotated parallel (longitudinal L) and perpendicular (transverse T)
to the direction of the missing transverse momentum vector, the object-based ETmiss
significance definition can be written as
2

S =



ETmiss


=
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(6.8)

2
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(6.9)

where σL2 and σT2 are the total variances in the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T)
directions to the Emiss
vector, respectively, and ρLT is the correlation factor of the
T
two measurements. These variances consider all fluctuations in the direction (L) or
perpendicular (T) to the direction of the reconstructed ETmiss from the hard objects
entering the ETmiss calculation.
A high value of S is an indication that the observed ETmiss in the event cannot be
accounted for by resolution smearing alone, suggesting that the event may contain
unseen objects such as neutrinos or dark matter particles.

Background Rejection 1-∈B

Figure 6.21 illustrates the performance of the object-based ETmiss significance in
comparison to an event-based definition of ETmiss significance and ETmiss itself. The
object-based ETmiss significance definition is clearly superior, as it provides rejection
of over 98 % of the background processes with fake ETmiss while retaining a signal
efficiency over 80 %. In comparison, ETmiss and the event-based ETmiss significance
provide background rejection of 55 % and 75 %, respectively [65].
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Fig. 6.21.: Performance of the ETmiss significance in terms of background rejection versus
signal efficiency in simulated Z → ee and Z → eeνν samples with a Ztoee
selection. The performance is shown for ETmiss (orange), event-based ETmiss
significance (pink), and object-based ETmiss significance (green) as discriminants
in events with a ETmiss > 100 GeV pre-selection. The lower panel shows the ratio
of other definitions to the event-based ETmiss significance. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [65].
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6.2 Statistical methods
Common statistical methods used in all searches for dark matter presented in this
dissertation are introduced in this section.
The simplest definition of a fit is based on a statistical model only considering the
total number of selected events. Typically, the statistical model is based on simulated
samples of the signal (S) and background (B) processes, which provide the predicted
event yields for the respective processes. A maximum-likelihood fit of the model
to data determines the best-fit values of the parameter of interest (POI) and the
nuisance parameters (NP) θ. The POI is typically taken to be the signal strength
µ, which is defined as the ratio of the signal cross section to a reference signal
cross section predicted by theory. The NPs denote further parameters in the model
which are subject to uncertainties, e.g. the individual background normalisation
parameters. The total predicted event yield is
N exp (µ, θ) = µS(θ) + B(θ).

(6.10)

The sensitivity to signal processes can be enhanced by considering not only the
total event yield but distributions of discriminating variables. These variables are
chosen to provide strong separation between signal and background processes. The
statistical model for such a fit based on binned distributions of the discriminating
variables is described by the likelihood function


L(N obs |µ, θ) = Pois(N obs |N exp (µ, θ)) × 

Y µSi (θ) + Bi (θ)

i∈bins

N

exp

(µ, θ)


×

Y

f (0|θi ),

θi ∈θ

(6.11)
where N obs denotes the total observed event yield and Si , Bi denote the number
of predicted signal and background events in bin i, respectively. The systematic
uncertainties are implemented as the NPs θi with the associated probability density
functions f (0|θi ). These are parametrised as standard Gaussian prior distributions
with the expectation value θi , or in the case of normalisation uncertainties as Lognormal distributions to ensure a positive value of the likelihood function.
A common technique to reduce the uncertainties on the background modelling is
the use of control region data. Auxiliary measurements in dedicated selections
which are enriched in the respective background processes provide constraints on
the normalisation of the simulated backgrounds.
The searches presented in this dissertation use a profile likelihood fit which is based
on Equation (6.11) and is implemented using the H IST FACTORY [199] software.
The results are obtained by maximising the likelihood function L(N obs |µ, θ) under
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consideration of the likelihood ratio test statistic qµ . The latter is the most powerful
test statistic one can construct [255] and is defined by




L(µ, ˆθ̂) 
qµ = −2 ln 
,
L(µ̂, θ̂)

(6.12)

where L(µ, ˆθ̂) is maximised over all NPs for a given value of µ and L(µ̂, θ̂) denotes
the global maximum of the full parameter space µ, θ. Here, ˆθ̂ is referred to as the
conditional maximum-likelihood estimator of θ, whereas µ̂ and θ̂ are referred to as
the unconditional maximum-likelihood estimators of µ and θ, respectively.
The test statistic qµ can be used to test a given signal strength µ hypothesis. Searches
for new physics processes, which manifest as a significant excess over the SM
background, consider the “background-only” hypothesis with µ = 0 as the null
hypothesis. The test for discovery is performed by rejecting the null hypothesis using
the test statistic

q0 =



−2 ln



ˆ
L(0,θ̂)
L(µ̂,θ̂)

!

for µ̂ > 0

(6.13)

for µ̂ ≤ 0.

0

Large values of q0 correspond to more observed events than could be explained by
“background-only” hypothesis, suggesting the presence of a signal.
Typically, tests for discovery are stated in terms of the significance
Zµ = 1 − Φ−1 (1 − pµ ),

(6.14)

which is defined by the inverse of the cumulative distribution of the standard
Gaussian Φ−1 .
If no excess is found in these searches, constraints on the parameter space of specific
models for the new physics processes can be set using a different hypothesis test. The
test for exclusion is performed by rejecting the “signal + background” hypothesis,
using the test statistic

qµ =





−2 ln





−2 ln







0

ˆ
L(µ,θ̂)
L(0,θ̂)

!

ˆ
L(µ,θ̂)
L(µ̂,θ̂)

!

for µ̂ ≤ 0
for 0 < µ̂ ≤ µ

(6.15)

for µ̂ > µ.

Here, the additional condition for µ̂ avoids considering an excess in data incompatible with the “signal + background” hypothesis. Large values of qµ indicate smaller
compatibility of the “signal + background” hypothesis and the observed data. The
fact that the test-statistic is defined to be non-zero only for µ̂ ≤ µ implies that only
upper limits on µ are considered.
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The result of the hypothesis test is described by the p-value
Z

pµ =

obs

qµ

f (qµ |µ) dqµ ,

(6.16)

which quantifies the level of disagreement between the observed data and the
statistical model defined by the probability density function f (qµ|µ ) of qµ for a signal
strength µ.
Corresponding p-values for the “background-only” (b) and the “signal + background”
(s + b) hypotheses for a given qµobs are defined by
Z qobs
µ

pb =
ps+b =

−∞
Z ∞
obs

qµ

f (qµ |b) dqµ

f (qµ |s + b) dqµ .

(6.17)
(6.18)

These definitions, however, might lead to accidental exclusion of signals for searches
which are insensitive to those signals. This might occur if, for instance, there is a
downward fluctuation in data relative to the expectation of the background-only
hypothesis. The accidental rejection of signal hypotheses can be avoided by using
the CLs method [307], in which the ps+b value is weighted by a penalty factor that
increases with decreasing sensitivity. The CLs value is defined by
CLs =

ps+b
.
1 − pb

(6.19)

Adopting the CLs definition, a point in the parameter space of a model is excluded
with confidence level 1 − α if one finds CLs < α. Evidently, the CLs is more
conservative, as the CLs -based exclusion criterion is more stringent than the usual
requirement pµ < α. However, it should be pointed out that CLs limits have no
well-defined coverage and should be interpreted such that the probability of having
falsely excluded a signal is less than α.
The observed value of the test statistic qµobs will differ in independent experiments,
as it is subject to statistical fluctuations. When computing the expectation value of
qµ , the underlying probability distribution of the test statistic can in general not be
evaluated analytically. It can, however, be approximated. The approximation can
be based on evaluating a large number of simulated toy experiments. Although, in
principle, these replicas enable the determination of the expectation value of qµ with
arbitrarily high precision, it comes at the price of high computational cost.
The Asimov method [196, 195] is an alternative approach which is based on an
artificially constructed, representative dataset. The use of the Asimov dataset is
formally justified in the limit of large numbers, in which µ̂ follows a Gaussian
distribution. It can be used to validate the statistical model and to estimate various
properties, such as the expected p-values, exclusion limits, or the impact of different
sources of uncertainty. The expected median discovery significance is estimated with
Asimov data generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model (µ = 1).
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Conversely, the expected exclusion limits are estimated with Asimov data generated
under the assumption of the background-only hypothesis (µ = 0).

6.3 RECAST
The searches for new physics phenomena beyond the SM represent a significant
investment in time and both human and computational resources. Moreover, as
there are plenty of models predicting new phenomena, it becomes increasingly
difficult to experimentally test all of them with dedicated searches considering
only specific models in their interpretation. Given the steadily growing number
of potentially interesting models and seeing the dawn of the high-luminosity era,
a powerful reinterpretation framework is urgently needed. Existing searches for
new phenomena often are sensitive to a larger class of new physics theory models.
Therefore, it is the sustainable approach to reinterpret existing searches instead of
designing a new one.
The RECAST framework [200] is designed to reuse estimates of backgrounds, systematic uncertainties, and observed data from preserved searches to test alternative
signal hypotheses. A faithful reinterpretation entails processing the MC generated
samples associated with the alternative signals using the full analysis workflow,
including the algorithmic implementation of object reconstruction, event selection,
and statistical evaluation. RECAST provides the computational infrastructure of
preserving the analysis software and automating the corresponding workflow to
organise systematic reinterpretation of analyses efficiently.
The analysis software is preserved in a manner that is portable and compatible with
an extensive range of computing infrastructures. This is achieved by building Docker
container images [131, 287], which can be thought of as a snapshot of a file-system
containing the analysis software with all its dependencies. The preservation of the
workflow is achieved through the use of the YADAGE [198] workflow description
language. The workflow is modelled as a directed acyclic graph, consisting of
several interdependent processing steps (referred to as jobs), which culminate in the
statistical inference. Within YADAGE, the workflow structure and the job templates
are captured as YAML documents. The parametrised job templates specify the
commands which configure and execute the analysis software, while the workflow
orchestrates the individual steps.
Capturing both the software and the workflow allows for re-executing the analysis
software chain without expert knowledge, which otherwise might get lost if the
original authors leave the collaboration. A growing number of ATLAS searches
is archived using RECAST, thereby providing faithful reinterpretations even for
searches with involved analysis techniques [78], which cannot be captured by
simplified third-party implementations.
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muon trigger

7

7.1 Introduction
Searches for new physics phenomena motivated by the presence of dark matter in
the universe rely on the accurate description of electroweak background processes.
The wealth of data collected at the LHC with the ATLAS experiment improves the
understanding of these background processes. A large range of LHC physics measurements depends crucially on the reliable identification and efficient reconstruction of
leptons with momenta at the electroweak scale.
The ATLAS muon trigger constitutes the first stage of the muon detection and
reconstruction. It selects events containing muons with their momentum above
specified thresholds out of the extremely high background. Improvements to the
trigger systems directly impact all physics measurements, as the trigger decision
irreversibly determines which data is recorded. The trigger performance is quantified
by the muon efficiency and the trigger rate. The muon efficiency is the fraction
of events accepted by the trigger, which contain muons above a certain transverse
momentum threshold. The trigger rate is the total rate of recorded events. Good
muon trigger performance is characterised by high muon efficiency and a low
fraction of fake or low-pT muons in the trigger rate.
This section presents a study about the potential reduction of the trigger rate of the
muon trigger with the lowest pT threshold of 4 GeV (L1MU4) by careful tuning of
the trigger logic.

7.2 Rate reduction of the L1MU4 trigger
7.2.1 The ATLAS L1 muon trigger in Run-2
The first stage of the ATLAS muon trigger (L1 muon trigger) performs an initial
selection of collision events containing muons with transverse momentum above
certain thresholds. The trigger decision is based on a subset of detectors with
reduced granularity but excellent timing resolution, which allows associating the
events with individual bunch-crossings. The L1 muon trigger searches for patterns
of hits consistent with muons originating from the interaction region and provides
six independently programmable pT thresholds. The trigger decision is based on
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the coincidence of two (three) trigger stations for the low-pT (high-pT ) trigger
thresholds.
Figure 7.1 shows a longitudinal view of the muon trigger system. The muon trigger
consists of two systems, covering the barrel region in the pseudo-rapidity range
|η| < 1.05 and the end-cap region in the pseudo-rapidity range 1.05 < |η| < 2.4.

Fig. 7.1.: Longitudinal view of the barrel and end-cap muon trigger system. Representative
tracks of muon trigger candidates for the low-pT and high-pT triggers illustrate
the coincidence logic of trigger stations used for the trigger decision. Adapted
from Ref. [112]

.
The barrel region is instrumented with three stations of Resistive Plate Chamber
(RPC) detectors. RPCs are wireless strip detectors, consisting of two gas gaps
designed for operation in saturated avalanche mode with planes of read-out strips
in the transverse and longitudinal direction. They have an excellent timing ×
position-resolution of 1 ns × 1 cm and a rate capability of 10 kHz cm−2 . Two stations
are located above (RPC2) and below (RPC1) the middle MDT layer. Coincidences
between hits in the two layers define the muon track candidates. While the low-pT
trigger thresholds are based on the track candidates defined by the two innermost
RPC layers, the high-pT thresholds require additional coincidence with a third
(RPC3) station, which is located below the outermost layer of MDT chambers. The
RPC chambers provide information for the η and φ coordinates of a muon track
candidate.
The end-cap region is instrumented with Thin Gap Chamber (TGC) detectors. TGCs
are multi-wire detectors consisting of a plane of closely spaced wires maintained
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at a positive high voltage enclosed by two resistive grounded cathode strip planes.
The TGC chambers have excellent rate capability of more than 30 kHz cm−2 and a
better granularity than the RPC chambers, making them capable of operation in the
end-cap region. The TGCs are arranged in three planes in each end-cap at |z| = 14 m.
The innermost plane consists of three layers of TGCs (triplet unit), while the two
outer planes consist of two layers of TGCs (doublet unit). The outermost plane
is designed without gaps in acceptance or overlaps and constitutes the so-called
pivot plane. Coincidences between hits in the pivot plane and the adjacent doublet
plane, which is located in 0.5 m distance, define the low-pT trigger candidates. The
trigger decision can be sharpened by requiring an additional coincidence with the
triplet plane, which is located in 1.6 m distance from the pivot plane. In particular,
the high-pT triggers make use of this requirement. The TGC wire channels provide
information for the r-coordinate, while the TGC strip channels provide information
for the φ-coordinate of a muon track candidate.
A positive trigger decision associated with a certain pT threshold requires the spatial
coincidence to be consistent with the associated deviation from an infinite momentum track, thereby defining coincidence windows for the individual pT thresholds.
The coincidence windows are defined for the two projections in η and φ (barrel) or
r and φ (end-cap), respectively.

7.2.2 The L1MU4 coincidence logic tuning
The L1MU4 muon trigger is designed to select muon candidates with pT > 4 GeV.
The decision whether the pT of the track is above the desired momentum threshold
or not is based on coincidence windows, which are implemented as look-up-tables
(LUTs). The amount of deviation of the muon track candidate from an infinite
momentum track in r and φ is referred to as ∆r and ∆φ, respectively, and is used as
input for the LUTs. For a given input of ∆r and ∆φ the LUT determines a positive
(pass) or negative (fail) trigger decision. A custom set of LUTs is defined for each
region-of-interest (ROI) in each module of trigger chambers.
In Run-1, the L1MU4 employed a two-station full-open coincidence. In Run-2, a more
sophisticated implementation is used, which uses requires three-station coincidence
for the strip (φ) coordinate and either two-station or three-station coincidence for
the wire (r) coordinate. The LUT for the three-station wire (r) / three-station
strip (φ) coincidence is referred to as HH CW, whereas the two-station wire (r) /
three-station strip (φ) coincidence is referred to as LH CW.
The L1MU4 trigger rate can be reduced by tuning the LUTs, resulting in tighter
coincidence windows for hits in the trigger chambers. This study investigates
modifications affecting the forward trigger chambers, covering the pseudorapidity
range 2 < |η| < 2.4, by tuning the LH CW LUTs. A uniform modification of all LUTs
corresponding to the 64 ROIs for the forward TGC modules 2a/b, 5a/b, and 8a/b is
applied. Figure 7.2 shows the LUT implementation of the coincidence windows for
a representative module of the detector end-cap before and after its optimisation.
Prior to the optimisation, all hits within two-station coincidence window of −15 ≤
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∆r ≤ 15 and the three-station coincidence window of −7 ≤ ∆φ ≤ 7 resulted in a
positive trigger decision. After the optimisation, only hits within coincidence window
of −7 ≤ ∆r ≤ 7 and −5 ≤ ∆φ ≤ 5 resulted in a positive trigger decision.

7.2.3 Data and method
The effect of modifying the coincidence windows on the muon trigger efficiency
is evaluated with a tag-and-probe method [242, 72] based on the J/ψ resonance
into a pair of oppositely charged muons. The two muons are referred to as tag and
probe muon. The tag muon is the reconstructed muon, which fired the trigger for
recording the event. The probe muon is the other muon in the event. The probe
muons are used for an unbiased study whether a muon track candidate would fire
the trigger for a given coincidence window definition. The muon trigger efficiency is
estimated by

εµ−trigger =

Nmatch
,
Nprobe

(7.1)

where Nmatch is the number of muon track candidates matched with a reconstructed
muon within the pT -dependent cone size of ∆R in the η–φ plane listed in Table 7.1,
and Nprobe is the total number of probe muons.
Tab. 7.1.: Cone size ∆R used for matching the muon track candidate with a reconstructed
muon in the η–φ, depending on the transverse momentum pT and pseudorapidity
η of the reconstructed muon.

Minimum pT of
reconstructed muon

∆R (barrel)

∆R (end-cap)

4 GeV
6 GeV
10 GeV
15 GeV
20 GeV

0.3
0.2
0.14
0.11
0.10

0.3
0.2
0.14
0.09
0.07

The tag-and-probe muon pairs are selected in data by the requirements listed in
Table 7.2. The muons are required to have opposite charge, and their invariant mass
has to be consistent with the J/ψ resonance.
The reconstructed muons are subject to quality requirements listed in Table 7.3.
Their pseudorapidity η is required to be within the trigger chamber acceptance of
|η| < 2.4. Muons are required to be reconstructed with either Medium or High-pT
working point, as defined in Ref. [64]. Specific requirements on the number of hits
in the inner detector of the reconstructed ensure a robust momentum measurement.
Additional requirements are placed on the tag muon, which has to satisfy pT > 4 GeV
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Fig. 7.2.: Modification of coincidence windows in the ∆r–∆η plane. The 0-th region-ofinterest (ROI) LUTs for the HH CW and LH CW are shown for module 2a before
(top row) and after (bottom row) the optimisation of the LH CW.
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Tab. 7.2.: Event selection requirements

Event selection

Requirement

Trigger
Muon multiplicity
Muon pair invariant mass
Muon pair opposite charge

pass HLT_ NOALG _L1MU4
Nµ ≥ 2
2.7 GeV < mµµ < 3.5 GeV
qtag × qprobe < 0

and has to be matched with the muon track candidate of a single muon trigger
within ∆R < 0.05 in the η–φ plane.
Tab. 7.3.: Selection requirements on tag and probe muons

Reconstructed muons

Quality requirement
|η| < 2.4
Medium or High-pT working point
1 or more hits in PXD detector
4 or more hits in SCT detector
1 or more hits in Pixel detector
2 or less holes in PXD + SCT detectors

Tag muon

Additional quality requirement
pT > 4 GeV
matched with single-lepton trigger by requiring
∆R(µ, muon trigger track candidate) < 0.05

The data for the efficiency study was taken in 2016 and amounts to over 159 264 525
recorded collision events. The kinematic distributions of the selected tag and probe
muon pairs and their invariant mass is shown in Figure 7.3. The threshold structure
in the muon pT distribution is due to limited bandwidth of the low-pT muon triggers.
The structure of the η distribution is due to gaps in the detector acceptance at the
central maintenance shaft and the transition region between barrel and end-cap.
The reduced acceptance for φ = −1.1 and φ = −2.0 originates from the inferior
instrumentation in the feet region of the ATLAS detector.

7.2.4 Results
Modifications to the coincidence windows of the end-cap trigger stations result in a
4.5 % reduction of the trigger rate while maintaining a muon efficiency of 99.8 %.
Figure 7.4 shows the L1MU4 trigger efficiency before and after the optimisation of
the forward module coincidence windows. The coincidence window optimisation
has an almost negligible effect on the L1MU4 trigger efficiency. Only for the muons
in the forward region 2.0 < |η| < 2.4 with pT < 5 GeV, a drop in trigger efficiency in
the sub-percent-range is observed. The overall impact of the modification on the
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Fig. 7.3.: Kinematic distributions of tag and probe muons and invariant mass of the di-muon
system after the full event selection.
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Efficiency

Efficiency

L1MU4 trigger efficiency is sufficiently small not to impact the performance of the
L1MU4 trigger.
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Fig. 7.4.: L1MU4 trigger efficiency before and after the optimisation of the forward module
coincidence windows estimated with the tag-and-probe method based on the J/ψ
resonance.

The reduction in the muon trigger rate is shown in Figure 7.5 in dependency of the
pseudorapidity η of the muon track candidate. The modification of the LUTs for the
forward modules (2.0 < |η| < 2.4) resulted in a decrease of the trigger rate without
affecting the rate of triggers matched to reconstructed muons. In the forward region
2.0 < |η| < 2.4, the L1MU4 trigger rate is reduced by 20 % while maintaining a
muon efficiency of 99.0 %.
The reduction of the trigger rate and the effect on the trigger efficiency for triggers
with multiple muons is shown in Table 7.4. For events with two (three) or more muon
track candidates leading to a positive trigger decision, the optimised coincidence
windows result in a reduction of the L1MU4 trigger rate by 6 % (9 %), while keeping
99.2 % (100 %) of the muon trigger efficiency.
Tab. 7.4.: Effect of the coincidence window optimisation in the forward TGC modules on
the L1MU4 trigger rate and trigger efficiency ε for muon triggers with different
muon multiplicities.

L1MU4 rate reduction

εL1MU4, mod. /εL1MU4

5%
6%
9%

99.8 %
99.2 %
100 %

1 or more muon track candidate
2 or more muon track candidates
3 or more muon track candidates
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Fig. 7.5.: L1MU4 trigger rate in dependency of the muon track candidate pseudorapidity
η before and after the optimisation of the coincidence windows of the forward
TGC modules. In addition, the rate of positive trigger decisions which could be
matched with a reconstructed muon satisfying pT > 4 GeV is shown before and
after the coincidence window modification. The two insets show the ratio of the
L1MU4 trigger rate after and before the coincidence window modification and
the ratio of positive trigger decisions matched with reconstructed muons after
and before the coincidence window modification, respectively.
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Searches for dark matter in
association with heavy
bosons

The searches for dark matter in association with heavy bosons presented in this dissertation share a general search strategy, datasets of collision as well as background
simulation events, and object definitions. These common features are described in
this chapter.

8.1 General search strategy
Searches for dark matter at the LHC investigate the pp collision data for a signal
which is additive on top of background. The signal process is characterised by the
signature of large missing transverse momentum ETmiss due to the production of dark
matter particles and jets due to the hadronic decay of the heavy boson, which is
illustrated in Figure 8.1.
hadronic jet

missing
transverse
momentum

dark matter
particle

heavy
boson

dark matter
particle
hadronic jet

E

miss

T dark matter particle production in associaFig. 8.1.: Illustration of the signature indicating
tion with heavy bosons in the transverse plane of the detector. The recoil of the
undetected dark matter particles on the heavy boson results in missing transverse
momentum. The hadronic decay of the heavy boson results in the formation of
hadronic jets.

The background processes can produce the same signature and therefore need to be
accounted for in a statistical model. A common irreducible background process is
the production of Z bosons in association with jets, referred to as Z + jets, in which
ETmiss arises from the Z → νν decay and non-resonantly produced jets coincidentally
resemble a heavy boson candidate.
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Another background process is the production of W bosons in association with
jets, referred to as W+ jets, which have intrinsic ETmiss due to the W → `ν decay
and can pass the signal region selection because of inefficiencies in the lepton
reconstruction. Together, the Z + jets and W+ jets background processes are referred
to as V + jets.
Similarly, top quark pair production, referred to as tt, can pass the signal region
selection if the leptons in the semi-leptonic top quark decays are missed by the
reconstruction. The tt background is particularly relevant for searches targeting
final states with b-jets. These background processes are illustrated by the exemplary
Feynman graphs in Figure 8.2.
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Fig. 8.2.: Example Feynman graphs for the dominant background processes in searches for
dark matter with heavy bosons.

Other background processes include WW, WZ, and ZZ diboson production and
production of single top quarks.
Finally, processes of pure strong interactions (referred to as multijet events) with
poorly measured jet momenta give rise to fake ETmiss and therefore can contribute
as background. Although poor measurements of the jet momenta such that the
fake ETmiss is sufficient to pass the selection requirements occur infrequently, the
overwhelming amount of multijet events at the LHC makes it necessary to adequately
estimate this background.
The reconstructed pp collision events need to be categorised as either signal events
or background events. To this end, the characteristic properties of the signal process
are exploited to define discriminating variables, which can be used to separate signal
and background events.
Event selection requirements based on the kinematic properties of reconstructed
compound physics objects and on the event topology define a region enriched in
signal processes, which is called the signal region (SR) and is characterised by a
good sensitivity to the signal process.
The background contribution in the SR is estimated with samples of simulated
events. As the simulation is subject to uncertainties, it is supplemented by data in
dedicated control regions (CRs), which cover a similar phase-space as the SR but are
enriched in the respective background processes. The SR and the CRs are defined
by event selections which require different lepton multiplicities and therefore are
disjoint. The sharing of the background contributions among events with different
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lepton multiplicities depends on the W and Z boson branching ratios and the lepton
reconstruction efficiencies, which are both well understood. Therefore, the control
region data enable reliable constraints of the background contributions in the SR,
avoiding the sole reliance on theory predictions.
Figure 8.3 illustrates the definition of SR and CRs in the searches for dark matter
with heavy bosons. The 1 lepton CR allows constraining the W+ jets and tt processes
in the SR, while the 2 lepton CR allows constraining the Z + jets background in the
SR using Z → `` events.

Z + jets

top quark
pair

W + jets

top quark
pair

Z + jets

W + jets

0 lepton
signal region

2 lepton
control region

1 lepton
control region
lepton multiplicity

Fig. 8.3.: Illustration of the signal and control region definitions based on the lepton
multiplicity. The control regions are enriched in specific background processes
which populate the signal region and thereby allow for the estimation of these
background contributions in the SR using data.

8.2 Data and simulated events
The pp collision data and the simulated physics processes are described in Section 8.2.1 and Section 8.2.2, respectively. The triggers used to select collision events
are summarised in Section 8.2.3.

8.2.1 Collision data
The searches for dark matter in association with heavy bosons are based on the LHC
pp collision data recorded by the ATLAS detector in the years 2015–2018. Only
collision events recorded during stable beam conditions with all detector subsystems
fully operational are used for the physics analysis.
Figure 8.4 demonstrates the ATLAS data-taking performance during the Run-2 datataking campaign, showing the total integrated luminosity and the mean number of
interactions per bunch crossing.
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(a) Total integrated luminosity delivered by the LHC and recorded by the ATLAS detector
during the Run-2 pp data-taking campaign. The fraction of the dataset satisfying the
data quality requirements for physics analysis is indicated as “Good for physics”.
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for 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018 pp collision data.
Fig. 8.4.: ATLAS data-taking performance during the Run-2 pp data-taking campaign. Figures reproduced from Ref. [36].
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In 2015, data with an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb−1 was recorded with a datataking efficiency of 93 %, while in 2016 data corresponding to 32.9 fb−1 was recorded
with a data-taking efficiency of 92 %, resulting in a total integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb−1 . The average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi was 13.7
during 2015 data-taking and 24.9 during 2016 data-taking.
The dataset recorded in 2017 with a data-taking efficiency of 94 % corresponds to
an integrated luminosity of 43.8 fb−1 . The average number of interactions per bunch
crossing hµi was 37.8 during 2017 data-taking. The 2015–2017 dataset corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1
In 2018, data with an integrated luminosity of 59.2 fb−1 was recorded with a datataking efficiency of 93 %. The average number of interactions per bunch crossing
hµi was 37.8 during 2018 data-taking. The full Run-2 dataset recorded during the
years 2015–2018 corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 59.2 fb−1 .

8.2.2 Simulated event samples
The signal and background contributions are estimated with Monte Carlo (MC)
simulated event samples. The simulated events are produced by MC event generators.
The interactions of the generated particles with the detector are modelled with the
GEANT 4 [14] based ATLAS detector simulation [104]. The simulated collision
events are reconstructed with the same trigger and reconstruction algorithms that
are employed in collision data.
The simulated signal and background samples include the effect of in-time and
out-of-time pile-up. This is achieved by overlaying inelastic pp collision events
simulated using P YTHIA 8, the A3 tune [105], and the NNPDF23LO PDF set [118].
Simulated events are corrected using per-event weights to match the distribution of
the number of interactions per bunch crossing as observed in data.
The V + jets backgrounds are simulated with the S HERPA 2.2.1 event generator [138], with matrix elements computed at NLO accuracy in QCD for up to
two final-state partons and LO accuracy in QCD for up to four final-state partons
using Comix [231] and OpenLoops [157] with the NNPDF30NNLO PDF set [119].
The matrix elements are merged with the Sherpa parton shower [315] using the
ME+PS@NLO prescription [249]. The simulated events are normalised to an inclusive cross section with NNLO precision in QCD [286]. Details of the generator
configurations can be found in Ref. [38].
Two sets of simulated samples for the top quark pair production and single top quark
production backgrounds are available. The top quark mass was set to 172.5 GeV in
the event simulation. In the first set, the simulation of top quark pair production involves matrix elements computed at NLO accuracy in QCD with P OWHEG -B OX 2 [21]
and the CT10 PDF set [270]. The simulation of single top quark backgrounds in the
s-channel and t-channels as well as the Wt associated production are computed with
P OWHEG -B OX 1 [21] using the fixed four-flavour PDF set CT10 F 4 [270]. In all topquark decays, the spin correlations were preserved using MadSpin [33]. The parton
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shower and hadronisation is simulated using P YTHIA 6.428 [321], the CTEQ6L1
PDF set [305] and the corresponding Perugia 2012 set [322] of tuned parameters.
The properties of b and c quark decays are described with E VT G EN 1.2.0 [272]. In
the second set, the simulation of both top quark pair production and single top quark
production processes involves matrix elements computed accurately to NLO QCD
with P OWHEG -B OX 2 [21] using the NNPDF30NLO PDF set [119], interfaced to the
P YTHIA 8.230 parton shower and hadronisation model [320] using the A14 set of
tuned parameters [37]. The simulated events are normalised to a NNLO QCD prediction for top quark pair production, including next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic
corrections (NLL) for soft gluon radiation [201], and to NLO QCD predictions for
single top quark processes [329, 328, 323, 263]. Details on the configurations of
both sets can be found in Ref. [50].
Two sets of simulated samples for diboson processes are available, in which the
diboson backgrounds are simulated with S HERPA. In the first set, the diboson
production backgrounds with one weak gauge boson decaying leptonically and
the other one decaying hadronically, are simulated with the S HERPA 2.1.1 event
generator [138]. The matrix elements of the ZZ process were calculated in NLO
QCD accuracy for final states with at most one jet and in LO QCD accuracy for
final states with two or three jets, whereas those for WZ and WW processes were
generated in LO QCD for final states with up to three jets. In both cases, Comix [231]
and OpenLoops [157] were used in conjunction with the CT10 PDF set [270] and
a dedicated tune provided by the Sherpa authors. In the second set, all diboson
background processes are simulated with the S HERPA 2.2.1 event generator [138].
The matrix elements of the process were calculated accurately to NLO QCD for final
states with at most one jet and accurate to LO QCD for final states with two or
three jets. The NNPDF30NLO PDF set [119] and a dedicated tune provided by the
Sherpa authors were used. Details of the generator configurations can be found in
Ref. [62].
Background processes from associated V h, h → bb production were generated with
P OWHEG -B OX 2 interfaced to P YTHIA 8 using the NNPDF30NLO PDFs [119] and
the AZNLO tune [58]. Both the quark-induced WH and ZH production, as well as
the gluon-induced ZH production are considered. The event samples are normalised
to the best available theoretical predictions at NNLO accuracy in QCD and NLO
accuracy in electroweak corrections [159].
Multijet background processes are typically estimated using data-driven methods,
as their MC simulation is computationally costly. However, for the development
and optimisation of these background estimation methods, a MC simulated sample
is used. This sample is generated using the P YTHIA 8.230 event generator [138],
incorporating LO matrix elements and a model describing parton shower and hadronisation, both computed using the NNPDF23LO PDF set [118]. The A14 set of
tuned parameters [37] is used.
A summary of all simulated background samples is provided in Table 8.1.
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Tab. 8.1.: List of the simulated background processes in searches for dark matter with
heavy vector bosons with the event generators, PDF sets, parton shower models,
set of tuned parameters (“tunes”), and the accuracy in QCD of the modelling and
the cross-section.
Process

Generator

Parton shower

PDF

Tune

Accuracy in QCD
(modelling /
inclusive cross-section)

V + jets
W+ jets
Z + jets

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1

NNPDF30NNLO
NNPDF30NNLO

S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune

NLO/ NNLO
NLO/ NNLO

P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA

6.428
8.230
6.428
8.230
6.428
8.230
6.428
8.230

CT10
NNPDF30NLO
CT10
NNPDF30NLO
CT10
NNPDF30NLO
CT10
NNPDF30NLO

Perugia 2012
A14
Perugia 2012
A14
Perugia 2012
A14
Perugia 2012
A14

NLO/ NNLO + NLL
NLO/ NNLO + NLL
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO

S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA

2.1.1
2.2.1
2.1.1
2.2.1
2.1.1
2.2.1

CT10
NNPDF30NLO
CT10
NNPDF30NLO
CT10
NNPDF30NLO

S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune
S HERPA-tune

NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO
NLO/ NLO

P YTHIA 8.212
P YTHIA 8.230

NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF23LO

AZNLO
A14

NLO/ NNLO
LO/ LO

Top quark
tt
t (s-channel)
t (t-channel)
t (Wt)
Diboson
WW
WZ
ZZ
V h, h → bb
Multijet

P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA
S HERPA

2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

2.1.1
2.2.1
2.1.1
2.2.1
2.1.1
2.2.1

P OWHEG -B OX 2
P YTHIA 8.230
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8.2.3 Triggers
The events are selected by a combination of trigger algorithms, which are based
on the two-staged trigger system comprised by the L1 trigger and the HLT (c.f.
Section 5.3.6). Two types of trigger algorithms are employed in the searches for
dark matter with heavy bosons.
• ETmiss triggers are used to select events for the 0 lepton SR and for the 1 muon
CR.
• Single lepton (e/ µ) triggers are used to select events for the 2 lepton CR.
The use of ETmiss triggers for the 1 muon CR is enabled by restricting the corresponding lepton selection to muons, as the particular computation of ETmiss on trigger level
takes into account only information provided by the calorimeters. Muons traversing
the calorimeter only deposit a negligible amount of their energy, therefore they
contribute to ETmiss on trigger level.
The instantaneous luminosity increases with data-taking periods, therefore the
trigger thresholds have to be adapted accordingly. The triggers are defined by the L1
and HLT algorithms (c.f. Section 5.3.6) and corresponding thresholds, which are
encoded in their names. For instance, the HLT_ XE 90_ MHT _L1XE50 trigger requires
the L1 ETmiss to exceed 50 GeV and the ETmiss reconstructed by the HLT algorithm to
exceed 90 GeV. Similarly, the HLT_ MU 50 trigger requires that an HLT algorithm
detects a muon with pT > 50 GeV.
The ETmiss triggers are based different algorithms [75]. The ETmiss trigger used in
2015 data-taking is based on an the CELL algorithm, which calculates ETmiss on
trigger level using towers of calorimeter cells. The MHT algorithm employed in 2016
data-taking calculates the ETmiss on trigger level as the negative pT vector sum of
all jets with pT > 7 GeV before JES calibration, which were reconstructed using
the anti-kt algorithm with radius parameter R = 0.4 from calorimeter topological
clusters. The PUFIT algorithm employed in 2017–2018 data-taking calculates the
ETmiss from η-ϕ patches that correspond approximately the size of jets with radius
parameter R = 0.4, which are created from calorimeter topological clusters and are
corrected for pile-up contributions by a χ2 -fit. The ETmiss trigger thresholds range
from 70 GeV to 110 GeV during the 2015–2018 data-taking periods.
The single-lepton triggers impose requirements on electrons and muons identified
by the L1 and HLT algorithms. The L1 requirement on the electron ET or muon pT
imposes a looser threshold than that of the HLT algorithms. The better resolution of
the HLT algorithms allows setting tighter cuts, ranging from 24 GeV to 300 GeV for
electrons and 20 GeV to 50 GeV for muons. Additional requirements on the lepton
identification (LHLOOSE, LHMEDIUM, LHTIGHT), on the isolation criteria (ILOOSE,
IMEDIUM ), and on the transverse impact parameter ( NOD 0) are defined, which improve the trigger selectivity. A combination of lepton triggers with low-pT thresholds
requiring additional isolation criteria and triggers with high-pT thresholds but no
further requirements is used to preserve the trigger efficiency for high-pT leptons.
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The trigger efficiency is defined as
ε=

N (trigger|Si )
,
N (Si )

(8.1)

where N (Si ) denotes the number of events satisfying the selection Si and N (trigger|Si )
denotes the number of events that also satisfies the trigger requirement.

Efficiency

The ETmiss trigger efficiency for different years of the Run-2 data-taking is shown in
Figure 8.5.
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Fig. 8.5.: Combined L1 and HLT efficiency of the ETmiss triggers with lowest threshold used
in each year of data-taking. The ETmiss trigger efficiency is measured in data using
Z → µµ events and is shown as a function of the Z boson transverse momentum
pµµ
T . Figure reproduced from Ref. [75].

The reduced efficiency for ETmiss < 200 GeV is due to the limited detector resolution,
which results in differences between ETmiss reconstructed on trigger level and the
offline ETmiss .
In the searches for dark matter with heavy bosons, the ETmiss trigger threshold dictates
the lowest possible selection requirement on ETmiss . As these searches investigate
events with ETmiss > 150 GeV, the trigger (in)efficiency needs to be studied in data
and MC to derive corrections for potential discrepancies between simulation and
data.
The ETmiss trigger calibration is performed in events passing single-muon triggers,
since the calculation of ETmiss on trigger level does not involve muons. The ETmiss
trigger efficiency is measured as a function of ETmiss,noµ , which is calculated by
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excluding muons from the ETmiss reconstruction. It is parametrised in the region
120 GeV < ETmiss,noµ < 300 GeV by the function
ETmiss,noµ − a
1
√
=
1 + Erf
2
2b
"

f (ETmiss,noµ )

!#

,

(8.2)

where Erf(x) denotes the error function and a, b ∈ R are free parameters in the fit.
The ETmiss trigger efficiency corrections for simulated events are obtained as the
ratio of the ETmiss trigger efficiency measured in data and in simulated samples of
background processes. These corrections can depend on the multiplicity of b-jets
in the event due to the different calorimeter responses for light-flavour and heavyflavour jets. While the nominal ETmiss trigger efficiency corrections are derived from
a selection inclusive in the b-jet multiplicity, the associated systematic uncertainties
are evaluated by comparing the nominal scale-factors obtained from the inclusive selection with scale-factors obtained from a selection requiring the presence of at least
one b-tagged jet. The total uncertainty on the ETmiss trigger calibration additionally
takes into account the 1σ confidence interval of the fit based on Equation (8.2).
A similar calibration is performed for the single lepton triggers [73, 69]. The
object definitions of leptons are designed to ensure that the lepton triggers are fully
efficient.

8.3 Object definitions in searches for dark matter
produced in association with heavy bosons
The physical objects used for the event selection and the reconstruction of the
kinematic properties of collision events in the searches for dark matter with heavy
bosons are introduced in the following. Various object definitions with different
requirements on kinematic properties, identification and isolation criteria are employed to accommodate the competing needs concerning purity and reconstruction
efficiency.
Three types of jets are considered in the physics object definitions and in the
definition of selection criteria to enhance the sensitivity of the searches. The smallradius jets and large-radius jets are used for reconstructing the hadronic decays of
heavy bosons, while the track jets supplement the large-radius jets with b-tagging
information.
The small-radius jets are divided into two categories based on their pseudorapidity.
The jets with |η| < 2.5 are referred to as central jets. Jets originating from pile-up
are suppressed by requiring the central jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4 to be
associated with the primary vertex. Therefore, these jets are required to pass the
Jet Vertex Tagger (JVT) requirements with a JVT score of JVT > 0.59. Residual
differences in the JVT score evaluation between data and simulation are taken into
account by applying scale-factors to the weight of MC simulated events. The central
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jets originating from b-quarks are referred to as b-jets. They are identified using the
MV2 b-tagging algorithm with fixed-cut efficiency operating points corresponding
to 70 % and 77 % b-tagging efficiency. The small-radius jets with 2.5 < |η| < 4.5
and pT > 30 GeV are referred to as forward jets. They are used only in selection
requirements to suppress background processes. In particular, the requirements
to reject multijet background events with fake ETmiss use the information provided
by these jets. The common definitions of small-radius jets are summarised in
Table 8.2.
Tab. 8.2.: Common definitions of small-radius jets.

Central jets
Jet algorithm
R-parameter
Input constituents
Pseudorapidity range
Transverse momentum
JVT
b-tagging

b-jets

anti-kt
anti-kt
0.4
0.4
EMTopo
EMTopo
|η| < 2.5
|η| < 2.5
pT > 20 GeV pT > 20 GeV
> 0.59 for pT < 60 GeV, |η| < 2.4
no
MV2 (70 % / 77 % efficiency)

Forward jets
anti-kt
0.4
EMTopo
2.5 < |η| < 4.5
pT > 30 GeV
no
no

The large-radius jets are used to identify weak vector bosons with large Lorentz
boost. The trimming algorithm (c.f. Section 6.1.5) is applied to remove energy
deposits from pile-up with radius parameter Rsub = 0.2 and momentum fraction
fcut = 0.05. The requirements on the kinematic properties pT > 100 GeV and
|η| < 2.0 ensure the reconstruction of high-pT jets in the central region of the
detector with good overlap between the ID and the calorimeters.
The track jets are used to identify the flavour content of the large-radius jets.
In the scope of this dissertation, both track jet definitions with a fixed radius
parameter R = 0.2 (FR) and a variable radius parameter (VR) are considered.
Both FR and VR track jets are required to satisfy pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5, and are
required to have at least two constituent tracks. The VR track jets must satisfy an
additional requirement on the separation of individual VR track jets ∆R > 0.02
to rejects events with concentric pairs of VR track jets, which are problematic for
a stable b-tagging performance. The b-tagged track jets are identified using the
MV2 b-tagging algorithm with fixed-cut efficiency of either 70 % or 77 % b-tagging
efficiency. The b-tagging performance of track jets in simulations is corrected to that
in data by a calibration based on a combinatorial likelihood approach in a sample
of tt events [61]. The common definitions of large-radius jets and track jets are
summarised in Table 8.3.
Two types of electron definitions are considered. Baseline electron candidates are
used to define vetoes on electrons in the event selection. They are reconstructed
using the L OOSE ID OP in conjunction with the L OOSE T RACKO NLY isolation OP
and have to satisfy the kinematic requirements pT > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.47. Signal
electron candidates are used to select pairs of electrons. They are required to satisfy
stricter requirements on their transverse energy. In searches considering 2015–
2016 data, ET > 25 GeV is required, while the increased single electron trigger
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Tab. 8.3.: Common definitions of jets used for boosted heavy boson reconstruction

Jet algorithm
R-parameter
Grooming algorithm
Rsub
fcut
Input constituents
Pseudorapidity range
Transverse momentum
b-tagging

Large-radius jets

VR track jets

FR track jets

anti-kt
1.0
trimming
0.2
0.05
LCTopo
|η| < 2.0
pT > 100 GeV
no

anti-kt
Reff
no
no
no
tracks
|η| < 2.5
pT > 10 GeV
MV2 (77 % efficiency)

anti-kt
0.2
no
no
no
tracks
|η| < 2.5
pT > 10 GeV
MV2 (70 % / 77 % efficiency)

thresholds in 2017–2018 necessitate signal electron candidates with ET > 27 GeV
in order to ensure the full efficiency of the employed single electron trigger. Both
baseline and signal electron candidates have to satisfy requirements on the impact
parameters |d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 5 and |z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm. The definitions of baseline and
signal electron candidates are summarised in Table 8.4.
Tab. 8.4.: Common definitions of electron candidates.

Pseudorapidity range
Transverse energy
Identification
Isolation
Track to vertex
association

Baseline

Signal

|η| < 2.47
ET > 7 GeV
Loose
LooseTrackOnly
|d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 5
|z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm

|η| < 2.47
ET > 25 GeV/27 GeV
Medium
LooseTrackOnly
|d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 5
|z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm

Three types of muon definitions are considered. Baseline muon candidates are
used to define the vetoes on muons in the event selection. They are reconstructed
using the L OOSE ID OP in conjunction with the L OOSE T RACKO NLY isolation OP and
have to satisfy the kinematic requirements pT > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.7. Signal muon
candidates are used to select pairs of muons. They are required to satisfy stricter
kinematic requirements pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Tight signal muon candidates are
used to select individual muons. They are reconstructed using the M EDIUM ID OP in
conjunction with the T IGHT T RACKO NLY isolation OP and otherwise satisfy the signal
muon candidate kinematic requirements. Baseline, signal, and tight signal muon
candidates have to satisfy requirements on the impact parameters |d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 3
and |z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm. The definitions of baseline, signal, and tight signal muons
are summarised in Table 8.5.
Hadronically decaying tau leptons are identified using small-radius jets. Baseline tau
lepton candidates can be used to veto events containing tau leptons, as the signature
targeted by the searches with heavy bosons does not include these. Baseline tau
lepton candidates are required to satisfy pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5, excluding the
region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 because of a gap in the instrumentation of the calorimeters.
The topology of tau decays is exploited to avoid the misidentification of jets, electrons,
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Tab. 8.5.: Common definitions of muon candidates.

Pseudorapidity range
Transverse momentum
Identification
Isolation
Track to vertex
association

Baseline

Signal

Tight signal

|η| < 2.7
pT > 7 GeV
Loose
LooseTrackOnly
|d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 3
|z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm

|η| < 2.5
pT > 25 GeV
Loose
LooseTrackOnly
|d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 3
|z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm

|η| < 2.5
pT > 25 GeV
Medium
TightTrackOnly
|d0 |/σ(d0 ) < 3
|z0 | sin θ < 0.5 mm

or muons as tau leptons, by using a set of Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) to classify
the tracks associated with the jet and requiring the presence of either one or three
core tracks. The object definition for baseline tau lepton candidates is summarised
in Table 8.6.
Tab. 8.6.: Common definition of tau lepton candidates.

Baseline
Pseudorapidity range
Transverse momentum
Track selection

8.3

|η| < 2.5, excluding 1.37 < |η| < 1.52
pT > 20 GeV
1 or 3 tracks
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Search for dark matter
produced in association with
a hadronically decaying weak
vector boson

9

9.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the search for dark matter in association with a hadronically
decaying weak vector boson V , referred to as ETmiss + V (qq ). The signature of the
signal process is missing transverse momentum originating from the dark matter
particle pair production and the resonant production of jets from the V → qq
decay.
Searches for dark matter in the ETmiss + V (qq ) final state have been carried out by
the ATLAS collaboration using 20.3 fb−1 pp collision data collected at a centre-of√
mass energy s = 8 TeV [87] and using 3.2 fb−1 pp collision data collected at a
√
centre-of-mass energy s = 13 TeV [90]. Similar searches have been carried out
also by the CMS collaboration [166, 172].
This search is based on proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV recorded in the years 2015 and 2016 with the ATLAS detector at the LHC,
corresponding to the integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb.
Improvements in the detector performance and event reconstruction, as well as the
more extensive data sample, result in an enhanced sensitivity concerning previous
results. The results of this search have been published in Ref. [88].
Section 9.2 introduces the signal and background processes in the ETmiss + V (qq )
search. The analysis strategy is briefly outlined in Section 9.3. The object and event
selection, including the definition of the signal and validation regions, is described
in Section 9.4, whereas the background estimation strategy and the definitions of
control regions are described in Section 9.5. The systematic uncertainties taken into
account in the statistical model are described in Section 9.6, while the statistical
model itself is provided in Section 9.7. Finally, the observed results are presented
and discussed in Section 9.8. A conclusion is given in Section 9.9.
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9.2 Signal and background processes
Two signal models are considered for the interpretation of the results. The analysis
was optimised based on a simplified model with a vector Z0 mediator, which is
described in Section 9.2.1. The obtained results are also interpreted in the context of
the a-2HDM simplified model, which is described in Section 9.2.2. The background
processes are described in Section 9.2.3. The simulated signal and background
samples are summarised in Section 9.2.4.

9.2.1 Simplified model for dark matter production with a spin-1 Z0
mediator
In the V /A mediator simplified model for dark matter production (c.f. Section 3.7.1,
the dark matter particles are produced via s-channel exchange of a Z0 boson, which
can have either vector or axial-vector couplings. The weak vector boson is produced
in initial-state-radiation. The signal process is illustrated in Figure 9.1.

q

W ,Z

q
q
χ

Z0
q

χ

Fig. 9.1.: Dark matter particle (χ) pair production in association with a W or Z boson in
the simplified model with a vector or an axial-vector Z0 boson mediator.

The interaction Lagrangian is given in Equation (3.27). The model contains six
free parameters, which are summarised in Table 9.1. The chosen values for the
parameters gq , g` , and gχ follow the recommendations of the LHC dark matter
working group (LHC DM WG) [19]. The choice of gq and gχ was initially motivated
by constraints from dijet searches and from the ETmiss + jet search, which is the
most sensitive final state among all ETmiss + X searches. The mediator coupling
to leptons g` is set to zero to evade the stringent dilepton constraints [96]. The
mediator decay width is assumed to be minimal, allowing only the decays of the Z0
boson to dark matter or quarks, and consequentially it is fully determined by the
other parameters in the model. Variations in the coupling strengths only modify
the production cross-section and do not affect the kinematic distribution of signal
processes for heavy mediators with sufficiently narrow width [7]. Therefore, the
results of the search are interpreted for a scan over the mχ -mZ0 plane for fixed
choices of the coupling values.
For a fixed mediator mass mZ0 , the dark matter mass defines three regimes:
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1. on-shell: when 2mχ < mZ0 , the mediator is on-shell. The kinematic distributions do not strongly depend on mχ , as the hardness of the ISR process
is determined mostly by mZ0 . Consequentially, the results for signal model
samples with same mZ0 and different mχ can be re-scaled, reducing the required set of generated samples to a fine scan in the mZ0 axis (see below). The
cross-section decreases as mχ approaches the diagonal defined by 2mχ = mZ0 .
2. threshold: when mχ ≈ mZ0 /2, the production is resonantly enhanced, resulting in a much stronger dependence of the cross-section and kinematic
distributions on the two masses. A scan with fine granularity is required in
this regime.
3. off-shell: when mχ is larger than mZ0 , the dark matter particles are produced
by an off-shell mediator, associated with strong suppression of ISR. The ETmiss +
X searches are not sensitive in this regime.
The grid of generated signal samples is based on recommendations by the LHC DM
WG [7]. It is shown in Figure 9.2. Most of the 28 generated signal model samples
belong to the on-shell regime, as it is the most sensitive region in parameter space.
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Fig. 9.2.: Grid of generated signal model samples in the Z0 vector mediator simplified model
for different configurations of mZ0 and mχ .

The coverage of the on-shell region in the mZ0 -mχ parameter space is extended by
an interpolation procedure. The expected number of signal events
S = L × (A × ε) × σpp →Z0 →χχ

(9.1)
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for a sample with mZ0 and mχ depends on the total integrated luminosity L, the
product of detector acceptance and selection efficiency A × ε, and the cross section
for the process pp → Z0 → χχ.
Assuming that A × ε is constant for signal processes with the same mZ0 but different
mχ , it is possible to estimate the number of signal events for other signal points
using the simulated samples with mχ = 1 GeV as the baseline.
Assuming the narrow width approximation that the mediator is always produced at
its pole as an asymptotic final state so that its decay is an independent process, the
cross-section σpp →Z0 →χχ can be factorised as
σpp →Z0 →χχ (mZ0 , mχ ) = σpp →Z0 (mZ0 ) × BZ0 →χχ (mχ ),

(9.2)

where the cross-section σpp →Z0 only depends on mZ0 and the branching fraction
BZ0 →χχ only depends on mχ .
Thus, the limits on the signal strength µ can be re-scaled using the branching
fraction
BZ0 →χχ =

ΓVχχ
ΓVχχ + ΓVqq

(9.3)

,

which is defined by the two partial decay widths ΓVχχ and ΓVqq (c.f. Section 3.7.1).
The interpolation procedure reduces the amount of required simulated signal points
to those at the border of the on-shell region and those with mχ = 1 GeV for a given
mZ0 , whereas the limit on µ for the signal points with mχ in between is interpolated
as
µ(mχ ) = µ(mχ = 1 GeV) ×

BZ0 →χχ (mχ = 1 GeV)
BZ0 →χχ (mχ )

(9.4)

.

The validity of the interpolation procedure was verified to be a reliable approximation for 2mχ < mZ0 by comparing the interpolation to predictions computed with
M AD G RAPH 5 [23] for selected mass points.
Tab. 9.1.: Parameters of the Z0 vector mediator simplified model in the ETmiss +V (qq ) search.
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Parameter

Description

mZ0

Z0 mediator mass

mχ
gq
g`
gχ
Γ

dark matter mass
coupling of Z0 mediator to SM quarks
coupling of Z0 mediator to SM leptons
coupling of Z0 mediator to dark matter
decay width Z0 mediator
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free
free
0.25
0
1
minimal width
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9.2.2 Simplified model with an extended Higgs sector and a
pseudo-scalar mediator
The a-2HDM (c.f. Section 3.7.2) describes dark matter production via an pseudoscalar mediator in a 2HDM framework. Unlike the Z0 vector mediator simplified
model, the a-2HDM predicts resonant production of Z bosons in the hard scattering
process through a HZa vertex for a sufficiently heavy neutral Higgs boson H. The
signal process is illustrated in Figure 9.3.

Fig. 9.3.: DM particle (χ) pair production in association with a Z boson in the a-2HDM. In
addition to the diagram shown on the right, another graph contributes, which
includes the exchange of the pseudo-scalar A instead of a.

The process H → Za(χχ) leads to the resonant production of a Z boson whose pT
distribution is characterised by a Jacobian peak with an endpoint at
q
Z,max.

pT

=

(m2H − m2Z − m2a )2 − 4m2Z m2a
2mH

(9.5)

.

The model parameters and their chosen values, following the recommendations of
the LHC DM WG [6] are summarised in Table 9.2. The free parameters chosen to
investigate the model are ma , mA , tan β, and mχ .
Tab. 9.2.: Parameters of the a-2HDM simplified model in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search.

Parameter

Description

Chosen value

tan β
mH = mA = mH±

ratio of Higgs doublet vacuum expectation values
masses of heavy Higgs bosons

1.0
free (600 GeV)

mχ
ma
mh
sin θ
cos√(β − α)
v/ 2
λ3 = λP1 = λP2
yχ

dark matter particle mass
pseudo-scalar mediator mass
light CP-even Higgs boson mass
mixing angle of neutral CP-odd weak eigenstates
alignment limit
electroweak vacuum expectation value
quartic couplings of scalar bosons
Yukawa coupling of dark matter particle

free (10 GeV)
free
125 GeV
free (0.35)
√0
246 GeV/ 2
3
1
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Three scans in different sets of parameters are performed, following the recommendations of the LHC DM WG [6]:
1. scan in the two-dimensional mH -ma plane with tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV,
and sin θ = 0.35,
2. scan in sin θ for two fixed choices of parameters
a) tan β = 1.0, mH = 600 GeV, ma = 200 GeV, and mχ = 10 GeV,
b) tan β = 1.0, mH = 1000 GeV, ma = 350 GeV, and mχ = 10 GeV.
3. scan in dark matter mass mχ with tan β = 1.0, mH = 600 GeV, ma = 250 GeV,
and sin θ = 0.35,

9.2.3 Background processes
The dominant background processes are Z + jets production (46 % background contribution), W+ jets production (38 % background contribution), and tt production
(10 % background contribution).
Sub-dominant background processes include WW, WZ, and ZZ diboson production,
single top quark production, and multijet events.
The dominant background processes are estimated using simulated samples, whose
normalisation is constrained by control region data. The smaller background processes are estimated purely by simulation. The multijet background is estimated
with a data-driven estimate.

9.2.4 Simulated Monte Carlo samples
The signal and background processes with the MC event generators, parton shower
and hadronisation models and PDF sets used for their description are summarised
in Table 9.3. Detailed descriptions of the background samples are provided in
Section 8.2.2.
The signal process in the vector mediator simplified model is generated on a grid
of 28 mass points defined by mediator mass mZ0 and dark matter particle mass
mχ . The process is simulated at leading-order (LO) accuracy in QCD with the M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.2.2 event generator [23] interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.186 [320]
parton shower and hadronisation model. The NNPDF23LO PDF set [118] is used
with the A14 set of tuned parameters [37].
The signal process in the a-2HDM simplified model is simulated at next-to-leadingorder (NLO) accuracy in QCD with the M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.4.3 event generator interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.212 parton shower and hadronisation model. The
NNPDF30LO PDF set [119] is used with the A14 set of tuned parameters [37].
The generation of signal samples with mH < 800 GeV uses a fast detector simulation [106] with a parametrisation of the calorimeter response.
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Tab. 9.3.: List of the signal and background processes with the MC event generators, sets
of PDFs and tunes used for their description in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search.
Process

Generator

PDF / Parton shower tune

M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.2.2
+ P YTHIA 8.186
M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.4.3
+ P YTHIA 8.212

NNPDF23LO / A14

V + jets
W+ jets
Z + jets

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1

NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune
NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune

Top quark
tt
t (s-channel)
t (t-channel)
t (Wt)

P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX

Diboson
WW
WZ
ZZ

S HERPA 2.1.1
S HERPA 2.1.1
S HERPA 2.1.1

Signal
V /A simplified model
a-2HDM simplified model

2+
1+
1+
1+

P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA

6.428
6.428
6.428
6.428

NNPDF23LO / A14

CT10
CT10
CT10
CT10

/ Perugia 2012
/ Perugia 2012
/ Perugia 2012
/ Perugia 2012

CT10 / S HERPA-tune
CT10 / S HERPA-tune
CT10 / S HERPA-tune

9.3 Analysis strategy
The signature of dark matter particle production in association with a hadronically
decaying weak vector boson arises from the recoil of the weak vector boson against
the dark matter particle pair, resulting in substantial missing transverse momentum
ETmiss . The hadronic decay of the weak vector boson is reconstructed using either
a pair of well-separated jets in events with moderate vector boson boost or as
a jet with large radius-parameter in events with a highly boosted vector boson.
Consequently, the signal region (SR) is defined by a merged and a resolved event
selection, targeting the two event topologies. The two selections are disjoint by
construction. Events satisfying both merged and resolved event selections are given
preference for the merged selection. Figure 9.4 illustrates the two event topologies
in the transverse plane of the detector.
The SR is defined by the invariant mass of the reconstructed weak vector boson
candidate mV . The merged SR is partitioned by jet substructure requirements in
high-purity and low-purity selections. The multiplicity of b-tagged jets in the events
further partitions the SR, as the tagging of heavy-flavour jets establishes sensitivity
to Z → bb decays in signal events and provides discrimination between the W+ jets
and tt background processes.
The control regions (CRs) are defined by the lepton multiplicity in the event (c.f.
Section 8.1), therefore they do not overlap with the SR. While the SR event selection
employs a veto on electrons and muons, the CRs are defined by the presence of
either one muon (1 muon CR) or two electrons or muons (2 lepton CR). The CRs are
partitioned by mV in a mass window (MW) and a mass side-band (SB) selection.
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two small-radius jets
large-radius jet
with two associated
track jets

missing
transverse
momentum
merged event topology
(high boost)

missing
transverse
momentum
resolved event topology
(low boost)

Fig. 9.4.: Illustrations of the merged and resolved event topologies in the ETmiss + V (qq )
search.

The extrapolation of the CR information to the SR is verified by using a validation
region (VR), which satisfies the requirements of the SR except for the mass window
requirement on mV . Therefore, the VR is also referred to as the mass side-band
region.
The SR, CRs, and VR considered in the analysis are
• 0 lepton SR with no electrons and no muons, satisfying a W/ Z mass window
requirement on the vector boson candidate, and partitioned in 8 categories
with 0 / 1 / 2 b-tag × (high-purity and low purity merged) and resolved
topologies,
• 0 lepton VR with no electrons and no muons, failing the W/ Z mass window
requirement on the vector boson candidate, and partitioned in 8 categories
with 0 / 1 / 2 b-tag × (high-purity and low purity merged) and resolved
topologies,
• 1 muon CR with one muon and no electrons, partitioned in 12 categories with
0 / 1 / 2 b-tag × merged and resolved topologies × satisfying or failing the
mass window requirement,
• 2 lepton CR with two same-flavour leptons, partitioned in 12 categories with
0 / 1 / 2 b-tag × merged and resolved topologies × satisfying or failing the
mass window requirement.
A graphical overview of all regions and categories considered in the analysis with
their relative background composition is given in Figure 9.5.
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0 lepton
signal region
W/Z mass
window

W/Z mass
side-band

1 muon
control region
W/Z mass
window

2 lepton
control region

W/Z mass
side-band

W/Z mass
window

W/Z mass
side-band

high
purity
merged
0 b-tag
low
purity

high
purity
merged
1 b-tag
low
purity

merged
2 b-tag

resolved
0 b-tag

resolved
1 b-tag

resolved
2 b-tag

Fig. 9.5.: Overview of all regions and categories considered in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search
with their relative background composition. The 0 lepton signal region is defined
for a selection enriched in signal processes targeting W/ Z mass window and
a selection targeting the W/ Z mass side-bands, which are used as a validation
region. The control regions are also split by W/ Z mass window and mass
side-bands selections. Each region is partitioned in merged and resolved event
topology categories, which are defined by the b-tag multiplicity. The 0 lepton
merged signal region categories with zero or one b-tagged jets are further divided
in high-purity and low-purity selections, which have different signal efficiencies.
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9.4 Object and event selection
The selection requirements for events considered in the SR are outlined below. The
specific choices for physics object definitions are summarised in Section 9.4.1. The
SR, VR and CR definition is based on a common baseline selection, which is defined
in Section 9.4.2, and common requirements to suppress the multijet background,
which are provided in Section 9.4.3. The SR definition is outlined in Section 9.4.4.

9.4.1 Object selection
The physical compound objects used in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search are based on the
object definitions, which are introduced in Section 8.3.
Central jets and forward jets are used in defining the selection requirements on the
event topology. The weak vector boson reconstruction is based on the two most
energetic central jets in the resolved event topology and on the most energetic largeradius jet in the merged category. The MV2 discriminant with a fixed-cut working
point corresponding to 70 % b-tagging efficiency is used to identify b-jets among the
central jets and the fixed-radius (FR) track jets associated with large-radius jets via
ghost-matching.
Baseline electron and muon candidates have high reconstruction efficiency and
therefore are used for the definition of lepton vetoes. Signal electron and muon
candidates, in turn, are characterised by high purity in the reconstruction and
therefore are used to select electron or muon pairs for the 2 lepton CR. Tight signal
muons are used to select the muon in the 1 muon CR.
The missing transverse momentum ETmiss is reconstructed using the L OOSE working
point from the calibrated physics objects in the event and the track-based soft term
(TST).
Closely related definitions are employed in the CRs to accommodate how background
processes are contributing to the SR. In the CRs, the ETmiss,no` variable is used, which
is reconstructed by excluding leptons from the ETmiss calculation. Thereby, the
ETmiss,no` variable corresponds to the vector sum of ETmiss and the muon transverse
momentum in the 1 muon CR or the vector sum of ETmiss and the transverse momentum of the dilepton system in the 2 lepton CR.
Additional definitions of the missing transverse momentum constructed just from
tracks, which are referred to as track-based missing transverse momentum ETmiss, track ,
are used in selection requirements to suppress multijet background processes. In
analogy to ETmiss , a ETmiss, track, no` variable is defined for use in the CRs.
The reconstruction algorithms for the various physics objects are mostly independent.
Therefore, potential ambiguities in associating a single signature in the detector to
multiple reconstructed objects must be resolved by an overlap removal procedure.
The overlap removal procedure applies three stages in the order listed as follows.
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1. Electron-muon overlap removal. If an event contains a reconstructed electron
and a reconstructed muon sharing the same track, the electron is removed
from the event.
q

2. Electron-jet overlap removal. All jets within the distance1 ∆R = ∆y 2 + ∆ϕ2 <
0.2 of electrons surviving the previous stage of the overlap removal procedure
are removed from the event. Then, all reconstructed electrons of transverse
energy ET within the distance min{0.4, 0.04 + 10 GeV/ET } of jets are removed
from the event to avoid double-counting of energy.
3. Muon-jet overlap removal. All jets within the distance ∆R < 0.2 of any reconstructed muon are removed, if they either have fewer than three associated
P track, i
tracks or if the muon pT is greater than max{0.5pjet
}, where
i pT
T , 0.7
track
pT
denotes the transverse momentum of tracks associated with the jet.
Then, all reconstructed muons of transverse momentum pT within the distance
min{0.4, 0.04 + 10 GeV/pT } of jets are removed from the event.

9.4.2 Baseline event selection
All selected events are required to satisfy the following baseline event selection
requirements.
• Data quality. The selected events are required to satisfy basic data quality
requirements encoded in so-called G OOD R UN L ISTS, which ensure that all subdetectors required in the event reconstruction were fully operational during
data-taking. Events with corrupted data, for instance, due to noise bursts in
the calorimeters, are vetoed.
• Vertex reconstruction. A successfully reconstructed PV with at least two
associated tracks is required for the selected events.
• Jet cleaning. Events containing jets originating from sources other than
the energy flow due to the hard scattering process, such as non-collision
background processes, are vetoed. To this end, the events containing jets
flagged as B AD L OOSE jets [101] are vetoed. Events in data are required to
satisfy the stricter T IGHT jet cleaning requirement to better suppress the noncollision background. It corresponds to the B AD L OOSE definition with an
additional requirement for jets with |η| < 2.4 on the ratio between the jet
charged particle fraction and the jet energy fraction in the calorimeter layer
with the maximum energy deposit.
• Trigger. Events in the SR, the VR and the 1 muon CR are required to pass the
ETmiss trigger selection, while events in the 2 lepton CR are required to pass
the single lepton trigger selection (c.f. Section 8.2.3).
1

The distance measure employed for the overlap removal procedure is based on the rapidity distance
∆y instead of the pseudorapidity distance ∆η.
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9.4.3 Multijet-suppression event selection requirements
Multijet background events with an apparent momentum imbalance due to poorly
measured jets can pass the baseline event selection requirements. Dedicated multijetsuppression selection requirements are designed to remove specifically events with
fake ETmiss arising from as dijet or multijet processes. The selected events in the
SR and the 1 muon CR are required to pass the following multijet-suppression
requirements.
• min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20° is a requirement on the minimum azimuthal
distance between the three highest-pT central jets and the ETmiss vector. If there
are less than three central jets in the event, the distance is computed using a
set of three jets consisting of the central jets in the event and the highest-pT
forward jets. This requirement exploits the characteristic topology of multijet
events: if the energy of a jet is poorly measured, e.g. with too large energy,
the resulting fake ETmiss is collinear with the jet.
• ∆ϕ(ETmiss , V ) > 120° is a requirement on the event topology of the reconstructed weak vector boson candidate V and the ETmiss vector in signal events,
in which the dark matter particles and the weak vector boson are back-to-back.
• ∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track ) < 90° is a requirement exploiting the correlation of ETmiss
and ETmiss, track for events with true ETmiss . In dijet events, ETmiss and ETmiss, track
will both align with one of the two jets, resulting in ∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track ) being
distributed closely around zero due to a bias introduced by the combined
application of the other multijet-suppression requirements.
• ETmiss, track > 30 GeV is required for events containing less than two b-jets.
Fluctuations in the calorimeter jet energy measurements are uncorrelated with
those of charged particle tracks in the ID. Therefore, it is unlikely for multijet
events to result both in substantial fake ETmiss and fake ETmiss, track . Hence, a
threshold on ETmiss, track allows reducing the multijet background further.
Figure 9.6 shows distributions of the variables used in the definition of the three
most important multijet-suppression requirements.

9.4.4 Signal region event selection
The events are either associated with the merged topology event selection or with
the resolved topology event selection, depending on the Lorentz boost of the weak
vector boson which is quantified by the amount of ETmiss in the event. The two
selections are disjoint by construction, as events satisfying both merged and resolved
selections are selected with priority to the merged selection.
The merged event topology selection is optimised for events containing a highly
boosted weak vector boson, in which the weak vector boson decay products cannot
be resolved by individual jets. Therefore, the weak vector boson candidate is
reconstructed as a single large-radius jet. The jet mass and its characteristic jet
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Fig. 9.6.: Distributions of min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ), ∆ϕ(ETmiss , V ), and ∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track )
after applying the 0 lepton SR merged baseline event selection requirements. The
cut value is indicated by a red line and the region of selected events is indicated
by the direction of the arrow. The data is shown overlaid on stacked histograms
of the simulated background processes, including a MC sample of dijet events for
illustration purposes.

substructure properties allow discriminating between the two-prong hadronic vector
boson decay and combinatorial background.
Events with ETmiss > 250 GeV and at least one reconstructed large-radius jet are
considered for the merged event selection.
Figure 9.7 shows the expected distributions of missing transverse momentum ETmiss
(left) and invariant mass of the most energetic large-radius jet mJ in the merged
topology, normalised to the unit area, for two representative signals. A larger mZ0

1

Fraction of events / 5 GeV

Fraction of events / GeV

mass corresponds to a harder ETmiss distribution and correspondingly to a larger
signal efficiency. A large peak about the W/ Z mass can be seen in the mJ distribution
for both signals, whereas the combinatorial background processes (not shown) are
expected to have comparatively flat distributions.
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Fig. 9.7.: Expected distributions of missing transverse momentum ETmiss (left) and invariant
mass mJ (right), both normalised to the unit area, for two vector-mediator
simplified model signals with mχ = 1 GeV and mZ0 = 200 GeV (red), mZ0 =
600 GeV (blue) after the full selection in the merged event topology.
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Jet substructure observables are sensitive to the internal structure of large-radius
jets and can identify the characteristic radiation pattern of two-prong vector boson
decays [265]. A jet substructure observable with large discrimination power is the
(β=1)
energy correlation ratio D2
, which is defined by
(β)

(β)

D2

=

e3

(9.6)

 .
(β) 3

e2

It is based on the two- and three-point energy correlation functions
(β)

e2

(β)

e3

=
=

1

X
2

(pTJ )
1

piT pjT Rij

(9.7)

i<j∈J

X
3

(pTJ )

β

piT pjT pkT Rij Rjk Rik

β

,

(9.8)

i<j<k∈J

which are based on the transverse momenta piT and pair-wise opening angles Rij of
the constituents of the large-radius jet with transverse momentum pJT . The (N + 1)
energy correlation function is sensitive to N -prong jet substructure [274], therefore
(β=1)
D2
can discriminate the two-prong decays of vector bosons from pure strong
interaction processes.
(β=1)

Figure 9.8 shows distributions of D2
in events satisfying the full event selection
(β=1)
with at most one b-tagged jet. Small values of D2
correspond to large-radius
jets originating from weak vector bosons, whereas large values indicate the jets
originating from one-prong strong interaction processes. In the 1 b-tag selection, the
separation between signal and background is less powerful due to the presence of
W decays in tt background events.
A dedicated boosted W/ Z boson tagger is used to identify large-radius jets originating from weak vector bosons. It is defined by a two-sided requirement on the jet
(β=1)
mass mJ and a one-sided requirement on D2
. Both requirements depend on the
pT of the large-radius jet, as shown in Figure 9.9 to ensure a fixed signal efficiency
of 50 %.
The track jets associated with the large radius jets are used to determine the
quark-flavour of the vector boson decay products. In addition, events containing non-associated b-tagged track jets are rejected to suppress background processes
involving heavy-flavour jets, such as top quark pair production. Three categories depending on the number of b-tagged track jets are defined with specific requirements
on the vector boson candidate mass mJ and jet substructure properties.
• merged 0 b-tag. Events selected for the merged 0 b-tag category satisfy the
mass requirements of the boosted W/ Z tagger. In addition, the tagger’s
(β=1)
D2
requirement is used to partition the events in a high-purity (HP) selection satisfying the requirement and a low-purity (LP) selection failing the
requirement.
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Fig. 9.8.: Distributions of the energy correlation ratio D2
of the most energetic largeradius jet in the event for data, simulated backgrounds and a representative vector
mediator simplified model signal with mZp = 600 GeV and mχ = 1 GeV. The
distributions show events with 0 b-tagged jets (left) and 1 b-tagged jet (right).

Fig. 9.9.: Selection requirements for the W boson tagger (left) and Z boson tagger (right).
The upper panel shows the two-sided requirements on the combined jet mass mJ .
(β=1)
The lower panel shows the upper cut on the energy correlation ratio D2
.
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• merged 1 b-tag. Events selected for the merged 1 b-tag category are selected
in the same way as for the merged 0 b-tag category and are partitioned in a
HP and LP selection.
• merged 2 b-tag. Events selected for the merged 2 b-tag category are selected
only by a mass window requirement 70 GeV < mJ < 100 GeV, which is
optimised for the Z → bb signal process.
The resolved event topology selection is optimised for events with a moderately
boosted weak vector boson, whose decay products can be resolved as well-separated
small-radius jets.
Events with ETmiss > 150 GeV and at least two reconstructed central jets are considered for the resolved event selection. The two highest-pT central jets in the event
are used to reconstruct the vector boson candidate. Their invariant mass allows for
the discrimination between signal and background processes.

Fraction of events / 5 GeV

Fraction of events / GeV

Figure 9.10 shows the expected distributions of missing transverse momentum ETmiss
(left) and invariant mass of the vector boson candidate in the resolved topology,
normalised to the unit area, for two representative signals. The ETmiss distribution
has a characteristic drop at ETmiss > 250 GeV, which is due to the priority given to
the merged selection. Similar to the merged selection, the signals exhibit a large
peak around the W/ Z mass.
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Fig. 9.10.: Expected distributions of missing transverse momentum ETmiss (left) and invariant mass mjj (right), both normalised to the unit area, for two vectormediator simplified model signals with mχ = 1 GeV and mZ0 = 200 GeV (red),
mZ0 = 600 GeV (blue) after the full selection in the resolved event topology.

The most energetic central jet is required to satisfy pT > 45 GeV. The modelling
of the ETmiss trigger efficiency in simulations is improved by the requirement for
events with exactly two central jets that their scalar transverse momentum sum is
larger than 120 GeV. In events with three or more central jets, instead, the scalar
transverse momentum sum of the three central jets with the highest pT is required to
be larger than 150 GeV. An additional multijet-suppression requirement is imposed
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for the resolved selection, which rejects events in which the azimuthal distance of
the two most energetic central jets ∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) is larger than 140°.
The b-tagging information of these jets is used to define three b-tag categories with
specific requirements on the invariant mass of the vector boson candidate mjj and on
the distance between the jets ∆R(j1 , j2 ). Events containing three or more b-tagged
jets are rejected.
• resolved 0 b-tag. Events selected for the resolved 0 b-tag category have
to satisfy a mass window requirement of 65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV and
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.4.
• resolved 1 b-tag. Events selected for the resolved 0 b-tag category have
to satisfy a mass window requirement of 65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV and
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25.
• resolved 2 b-tag. Events selected for the resolved 0 b-tag category have
to satisfy a mass window requirement of 65 GeV < mjj < 100 GeV and
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25.
The full list of selection requirements used to define the SR of the ETmiss + V (qq )
search is given in Table 9.4.
Tab. 9.4.: Signal region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search.
Merged category

SR selection

Resolved category

baseline + multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e and 0 baseline µ
ETmiss > 250 GeV

ETmiss > 150 GeV
not in merged category
2 or more central jets
pj1
T > 45 GeV
∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) < 140°
P2(3) ji
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i

1 or more large-radius jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

b-tag category

High purity

Low purity

Inclusive

0 b-tag

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
pass mJ + pass D2

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
pass mJ + fail D2

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.4

1 b-tag

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
pass mJ + pass D2

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
pass mJ + fail D2

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25

2 b-tag

70 GeV < mJ < 100 GeV

65 GeV < mjj < 100 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25

Figure 9.11 shows the product of acceptance and efficiency A × ε for the simplified
vector-mediator model signals with mχ = 1 GeV in dependence on the mediator
mass mZ0 . Signals with higher mZ0 are characterised by a higher A × ε, as they have
a harder ETmiss spectrum and therefore a larger fraction of events can pass the ETmiss
selection requirements.
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Fig. 9.11.: The product of acceptance and efficiency A × ε for the process pp → Z0 V →
χχqq, defined as the number of signal events satisfying the full set of selection
criteria, divided by the total number of generated signal events for the simplified
vector-mediator model signals, shown in dependence on the mediator mass mZ0 .
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9.4.5 Validation region event selection
Complementary to the SR selection in the W/ Z mass window, the events in the
W/ Z upper mass side-band are used to define a validation region (VR). The VR
is similar to the SR in its background composition but has reduced contributions
from signal processes. Therefore, it is used to verify the correct extrapolation of the
background normalisation from the CRs to the 0 lepton event selection. In addition,
the inclusion of the 0 lepton VR data in the statistical analysis has a similar effect
as the CR data, as it provides additional information to constrain the background
processes in the SR.
The VR selection is similar to the SR selection, except for the upper W/ Z mass sideband requirement instead of the W/ Z mass window requirement. The lower mass
side-band is not considered in the search due to substantial modelling challenges
when including both the high-mass and low-mass regions in the statistical analysis.
The full list of selection requirements used to define the VR of the ETmiss + V (qq )
search is given in Table 9.5.
Tab. 9.5.: Validation region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss + V (qq )
search.
Merged selection

VR selection

Resolved selection

baseline + multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e and 0 baseline µ
ETmiss > 250 GeV
1 or more large-radius jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

ETmiss > 150 GeV
not in merged selection
2 or more central jets
pj1
T > 45 GeV
∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) < 140°
P2(3) ji
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i

b-tag category

High purity

Low purity

Inclusive

0 b-tag

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
fail mJ + pass D2

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
fail mJ + fail D2

105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.4

1 b-tag

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
fail mJ + pass D2

W/ Z tagger
(β=1)
fail mJ + fail D2

105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25

2 b-tag

100 GeV < mJ < 250 GeV

100 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.25

9.5 Background estimation
The dominant background processes of the ETmiss + V (qq ) search are estimated in
data of control regions, which are enhanced in the respective background processes.
The kinematic similarity of the CRs to the SR is ensured by requiring almost the
same selection as in the SR, except for the lepton multiplicity requirement and the
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use of the ETmiss,no` and ETmiss, track, no` variable instead of ETmiss and ETmiss, track . The
contamination of the CR data by signal processes is expected to be negligible due to
the stringent requirements in the lepton candidate definitions.
The normalisation parameters of the sub-dominant background processes are set
to their predicted values based on theoretical predictions and can vary within the
corresponding uncertainties.
However, this approach is not feasible for the multijet background. Due to the
comparatively large cross-sections of pure QCD processes (c.f. Figure 4.4) and the
small selection efficiency, an unreasonably large number of simulated events would
be required for a reliable MC-based estimation. Therefore, a data-driven approach
based on a template fit, which was developed for this analysis, is employed to
evaluate the contribution of multijet background processes in the SR and VR.

9.5.1 1 muon control region
The 1 muon CR is defined to constrain W+ jets and tt processes using selected events,
which contain exactly one tight signal muon candidate, no additional baseline muon
candidates and no baseline electron candidates. The discrimination between the two
processes is enabled by the different b-tag categories. The 0 b-tag category is mostly
populated by W+ jets background events, whereas the 1 or more b-tag categories
are populated mostly by tt background events. Events in the 1 muon CR are selected
by ETmiss triggers.
Although the requirement of 1 muon substantially decreases the contribution of
multijet background events, the multijet-suppression requirements are still applied
to avoid biases in the kinematic properties of the selected events, using ETmiss,no` in
the definition of the derived observables.
The remaining selection requirements are similar to that of the SR, except for
the requirements on the vector boson candidate, which are relaxed to increase
the number of selected events and thereby enhance the statistical precision. In
(β=1)
the merged event selection, the requirement on the D2
substructure is not
considered. Similarly, in the resolved selection, the requirements on ∆R(j1 , j2 ) are
dropped from the event selection.
The full list of selection requirements used to define the 1 muon CR of the ETmiss +
V (qq ) search is given in Table 9.6.

9.5.2 2 lepton control region
The 2 lepton CR is designed to constrain the Z + jets background by selecting events
with leptonically decaying Z bosons. The selected events have to contain either
exactly two baseline electron candidates or exactly two baseline muon candidates.
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Tab. 9.6.: 1 muon control region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +V (qq )
search.
1 muon CR

Merged selection

Resolved selection

baseline + multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e, 1 tight signal µ and no additional baseline µ
ETmiss,no` > 250 GeV
1 or more large-radius jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

ETmiss,no` > 150 GeV
not in merged selection
2 or more central jets
pj1
T > 45 GeV
∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) < 140°
P2(3) ji
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i

b-tag category

Mass window / mass side-band

Mass window / mass side-band

0 b-tag

W/ Z tagger pass / fail mJ

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV /
105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

1 b-tag

W/ Z tagger pass / fail mJ

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV /
105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

2 b-tag

70 GeV < mJ < 100 GeV /
100 GeV < mJ < 250 GeV

65 GeV < mjj < 100 GeV /
100 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

At least one of the two electrons or muons must satisfy the signal muon or electron candidate definition. Events in the 2 lepton CR are selected by single lepton
triggers.
The requirement of 2 leptons suppresses the multijet background contribution to a
level that the multijet-suppression cuts are not urgently required. They are applied
nevertheless to ensure kinematic similarity of the CR to the SR, using ETmiss,no`
instead of ETmiss . In addition, a requirement on the invariant mass of the two leptons
` to be consistent with the Z mass 66 GeV < m`` < 106 GeV suppresses processes
with non-resonantly produced leptons. Similar to the 1 muon CR, the requirements
(β=1)
on the vector boson candidate are relaxed. The D2
substructure requirement in
the merged event selection is not considered. In the resolved event selection, the
requirements on ∆R(j1 , j2 ) are dropped.
The full list of selection requirements used to define the 2 lepton CR of the ETmiss +
V (qq ) search is given in Table 9.7.

9.5.3 Multijet background estimate
The multijet background is expected to be small in the SR and VR due to the multijetsuppression requirements and expected to be negligible in the CRs due to the
additional lepton requirements. The multijet background is estimated in the 0 lepton
SR and VR using a data-driven template method. The method consists of two steps,
in which the shape and normalisation of the multijet ETmiss templates are determined.
A sketch of the selections used in the procedure is shown in Section 9.5.3.
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Tab. 9.7.: 2 lepton control region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +
V (qq ) search.
2 lepton CR

Merged selection

Resolved selection

baseline + multijet-suppression requirements
exactly 2 baseline e/ µ, among those at least 1 signal e/ µ
66 GeV < m`` < 106 GeV
ETmiss,no` > 250 GeV
1 or more large-radius jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

ETmiss,no` > 150 GeV
not in merged selection
2 or more central jets
pj1
T > 45 GeV
∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) < 140°
P2(3) ji
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i

b-tag category

Mass window / mass side-band

Mass window / mass side-band

0 b-tag

W/ Z tagger pass / fail mJ

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV /
105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

1 b-tag

W/ Z tagger pass / fail mJ

65 GeV < mjj < 105 GeV /
105 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

2 b-tag

70 GeV < mJ < 100 GeV /
100 GeV < mJ < 250 GeV

65 GeV < mjj < 100 GeV /
100 GeV < mjj < 250 GeV

SR / VR
selection

QCD
enhanced
SR / VR
selection

obtain raw multĳet
template in multĳet
dominated selection

provide multĳet
template for fit

< 20°

final multĳet template
in SR/VR
correct for
efficiency ε

determine efficiency ε
via fit of template to
data and other
background processes

> 20°

Fig. 9.12.: Sketch of the selections used in the multijet background estimate based on a
template method. The ETmiss shape of the multijet background is obtained from
a selection enriched in multijet events by inverting the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss )
requirement. The template is normalised by correcting for the efficiency of the
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) cut. The efficiency is determined by a fit of a template
and simulated backgrounds to the data in selections enhanced in multijet events.
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In the first step, template generation, the templates for the ETmiss distribution are
constructed using dedicated regions dominated by multijet processes. These regions
are defined by selections similar to the SR/VR (c.f. Table 9.4 / Table 9.5) but with the
dominant multijet-suppression requirement inverted, such that min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) <
20° for selected events. The multijet ETmiss shape template is generated by subtracting all simulated backgrounds from the data in the multijet-enriched region. This
process is repeated for each of the eight categories in the SR, and similarly for the
eight categories in the VR.
In the second step, template normalisation, the raw templates need to be corrected
for the efficiency εmin ∆ϕ(jets ,E miss ) of the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) requirement. The
1,2,3

T

normalisation of the multijet ETmiss shape templates is determined using a profile
likelihood fit to the data.
The fit is based on multijet-enhanced selections in the VR, as there are insufficient
multijet events for the full VR event selections to provide meaningful fit results. The
multijet-enhanced selections have a lowered ETmiss threshold of ETmiss > 150 GeV
for the merged selection and allow for an overlap of events in the merged and
resolved selections. Furthermore, the ∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track ) < 90° requirement is
dropped from the event selection to increase the contribution of multijet events. The
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) cut efficiency is determined using these multijet-enhanced
selections.
The multijet ETmiss template, which is obtained from the corresponding selection
with min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) < 20°, is fitted to the data while considering also the
other backgrounds in the selection with min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20°. In the fit, the
simulated background processes are allowed to vary within the uncertainties listed
in Table 9.8, including the uncertainty on the luminosity of 2.1 %. These background
normalisation uncertainties are loosely based on the studies described in Ref. [48].
Tab. 9.8.: Background process normalisation uncertainties and luminosity uncertainty
in the profile likelihood fit used to determine the efficiency of the
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) requirement.

W+ jets

Z + jets

tt

Single top quark

Diboson

Luminosity

20 %

20 %

6%

5%

25 %

2.1 %

The final multijet templates are obtained by scaling the templates obtained in
the first step by the values of εmin ∆ϕ(jets ,E miss ) obtained in the profile likelihood
1,2,3

T

fit. Several justified assumptions enter the multijet estimate: the efficiency of
the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) requirement, which is estimated in multijet enhanced
VR selections, is assumed to be the same in SR and VR. In addition, ETmiss and
εmin ∆ϕ(jets ,E miss ) is assumed not to be strongly correlated with ETmiss .
1,2,3

T

As the contribution of the multijet background is small, the multijet normalisation
uncertainty was conservatively assigned a value of 100 % without compromising the
sensitivity of the analysis to signals. In addition, a shape uncertainty is assigned to
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the multijet ETmiss shape templates, which is based on variations of the multijet ETmiss
distribution parametrised as an exponentially falling distribution.

9.6 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arise from biases in the reconstruction of physics objects
and the description of the signal and background processes using MC simulation.
These uncertainties can affect the total normalisation of signal and background
processes, their relative distribution among the different SR, VR, and CR categories,
and the shape of their ETmiss distribution. In this section, a general description of the
considered systematic uncertainties is provided. The uncertainties are categorised
in “experimental systematic uncertainties”, which arise from the reconstruction,
identification, and calibration of the physics objects, and in “theoretical systematic
uncertainties”, which are associated with the theoretical predictions of signal and
background processes. The experimental systematic uncertainties are described
in Section 9.6.1, while the theoretical systematic uncertainties are described in
Section 9.6.2.

9.6.1 Experimental systematic uncertainties
The experimental systematic uncertainties, which arise from biases in the detector
performance and physics object reconstruction, are listed below.
• Trigger. The ETmiss and single lepton triggers are corrected for discrepancies
in the trigger efficiency between data and simulated events. These corrections are subject to uncertainties, as described in Section 8.2.3. The ETmiss
trigger uncertainties are described by two components. The first component
is obtained by comparing events with different flavour composition while the
second component is obtained from the 1σ confidence interval of the trigger
calibration fit. The single lepton uncertainties are derived in a similar manner.
The single electron trigger efficiency is described by one component, while the
single muon trigger efficiency is described by two components.
• Luminosity. The uncertainty on the measurement of the integrated luminosity,
which is used for the absolute normalisation of the simulated physics processes
to the data, is 2.1 % [56]. It is derived following a methodology similar to that
detailed in Ref. [57].
• Pile-up. The pile-up conditions of the simulated events are reweighted to
match those in data. This reweighting procedure is subject to uncertainty due
to possible biases in the modelling of pile-up events.
• Electrons. The uncertainties associated with the reconstruction, identification,
and isolation criteria of electrons can affect the normalisation of signal and
background processes due to the electron-based veto in the SR and 1 muon
CR, and the 2 electron requirement in the 2 lepton CR. In addition, the
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uncertainties on the electron energy scale and resolution affect the electron
ET and consequently also the ETmiss,no` shape.
• Muons. The uncertainties associated with the reconstruction (including trackto-vertex association), identification, and isolation criteria of muons can affect
the normalisation of signal and background processes due to the muon-based
veto in the SR and the muon requirements in the CRs. The uncertainties on
the muon pT scale and resolution in the ID and the MS can affect the ETmiss,no`
shape.
• Small-radius jets. The calibration of small-radius jets is subject to multiple
sources of uncertainty. In total, the uncertainties on the JES calibration
are parametrised by over 125 components which are derived from the insitu calibration, the impact of pile-up, the jet flavour dependence and other
effects [54]. These components are grouped into a strongly reduced set of four
components so that the total uncertainty is preserved, but the correlations are
not [52], since the JES uncertainties are expected to be sub-dominant for this
search. The JER uncertainty is described by a single component.
• Large-radius jets. The large-radius jet uncertainties account for the modelling
(β=1)
and the resolution of their energy, mass and D2
substructure variable. The
uncertainties on the modelling are correspondingly defined in three groups,
each consisting of four components. These components account for the residual difference between data and MC simulation, the fragmentation modelling,
uncertainties related to the use of tracking information, and the total statistical uncertainty in the calibration. The uncertainties on the resolution are
(β=1)
described by one component for the jet energy, mass and D2
substructure,
respectively.
• b-tagging. The uncertainties associated with the identification of heavy-flavour
jets are parametrised by separate components pertaining b-jets, c-jets, and lightflavour jets, as well as the extrapolation of b- and c-tagging efficiencies for
high-pT jets.
• Missing transverse momentum. The uncertainties associated with ETmiss
arise from two contributions, related to the ETmiss hard term and soft term,
respectively. The uncertainty related to the hard term is evaluated by propagating the uncertainties of all physics objects entering the hard term computation.
The uncertainty related to the soft term is derived from measurements. In
total, four components associated with the ETmiss uncertainty are considered.

9.6.2 Theoretical systematic uncertainties
The theoretical systematic uncertainties are associated with the description of signal
and background processes. The specific choices of event generators, PDF sets, parton
shower modelling, and values of the renormalisation and factorisation scales can
introduce systematic biases, which affect the normalisation of signal and background
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processes, their relative distribution among different categories, and the shape of
their ETmiss distribution.
The normalisation uncertainties of the background processes are implemented as
constraints on the normalisation of the respective distributions in the statistical
model. The normalisation of the dominant background processes Z + jets, W+ jets,
and tt is determined from the CR information and therefore unconstrained. However,
the relative contribution of heavy-flavour and light-flavour processes in the V + jets
backgrounds is allowed to change within uncertainties. The simulated V + jets
background events are categorised depending on the flavour information of the
weak vector boson candidate as V + bb, V + bc, V + bl, V + cc, V + cl, and V + ll,
where l ∈ {u, d, s, g} denotes light flavour jets. The heavy-flavour processes V + bb,
V + bc, and V + bl, V + cc are grouped and referred to as V + heavy flavour.
The normalisations of the sub-dominant background processes are constrained by the
normalisation uncertainties, which are based on those described in Ref. [48]. They
are estimated by comparing the acceptance of nominal and alternative simulated
samples normalised to the same production cross-section on particle level while
neglecting detector effects. In addition, comparisons to the data in control regions
are considered. The normalisation uncertainties are listed in Table 9.9.
Tab. 9.9.: Theoretical systematic uncertainties on the normalisation of background processes in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search. In the description of the jet flavour of V + jets
processes, light-flavour jets are abbreviated with l ∈ {u, d, s}.

Process

Uncertainty

Ratio of V + bc / V + heavy flavour
Ratio of V + bl / V + heavy flavour
Ratio of V + cc / V + heavy flavour

30 %
30 %
30 %

V + cl
V + ll

30 %
20 %

tt (resolved)
Single top quark (s-channel)
Single top quark (t-channel)
Single top quark (Wt-process)

30 %
4.6 %
4.4 %
6.2 %

WW
WZ
ZZ

25 %
26 %
20 %

The uncertainties on the shape of the ETmiss and weak vector boson candidate mass
distributions are also based on those described in Ref. [48]. They are defined in
terms of the transverse momentum of the vector boson pVT , which is highly correlated
with ETmiss , and the invariant mass of the two most energetic jets mjj . The shape
uncertainties are estimated in each of the b−tag categories separately by comparisons
of nominal and alternative samples, which are scaled to have the same normalisation
in each region.
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The W+ jets and Z + jets uncertainties are estimated by comparing the nominal
samples to alternative samples generated with M AD G RAPH 5 + P YTHIA and to the
data in a W/ Z-enriched selection. The ±1σ shape variations are parametrised
by an analytical function, which is fitted to the largest variations with respect to
the nominal sample and is symmetrised. The uncertainties are derived separately
for V + jets processes with light-flavour jets and heavy-flavour jets to account for
the different contributing processes, such as gluon splitting g → bb in the 2 b-tag
region.
The tt uncertainties are estimated by comparing the nominal samples to alternative samples with a different description of the hard scattering process based on
M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO + P YTHIA 8, samples with an alternative parton shower description based on P OWHEG + H ERWIG 7, and samples with increased and decreased
parton radiation.
The single top quark uncertainties are estimated by comparing the nominal samples to alternative samples with an alternative parton shower description based
on P OWHEG + Herwig++, and samples with increased and decreased parton radiation. In addition, alternative descriptions of the hard scattering process are
considered by comparing samples based on P OWHEG + Herwig++ to samples based
on M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO + Herwig++.
The diboson uncertainties are estimated by comparing the nominal samples to alternative samples based on P OWHEG + P YTHIA 8 and by comparing samples generated
with P OWHEG + P YTHIA 8 to those generated with P OWHEG + Herwig++.
The theoretical uncertainties for the dark matter signals in the vector mediator
simplified model are estimated by variations in the event generation and comparisons
of the resulting ETmiss distributions on particle level neglecting detector effects. The
uncertainties are defined in three components.
• The scale uncertainties are estimated by varying the renormalisation scale µR
and factorisation scale µF coherently by factors of 0.5 and 2 on an event-byevent basis. The resulting ETmiss distributions are compared, and in each ETmiss
bin, the largest variation with respect to the nominal value is taken as the scale
uncertainty.
• The PDF uncertainty is estimated by replacing the nominal NNPDF23LO PDF
set with the alternative MSTW2008LO [283] and CTEQ6L1 [305] PDF sets.
The resulting ETmiss distributions are compared to the nominal distribution,
and the largest deviation in each ETmiss bin is taken as the PDF uncertainty.
• The tune uncertainty is estimated by varying the amounts of initial state
radiation, final state radiation, and multi-parton interactions. The ETmiss distributions obtained from different A14 variations are compared, and the largest
variation with respect to the nominal in each ETmiss bin is taken as the tune
uncertainty.
The relative scale, PDF, and tune uncertainties of signal events in the vector mediator
simplified model, which are applied in each ETmiss bin are listed in Table 9.10. The
uncertainties in the different ETmiss bins are fully correlated and described by a
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single component in the statistical model for scale, PDF, and tune signal uncertainty,
respectively.
Tab. 9.10.: Relative scale, PDF, and tune uncertainties of dark matter signals in the vector
mediator simplified model, which are obtained from studied on generator level.

ETmiss bin

Uncertainty
Scale
PDF Tune

150 GeV to 250 GeV
250 GeV to 350 GeV
350 GeV to 500 GeV
500 GeV to 800 GeV
800 GeV to 1500 GeV

1.0 %
2.0 %
2.5 %
3.0 %
6.0 %

1.0 %
2.0 %
3.0 %
5.0 %
6.0 %

1.5 %
3.0 %
5.0 %
7.0 %
8.5 %

The theoretical uncertainties for the dark matter signals in the a-2HDM simplified
model are estimated in a similar way on particle level neglecting detector effects.
• The scale and parton shower uncertainties are estimated by varying the
renormalisation scale µR and factorisation scale µF coherently by factors of
0.5 and 2. In addition, samples generated with M AD G RAPH + P YTHIA 8 are
compared with samples generated with M AD G RAPH + H ERWIG 7 to estimate
the uncertainty associated with the parton shower modelling.
• The PDF uncertainties are estimated by considering the parametrised uncertainty of the nominal NNPDF30LO PDF set and comparing it to the
CT10 [270] and MMHT2014 LO 68 CL [241] PDF sets.
For all signal points, a normalisation uncertainty of 9 % is applied to account for
variations of the scale and parton shower uncertainties. An additional normalisation
uncertainty of 1 % associated with the PDF set is considered.

9.7 Statistical model
The statistical model is based on the likelihood function Equation (6.11). The profile
likelihood fit is based on the various b-tag and event topology categories of the SR,
VR, and CRs and exploits the shape information provided by the ETmiss and ETmiss,no`
distributions. A summary of all regions and kinematic distributions considered in
the statistical model is provided in Table 9.11.

9.8 Results
The results of the ETmiss + V (qq ) search are presented in this section. The observed
results are presented in Section 9.8.1. The impact of groups of systematic uncertainty
on the sensitivity of the search is discussed in Section 9.8.2. Finally, the results are
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Tab. 9.11.: Summary of all regions and kinematic distributions considered in the statistical
analysis of the ETmiss + V (qq ) search.

0 leptons

1 muon

2 leptons

Process of interest

signal

W+ jets, tt

Z + jets

Fitted observable

ETmiss,no`
merged topology: [250, 350, 500, 800, 1500] GeV
resolved topology: [150, 250, 350, 500, 800, 1500] GeV

Binning

ETmiss,no`

ETmiss

0, 1, and 2 b-tag categories
W/ Z mass window and upper mass side-band
HP / LP SR

Categories

interpreted to constrain the parameter space of simplified models for dark matter
production in Section 9.8.3 and Section 9.8.4.

9.8.1 Observed results
The background description by the statistical model is validated by performing
a conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit and investigating the corresponding
distributions in the VR and the CRs. The ETmiss distributions in the validation region
after the background-only (µ = 0) fit to the data are shown in Figure 9.13.
Figure 9.14 and Figure 9.15 show the 1 muon and 2 lepton CRs, respectively. The
observed data are in good agreement with the SM background prediction, thereby
validating the background description.
The results of the profile likelihood fit of the statistical model to the data are reported
in terms of the discovery significance, which is listed for vector mediator simplified
model dark matter signals with mχ = 1 GeV and varying mZ0 in Table 9.12.
Tab. 9.12.: Expected median discovery significance Z exp estimated with the Asimov dataset
generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model (µ = 1) and
observed discovery significance Z obs for vector mediator simplified model dark
matter signals with mχ = 1 GeV and the couplings gq = 0.25, gχ = 1.
mZ0
exp

Z
Z obs

10 GeV

100 GeV

200 GeV

300 GeV

400 GeV

500 GeV

600 GeV

700 GeV

800 GeV

900 GeV

1000 GeV

26.97
0

9.31
0.3

5.04
0.3

3.67
0

3.60
0

3.47
0.11

2.26
0

1.99
0

1.68
0.61

1.33
0.31

1.13
0

No significant deviations from the background-only hypothesis have been observed.
Therefore, the results in SR are presented with the background normalisations scaled
to the outcome of the conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit.
The observed number of events selected by the SR requirements in each category
is shown in Table 9.13 for the merged event topology and in Table 9.14 for the
resolved event topology. The expected number of events for a representative vector
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Fig. 9.13.: The ETmiss distributions in the 0 lepton VR after the background-only fit (µ = 0)
for data (dots) SM background prediction (histograms), shown separately for
the merged-topology and resolved-topology event categories with 0 b-tags, 1
b-tag, and 2 b-tags. The expected distribution of a representative vector mediator
simplified model with mχ = 1 GeV and mZ0 = 600 GeV normalised to the theory
prediction is overlaid. The total background contribution before the fit to the
data is shown as a dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total
background uncertainty. The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio
of the data to the total post-fit (dots) and pre-fit (dotted blue line) background
expectation.
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Fig. 9.14.: The ETmiss,no` distributions in the 1 muon CR (W/ Z mass window) after the
background-only fit (µ = 0) for data (dots) SM background prediction (histograms), shown separately for the merged-topology (left) and resolved-topology
(right) event categories with 0 b-tags (top), 1 b-tag (middle), and 2 b-tags (bottom). The total background contribution before the fit to the data is shown as a
dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total background uncertainty.
The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio of the data to the total
post-fit (dots) and pre-fit (dotted blue line) background expectation.
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Fig. 9.15.: The ETmiss,no` distributions in the 2 lepton CR (W/ Z mass window) after the
background-only fit (µ = 0) for data (dots) SM background prediction (histograms), shown separately for the merged-topology (left) and resolved-topology
(right) event categories with 0 b-tags (top), 1 b-tag (middle), and 2 b-tags (bottom). The total background contribution before the fit to the data is shown as a
dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total background uncertainty.
The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio of the data to the total
post-fit (dots) and pre-fit (dotted blue line) background expectation.
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mediator simplified signal model is shown together with the expected number of
events for individual background processes, whose normalisation is determined by
the background-only profile likelihood fit, and the observed events in data.
Tab. 9.13.: Expected and observed numbers of events in the merged
√ event topology signal
region for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and s = 13 TeV. The background yields and uncertainties are shown after the profile-likelihood fit to
the data. In addition, the expected event yield for a vector mediator model
with mZ0 = 600 GeV and mχ = 1 GeV is shown. The quoted background
uncertainties include both the statistical and systematic contributions.
Process
0 b-tag
HP
Vector model signal

285 ± 21

Signal region merged topology
1 b-tag
LP
HP
LP

270 ± 18

31 ± 3.6

± 380
± 590
± 60
± 13
± 140
± 140

220 ± 28
470 ± 52
630 ± 27
89 ± 6.7
88 ± 14
3.7 ± 3.3

W+ jets
Z + jets
tt
Single top-quark
Diboson
Multijet

3 170 ± 130
4 750 ± 200
775 ± 48
159 ± 12
774 ± 110
11.9 ± 35

10 000
16 000
940
200
960
49

Total background
Data

9 640 ± 87
9 627

28 000 ± 150
27 856

1 500 ± 31
1 502

29.1 ±

2 b-tag
2.7

17.0 ± 1.7

890
1 640
702
125
115
14.7

± 110
± 180
± 35
± 8.7
± 18
± 13

91.2 ± 12
186 ± 12
50.2 ± 11
16.1 ± 1.7
54.0 ± 9.7
9.32 ± 9.4

3 490
3 525

± 52

407
414

± 15

The corresponding ETmiss distributions are shown in Figure 9.16 for the merged
and resolved event topologies. No significant excess over the SM background is
observed.

9.8.2 Impact of systematic uncertainties
The different sources of systematic uncertainty affect the sensitivity of the search.
Their impact on the fitted signal strength µ is evaluated using the Asimov dataset (c.f.
Section 6.2) including the signal process normalised to its theoretical expectation.
The relevance of a certain NP θi can be estimated as a fractional uncertainty on the
fitted signal strength by performing a fit with θi set to its nominal value, thereby
excluding the NP from the fit, and subtracting in quadrature the resulting uncertainty
on µ from the total uncertainty on µ
σ θi =

q

2
σtotal
− σθ2i fixed .

(9.9)

In practice, this procedure is not conducted for individual NPs but for groups of
NPs to identify the sources of largest impact on the sensitivity. The total statistical
uncertainty is evaluated by neglecting all groups of systematic uncertainties in the
fit.
Table 9.15 shows a breakdown of the expected signal strength uncertainties for three
representative vector mediator simplified model signals. The estimate is based on
the Asimov data set generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model.
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Fig. 9.16.: The ETmiss distributions in the 0 lepton SR after the background-only fit (µ = 0)
for data (dots) SM background prediction (histograms), shown separately for
the merged-topology and resolved-topology event categories with 0 b-tags, 1
b-tag, and 2 b-tags. The expected distribution of a representative vector mediator
simplified model with mχ = 1 GeV and mZ0 = 600 GeV normalised to the theory
prediction is overlaid. The total background contribution before the fit to the
data is shown as a dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total
background uncertainty. The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio
of the data to the total post-fit (dots) and pre-fit (dotted blue line) background
expectation.
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Tab. 9.14.: Expected and observed numbers of events in the resolved
√ event topology signal
region for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and s = 13 TeV. The background yields and uncertainties are shown after the profile-likelihood fit to
the data. In addition, the expected event yield for a vector mediator model
with mZ0 = 600 GeV and mχ = 1 GeV is shown. The quoted background
uncertainties include both the statistical and systematic contributions.

Process
Vector model signal

Signal region resolved topology
0 b-tag
1 b-tag
2 b-tag
845 ±

29

± 4 600
± 5 600
± 780
± 140
± 950
± 2 300

W+ jets
Z + jets
tt
Single top-quark
Diboson
Multijet

117 000
135 000
13 800
2 360
6 880
11 900

Total background
Data

288 000 ± 570
287 722

59.3 ±

3.4

27.1 ±

1.2

± 680
± 780
± 420
± 71
± 71
± 370

598
1 220
2 050
222
228
288

± 98
± 67
± 70
± 14
± 34
± 150

27 600 ± 170
27 586

4 600
4 642

± 90

5 000
7 710
12 100
1 150
514
1 130

The first signal with mZ0 = 200 GeV corresponds to a large production cross-section,
which is clearly excluded, and a relatively soft ETmiss distribution. The second signal
corresponds to a sizeable production cross-section, which is at the expected exclusion
boundary, and a somewhat harder ETmiss distribution. The third signal corresponds
to a very low production cross-section, which is scaled by a factor of 10, and a hard
tail in the ETmiss distribution.
The dominant sources of uncertainty are due to large-radius jets, the normalisation of
the irreducible Z + jets and diboson background processes, modelling uncertainties
in signal and V + jets processes, and the statistical uncertainty in the background
prediction. The impact of large-radius jet and ETmiss uncertainties for the second
and third signals increases because the harder ETmiss distributions, which increase
the relevance of the merged topology. The statistical uncertainty in the background
prediction is larger in the merged category. Therefore, its impact is increased for
signals with harder ETmiss distributions.

9.8.3 Constraints on the spin-1 Z0 mediator simplified model
As no significant deviation from the SM background expectation is observed for any
of the signal mass points, the parameter space of the spin-1 Z0 mediator simplified
model can be constrained by computing upper limits on the signal strength µ at 95 %
confidence level using the CLs method [307].
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Tab. 9.15.: Breakdown of expected signal strength uncertainties for three vector mediator simplified model signals each with mχ = 1 GeV and (a) mZ0 = 200 GeV,
(b) 600 GeV, and (c) 2000 GeV. The estimate is based on the Asimov data set
generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model. The production
cross-section of signal (c) is scaled by a factor of 10. Each systematic uncertainty contribution is provided as the quadratic difference between the total
uncertainty and the uncertainty obtained by setting the systematic uncertainty
in question to its nominal value and excluding it thereby from the fit. Total
denotes the quadrature sum of statistical and total systematic uncertainties.

Source
of uncertainty
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Uncertainty on µ [%]
(a) (b)
(c)

Large-radius jets
Small-radius jets
Electrons
Muons
ETmiss
b-tagging (track jets)
b-tagging (small-radius jets)
Luminosity

9
3
4
6
1
4
2
3

20
8
9
7
4
4
4
4

19
10
12
4
7
6
2
4

Multijet normalisation
Diboson normalisation
Z + jets normalisation
W+ jets normalisation
tt normalisation

7
5
5
3
3

11
11
9
4
1

10
13
12
5
3

Signal modelling
V + jets modelling
V + jets composition
tt modelling
Diboson modelling
Background MC stat.

7
4
1
2
1
10

9
10
3
4
2
18

10
14
3
3
2
24

Total syst.
Data stat.

21
7

40
21

49
45

Total

22

45

67
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The exclusion limits on the vector mediator signals, which were simulated at LO
accuracy in QCD, are scaled to an implementation of the spin-1 Z0 mediator simplified
model at next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy [115] for vector and axial-vector
couplings of the mediator.
Samples based on the NLO implementation have been simulated at particle level
neglecting detector effects using the M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.4.2 event generator [23] interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.186 [320] parton shower model with the
NNPDF30 PDF set [118] at NLO accuracy in QCD and αs (m2Z ) = 0.118. These
samples are used to re-weight the simulated vector mediator MC samples, following
the procedure outlined in Ref. [333]. The re-weighting takes accounts for changes
in the product of acceptance and efficiency and in the predicted cross-sections due
to the implementation of the model at NLO accuracy and the modified couplings.
The limits are provided in the two-dimensional mZ0 -mχ plane for vector and axialvector mediator couplings with the fixed choice of coupling parameters gq = 0.25,
g` = 0, and gχ = 1. The corresponding exclusion contours are shown in Figure 9.17.
Signals with vector mediator masses mZ0 of up to 830 GeV and dark matter masses
of up to 280 GeV are excluded at 95 % CLs . The exclusion contour for axial-vector
mediator signals has similar coverage in mZ0 but smaller coverage in the on-shell
region, defined by the kinematic limit 2mχ < mZ0 , as the signal strength µ decreases
more strongly for axial-vector mediators compared to vector mediators as mZ0
increases.

9.8.4 Constraints on the a-2HDM simplified model
The signature of the ETmiss + V (qq ) search allows placing limits also on the a-2HDM
simplified model. The sensitivity of the ETmiss +W channel is expected to be negligible
for the a-2HDM model compared to the ETmiss + Z channel. Therefore, only the latter
is considered for the interpretation in terms of this model.
The subset of the simulated signal samples with mH < 800 GeV is generated using a
simplified parametrisation of the calorimeter response, which is known to describe
the jet substructure in simulated events inadequately. Therefore, only the resolved
event topology selection, which does not consider large-radius jet substructure, is
considered for calculating limits on these signal points.
Figure 9.18 shows the exclusion contour at at 95 % CLs in the mH -ma plane of
the parameter space for the fixed choice of parameters tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV,
and sin θ = 0.35. The a-2HDM signals with heavy Higgs boson masses mH in the
range 800 GeV to 1050 GeV and pseudo-scalar mediator masses of up to 200 GeV are
excluded at 95 % CLs . The observed limit extends to higher mH than the predicted
ones.
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Fig. 9.17.: Exclusion contours at 95 % CLs for the V /A simplified model at NLO accuracy for
vector mediator (top) and axial-vector mediator (bottom) with couplings gq =
0.25, g` = 0, and gχ = 1. The black dashed line shows the median of the expected
limit, whereas the solid line shows the observed limit. The dotted magenta curve
corresponds to the set of points for which the relic density predicted by the vector
mediator simplified model is consistent with the Planck [301] measurements, as
computed with M AD DM [25]. The region on the right of the curve corresponds
to higher predicted relic density than these measurements.
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Fig. 9.18.: Exclusion contours at 95 % CLs for the a-2HDM model in the two-dimensional
mH -ma plane for the fixed choice of parameters tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV, and
sin θ = 0.35.

Figure 9.19 shows the exclusion limits on the signal strength µ for the a-2HDM model
as a function of sin θ for the fixed parameter choices tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV,
considering a low-mass scenario with mH = 600 GeV, ma = 200 GeV, and a highmass scenario with mH = 1000 GeV, ma = 350 GeV. The sensitivity improves as a
function of sin θ, as the cross-section increases with sin θ. Limits on sin θ > 0.5 can
only be placed for the low-mass scenario, while the search is not yet sensitive to the
high-mass scenario.
Figure 9.20 shows the exclusion limit on the signal strength µ in dependence of
the dark matter mass mχ for the fixed choices of the parameters tan β = 1.0,
mH = 600 GeV, ma = 250 GeV, and sin θ = 0.35. The limit is flat in the on-shell
region 2mχ < ma , strongly increases around the threshold 2mχ = 250 GeV through
resonant enhancement, and steeply drops off in the off-shell region.

9.9 Conclusion of the ETmiss + V (qq) search
In conclusion, the ETmiss + V (qq ) search is relevant for probing models of dark
matter production at particle colliders with varying degrees of complexity. The use
of large-radius jets and jet substructure allows exploring signatures with highly
boosted weak vector bosons and is complementary to the reconstruction of weak
vector boson candidates with a moderate boost. The signature of ETmiss + V (qq ) is
furthermore relevant for measurements of the invisible decays of the Higgs boson
and has been used in a combination to place a 95 % CLs upper limit of 26 % on the
branching fraction of invisible Higgs boson decays [39].
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Fig. 9.19.: Observed exclusion limits at 95 % CLs on the signal strength µ for the a-2HDM
model as a function of sin θ, shown for parameters corresponding to a low-mass
scenario (top) and a high-mass scenario (bottom).
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Fig. 9.20.: Exclusion limits at 95 % CLs on the signal strength µ for the a-2HDM model
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600 GeV, ma = 250 GeV, and sin θ = 0.35.
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10.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the search for dark matter in association with a Higgs boson h
decaying to b-quarks, referred to as ETmiss +h(bb). The signature of the signal process
is missing transverse momentum originating from the production of dark matter
particles χ and a pair of b-tagged jets from the Higgs boson decay. Searches for dark
matter produced in association with Higgs bosons enable a direct investigation of
the interaction of dark matter with the Higgs boson, as the initial state radiation of
Higgs bosons is strongly Yukawa-suppressed. The various decay modes of the Higgs
boson allow for searches in final states with b-quarks, vector boson pairs, photons,
and τ leptons. This search focuses on the Higgs boson decaying to b-quarks, as it is
the decay mode with the largest branching fraction B = 57 % [159].
Searches for dark matter in the ETmiss + h(bb) final state have been carried out by the
ATLAS collaboration using 20.3 fb−1 pp collision data collected at a centre-of-mass
√
energy s = 8 TeV [93] and using up to 36.1 fb−1 pp collision data collected at a
√
centre-of-mass energy s = 13 TeV [85, 92]. Similar searches have been carried out
also by the CMS collaboration [164, 170, 167].
This search is based on proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV recorded in the years 2015 – 2017 with the ATLAS detector at the LHC,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 .
Besides the more extensive data sample, the search benefits from two novel reconstruction techniques, which result in enhanced sensitivity to previous results. The
improved identification of b-jets which is based on track jets with a variable radius
parameter enhances the reconstruction efficiency of highly boosted Higgs boson
candidates. The use of an object-based ETmiss significance, which fully accounts for
the resolutions and correlations of the objects entering the ETmiss reconstruction,
enables the efficient suppression of processes with fake ETmiss . The results of this
search have been presented in Ref. [91].
Section 10.2 introduces the signal and background processes in the ETmiss + h(bb)
search. The analysis strategy is outlined in Section 10.3. The object and event
selection, including the definition of the signal region, is described in Section 10.4,
whereas the background estimation strategy and the definitions of the control regions
are described in Section 10.5. The systematic uncertainties taken into account in the
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statistical model are described in Section 10.6, while the statistical model itself is
provided in Section 10.7. Finally, the observed results are presented and discussed
in Section 10.8. A conclusion is given in Section 10.9.

10.2 Signal and background processes
The analysis investigates dark matter production in the framework of the Z0 -2HDM
simplified model, which is described in Section 10.2.1. The background processes
are described in Section 10.2.2. The simulated signal and background samples are
summarised in Section 10.2.3.

10.2.1 Z0 -2HDM simplified model
The Z0 -2HDM simplified model, a type-II two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) with
an additional U(1)Z0 gauge symmetry (c.f. Section 3.7.3), is considered for the
optimisation of the search and the interpretation of its results. The process yielding
the signature of ETmiss + h(bb) is illustrated in Figure 10.1.

b̄
q̄
q

Z

0

h
b
χ̄
A
χ

Fig. 10.1.: Production of dark matter particles χ and a Higgs boson h through a new Z0
mediator coupled to the CP-odd Higgs boson A, where the latter decays primarily
to χχ.

A Z0 vector boson is produced in pp collisions and decays into the neutral Higgs
boson h, which is identified with the SM Higgs boson in the alignment limit, and
the CP-odd Higgs boson A. The latter decays into dark matter particles, which give
rise to missing transverse momentum ETmiss . A characteristic feature of the model is
that for heavy Z0 boson masses, the predicted ETmiss spectra are much harder than
for other models describing the ETmiss + h(bb) signature [7].
The relevant model parameters and their chosen values are listed in Table 10.1.
These parameters include the masses of the involved particles mA , mZ0 , mχ , and the
gauge coupling of the Z0 boson to quarks gZ0 . The dark matter particle mass mχ has
negligible impact on the results for 2mχ < mA and is set to 100 GeV. The value of
the ratio of the vacuum expectation values (VEV) of the two Higgs fields is chosen
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as 1.0, thereby satisfying perturbativity requirements due to the top-quark Yukawa
coupling [129]. As the alignment limit α = β − π/2 is considered, the lightest
neutral scalar boson is identified with the SM Higgs boson with mh = 125 GeV. The
masses of the heavy scalar Higgs boson and of the charged Higgs bosons are set to
mH = mH± = 300 GeV.
The Z0 -2HDM model is used as a benchmark to probe the ETmiss + h(bb) signature in
a generic way. In particular, the discriminating variables deliberately do not exploit
the characteristic features of the resonant production of hχχ, such as the Jacobian
peak in the Higgs boson’s pT distribution with an endpoint at
r
h,max.
pT

=

(m2Z0 − m2h − m2A )2 − 4m2h m2A
2mZ0

(10.1)

.

Although the chosen value of gq = 0.8, which was initially recommended by the LHC
DM WG [7], is already excluded by dijet searches [40], it is adopted to allow for
the direct performance comparison to the results of the previous iteration [92]. The
branching fraction of the decay A → χχ is assumed to be 100 % for the interpretation
of the results.
The results of the search are interpreted for a scan over the two-dimensional mZ0 -mA
plane for fixed choices of the other model parameters. The scan extends over the
range 400 GeV to 3000 GeV in mZ0 and 300 GeV to 800 GeV in mA .
Tab. 10.1.: Parameters of the Z0 -2HDM simplified model in the ETmiss + h(bb) search.

Parameter

Description

Chosen value

mh
mZ0

light CP-event Higgs boson mass
Z0 boson mass

125 GeV
free

mA
mχ
mH
mH±

CP-odd Higgs boson mass
dark matter particle mass
heavy Higgs boson mass
charged Higgs boson mass

free
100 GeV
300 GeV
300 GeV

gZ0

Z0 gauge coupling to quarks

tan β
α

ratio of Higgs VEV
mixing of h and H

0.8
1
−π/4

10.2.2 Background processes
The dominant background processes with the signature of two b-jets and substantial ETmiss are tt production (50 % background contribution), Z + jets production
(33 % background contribution), and W+ jets production (15 % background contribution).
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Sub-dominant background processes include WW, WZ, and ZZ diboson production,
single top quark production, SM V h, h → bb production, and multijet events.
The dominant background processes are estimated using simulated samples, whose
normalisation is constrained by control region data. The smaller background processes are estimated purely by simulation. Based on a data-driven estimate, it will
be shown in Section 10.5.3 that the multijet background is negligible.

10.2.3 Simulated Monte Carlo samples
The signal and background processes with the MC event generators, parton shower
models and PDF sets used for their description are summarised in Table 10.2.
Detailed descriptions of the background samples are provided in Section 8.2.2.
The signal process in the Z0 -2HDM simplified model is simulated on a grid of 53
mass points defined by the mediator mass mZ0 and the CP-odd Higgs boson mass mA .
The mass of the Z0 boson is scanned in the range 400 GeV to 3000 GeV in steps of
200 GeV and the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson A is scanned in the range 300 GeV
to 800 GeV in 100 GeV steps for the relevant regions of phase space.

The simulated events are generated at leading-order (LO) accuracy in QCD with the
M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.2.3 event generator [23] interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.186 [320]
parton shower and hadronisation model, using the NNPDF30 PDF set [119] and
the A14 set of tuned parameters [37].
Tab. 10.2.: List of the signal and background processes with the MC event generators, sets
of PDFs and tunes used for their description in the ETmiss + h(bb) search.
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Process

Generator

PDF / parton shower tune

Signal
Z0 -2HDM
simplified model

M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.2.3
+ P YTHIA 8.212

NNPDF30LO / A14

Top quark
tt
t (s-channel)
t (t-channel)
t (Wt)

P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX

NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO

V + jets
W+ jets
Z + jets

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1

NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune
NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune

Diboson
WW
WZ
ZZ
V h, h → bb

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1
P OWHEG -B OX 2 + P YTHIA 8.212

NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO

2+
2+
2+
2+

P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA

8.230
8.230
8.230
8.230

/ A14
/ A14
/ A14
/ A14

/ S HERPA-tune
/ S HERPA-tune
/ S HERPA-tune
/ AZNLO
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10.3 Analysis strategy
The signature of dark matter particle production in association with a Higgs boson is
provided by missing transverse momentum ETmiss recoiling against a system of two
b-jets resulting from the Higgs boson decay h → bb.
The signal region (SR) is defined by the requirement of substantial ETmiss and a Higgs
boson candidate. In events with a moderately boosted Higgs boson, the Higgs boson
candidate can be reconstructed using two well-separated b-tagged small-radius jets
(resolved event topology). This approach fails for events with a highly boosted Higgs
boson, as the smaller separation of the jets due to the Higgs boson’s Lorentz boost
does not allow for their individual reconstruction. Therefore, it is advantageous
to reconstruct the Higgs boson candidate using a single large-radius jet, which is
supplemented with sub-jets based on ID tracks to identify the two b-quarks.
Consequently, the signal region selection considers both the resolved and the merged
event topologies. The distinction between these two categories is provided by ETmiss ,
which is strongly correlated with the boost of the Higgs boson candidate. The
boundary at 500 GeV is chosen to enhance the sensitivity of the search in the merged
category, since for large ETmiss the SM backgrounds are strongly suppressed. The
resolved category provides complementary sensitivity to signals with a moderate
boost.
The two event topologies are similar to those considered in the ETmiss + V (qq ) search,
which are illustrated in Figure 9.4.
Further requirements on kinematic properties and the event topology reduce the
contribution of background processes. The main discriminating variable in the
statistical analysis is the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate. Additional
information is provided by the coarsely binned ETmiss distribution. The resolved
selection is defined for three ETmiss bins, which extend from 150 GeV to 200 GeV,
200 GeV to 350 GeV, and 350 GeV to 500 GeV. The merged selection is defined for
events with more than 500 GeV.
The control regions (CRs) are defined by the lepton multiplicity in the event (c.f.
Section 8.1) and cover a similar phase-space as the SR. As SR and CRs have different
requirements on the lepton multiplicity, they do not overlap. The SR selection vetoes
events containing electrons or muons. The control regions, in turn, require the
presence of either one muon (1 muon CR) or two electrons or muons (2 lepton
CR). Instead of ETmiss , the 1 muon selection employs the ETmiss,noµ variable, which is
constructed by adding the muon momentum vector to ETmiss . Similarly, the 2 muon
selection uses the transverse momentum of the dilepton system p``
T . These variables
emulate the way how the background processes can enter the SR.
The SR and CRs considered in the analysis are
• 0 lepton SR with no electrons and no muons, requiring two b-jets, partitioned
in three ETmiss bins in the resolved category and one in the merged category,
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• 1 muon CR with one muon and no electrons, requiring two b-jets, partitioned
in three ETmiss,noµ bins in the resolved category and one in the merged category,
• 2 lepton CR with two same-flavour leptons, requiring two b-jets, partitioned in
three p``
T bins in the resolved category and one in the merged category.
A graphical overview of all regions and categories considered in the analysis with
their relative background composition is given in Figure 10.2.

0 lepton
signal region

1 muon
control region

2 lepton
control region

resolved
pTV: [150, 200] GeV

resolved
pTV: [200, 350] GeV

resolved
pTV: [350, 500] GeV

merged
pTV: 500 GeV or more

Fig. 10.2.: Overview of all regions and pVT bins considered in the ETmiss + h(bb) search with
their relative background composition, where pVT denotes ETmiss in the signal
region, ETmiss,noµ in the 1 muon control region, and p``
T in the 2 lepton control
region, respectively. Each region consists of three resolved event-topology pVT
bins and the merged event-topology pVT bin.

10.4 Object and event selection
The event selection requirements for events considered in the SR are outlined below.
The specific choices for physics object definitions are summarised in Section 10.4.1.
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The common baseline selection used in SR and CRs is described in Section 10.4.2,
while the SR event selection is described in Section 10.4.3.

10.4.1 Object selection
The physical compound objects used in the ETmiss + h(bb) search are based on the
object definitions, which are introduced in Section 8.3.
Two novel object definitions are exploited — the variable radius track jets, which
extend the sensitivity of the search in case of large boosts of the Higgs boson
candidate, and an object-based ETmiss significance, which serves the rejection of
background processes with fake ETmiss .
Central jets and forward jets are used to define selection requirements on the
event topology, which suppress background processes. The b-jets are identified by
b-tagging algorithms, using the MV2 discriminant with a fixed-cut working point
corresponding to 77 % b-tagging efficiency. The Higgs candidate reconstruction is
based on the two most energetic b-jets in the resolved category and on the most
energetic large-radius jet in the merged category.
The identification of the large-radius jet flavour content is based on track jets
associated with the large-radius jet via ghost-matching. The track jets allow for
maintaining high double b-tagging efficiency in the merged event topology. However,
for substantially large Higgs boson momenta, even the track jets can overlap if they
are reconstructed with a fixed radius parameter. The problem of track jet merging is
overcome by the use of variable-radius (VR) track jets, as illustrated in Figure 10.3.
The use of the VR track jets allows maintaining a high double b-tagging efficiency
over a broad Higgs boson momentum range, which overall is superior to conventional
FR track jets. Therefore, the identification of b-jets in the merged category is based
on VR track jets.
The charged lepton definitions are similar to those used in the ETmiss + V (qq) search
(c.f. Section 9.4.1), except for the ET > 27 GeV requirement in the signal electron
candidate definition due to the increased single electron trigger threshold in 2017
data-taking. Baseline electron and muon candidates are used for the definition of
lepton vetoes in the SR, as the baseline definition aims at providing a high reconstruction efficiency. Signal electron and muon candidates are used to select electron
or muon pairs for the 2 lepton CR, where a high purity selection is desired. Tight
signal muons are used to select muons in the 1 muon CR. In addition, baseline tau
lepton candidates are used to define vetoes on tau leptons in the event selection.
The missing transverse momentum ETmiss is reconstructed from the calibrated physics
objects in the event and the track-based soft term (TST) using the L OOSE working
point. Closely related definitions are employed in the CRs to accommodate how
background processes are contributing to the SR. In the 1 muon CR, the ETmiss,noµ
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Fig. 10.3.: The efficiency for a large-radius jet from a h → bb decay (referred to as
Higgs jet) to have its two associated sub-jets with largest transverse momentum
matched to truth B-hadrons in dependence of its pT . The error bars include
statistical uncertainties only. Figure modified from Ref. [110].

variable is used, which is reconstructed by excluding muons from the ETmiss calculation, thereby adding the muon momentum vector to ETmiss . Similarly, in the 2 lepton
CR, the transverse momentum of the dilepton system p``
T is used.
The object-based ETmiss significance S is used to separate events in which the reconstructed missing transverse momentum ETmiss is genuinely coming from dark matter
particles or neutrinos from events with fake ETmiss caused by resolution effects.
Figure 10.4 illustrates the performance of the object-based ETmiss significance
in
q

comparison to an event-based definition of ETmiss significance ETmiss /
ETmiss and
ETmiss itself in the ETmiss +h(bb) search. The object-based ETmiss significance definition
is clearly superior, as a requirement of S > 16 can reject over 95 % of background
processes with fake ETmiss while retaining a signal efficiency over 90 %. In contrast,
the event-based ETmiss significance achieves similar background rejection with a
signal efficiency of 80 %, while the use of ETmiss decreases the signal efficiency to
30 %.
P

Potential ambiguities in the reconstruction, such as reconstructed objects matching
multiple object hypotheses, must be resolved by an overlap removal procedure. The
overlap removal procedure applies six stages in the order listed as follows.
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Fig. 10.4.: Performance of the ETmiss significance (line with square markers) in terms of the
signal efficiency and multijet background rejection in the ETmiss + h(bb)
q search,
P miss
miss
miss
ET
compared to an event-based ET
significance definition ET /
(dashed line with circular markers), and on ETmiss itself (densely-dashed line
with triangular markers). The signal efficiency is estimated with a Z0 -2HDM
signal sample with mZ0 = 400 GeV and mA = 300 GeV, which has a very soft
ETmiss distribution, whereas the background rejection is estimated with a sample
of simulated dijet events. The events used for the comparison are selected by the
ETmiss + h(bb) baseline selection requirements, including a requirement on the
angular separation between the ETmiss vector and the three jets with highest pT .
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1. Electron-electron overlap removal. If an event contains two reconstructed
electrons sharing a track, the electron candidate with lower pT is removed
from the event.
2. Tau-electron and tau-muon overlap removal. If an event contains a reconstructed tau lepton within the distance ∆R < 0.2 of any reconstructed electron
or muon, the tau candidate is removed from the event.
3. Electron-muon overlap removal. If an event contains a reconstructed electron
and a reconstructed muon sharing the same track, the electron candidate is
removed from the event.
q

4. Electron-jet overlap removal. All jets within the distance1 ∆R = ∆y 2 + ∆ϕ2 <
0.2 of electrons surviving the previous stage of the overlap removal procedure
are removed from the event. Then, all reconstructed electrons of transverse
energy ET within the distance min{0.4, 0.04 + 10 GeV/ET } of jets are removed
from the event.
5. Muon-jet overlap removal. All jets within the distance ∆R < 0.2 of any
reconstructed muon are removed, if they either have fewer than three asP track, i
sociated tracks or if the muon pT is greater than max{0.5 pjet
},
i pT
T , 0.7
track
where pT denotes the transverse momentum of tracks associated to the jet.
Then, all reconstructed muons of transverse momentum pT within the distance
min{0.4, 0.04 + 10 GeV/pT } of jets are removed from the event.
6. Overlap removal between large-radius-jets and electrons. If an event contains
a large-radius jet within the distance ∆R < 0.1 of an electron, the large-radius
jet is removed from the event.

10.4.2 Baseline selection
The SR and CR definition is based on a common baseline selection and common
requirements to suppress the multijet background. These selection requirements are
almost identical to the those used in the ETmiss + V (qq) search, which are presented
in Section 9.4.2 and Section 9.4.3, respectively. There are three exceptions, which
concern the jet cleaning requirement in the baseline selection and the definition of
the multijet-suppression requirements.
• The jet cleaning selection requirement is solely based on the B AD L OOSE definition. No additional requirement based on the T IGHT jet cleaning definition is
made.
• Only the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20° and the ∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track ) < 90°
multijet-suppression requirements are applied. The requirement that the
azimuthal distance between ETmiss and the boson candidate has to exceed 120°
1
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The distance measure employed for the overlap removal procedure is based on the rapidity distance
∆y instead of the pseudorapidity distance ∆η.
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and the requirement on ETmiss, track > 30 GeV are no longer part of the common
baseline selection.
• These multijet-suppression requirements are only applied in the SR and in
the 1 muon CR selection but not in the 2 lepton CR. The 2 lepton CR selection sufficiently suppresses potential contamination through multijet events
and would suffer from large statistical uncertainty if the multijet-suppression
requirements were applied.
The baseline selection requirements are summarised in Table 10.3.
Tab. 10.3.: List of the baseline event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss + h(bb)
search.
Baseline selection

0 lepton SR

Data quality
Vertex reconstruction
Jet cleaning
Trigger

ETmiss

Multijet suppression

min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20°
∆ϕ(ETmiss , ETmiss, track ) < 90°

1 muon CR

2 lepton CR

basic requirements vetoing corrupted data or incomplete events
primary vertex with at least two associated tracks
veto on events containing jets flagged as B AD L OOSE jets
trigger
ETmiss trigger
single lepton trigger
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss,noµ ) > 20°
∆ϕ(ETmiss,noµ , ETmiss, track, noµ ) < 90°

no
no

10.4.3 Signal region selection
As the signature sought by the ETmiss + h(bb) search does not involve leptons, a veto
on events containing baseline muons or baseline electrons is employed in the SR
event selection.
Following the baseline selection requirements, events are separated into the resolved
and merged categories using a single selection requirement on ETmiss .
The resolved category event selection is optimised for events with a moderate
amount of missing transverse momentum 150 GeV < ETmiss < 500 GeV and a Higgs
boson candidate, whose decay products can be resolved by two b-tagged small-radius
jets. The jets used for the Higgs boson candidate reconstruction are the two b-jets
with highest pT in the event and are referred to as j1 and j2 . The invariant mass of
the dijet system composed out of these jets, which is referred to as mjj , provides
strong discrimination between signal and background processes, as Higgs boson
candidates exhibit a characteristic mass peak at the Higgs boson mass.
The remaining selection requirements are similar to those of the ETmiss + V (qq )
search, as a similar event topology is targeted. In events with exactly two central
jets, their scalar transverse momentum sum is required to be larger than 120 GeV,
whereas in events with three or more central jets, instead the scalar transverse
momentum sum of the three central jets with highest pT is required to be larger than
150 GeV. At least one of the jets used to reconstruct the Higgs boson candidate is
required to have a transverse momentum greater than 45 GeV.
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In addition to the multijet-suppression requirements outlined in Section 10.4.2,
four requirements are explicitly introduced for the resolved category to reduce the
contribution of multijet processes. The jets used for the Higgs boson candidate
reconstruction often are in a back-to-back topology for multijet events, whereas they
are in close proximity for the signal process. Therefore, the requirements on the
separation of the Higgs boson candidate jets ∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) < 140° and ∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.8
are introduced. In signal-like events the missing transverse momentum is expected
to be in a back-to-back topology with the Higgs boson candidate, motivating the
requirement on the azimuthal distance between ETmiss and the Higgs boson candidate
∆ϕ(ETmiss , h) > 120°. The specific values used in these requirements are chosen by
examining distributions of these observables for excesses of data over the simulated
non-multijet backgrounds, which are attributed to multijet backgrounds. These
studies were validated with simulated multijet events. Finally, a requirement based
on the object-based ETmiss significance S > 16 suppresses the remaining contributions
of backgrounds with fake ETmiss (c.f. Section 10.4.1).
Although the tt, t → Wb background processes with W bosons decaying to electrons
and muons are suppressed by the lepton vetoes, those with hadronically decaying
tau leptons can still pass the event selection. Therefore, an additional veto on tau
leptons is introduced. It is based on the rejection of events containing baseline tau
lepton candidates and improved by an extended tau veto definition, also rejecting
events containing small-radius jets with 1 to 4 associated tracks and satisfying the
requirement ∆ϕ(jet, ETmiss ) < 22.5°.
The contribution of the tt background is further reduced by imposing a veto on
events containing more than 2 b-jets and imposing a requirement on the hadronic
activity ratio HTresolved < 0.37. The latter quantity relates the scalar sum of the pT
of the Higgs boson candidate jets and up to one additional high-pT jet to the scalar
sum of the transverse momenta of additional jets in the event. It is defined as
HTresolved

j

3
pTi
H (Higgs candidate + ISR jet)
.
=1− T
= 1 − PNi=1
(jets) ji
HT (all jets)
p

P

i=1

(10.2)

T

In events with a Higgs boson, HTresolved is relatively small because the high-pT jets
originate from the Higgs decay and the additional hadronic activity, which mostly
originates from ISR processes, occurs with low pT . In events with semi-leptonic tt
processes on the other hand, additional high-pT jets can originate from the hadronic
decays of W bosons or from the b-quarks in the t → Wb decays, resulting in high
values of HTresolved .
The signal-to-background ratio of dark matter production characteristically is larger
at high ETmiss . In order to profit from the increased sensitivity of the high ETmiss
region while retaining high signal efficiency for signals with lower ETmiss , the events
in the resolved regime are further categorised in three ETmiss bins with 150 GeV to
200 GeV, 200 GeV to 350 GeV, and 350 GeV to 500 GeV.
Events with the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the range 50 GeV < mjj <
280 GeV are considered in the statistical analysis.
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The events comprising the merged category are selected by applying the baseline
selections and increasing the ETmiss cut to 500 GeV. The Higgs boson candidate in
the merged category is reconstructed using the large-radius jet with highest pT in
the event. Its invariant mass is referred to as mJ .
Consequently, the merged category selection requires the presence of at least one
large-radius jet with two associated VR track jets, which are identified as b-jets.
Similar as in the resolved category selection, events with less than two b-tagged VR
track jets are considered for optimisation studies but not for the statistical analysis.

Acceptance × Efficiency

Figure 10.5 shows the product of detector acceptance × selection efficiency in
dependence of mZ0 for a Z0 -2HDM signal sample with fixed mA = 500 GeV in the SR
merged category. The use of VR track jets strongly improves the double b-tagging
efficiency for signal processes with mZ0 > 2.5 TeV, which corresponds to event
topologies with a highly boosted Higgs boson candidate. Although for lower mZ0
FR track jets appear to have a better double b-tagging performance for the signal
process, their use also results in the reconstruction of more background events.
Hence, the VR track jet algorithm results in a better signal to background ratio.

0.6
0.4

s = 13 TeV

VR 2 b-tag

Merged SR

FR 2 b-tag

Z’-2HDM
mA = 500 GeV

0.2
0

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000
mZ’ [GeV]

Fig. 10.5.: Product of detector acceptance × selection efficiency in the signal region merged
category shown in dependence of mZ0 for a Z0 -2HDM signal sample with fixed
mA = 500 GeV. The performance for VR track jets (filled triangles, solid lines) is
compared to that of FR track jets (open triangles, dashed lines).

No additional requirements to suppress the multijet background besides the baseline
selection and ETmiss > 500 GeV are required for the merged category selection.
Similar as in the resolved category, the tt background contribution is suppressed
by dedicated requirements. Events containing b-tagged VR track jets, which are not
associated to the Higgs boson candidate, are rejected. Furthermore, events have to
satisfy a requirement on the hadronic activity ratio HTmerged < 0.57. In the merged
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category, it is defined by the Higgs boson candidate pJT and the momenta of the
j
central jets which do not overlap with the Higgs boson candidate pTi as
HTmerged = 1 −

Higgs candidate
pJ
.
= 1 − PN (jets) T j
all jets
pTi + pJT
i=1

(10.3)

Events with the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the range 50 GeV < mJ <
270 GeV are considered in the statistical analysis.
A summary of the SR selection requirements is presented in Table 10.4.
Tab. 10.4.: Signal region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +h(bb) search.

Common selection requirements
baseline selection requirements
multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e and 0 baseline µ
extended tau lepton veto
Resolved category

Merged category

150 GeV < ETmiss < 500 GeV
2 b-tagged central jets

ETmiss > 500 GeV
at least 1 large-radius jet
associated with 2 b-tagged VR track jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

n

o

j2
max pj1
> 45 GeV
T , pT

HTresolved < 0.37
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i
S > 16
∆ϕ(jet1 , jet2 ) < 140°
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.8
∆ϕ(ETmiss , h) > 120°
P2(3) ji

HTmerged < 0.57

The complementarity of resolved and merged signal categories is demonstrated in
Figure 10.6. The combined acceptance × efficiency is shown by black filled points,
and the acceptance × efficiency of individual resolved and merged selections is
indicated by open and filled blue triangles, respectively. High signal efficiency is
maintained over a broad range by employing both resolved and merged selection
requirements.

10.5 Background estimation
The estimation of the dominant background processes in the ETmiss + h(bb) search
via MC simulation is improved by control region data. In contrast to the signal
process, the dominant background processes have no characteristic peak in the
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Acceptance × Efficiency
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Fig. 10.6.: Product of detector acceptance × selection efficiency for events with 2 b-tagged
jets as a function of mZ0 for a Z0 -2HDM signal sample with fixed mA = 500 GeV.
The values obtained for the resolved category are shown in blue with open
triangles and a dashed line, the ones for the merged category with filled triangles
and a solid line. The combined selection efficiency is shown in black.

Higgs candidate mass distributions. As the CRs have a high purity in the specific
background processes, no additional mJ / mjj information is used.
The normalisation parameters of the sub-dominant background processes are set
to their predicted values based on theoretical predictions and can vary within the
corresponding uncertainties. The multijet background is found to be negligible
based on a data-driven estimate, which is described in Section 10.5.3.

10.5.1 1 muon control region
The 1 muon CR is defined to constrain W+ jets and tt processes. These background
processes can contribute to the SR event selection by inefficiencies in the lepton
reconstruction and muons outside of the detector acceptance. Consequently, the
selected events contain exactly one tight signal muon, no additional baseline muons
and no baseline electrons. The variable ETmiss,noµ is introduced, which is defined
as the missing transverse momentum reconstructed by neglecting the muon in the
event with the highest pT . Events in the 1 muon CR are selected by ETmiss triggers.
The other event selection requirements, such as the tau lepton veto, the requirements
on the jet multiplicity and the event topology, are similar to the SR selection. In
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addition to the ETmiss,noµ information, the electrical charge of the muon is used in the
statistical analysis to distinguish between tt and W + jets processes. The fact that
the LHC delivers proton-proton collisions results in a larger fraction of positively
charged W+ bosons produced in W+ jets processes [267] because of the larger u
parton luminosity with respect to the d parton luminosity (c.f. Figure 4.2). In
contrast, the fractions of positively and negatively charged W bosons are equal in tt
processes.
The four ETmiss,noµ bins provide additional discrimination power, as the tt background
accumulates in the lower ETmiss,noµ bins, whereas the W+ jets background accumulates in higher ETmiss,noµ bins. A summary of the 1 muon CR selection requirements
is presented in Table 10.5.
Tab. 10.5.: 1 muon control region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +
h(bb) search.

Common selection requirements
baseline selection requirements
multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e, 1 tight signal µ and no additional baseline µ
extended tau lepton veto
Resolved category

Merged category

150 GeV < ETmiss,noµ < 500 GeV
2 b-tagged central jets

ETmiss,noµ > 500 GeV
at least 1 large-radius jet
associated with 2 b-tagged VR track jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

n

o

j2
max pj1
> 45 GeV
T , pT

HTresolved < 0.37
P2(3) ji
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i
S no µ > 16
∆ϕ(jet1 , jet2 ) < 140°
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.8
∆ϕ(ETmiss,noµ , h) > 120°

HTmerged < 0.57

10.5.2 2 lepton control region
The 2 lepton CR is designed to constrain the Z + jets background using leptonically
decaying Z + jets events in the 2 lepton control region. The dilepton transverse
momentum p``
T serves as a proxy of the missing transverse momentum. The selected
events contain either exactly two baseline electrons ee or exactly two baseline muons
µµ. At least one of the two electrons must satisfy the requirement pT > 27 GeV.
Similarly, at least one of the two muons must satisfy the requirements pT > 25 GeV
and |η| < 2.5. Events containing two muons are only selected if these are of opposite
charge. A similar requirement is not applied for events containing two electrons due
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to the higher rate of electron charge misidentification. Events in the 2 lepton CR are
selected by single lepton triggers.
A requirement on the invariant mass of the dilepton system ensures high purity
in Z + jets processes by suppressing backgrounds with a non-resonantly produced
lepton-pair. The requirement for events containing two muons is 71 GeV < mµµ <
106 GeV, whereas for events containing two electrons the requirement is 83 GeV <
mee < 99 GeV, due to the better mass resolution of the EM calorimeter at high
electron energies compared to the MS momentum resolution for high-pT muons
(c.f. Section 5.3.4). No multijet-suppression requirements are part of the baseline
selection for the 2 lepton CR, similarly the requirements on ∆ϕ(j1 , j2 ) and ∆R(j1 , j2 )
are not included in the 2 lepton CR selection. Top quark background processes are
suppressed by a requirement on the ratio of ETmiss and the square root of the scalar
sum ofqlepton and jet transverse momenta in the event, which is required to be
√
P jets
(pT + pleptons
) < 3.5 GeV.
ETmiss /
T
Because of these selection requirements, the purity of the 2 lepton control region
selection is sufficiently high to use the event yield in four p``
T bins directly as the
observable in the statistical analysis. A summary of the 2 lepton CR selection
requirements is presented in Table 10.6.
Tab. 10.6.: 2 lepton control region event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +
h(bb) search.

Common selection requirements
baseline selection requirements
exactly 2 baseline e/ µ, among which 1 signal e/ µ
extended tau lepton veto
71 GeV < mµµq< 106 GeV or 83 GeV < mee < 99 GeV
√
P jets
) < 3.5 GeV
ETmiss /
(pT + pleptons
T
Resolved category

Merged category

150 GeV < p``
T < 500 GeV
2 b-tagged central jets

p``
T > 500 GeV
at least 1 large-radius jet
associated with 2 b-tagged VR track jets
no non-associated b-tagged track jets

n

o

j2
max pj1
> 45 GeV
T , pT

HTresolved < 0.37
pT > 120 GeV(150 GeV)
i
∆R(j1 , j2 ) < 1.8
P2(3) ji

HTmerged < 0.57

10.5.3 Multijet background estimate
The multijet background is expected to be small in the SR resolved category due
to the multijet-suppression requirements. It is expected to be negligible in the SR
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merged category as well as in the CRs due to the requirement of large ETmiss and the
additional lepton requirements, respectively.
The multijet background is estimated using a data-driven factorisation method,
also referred to as “ABCD” method. The number of multijet events in the SR is
determined by extrapolation from a multijet-enriched selection (region A), which is
defined by the SR event selection with the two most powerful multijet-suppression
requirements inverted, such that min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) < 20° and S < 16.
In this multijet-enriched selection, the number of multijet events is obtained from
the difference between the data and the other simulated background processes. The
corresponding distributions of the Higgs boson candidate mass mjj are shown in
Figure 10.7.
500
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Fig. 10.7.: Distributions of the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass mjj for multijet
background processes in the multijet-enriched region with 2 b-tagged jets, obtained by subtracting all other simulated background processes from the data.
The distributions are shown in the bins 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (left),
150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (right), 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (bottom). The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainty only.

The multijet event yield in the SR (D) can be estimated by correcting for the
efficiency of the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) and S selection requirements. To this end,
two additional selections — region B and region C — are defined, in which only
one of the two selection requirements is inverted. Together with the multijetenriched selection and the SR, four regions are defined in total, which is illustrated
in Figure 10.8.
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Fig. 10.8.: Sketch of the regions used in the multijet background estimate based on a
factorisation method. The multijet-enriched region A is defined by inverting
both the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) and S requirements. The regions B and C are
defined by inverting only one of those requirements, whereas both requirements
are applied in the signal region D.

If min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) and S are not strongly correlated, the amount of multijet
events in the signal region can be estimated as
N̂D(S>16,min ∆ϕ>20°) =

NB(S<16,min ∆ϕ>20°)
× NC(S>16,min ∆ϕ<20°) ,
NA(S<16,min ∆ϕ<20°)

(10.4)

where NR(S,min ∆ϕ ) denotes the number of multijet events in the respective region
R, which is obtained as the difference between the data and the other simulated
background processes.
Figure 10.9 compares the shape of S for different selections in min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ).
As the S shape is independent of min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ), the assumption of the two
variables being uncorrelated is justified. The corresponding two-dimensional distributions of S and min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) are shown in Figure 10.10.
The estimate is performed by excluding events in the Higgs boson mass window
70 GeV < mjj < 140 GeV to avoid the contamination by potential signals. The
corresponding event yields for the observed data and the total simulated background
processes (excluding the multijet background) are shown in Table 10.7. The multijet
background reported in the regions A, B, and C is the difference between the data
and the simulated background processes. The corresponding errors account only for
the statistical uncertainty.
The estimated multijet event yield in the SR Higgs boson mass side-band is
• 20.0 ± 3.3 events for 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV,
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Fig. 10.9.: Shape of the object-based ETmiss significance S shown for the difference between
the data and the other simulated background processes in different selections of
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ). The selected events have two b-tagged jets and satisfy
150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV.

Tab. 10.7.: Event yields of the observed data, the simulated background processes, and
their difference in the regions A, B, C, and D.

200

Sample

ETmiss range

Data
Other bkg.
Multijet

150 GeV to 200 GeV
150 GeV to 200 GeV
150 GeV to 200 GeV

4 570 ± 68
595 ± 13
3 980 ± 69

3 450 ± 59
2 440 ± 28
1 020 ± 65

129 ± 11
50 ± 3
79 ± 12

7 700 ± 88
6 400 ± 45
n.a.

Data
Other bkg.
Multijet

200 GeV to 350 GeV
200 GeV to 350 GeV
200 GeV to 350 GeV

1 710 ± 41
282 ± 9
1 420 ± 42

381 ± 20
317 ± 10
64 ± 22

355 ± 19
174 ± 7
181 ± 20

5 430 ± 74
4 730 ± 36
n.a. ±

Data
Other bkg.
Multijet

350 GeV to 500 GeV
350 GeV to 500 GeV
350 GeV to 500 GeV

66 ± 8
9 ± 1
57 ± 8

94 ± 10
52 ± 4
42 ± 11

484 ± 22
434 ± 9
n.a. ±

NA

NB

1 ± 1
0.900
± 0.20
0.100
± 1

NC

ND
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Fig. 10.10.: Two-dimensional distributions of S and min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) for multijet
background processes, obtained by subtracting all other simulated background
processes from the data. The grey lines indicate the regions used in the multijet
estimate. The distributions are shown in the bins 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV
(left), 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (right), 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (bottom).
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• 8.0 ± 2.9 events for 200 GeV < ETmiss < 350 GeV, and
• 0.0 ± 0.8 events for 350 GeV < ETmiss < 500 GeV.
It is substantially smaller than the statistical uncertainty of the observed data and
thus can be safely neglected.

Fraction of events

Fraction of events

In order to draw a similar conclusion for the full mjj range in the SR, the predicted
multijet event yield in the SR Higgs boson mass side-bands needs to be corrected
for the events in the Higgs boson mass window. A rough estimate for this correction factor is obtained from the multijet mjj distributions in the multijet-enriched
region D, which are shown in Figure 10.7. Their shape corresponds to that of the
multijet background in the SR, although the latter is afflicted with sizeable statistical
uncertainty, as shown in Figure 10.11.
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Fig. 10.11.: Comparison of the shapes of the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass mjj
for the multijet background in the multijet-enriched region and the signal
region. The shapes are obtained by subtracting all other simulated background
processes from the data. The distributions are shown in the bins 150 GeV <
ETmiss < 200 GeV (left), 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV (right), 150 GeV < ETmiss <
200 GeV (bottom). The error bands represent the statistical uncertainty only.

Therefore, the correction factor is obtained in the multijet-enriched region D as the
ratio of the multijet events in the full mass range and the multijet events outside
of the Higgs boson mass window. Thus, the total predicted multijet yield is smaller
than
• 38 ± 17 events for 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV,
• 14 ± 22 events for 200 GeV < ETmiss < 350 GeV, and
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• 0 ± 80 events for 350 GeV < ETmiss < 500 GeV.
Although the prediction in the highest ETmiss bin is afflicted with large statistical
uncertainty, an extrapolation from the two lower ETmiss bins shows that it is negligible.
Multijet processes typically decrease exponentially in ETmiss . Therefore, comparing
the event yields between bins shows that multijet background falls off much steeper
than the observed data outside the Higgs peak.
The estimated total multijet background event yield in the SR is substantially smaller
than the statistical uncertainty on the total data. Therefore, it is neglected in the
background model.

10.6 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arise from the biases in the reconstruction of physics objects
and the description of the signal and background processes using MC simulation.
The experimental systematic uncertainties are described in Section 10.6.1, while the
theoretical systematic uncertainties are described in Section 10.6.2.

10.6.1 Experimental systematic uncertainties
The experimental systematic uncertainties in the ETmiss + h(bb) search, which
arise from biases in the reconstruction of physics objects, resemble those of the
ETmiss + V (qq ) search. The shared uncertainties include the trigger uncertainties, the
uncertainties related to the pile-up modelling, the uncertainties on the reconstruction
and calibration of electrons, muons, small-radius jets, b-tagging uncertainties, and
the ETmiss soft term uncertainties. The differences in the experimental uncertainties
are listed below.
• Luminosity. The uncertainty on the measurement of the integrated luminosity
is 2.0 % [56].
• Large-radius jets. The large-radius jet uncertainties are defined for their energy and mass resolution, and their mass and pT scale. The latter uncertainties
are described by four components, which account for the residual difference
between data and MC simulation, the fragmentation modelling, uncertainties
related to the use of tracking information, and the total statistical uncertainty
in the calibration. The uncertainties on the resolution are described by one
component for the jet energy and mass, each.
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10.6.2 Theoretical systematic uncertainties
The theoretical systematic uncertainties arise from specific choices of event generators, PDF sets, parton shower modelling, and values of the renormalisation and
factorisation scales in the modelling of signal and background processes. The evaluation of the theoretical systematic uncertainties follows the same strategy as described
in Ref. [66].
In the description of the V + jets background processes, the contributions of different
jet flavour are accounted for individually. The simulated V + jets background events
are categorised as V + bb, V + bc, V + bl, V + cc, V + cl, and V + ll, where
l ∈ {u, d, s, g} denotes light flavour jets. The heavy-flavour processes V + bb,
V + bc, and V + bl, V + cc are grouped and referred to as V + hf.
The total normalisations of the dominant background processes — tt, Z + hf, and
W + hf — are determined by the control region data. The relative contributions of
the individual heavy-flavour processes are allowed to change within their theoretical
uncertainties. These uncertainties are determined by comparing the nominal S HERPA
MC samples to alternative samples generated with M AD G RAPH 5 (c.f. Section 9.6.2)
and taking the largest difference as the uncertainty. The normalisation of the Z + jets
and W+ jets background processes is decorrelated by 20 % among SR and CRs, as
the varied kinematic distributions of leptons due to scale and PDF uncertainties
introduce selection efficiency biases due to the limited detector acceptance for
leptons. These uncertainties have been studied in Ref. [66] and have been adopted
here.
The normalisations of the sub-dominant background processes — V + cl, V + ll,
single top quark production, V h, h → bb production, and diboson processes —are
constrained by the normalisation uncertainties, which are estimated from theoretical
expectations. The normalisation uncertainties of single top-quark production include
scale variations and PDF uncertainties, whereas the diboson uncertainties include
scale variations as well as parton shower uncertainties. The V h, h → bb uncertainty
is taken from the ATLAS measurement presented in Ref. [48]. The normalisation
uncertainties are listed in Table 10.8.
In addition, shape uncertainties on both the ETmiss (or ETmiss,noµ / p``
T ) and Higgs
boson candidate invariant mass distributions are considered, which are obtained
by comparing samples generated with different event generator settings, as well
as comparisons to events in data in a selection enriched in Z + jets events. Their
estimation follows the procedure described in Section 9.6.2.
The theoretical uncertainties for the dark matter signals in the Z0 -2HDM model are
estimated by variations in the event generation and comparing the event yields
at particle level neglecting detector effects. The uncertainties are defined in three
components.
• The scale uncertainties are estimated by varying the renormalisation scale µR
and factorisation scale µF coherently by factors of 0.5 and 2 on an event-by-
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Tab. 10.8.: Theoretical systematic uncertainties on the normalisation of background processes in the ETmiss + h(bb) search.

Process

Uncertainty

Ratio of V + bc / V + heavy flavour
Ratio of V + bl / V + heavy flavour
Ratio of V + cc / V + heavy flavour

20 %
20 %
20 %

Ratio of W + hf in SR and 1 muon CR
Ratio of Z + hf in SR and 2 lepton CR

20 %
20 %

V + cl
V +l

30 %
10 %

Single top quark (s-channel)
Single top quark (t-channel)
Single top quark (Wt-process)

4.6 %
4.4 %
6.2 %

WW
WZ
ZZ
V h, h → bb

25 %
26 %
20 %
30 %

event basis. The largest variation with respect to the nominal value is taken as
the scale uncertainty.
• The PDF uncertainty is estimated by replacing the nominal NNPDF30LO PDF
set with the alternative MSTW2008LO [283] and CTEQ6L1 [305] PDF sets.
The largest deviation between the nominal and alternative PDF sets is taken
as the signal PDF uncertainty.
• The tune uncertainty is estimated by varying the amounts of initial state
radiation, final state radiation, and multi-parton interactions.
The average size of the signal acceptance uncertainties is below 1 %, except for a
few signal mass points with lower acceptance. The signal acceptance uncertainties
are correlated over the ETmiss bins by considering a single nuisance parameter for
each type of systematic uncertainty.

10.7 Statistical model
The statistical model is based on the likelihood function Equation (6.11). The profile
likelihood fit is based on the ETmiss bins and the invariant mass of the Higgs boson
candidate in the SR, the muon charge and the ETmiss,noµ bins in the 1 muon CR, and
the p``
T bins in the 2 lepton CR. While the Higgs boson candidate mass information in
the SR is provided in bin sizes ranging from 5 GeV to 20 GeV, the ETmiss information
is provided more coarsely, using three bins in the resolved signal region and a
single bin in the merged signal region. The ETmiss,noµ and p``
T distributions employ
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the same binning as the SR ETmiss distribution. The 1 muon CR exploits the muon
charge information, which is naturally provided in two bins. A summary of all
regions and kinematic distributions considered in the statistical model is provided in
Table 10.9.
Tab. 10.9.: Summary of all regions and kinematic distributions considered in the statistical
analysis of the ETmiss + h(bb) search.

0 leptons

1 muon

2 leptons

Process of interest

signal

W+ jets, tt

Z + jets

Primary fitted observable
Auxiliary fitted observable

mJ / mjj muon charge event yield
ETmiss
ETmiss,noµ
p``
T
resolved topology: [150, 200, 350, 500] GeV
merged topology: 500 GeV or more

Binning

10.8 Results
The results of the ETmiss + h(bb) search are presented in this section. The observed
results are presented in Section 10.8.1. The impact of groups of systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity of the search is discussed in Section 10.8.2. Finally, the
results are interpreted to constrain the parameter space of the Z0 -2HDM simplified
model in Section 10.8.3.

10.8.1 Observed results
The background description by the statistical model is validated by performing
a conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit and investigating the corresponding
distributions in the CRs. Figure 10.12 shows the ETmiss,noµ distributions for the 1
muon CR for events with positively and negatively charged muon. Figure 10.13
shows the p``
T distribution for the 2 lepton CR. The observed data in the CRs are
in good agreement with the SM background prediction, thereby validating the
background description.
The results of the profile likelihood fit of the statistical model to the data are
reported in terms of the discovery significance for Z0 -2HDM simplified model signals
in dependence of mZ0 and mA in Figure 10.14.
No significant deviations from the background-only hypothesis have been observed.
Therefore, the results in SR are presented with the background normalisations scaled
to the outcome of the conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit.
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(a) 1 muon CR ETmiss,noµ distribution (positive muon charge)
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(b) 1 muon CR ETmiss,noµ distribution (negative muon charge)
Fig. 10.12.: ETmiss,noµ distributions for the 1 muon CR, positive (top) and negative (bottom)
muon charge shown separately. The upper panel shows the comparison of
data to the SM background expectation before (dashed lines) and after the
background-only fit (solid histograms). The lower panel shows the ratio of the
data to SM background expectations after the background-only fit, with the
hatched band showing the systematic uncertainty.
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Fig. 10.13.: p``
T distribution for the 2 lepton CR. The upper panel shows the comparison
of data to the SM background expectation before (dashed lines) and after the
background-only fit (solid histograms). The lower panel shows the ratio of the
data to SM background expectations after the background-only fit, with the
hatched band showing the systematic uncertainty.
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Fig. 10.14.: Expected median discovery significance Z exp (top) estimated with the Asimov
dataset generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model (µ = 1)
and observed discovery significance (bottom) for the Z0 -2HDM simplified model
signals in dependence of Z0 mediator mass mZ0 and CP-odd Higgs boson mass
mA .
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The observed number of events in the SR event selection for each ETmiss bin is shown
in Table 10.10. The expected number of events for the individual background processes, whose normalisation is determined by the background-only profile likelihood
fit, and the observed events in data are shown.
Tab. 10.10.: Expected and observed numbers of √
events in the signal region for an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 and s = 13 GeV. The background yields
and uncertainties are shown after the profile-likelihood fit to the data. The
quoted background uncertainties include both the statistical and the systematic
contributions.
Process

[150, 200)
± 350
± 530
± 450
± 67
± 39

tt + single top quark
W+ jets
Z + jets
Diboson
V h, h → bb

11 800
3 020
6 330
438
136

Background
Data

21 700 ± 140
21 818

Range in ETmiss [GeV]
[200, 350)
[350, 500)
6 450
2 240
5 180
400
129

± 200
± 360
± 340
± 59
± 37

14 400 ± 110
14 350

308 ± 25
184 ± 32
565 ± 37
49.0 ± 11
17.3 ± 5.0
1 120 ± 25
1 128

[500, ∞)
10.8 ±
26.4 ±
80.5 ±
9.37 ±
3.86 ±
131
119

2.5
5.7
6.3
1.7
1.1

± 7.2

The corresponding ETmiss distribution is shown in Figure 10.15. No significant excess
over the SM background is observed.
The invariant mass distributions in the SR are shown in Figure 10.16. The signal process is characterised by a large Higgs boson mass peak, which is most evident in the
merged category due to the relatively low contribution of background processes.

10.8.2 Impact of systematic uncertainties
The impact of the various sources of systematic uncertainty on the fitted signal
strength µ is evaluated using the procedure presented in Section 9.8.2.
Table 10.11 shows a breakdown of the expected signal strength uncertainties for
three representative Z0 -2HDM simplified model signals. The first signal corresponds
to events selected primarily in the resolved category. The second signal corresponds
to equal contributions of the merged and resolved categories. The third signal corresponds to events selected primarily in the merged category. The dominant sources
of uncertainty are due to the identification of b-tagged jets, modelling uncertainties
in tt and V + jets processes, and statistical uncertainty in the background prediction.
The impact of large-radius jet uncertainties and the statistical uncertainty in the
background prediction increases for the second and third signals because of a larger
fraction of events in the merged category. For signals with heavy mZ0 , the total
uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of data.
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Fig. 10.15.: ETmiss distribution for the SR. The upper panel shows the comparison of data to
the SM background expectation before (dashed lines) and after the backgroundonly fit (solid histograms). The expected distribution for a representative
Z0 -2HDM signal is overlaid (long-dashed line). The lower panel shows the ratio
of the data to SM background expectations after the background-only fit, with
the hatched band showing the systematic uncertainty.
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Fig. 10.16.: Distributions of the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass mjj (resolved) and
mJ (merged) in the SR for the four ETmiss bins. The upper panels show a
comparison of data to the SM expectation before (dashed lines) and after
the background-only fit (solid histograms). The expected distribution for a
representative Z0 -2HDM signal is overlaid (long-dashed line) and scaled by
factors of 1000 and 100 in the two lowest ETmiss bins. The lower panels show
the ratio of the data to SM background expectations after the background-only
fit, with the hatched band indicating the systematic uncertainty.
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Tab. 10.11.: Breakdown of expected signal strength uncertainties for three representative
Z0 -2HDM signal samples (a) (mZ0 , mA ) = (0.6 TeV, 0.3 TeV), (b) (mZ0 , mA ) =
(1.4 TeV, 0.6 TeV), and (c) (mZ0 , mA ) = (2.6 TeV, 0.3 TeV). The effect is expressed as the relative uncertainty on the signal strength, assuming total
cross-sections of (a) 452 fb, (b) 3.75 fb, and (c) 2.03 fb. Each systematic uncertainty contribution is provided as the quadratic difference between the total
uncertainty and the uncertainty obtained by setting the systematic uncertainty
in question to its nominal value and excluding it thereby from the fit. Total
denotes the quadrature sum of statistical and total systematic uncertainties.

Source
of uncertainty

Uncertainty on µ [%]
(a)
(b)
(c)

b-tagging
Large-radius jets
Small-radius jets
ETmiss
Leptons
Luminosity

4.0
0.2
1.4
1.2
0.2
2.0

8.0
1.0
3.0
1.7
0.8
2.5

10
2.0
2.0
1.1
0.7
2.5

Signal modelling
Top quark modelling
V + jets modelling
SM V h, h → bb modelling
Diboson modelling
Background MC stat.

3.0
3.7
3.5
0.8
0.8
1.8

2.5
4.8
6.0
3.2
1.5
5.4

1.5
4.5
5.0
2.1
1.1
4.9

Total syst.
Data stat.
Total

6.5
2.3
7

13
20
24

13
22
25
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10.8.3 Constraints on the Z0 -2HDM simplified model
As no significant deviation from the SM background expectation is observed for any
of the signal mass points, the parameter space of the Z0 -2HDM simplified model can
be constrained by computing upper limits on the signal strength µ at 95 % confidence
level using the CLs method [307].
The exclusion limit contour, which is provided in the two-dimensional mZ0 -mA
plane for the fixed set of parameters gZ0 = 0.8, tan β = 1, mχ = 100 GeV, and
mH = mH± = 300 GeV, is shown in Figure 10.17. The signal points in the Z0 -2HDM

model with mZ0 of up to 2.85 TeV and mA up to 670 GeV are excluded at 95 % CLs ,

[GeV]

slightly exceeding the expected exclusion of the Z0 masses of up to 2.7 TeV.
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Fig. 10.17.: Exclusion contours at 95 % CLs for the Z0 -2HDM simplified model in the mZ0 mA plane for the fixed set of parameters tan β = 1.0, gZ0 = 0.8, and mχ =
100 GeV. The observed limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectation
under the SM-only hypothesis (densely dashed line) within uncertainties (filled
band).
The observed exclusion contour from a previous ATLAS publication at
√
s = 13 TeV (dash-dotted line) [92] is overlaid.

The improvement from using VR track jets instead of FR track jets is demonstrated
in Figure 10.18. The expected upper limits on the signal strength µ obtained with
VR track jets is compared against that of the search presented in Ref. [92], which
is obtained using fixed-radius (FR) track jets. The latter is scaled to 79.8 fb and
computed by only considering events with two b-jets. Other differences between the
two searches include the suppression of the multijet background using the objectbased ETmiss significance, reduced statistical uncertainties from the MC background
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Expected upper limit
on µ (95% CL)

simulation, and an improved b-tagging calibration for VR track jets. The expected
limits for Z0 -2HDM signals with highly boosted Higgs bosons show a significant
improvement of up to a factor of three. Thus, this search based on VR track jets
outperforms its predecessor considerably.
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Fig. 10.18.: Expected exclusion limit on the signal strength µ at 95 % CLs in dependence
of mZ0 for the Z0 -2HDM simplified model for the fixed set of parameters mA =
500 GeV, tan β = 1.0, gZ0 = 0.8, and mχ = 100 GeV. The expected limit of this
search (dashed line) using variable-radius (VR) track jets is compared against
that of the search presented in Ref. [92] using fixed-radius (FR) track jets. The
latter is scaled to 79.8 fb and computed by only considering events with two
b-jets. Other differences between the two searches include the suppression
of the multijet background using the object-based ETmiss significance, reduced
statistical uncertainties from the MC background simulation, and an improved
b-tagging calibration for VR track jets. The lower panel shows the ratio of the
expected limit obtained with VR track jets and FR track jets.

10.9 Conclusion of the ETmiss + h(bb) search
In conclusion, the novelty of VR track jets is applied in this search, and its superior
performance in events with highly boosted Higgs candidates is established. The null
results push the viable parameter space for yet unobserved resonances to yet higher
masses, thereby increasing the relevance of event topologies with highly boosted
objects. The VR track jet technique enables searches targeting these event topologies
and is eagerly adopted by the experimental community [81, 79, 59, 95].
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11.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the search for dark matter in association with a dark Higgs boson s. The signature of missing transverse momentum and a hypothetical dark Higgs
boson is predicted by the 2MDM simplified model (c.f. Section 3.7.4). The presence
of such a dark Higgs boson is motivated both by the need to generate the masses
of dark matter particles and the Z0 boson mediator and by constraints on models of
dark matter production due to the observed dark matter relic density [211].
The dark Higgs boson can mix with the SM Higgs boson and thereby shares its decay
modes. Consequently, the dark Higgs boson can be sought by searches in various
final states, which probe a broad dark Higgs boson mass range. The search presented
in this chapter focuses on the dark Higgs boson decay to b-quarks and is sensitive to
dark Higgs bosons in the mass range below 160 GeV, while Chapter 12 focuses on
the decay to pairs of weak vector bosons and extends the coverage towards heavier
dark Higgs boson signals.
The production of dark matter particles χ in association with a dark Higgs boson
decaying to b-quarks shares the signature of ETmiss and two b-tagged jets with the
ETmiss + h(bb) search, except for the mass of the Higgs boson candidate. The primary
discriminating variable of the ETmiss + h(bb) search is the invariant mass of the Higgs
candidate, which extends from 50 GeV to 280 GeV. Therefore, the search presented
in Chapter 10 can be reinterpreted in terms of the 2MDM simplified model for a
dark Higgs boson signal with mass ms .
The reinterpretation is performed using the RECAST framework (c.f. Section 6.3). It
is based on the 2015–2017 pp dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
79.8 fb−1 . Constraints on the 2MDM model are obtained by combining the preserved
background model and observed data of the ETmiss + h(bb) search with distributions
of the discriminating variables for the simulated 2MDM signal model points. While
previous efforts already demonstrated capturing the analysis software in containers
to be feasible [103, 42, 40, 77], this reinterpretation also captures the analysis
workflow and thereby is fully automated. The results of this reinterpretation have
been presented in Ref. [76].
Section 11.2 introduces the signal process in the search for dark matter and dark
Higgs bosons decaying to b-quarks. As this search is a reinterpretation of the
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ETmiss + h(bb) search, the background processes are the same as those described
in Section 10.2.2. The systematic uncertainties on the signal are discussed in
Section 11.3. The technical implementation in the RECAST framework is described
in Section 11.4, while the results are presented in Section 11.5. A conclusion is
given in Section 11.6.

11.2 Signal processes
The analysis investigates dark matter production in the framework of the 2MDM
simplified model, which is described in Section 11.2.1. The simulated signal samples
are summarised in Section 11.2.2.

11.2.1 2MDM simplified model
The 2MDM simplified model is considered for the reinterpretation of the ETmiss +h(bb)
search. It is a simplified model in which a Z0 spin-1 mediator and a dark Higgs
boson s arise from a spontaneously broken U(1)Z0 gauge symmetry and an additional
complex Higgs field (c.f. Section 3.7.4).
The processes yielding the signature of ETmiss + s(bb) are illustrated by the two
example Feynman graphs in Figure 11.1.

q

χ
Z
Z

q
(a)

0

q

0

s

χ

χ
b
b

Z

s

0

q

b
b
χ
χ

(b)

Fig. 11.1.: Production of dark matter particles χ and a dark Higgs boson s through schannel exchange of a new Z0 mediator. The dark Higgs boson is decaying to
b-quarks.

A Z0 vector boson is produced in pp collisions, which couples both to dark matter
particles and the dark Higgs boson. The dark Higgs boson can be radiated off either
from the Z0 boson or from a dark matter particle in the final state. Through mixing
with the SM Higgs boson, the dark Higgs boson decays to visible particles, such as
b-quarks or weak vector bosons.
The relevant model parameters and their chosen values are listed in Table 11.1.
These parameters include the masses of the involved particles mZ0 , ms , mχ , the
gauge couplings of the Z0 boson to quarks gq and the dark sector gχ , and the mixing
angle between the SM Higgs boson and the dark Higgs boson. The dark matter
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particle mass mχ is set to 200 GeV. The chosen values of the couplings gq = 0.25 and
gχ = 1 are adopted to allow for comparisons with other simplified models, despite
stringent constraints on gq from dijet searches [40]. The mixing angle between the
dark Higgs boson and the SM Higgs boson is set to θ = 0.01, following the choice
adopted in Ref. [211].
The interpretation of the results of the search is performed via a scan over the
two-dimensional mZ0 -ms plane for fixed choices of the coupling parameters and
the dark matter mass mχ = 200 GeV. The scan extends over the range 500 GeV to
3500 GeV in mZ0 and 50 GeV to 150 GeV in ms .
Tab. 11.1.: Parameters of the 2MDM simplified model in the searches for dark matter in
association with a dark Higgs boson.

Parameter

Description

Chosen value

mZ0

Z0 boson mass

ms
mχ
gq
gχ
θ

dark Higgs boson mass
dark matter particle mass
Z0 gauge coupling to quarks
Z0 gauge coupling to the dark sector
mixing angle between the SM Higgs boson
and the dark Higgs boson

free
free
200 GeV
0.25
1
0.01

11.2.2 Simulated Monte Carlo samples for signal processes
Signals of the process pp → Z0 → χχ + bb are simulated by scanning the mass of
the Z0 boson in the range 500 GeV to 3500 GeV in steps of 500 GeV and the mass of
the dark Higgs boson ms in the range 50 GeV to 150 GeV in 20 GeV steps.
The simulated events are generated at leading-order (LO) accuracy with the M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.6.2 event generator [23] interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.230 [320]
parton shower and hadronisation model, using the NNPDF23 PDF set [118] and
the A14 set of tuned parameters [37]. To remove the overlap between the hard
scattering and the parton shower model, the CKKW-L merging procedure [276, 277]
is applied with the matching scale set to 40 GeV.

11.3 Systematic uncertainties on the signal process
Only the systematic uncertainties associated with the signal process need to be
estimated, as the preserved background model of the ETmiss + h(bb) search already
contains all systematic uncertainties on the background.

11.3 Systematic uncertainties on the signal process
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The experimental systematic uncertainties on the signal process are estimated
similarly to those on the background process, using the calibration tools which
are part of the preserved analysis software.
The theoretical systematic uncertainties on the signal process are estimated by
varying the model parameters and comparing the event yield after applying the
analysis selection at particle level neglecting detector effects. Renormalisation
and factorisation scale uncertainties and variations of parton distribution functions
(PDFs) are considered in the four ETmiss bins of the search. The scale uncertainties
in individual ETmiss bins range from 6.2 % to 22.2 %, while the uncertainty on PDFs
ranges from 3.8 % to 16.4 %. The signal acceptance uncertainties are correlated over
the ETmiss bins by considering a single nuisance parameter for each type of systematic
uncertainty.

11.4 Technical implementation
The reinterpretation requires the simulated events for the 2MDM simplified model
signals to be processed by the analysis workflow, which consists of two steps. The
first step involves processing the simulated events for the signal process to obtain fit
inputs for the statistical inference. The second step combines these inputs with the
preserved background estimate and the observed data of the ETmiss + h(bb) search to
compute upper limits on the signal strength of the 2MDM simplified model signals.
Figure 11.2 illustrates the workflow, which consists of the following steps:
• Signal preparation. The signal events are sampled using the standard tools
as described in Section 8.2.2, which are centrally maintained and thus do not
require the expert knowledge encoded in RECAST.
• Signal analysis. The event processing stage involves the calibration of physics
objects, object and event selection, as well as the variation of the latent parameters in the simulation to account for systematic uncertainties. In addition, the
pile-up profile of the simulated events is corrected to match the data, and the
simulated events are weighted according to the integrated luminosity. This
step is performed using a D OCKER image of the event processing software,
which is maintained on the CERN GitLab [245] platform. The output of the
signal analysis step is the expected number of events in each SR ETmiss bin,
including the systematic uncertainty in the expected event yield.
• Inference. The statistical inference involves the construction of a binned
likelihood following Equation (6.11). The preserved background and data
inputs are combined with the newly derived signal estimates. As the predicted
signal yields are estimated using simulation, they are subject to systematic
uncertainties on the acceptance. The likelihood function accounts for this
through the addition of nuisance parameters and corresponding constraint
terms. Upper limits on the signal cross-section normalised to the theoretical
expectation are derived from the constructed likelihood.
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New signal model

Detector
simulation
Event
reconstruction

Signal
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Background
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Observed
data

Data archive
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experimental
systematic
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Event
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Fig. 11.2.: Workflow for the RECAST reinterpretation of the ETmiss + h(bb) search. The
signal preparation step is performed using centrally provided services for MC
event generation, detector simulation, and event reconstruction of the new
signal sample. The signal analysis is based on the RECAST framework services
by capturing the analysis software and the associated workflow for performing
the event selection and the evaluation of experimental systematic uncertainties
on the signal estimate. The statistical inference combines the partial likelihood,
which is constructed using the preserved data and background estimate, the
signal estimate, and the theoretical systematic uncertainties on the signal. The
latter are estimated using a simplified implementation of the analysis on particle
level neglecting detector effects.
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11.5 Results
The results of the ETmiss + h(bb) search established that the observed data is compatible with the SM background, and no significant excess has been observed. Therefore,
exclusion limits on the 2MDM signal model are placed in the statistical inference
step of the reinterpretation, which is based on the same combined profile likelihood
fit as in the ETmiss + h(bb) search, only with the signal and its associated uncertainties
replaced.

Events / bin

Figure 11.3 shows the ETmiss distribution for the observed data corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 and the expected SM background before and after
the background-only fit.
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Fig. 11.3.: ETmiss distribution for the SR. The upper panel shows the comparison of data to
the SM background expectation before (dashed lines) and after the backgroundonly fit (solid histograms). The expected distribution for a representative 2MDM
signal with mZ0 = 1 TeV and ms = 90 GeV is overlaid (long-dashed line). The
signal is scaled to an arbitrary cross-section of 356 fb for visualisation. The
lower panel shows the ratio of data to SM background expectations after the
background-only fit, with the hatched band showing the systematic uncertainty.
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The invariant mass distributions in the SR are shown in Figure 11.4. The distributions
are exactly the same as those shown in Figure 10.15, except for the new signal
process (red dashed line), which corresponds to the production of a dark Higgs
boson with mass ms = 90 GeV via a Z0 boson mediator with mZ0 = 1 TeV. The
signal process is characterised by a mass peak at (mjj and mJ = 90 GeV, which
becomes more evident with increasing ETmiss due to the decreasing contribution of
background processes.
The expected and observed upper 95 % CLs limits on the signal strength µ as a
function of mZ0 and ms are shown in Figure 11.5 for the fixed choice of parameters
mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1. If the upper limit is below one, the specific
model configuration is excluded at 95 % CLs .
The exclusion limits can also be presented as a corresponding exclusion contour in
the mZ0 -ms plane, as shown in Figure 11.6. The region to the left of the observed
95 % CLs exclusion contour, which is indicated by the black line, is excluded. The
expected exclusion contour is indicated by the dashed line, while the green and
yellow bands represent the ±1σ and ±2σ uncertainty, respectively.
The expected exclusion of the 2MDM parameter space for the fixed choice of parameters mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1 extends in mZ0 up to 2.3 TeV for
ms = 50 GeV and up to 2.8 TeV for 70 GeV < ms < 110 GeV. The reduced sensitivity
for lower ms is because of the larger contribution of SM backgrounds. The sensitivity
for ms > 130 GeV decreases because of the diminishing branching fraction of the
s → bb process for larger ms (c.f. Figure 3.11). The observed exclusion extends up
to 3.2 TeV in mZ0 . The exclusion for model configurations with high mZ0 is almost
entirely driven by the merged category. For 70 GeV < ms < 130 GeV, the observed
limits are stronger than the expected ones. This is caused by the under-fluctuation
in data visible in Figure 11.4d for 70 GeV < mJ < 110 GeV. In addition to the
exclusion contours, a purple dotted line indicates the region of the 2MDM simplified
model’s parameter space which is compatible with the dark matter relic density
measurements performed by the PLANCK collaboration [301]. The region to the
right of this line corresponds to a predicted relic density, which is higher than these
measurements. In conclusion, the whole region of parameter space in mZ0 for the
fixed choice of parameters mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1 is excluded for
50 GeV < ms < 150 GeV.

11.6 Conclusion of the ETmiss + s(bb) search
This reinterpretation provided a first demonstration of using the RECAST framework
to constrain new models with a faithful re-execution of a preserved search with
similar signature. The analysis preservation strategies employed by RECAST have
more widely influenced the CERN Analysis Preservation efforts [197] and are an
integral part of the preservation of full Run-2 ATLAS searches for dark matter and
other Beyond-the-Standard-Model phenomena.
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Fig. 11.4.: Distributions of the Higgs boson candidate invariant mass mjj (resolved), mJ
(merged) in the SR for the four ETmiss bins. The upper panels show a comparison
of data to the SM expectation before (dashed lines) and after the backgroundonly fit (solid histograms). The expected distribution for a representative 2MDM
signal with mZ0 = 1 TeV and ms = 90 GeV is overlaid (long-dashed line). The
signal is scaled to an arbitrary cross-section of 356 fb in the resolved category
and 178 fb in the merged category for visualisation. The lower panels show the
ratio of data to SM background expectations after the background-only fit, with
the hatched band indicating the systematic uncertainty.
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(a) Expected upper limits on the signal strength µ

(b) Observed upper limits on the signal strength µ
Fig. 11.5.: Upper 95 % CLs exclusion limits on the signal strength µ for the 2MDM simplified
model with parameters mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1 for different values
of mZ0 and ms . The expected exclusion limits are shown at the top, while the
observed exclusion limits are shown at the bottom.
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Fig. 11.6.: Exclusion contours at 95 % CLs for the 2MDM simplified model in the mZ0 -ms
plane for the fixed set of parameters mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1. The
observed limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectation under the SMonly hypothesis (densely dashed line) mostly within ±2σ uncertainties (filled
bands).
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Search for dark matter in
association with a dark Higgs
boson decaying to a pair of
weak vector bosons

12

12.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the search for dark matter in association with a dark Higgs
boson s decaying to a pair of weak vector bosons, which is referred to as the
ETmiss + s(V V ) search. The results presented in this chapter complement those
presented in Chapter 11 by extending the dark Higgs boson mass reach.
The ETmiss + s(V V ) signature is explored by a search in the fully hadronic channel, as
the hadronic decays of weak vector bosons have the largest branching fraction [335].
The search makes use of the full ATLAS Run-2 pp dataset, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 .
The ETmiss + s(V V ) search investigates the yet uncharted signature of missing transverse momentum and the resonant production of a pair of hadronically decaying
weak vector bosons, whose decays give rise to a system of up to four jets. The
challenging event topology is addressed with the novel reconstruction technique
of the Track-Assisted-Reclustering (TAR) jet algorithm [109], which enables the
reconstruction of large-radius jets from calibrated small-radius jets and ID tracks.
The results of this search have been presented in Ref. [89].
Section 12.2 introduces the signal and background processes in the ETmiss + s(V V )
search. The analysis strategy is outlined in Section 12.3. The corresponding object
and event selection, including the definition of the signal region is described in
Section 12.4, whereas the background estimation strategy and the definitions of the
control regions are described in Section 12.5. The systematic uncertainties taken into
account in the statistical model are described in Section 12.6, while the statistical
model itself is provided in Section 12.7. The observed results are presented and
discussed in Section 12.8. A conclusion is given in Section 12.9.

12.2 Signal and background processes
The analysis investigates dark matter production in the framework of the 2MDM
simplified model, using the configuration which is described in Section 11.2.1. The
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background processes are outlined in Section 12.2.1. The simulated signal and
background samples are summarised in Section 12.2.2.

12.2.1 Background processes
The dominant background processes resulting in the signature of two weak vector
bosons and substantial ETmiss are Z + jets production (61 % background contribution)
and W+ jets production (32 % background contribution). Sub-dominant background
processes include tt production, WW, WZ, and ZZ diboson production, single top
quark production, SM V h, h → bb production, and multijet events.
The dominant background processes are estimated using simulated samples, whose
normalisation is constrained by control region data. The smaller background processes are estimated purely by simulation. The multijet background is estimated to
be negligible based on a data-driven estimate.

12.2.2 Simulated Monte Carlo samples
The signal and background processes with the MC event generators, parton shower
models and PDF sets used for their description are summarised in Table 12.1.
Detailed descriptions of the background samples are provided in Section 8.2.2.
The signal process in the 2MDM simplified model is simulated on grids defined by
the mediator mass mZ0 and the dark Higgs boson mass ms for a fixed dark matter
particle mass mχ = 200 GeV. The signals are simulated by scanning the mass of the
dark Higgs boson ms in the range 160 GeV to 360 GeV in 25 GeV steps considering
Z0 boson masses of 0.5 TeV, 1 TeV, 1.7 TeV, and 2.1 TeV.
The coverage in the mZ0 -ms plane of the parameter space is extended by an interpolation procedure. The interpolation is based on reweighting the simulated
samples to signal configurations with different mZ0 using events generated at particle
level neglecting detector effects [309]. The interpolation procedure provides the
exclusion contour with a ∆mZ0 = 100 GeV spacing.
The simulated events are generated at leading-order (LO) accuracy with the M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.6.2 event generator [23] interfaced to the P YTHIA 8.230 [320]
parton shower and hadronisation model, using the NNPDF23 PDF set [118] and
the A14 set of tuned parameters [37]. To remove the overlap between the hard
scattering and the parton shower model, the CKKW-L merging procedure [276, 277]
is applied with the matching scale set to 40 GeV.
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Tab. 12.1.: List of the signal and background processes with the MC event generators, sets
of PDFs and tunes used for their description in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search.

Process

Generator

PDF / parton shower tune

Signal
2MDM
simplified model

M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.6.2
+ P YTHIA 8.230

NNPDF23LO / A14

Top quark
tt
t (s-channel)
t (t-channel)
t (Wt)

P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX
P OWHEG -B OX

NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO

V + jets
W+ jets
Z + jets

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1

NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune
NNPDF30NNLO / S HERPA-tune

Diboson
WW
WZ
ZZ
V h, h → bb

S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1
S HERPA 2.2.1
P OWHEG -B OX 2 + P YTHIA 8.212

NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO
NNPDF30NLO

2+
2+
2+
2+

P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA
P YTHIA

8.230
8.230
8.230
8.230

/ A14
/ A14
/ A14
/ A14

/ S HERPA-tune
/ S HERPA-tune
/ S HERPA-tune
/ AZNLO

12.3 Analysis strategy
The signature of dark matter particle production in association with a dark Higgs
boson s decaying to pairs of weak vector bosons in the hadronic decay channel is
provided by missing transverse momentum ETmiss recoiling against a system of up to
four jets resulting from the s → V (qq)V (qq) decay.
The signal region (SR) is defined by the requirement of substantial missing transverse
momentum and a dark Higgs boson candidate. The sensitivity of the search is
optimised over a broad range of dark Higgs boson candidate momenta by considering
two event topologies for the dark Higgs boson candidate reconstruction.
In events with a highly boosted dark Higgs boson candidate, the dark Higgs boson
decay products become collimated and can be fully captured within a single TAR jet.
This event topology is referred to as the merged category.
Moderately boosted dark Higgs boson candidates result in less collimated decay
products, which might be captured only partially by a single TAR jet. Therefore, a
dedicated algorithm is employed to reconstruct dark Higgs boson candidates from
TAR jets augmented with one or two small-radius jets. This event topology is referred
to as the intermediate category.
In contrast to the other searches discussed in this dissertation, no resolved category
is considered, as the sensitivity in the ETmiss + s(V V ) signature is driven by highly
boosted boson decays.

12.3 Analysis strategy
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Potential ambiguities in the selection are resolved by giving preference to the merged
category, which has better sensitivity. Figure 12.1 illustrates the two event topologies
in the transverse plane of the detector.

TAR jet
with four-prong jet
substructure

missing
transverse
momentum
merged event topology
(high boost)

TAR jet
and 1-2 additional
small-radius jets

missing
transverse
momentum
intermediate event topology
(medium boost)

Fig. 12.1.: Illustrations of the merged and intermediate event topologies in the ETmiss +s(V V )
search.

Additional requirements on kinematic properties and the event topology further
increase the sensitivity of the search. The primary discriminating variable in the
statistical analysis is the invariant mass of the dark Higgs boson candidate. Moreover,
the merged category SR is further classified in the two ETmiss bins 300 GeV to 500 GeV
and 500 GeV or more to benefit from the increased signal sensitivity with higher
ETmiss .
The SR selection vetoes events containing electrons or muons. The control regions
(CRs) require the presence of either one muon (1 muon CR) or two electrons or
muons (2 lepton CR). As SR and CRs have different requirements on the lepton
multiplicity, they do not overlap. Similar to the ETmiss + h(bb) search, the CR
selections do not employ ETmiss but instead the ETmiss,noµ variable in the 1 muon CR
and the transverse momentum of the dilepton system p``
T in the 2 lepton CR.
The SR and CRs considered in the analysis are
• 0 lepton SR with no electrons and no muons, including the “merged” category
with two ETmiss bins and the intermediate category,
• 1 muon CR with one muon and no electrons, including the merged category
with two ETmiss,noµ bins and the intermediate category,
• 2 lepton CR with two same-flavour leptons, including the merged category
with two p``
T bins and the intermediate category,
A graphical overview of all regions and categories considered in the analysis with
their relative background composition is given in Figure 12.2.
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0 lepton
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1 muon
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2 lepton
control region

merged
V
T

p : 500 GeV or more

merged
pTV: [300, 500] GeV

intermediate
pTV: 200 GeV or more

Fig. 12.2.: Overview of all regions and categories considered in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search
with their relative background composition. Each region is composed of the
merged event topology category and the intermediate event topology category.
The merged category is further divided in two pVT bins, where pVT denotes ETmiss
in the signal region, ETmiss,noµ in the 1 muon CR, and p``
T in the 2 lepton CR,
respectively.
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12.4 Object and event selection
The selection requirements for events considered in the signal region are outlined
below. The specific choices for physics object definitions are summarised in Section 12.4.1. The common baseline selection used in the SR and CRs is described in
Section 12.4.2, while the SR event selection is described in Section 12.4.3.

12.4.1 Object selection
The physical objects used in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search are based on the object
definitions, which are introduced in Section 8.3.
The novel TAR jet algorithm is exploited to reconstruct the dark Higgs boson candidates. The TAR jet algorithm provides superior jet substructure resolution even
in dense event topologies by supplementing reclustered jets with precision tracking
information. The steps involved in the reconstruction of TAR jets are shown in
Figure 12.3.

Track-assisted Reclustering (TAR) jet algorithm
Calibrated
anti-kT R = 0.4 jets

Recluster input
jets into trimmed
large-R jets

Match tracks
to constituent
R = 0.4 jets

Rescale tracks to
pT of the matched
R = 0.4 jet

Calculate
jet substructure
from tracks

Tracks

Fig. 12.3.: Flowchart illustrating the TAR jet algorithm. The input objects to the algorithm
are shown in blue boxes. Figure adapted from Ref. [109].

1. Jet reclustering. The calibrated small-radius jets are used as inputs to the
anti-kt algorithm with radius parameter R = 0.8. The resulting jets with largeradius parameter are processed with the trimming algorithm (c.f. Section 6.1.5)
using the parameters fcut = 0.05 and Rsub = 0.2 to remove sub-jets originating
from pile-up.
2. Track matching. The ID tracks are matched to the reclustered jet’s constituent
small-radius jets. This is done using first the ghost-association technique (c.f.
Section 6.1.5) and then matching the remaining q
not yet associated tracks to
the small-radius jets within ∆R(sub-jet, track) =

∆η 2 + ∆ϕ2 = 0.5.

3. Scaling of track transverse momenta. As the ID is only sensitive to charged
particles, the track momenta need to be corrected for the presence of neutral
hadrons in the jet. Consequently, the transverse momenta of the constituent
tracks of the small-radius jets are scaled with a correction factor, which is
defined as the ratio of the pT of the small-radius jet to which the tracks were
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matched over the sum of all its constituent tracks. As a result, the scaled track
transverse momenta are
new
ptrack,
=P
T

ptrack
T

track
tracks in jet pT

× pjet
T .

(12.1)

4. Jet substructure from tracking information. The TAR jet mass mTAR and jet
substructure observables are computed using the re-scaled constituent tracks
of the TAR jet.
The major advantage of the TAR jet algorithm is the improved jet mass and substructure resolution, which is demonstrated in Figure 12.4. Considering event topologies
(β=1)
with hadronically decaying W bosons, the resolution of the jet mass and the D2
energy correlation ratio (c.f. Equation (9.6)) computed with TAR jets is compared
against conventional large-radius jets (c.f. Section 6.1.5). The best resolution for
mTAR is achieved for jets with pT < 800 GeV with relative gains with respect to conventional large-radius jets of up to 35 %. Also for the high-pT regime pT > 1500 GeV,
(β=1)
TAR jets have the best performance. Similarly, the D2
resolution achieved with
TAR jets provides a relative gain of 50 % over the conventional large-radius jet
substructure and deteriorates more slowly with increasing jet pT .
Furthermore, the algorithm provides flexibility in the jet definition by using already
calibrated objects as inputs to the jet reclustering. The propagation of the smallradius jet and tracking uncertainties allows avoiding a dedicated TAR jet calibration,
as the TAR jet uncertainties can be derived from its constituent objects.
The TAR jets employed in this search have to satisfy pT > 100 GeV and |η| < 2.0.
The TAR jet definition is summarised in Table 12.2.
Tab. 12.2.: TAR jet definition in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search

TAR jets
Jet algorithm
R-parameter
Grooming algorithm
Rsub
fcut
Input constituents
∆R(sub-jet, track)
Pseudorapidity range
Transverse momentum

anti-kt
0.8
trimming
0.2
0.05
small-radius jets
and ID tracks
0.5
|η| < 2.0
pT > 100 GeV

The contributions of background processes are suppressed further by additional
requirements on small-radius jets. Variable radius (VR) track jets are used to identify
b-jets using the MV2 discriminant with a fixed-cut working point corresponding to a
b-tagging efficiency of 77 %.
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Fig. 12.4.: Jet mass resolution (top) and D2
energy correlation ratio resolution (bottom)
in simulated events with hadronically decaying W bosons. The resolution of TAR
jet observables is compared to that of conventional large-radius jets. Figures
adapted from Ref. [109].
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The lepton definitions are the same as those used in the ETmiss + h(bb) search (c.f.
Section 10.4.1).
The missing transverse momentum ETmiss is reconstructed from the calibrated physics
objects in the event and the track-based soft term (TST) using the T IGHT working
point due to the increased pile-up in the 2017–2018 data-taking. In the CRs, the
ETmiss,noµ and p``
T substitute observables are used, which describe how background
processes are contributing to the signal region. Their definition is the same as in
the ETmiss + h(bb) search (c.f. Section 10.4.1). The object-based ETmiss significance is
used to suppress events with fake ETmiss caused by resolution effects.
Potential ambiguities in the reconstruction, such as reconstructed objects matching
multiple object hypotheses, must be resolved by an overlap removal procedure. The
overlap removal procedure is identical to that described in Section 10.4.1 except for
the overlap removal step for large-radius jets and electrons, which is not applied.

12.4.2 Baseline selection
The SR and CR definition is based on a common baseline selection and common
requirements to suppress the multijet background. These selection requirements
share similarities with those employed in the ETmiss + V (qq ) and ETmiss + h(bb)
searches, which are presented in Section 9.4.2, Section 9.4.3, and Section 10.4.2.
In addition to the requirements on data quality, vertex reconstruction, jet cleaning,
and the trigger, which are the same as in the ETmiss + h(bb) search, vetoes on events
containing b-tagged VR track jets or baseline tau lepton candidates are applied to
reduce the background contribution of tt and V + jets processes.
Selected events in the SR have to satisfy ETmiss > 200 GeV, thereby ensuring operation
in the region of full ETmiss trigger efficiency and avoiding the need for an ETmiss trigger
calibration.
The multijet background is suppressed by applying two multijet-suppression requirements.
• Selected events have to pass a requirement on the minimum azimuthal distance
between the three highest-pT central jets min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20°.
• Selected events also have to satisfy a requirement on the object-based ETmiss
significance S > 15 in the SR. In the 1 muon CR, the requirement is based
on a modified object-based ETmiss significance S no µ , neglecting the highest-pT
muon in the ETmiss reconstruction.
Similarly to the ETmiss + h(bb) search, the multijet-suppression requirements are not
applied in the 2 lepton CR to increase the statistical precision of the CR. The requirement of 2 leptons already strongly suppresses potential contamination through
multijet processes. Instead, a requirement on the object-based ETmiss significance
S < 15 is applied to reject potential signal processes with a ETmiss + s → Z(``)V (qq)
signature.
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The baseline selection requirements are summarised in Table 12.3.
Tab. 12.3.: List of the baseline selection requirements employed in the ETmiss +s(V V ) search.
Baseline selection
Data quality
Vertex reconstruction
Jet cleaning
Trigger
b-jet veto
Tau lepton veto
Missing transverse momentum

0 lepton SR

ETmiss

1 muon CR

2 lepton CR

basic requirements vetoing corrupted data or incomplete events
primary vertex with at least two associated tracks
veto on events containing jets flagged as B AD L OOSE jets
trigger
ETmiss trigger
single lepton trigger
0 b-tagged VR track jets in the event
0 baseline tau lepton candidates in the event
ETmiss,noµ > 200 GeV
p``
T > 200 GeV

ETmiss > 200 GeV

Multijet suppression

min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20°
ETmiss significance S > 15

min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss,noµ ) > 20°
ETmiss,noµ significance S no µ > 15

no
no

Signal suppression

no

no

ETmiss significance S < 15

12.4.3 Signal region selection
The SR event selection employs a veto on events containing baseline electrons or
baseline muons, as the ETmiss + s(V V ) search targets the hadronic decay mode of
the weak vector bosons V . Two complementary selection categories are considered
to cover the merged and intermediate event topologies, with priority given to the
merged category in case of ambiguities.
The events comprising the merged category are selected by applying the baseline
selections and requiring ETmiss > 300 GeV. The dark Higgs boson candidate in the
merged category is reconstructed using the TAR jet with the highest transverse
momentum. The dark Higgs boson candidate pT is strongly correlated with ETmiss .
Therefore, its transverse momentum is required to be larger than 300 GeV as well.
The TAR jet substructure is used to identify the four-prong dark Higgs boson decay. To
this end, the set of N -subjettiness [338, 339] jet substructure observables, denoted
τN , is employed. N -subjettiness allows quantifying how well jets can be described
as containing N or fewer sub-jets.
The calculation of τN begins with the definition of N sub-jet axes within the TAR
jet by using the exclusive kT clustering algorithm, which reconstructs jets by approximately inverting the QCD parton shower evolution and continues with the
jet reconstruction until a desired number of jets is found. The N -subjettiness is
calculated via
τ0 =

X

pT,k × R0 ,

(12.2)

k

!

τN

X
1
=
×
pT,k × Rkmin ,
τ0
k

(12.3)

where R0 = 0.8 is radius of the TAR jet, k runs over the constituent tracks in a
given TAR jet, pT,k are their transverse momenta, and Rkmin is the distance in the
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rapidity-azimuth plane between the constituent track k and the axis of the closest
sub-jet.
In this search, the winner-takes-all scheme [132, 273] is employed, in which the subjet axis is taken to be parallel with the momentum of the hardest sub-jet constituent,
as it provides increased discrimination power.
Small values of τ42 and τ43 correspond to TAR jets with signal-like four-prong
substructure, whereas large values indicate the jets originating from background
processes.
Therefore, the N -subjettiness ratios τ42 = τ4 /τ2 and τ43 = τ4 /τ3 provide strong
discrimination of four-prong decays against two- or three-prong decays. The dark
Higgs boson candidate TAR jet is required to satisfy the requirements on the N subjettiness ratios 0 < τ42 < 0.3 and 0 < τ43 < 0.6. The distributions of the N subjettiness ratios for signal and background processes are shown in Figure 12.5.
As the jets are more collimated for signals with lower ms , the corresponding τ42 and
τ43 distributions accumulate at lower values than for signals with larger ms .
Figure 12.6 shows correlations between the dark Higgs boson candidate mass
mV V and the N -subjettiness ratio variables for a representative signal process with
mZ0 = 1.7 TeV and ms = 160 GeV, depending on the number of partons matched to
the TAR jet using the ∆R distance measure.
The dark Higgs boson candidate mass is reconstructed deficiently if not all four
partons are contained within the TAR jet. Therefore, the tight requirements on
the jet substructure variables τ42 and τ43 not only provide discrimination against
background processes but also improve the signal reconstruction by restricting the
merged selection to events in which the full dark Higgs decay is most likely contained
in the TAR jet.
The invariant mass of the TAR jet, denoted mV V , is used as the primary discriminating variable in the statistical analysis. Additionally, the merged event selection
considers two ETmiss bins.
The event selection of the intermediate category is optimised for events with
moderate amount of missing transverse momentum ETmiss > 200 GeV, which are not
selected in the merged category. The resulting event topology consists of one highly
boosted weak vector boson whose decay products are contained within a single TAR
jet and another weak vector boson whose smaller boost enables the reconstruction
of its decay products with small-radius jets. The intermediate category selection
is particularly relevant for signal processes with large ms , as the separation of the
weak vector bosons increases with it.
A dedicated algorithm is developed to address this scenario, which exploits both the
TAR jet mass and the TAR jet substructure to identify weak vector boson candidates.
As W and Z bosons are almost indistinguishable given the coarse jet mass resolution
σ(m) > |mW − mZ |, the algorithm employs the W boson mass to define weak vector
boson candidates. Choosing the W boson mass instead of the Z boson mass is
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Fig. 12.5.: Dark Higgs boson candidate TAR jet substructure variables τ42 (top) and τ43
(bottom) for two ETmiss + s(V V ) signal processes with mZ0 = 1 TeV and ms =
160 GeV or 235 GeV and background processes. The simulated background
processes are normalised to the theoretical prediction. The requirements on the
SR merged category event selection are applied, except for the requirement on
the variable which is shown. The cut value is indicated by a long-dashed line.
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Fig. 12.6.: Correlation between the dark Higgs boson candidate mass mV V and the N subjettiness ratio variables τ42 (top) and τ43 (bottom). The distributions are
shown separately for events in which not all four partons are contained within
the dark Higgs boson candidate TAR jet (left) and events in which all four partons
are contained (right). The cut value used in the substructure requirements is
indicated by a dashed line.
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favourable because of the larger branching fraction for the dark Higgs boson decay
to W bosons as opposed to Z bosons.
The so-called TAR+ COMB algorithm is described below.
1. Decision based on TAR jet. The highest-pT TAR jet is considered. If its
mass mTAR is in the range 60 GeV to 100 GeV and the energy correlation ratio
(β=1)
(β=1)
D2
computed with TAR jet substructure satisfies D2
< 1.5, the TAR
jet is considered as a weak vector boson candidate and the second weak
vector boson candidate is reconstructed with small-radius jets. Otherwise, if
mTAR > 100 GeV, the majority of the dark Higgs decay is contained within the
TAR jet and it is considered as an “incomplete” dark Higgs boson candidate and
the missing components of the dark Higgs boson candidate are supplemented
by small-radius jets.
2.1 Case 1: weak vector boson candidate, 60 GeV < mTAR < 100 GeV.
• The small-radius jets within ∆R < 2.5 of the weak vector boson candidate
are considered unless they overlap with it based on the ∆R distance
measure.
• All possible combinations of small-radius jet pairs are formed and ordered
by the difference of their invariant mass to the W boson mass.
• The jet pair closest in mass to the W boson mass is considered as the
second weak vector boson candidate.
• The dark Higgs boson TAR+ COMB candidate is defined by the combined
four-momentum of the two weak vector boson candidates.
2.2 Case 2: “incomplete” dark Higgs boson candidate, mTAR > 100 GeV.
• The small-radius jets within ∆R < 2.5 of the weak vector boson candidate
are considered even if they overlap with the TAR jet. Small-radius jets are
discarded if their transverse momentum is below 5 % of the TAR jet’s pT .
• All possible combinations of small-radius jet pairs are formed and ordered
by the difference of their invariant mass to the W boson mass.
• The jet pair which overlaps with the TAR jet, whose invariant mass is
in the range 60 GeV to 100 GeV, and which is closest in mass to the W
boson mass is considered as the first weak vector boson candidate. If
such a jet pair exists, it is not considered further.
• The jet pair with exactly one small-radius jet overlapping with the TAR
jet, whose invariant mass is in the range 60 GeV to 100 GeV, and which
is closest in mass to the W boson mass is considered as the second weak
vector boson candidate. If no such second weak vector boson candidate
is present, the algorithm is aborted.
• The dark Higgs boson TAR+ COMB candidate is defined by the combined
four-momentum of the TAR jet and the non-overlapping jet of the second
weak vector boson candidate.
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Events with a dark Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the range 100 GeV <
mV V < 400 GeV are considered in the statistical analysis.
A summary of the SR event selection requirements is presented in Table 12.4.
Tab. 12.4.: List of the SR event selection requirements employed in the ETmiss + s(V V )
search.
Common selection requirements
baseline selection requirements
multijet-suppression requirements
0 baseline e and 0 baseline µ
Merged category
ETmiss > 500 GeV

Merged category
300 GeV < ETmiss < 500 GeV

at least one dark Higgs boson candidate TAR jet
with 100 GeV < mV V < 400 GeV,
pT > 300 GeV,
0 < τ42 < 0.3,
0 < τ43 < 0.6

Intermediate category
ETmiss > 200 GeV
not in merged category
one dark Higgs TAR+ COMB candidate
with 100 GeV < mV V < 400 GeV

The product of acceptance and efficiency A × ε for s → WW and s → ZZ signal
processes is shown in dependence of ms for various mZ0 in Figure 12.7. The merged
category has smaller A × ε in comparison to the intermediate category because of
its tight jet substructure requirements. It is optimised for the reconstruction of dark
Higgs boson candidates with low ms > 160 GeV, which can be fully contained within
a single TAR jet. The intermediate category, on the other hand, is optimised for the
reconstruction of dark Higgs boson candidates with large ms , thereby providing
complementarity. The combined use of both categories allows the reconstruction of
dark Higgs boson candidates over a broad ms range from 160 GeV to 360 GeV.

12.5 Background estimation
The estimation of the dominant background processes in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search
is improved by control region data. The CR event selections are defined by requirements on the lepton multiplicity and therefore do not overlap with the SR selection.
The CRs have a high purity in the specific background processes. In contrast to the
signal process, the dominant background processes have no characteristic peak in
the dark Higgs boson candidate mass distributions. Therefore, only ETmiss,noµ and p``
T
information is used.
The normalisation parameters of the sub-dominant background processes are set
to their predicted values based on theoretical predictions and can vary within the
corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. 12.7.: The product of detector acceptance and selection efficiency (A × ε) for the
s → WW (top) and s → ZZ (bottom) signal processes with the Z0 boson mass
mZ0 = 0.5 TeV, 1 TeV, 1.7 TeV, shown in dependence on the dark Higgs boson
mass ms . The points are connected in order to guide the eye.
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12.5.1 1 muon control region
The 1 muon CR is defined to constrain W+ jets processes, which can contribute to
the SR through inefficiencies in the lepton reconstruction and due to the limited
detector acceptance. Consequently, the selected events contain exactly one tight
signal muon, no additional baseline muons and no baseline electrons. The variable
ETmiss,noµ is introduced, which is reconstructed by neglecting muons in the ETmiss
calculation. Events in the 1 muon CR are selected by ETmiss triggers. The selection
requirements are identical to those of the SR which are listed in Table 12.4, except
for the use of ETmiss,noµ instead of ETmiss .

12.5.2 2 lepton control region
The 2 lepton CR is designed to constrain the Z + jets background using leptonically
decaying Z + jets events. The dilepton transverse momentum p``
T serves as a proxy of
the missing transverse momentum. Events in the 2 lepton CR are selected by single
lepton triggers. The selected events contain either exactly two baseline electrons
ee or exactly two baseline muons µµ. At least one of the two electrons must satisfy
e
µ
pT > 27 GeV. Similarly, at least one of the two muons must satisfy pT > 25 GeV and
η µ < 2.5. Events containing two muons are only selected if these are of opposite
charge. A similar requirement is not applied for events containing two electrons due
to higher rate of electron charge misidentification.
A requirement on the invariant mass of the dilepton system 83 GeV < m`` < 99 GeV
ensures high purity in Z + jets processes by suppressing backgrounds with a nonresonantly produced lepton-pair.
The selection requirements are otherwise identical to those of the SR which are
miss
listed in Table 12.4, except for the use of p``
and the absence of the
T instead of ET
multijet-suppression requirements.

12.5.3 Multijet background estimate
The multijet background is negligible in the SR selection due to the stringent
multijet-suppression requirements and the ETmiss > 200 GeV requirement. Similarly,
its contribution to the CR selection is vanishing due to the additional requirements
on leptons.
Based on an MC-based estimation using the simulated P YTHIA dijet sample, this
background is suppressed to a similar order of magnitude as the statistical uncertainty of the observed data or below. Figure 12.8 shows the distributions
min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) and the object-based ETmiss significance for the baseline selection without the multijet-suppression requirements applied.
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Fig. 12.8.: Distributions of the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) (left) and object-based ETmiss significance (right) variables, which define the multijet-suppression requirements,
shown for the observed data (black dots), background processes (stacked histograms) scaled to their theoretical expectation, and two representative signal
processes (red and blue dashed lines). The multijet background is estimated
with MC simulated events.

The simulated multijet events are rejected by the multijet-suppression requirements
and are thus neglected in the statistical model. A rough data-driven estimate is
performed to express certainty.
Multijet-enriched selections are defined for the merged and intermediate categories
by removing the min ∆ϕ(jets1,2,3 , ETmiss ) > 20° requirement and modifying the requirement on ETmiss to 150 GeV < ETmiss < 200 GeV.
In these multijet-enriched selections, a scale factor for the simulation-based multijet
event yield is determined as the ratio of the number of multijet events in data to the
multijet events in simulation
SFmultijet =

N (data) − N (other backgrounds)
,
N (simulated multijet background)

(12.4)

where the number of multijet events in data is roughly estimated by subtracting the
event yields of the other background processes normalised to their prediction while
neglecting uncertainties. This results in SFmultijet of 2.24 in the SR merged category
and 1.44 in the SR intermediate category, respectively. The scale-factors differ from
unity because of the various reasons, the most important being imperfections in the
description of the multijet background with LO accuracy in QCD and the notoriously
difficult modelling of tails in the jet energy resolution.
The product of the simulation-based multijet event yield and SFmultijet provides an
upper estimate in the order of magnitude for the contribution of multijet events in
the SR. The results of the estimate are shown in Table 12.5.
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Tab. 12.5.: Event yields for the simulated multijet background (dijet MC) and their product
with the scale factor SFmultijet in the SR merged and intermediate categories.
The observed data and the corresponding statistical uncertainty are shown in
comparison.

Signal region

Merged

Intermediate

Dijet MC
Scaled dijet MC

2.4 ± 2.4
5.4 ± 5.4

300 ± 160
440 ± 230

Observed data

825 ± 29

80519 ± 280

12.6 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arise from biases in the reconstruction of compound physics
objects and the description of the signal and background processes using MC simulation.

12.6.1 Experimental systematic uncertainties
The experimental systematic uncertainties in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search due to biases
in the reconstruction of physics objects resemble those of the ETmiss + h(bb) search.
The uncertainties which are similar pertain to the trigger, the pile-up modelling, the
reconstruction and calibration of electrons, muons, small-radius jets, b-tagging, and
the ETmiss reconstruction. The differences in the experimental uncertainties between
the two searches are listed below.
• Luminosity. The uncertainty on the measurement of the integrated luminosity
is 1.7 % [56].
• Large-radius jets. No uncertainties on large-radius jets are considered, as
TAR jets are used instead to reconstruct the dark Higgs boson candidates.
• Small-radius jets. The calibration of small-radius jets is subject to multiple
sources of uncertainty [55]. In total, the uncertainties on the JES calibration
are parametrised by over 125 components. These components are grouped
into a reduced set of 30 components which are derived from the in-situ
calibration, pile-up effects, the jet-flavour dependence, and other effects. The
JER uncertainties are described by a set of 8 components which are derived
from the in-situ calibration.
• Tracking. The track reconstruction systematic uncertainties describe the
residual alignment uncertainties in the impact parameters d0 and z0 , the impact
parameter resolution, uncertainties on the tracking efficiency and on the track
fake rate and a dedicated uncertainty for tracking in dense environments [44].
These systematic uncertainties are parametrised by 12 components.
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12.6.2 Theoretical systematic uncertainties
The theoretical systematic uncertainties arise from the description of the signal and
background processes, in which the specific choices of event generators, PDF sets,
parton shower modelling, and values of the renormalisation and factorisation scales
can introduce systematic biases.
The total normalisations of the dominant background processes Z + jets and W+ jets
are constrained by the control region data. The normalisations of the sub-dominant
background processes are constrained by the theoretical normalisation uncertainties,
which are listed in Table 12.6.
Tab. 12.6.: Theoretical systematic uncertainties on the normalisation of background processes in the ETmiss + s(V V ) search.

Process

Uncertainty

tt
Single top quark (s-channel)
Single top quark (t-channel)
Single top quark (Wt-process)

5%
4.6 %
4.4 %
6.2 %

WW
WZ
ZZ
V h, h → bb

25 %
26 %
20 %
30 %

In addition, shape uncertainties on the dark Higgs boson candidate mass and ETmiss
distributions are considered for the dominant background processes, as well as
acceptance uncertainties which account for the migration of events among the
merged and intermediate categories. The ETmiss shape uncertainty allows for relative
changes in the event yield in the two merged category ETmiss bins, leaving the total
event yield unchanged. Similarly, the acceptance uncertainties allow for relative
variations in the population of merged and intermediate categories, keeping the
event yield sum of both categories constant. These uncertainties are obtained by
comparing samples simulated with different event generator settings.
In contrast to the other searches discussed in this dissertation, the uncertainties
are evaluated with simulated samples considering the full detector simulation. The
stringent TAR jet substructure requirements applied in the event selection have no
equivalent description on particle level. Therefore, the evaluation of the theoretical
systematic uncertainties on particle level is not possible.
Three sources of theoretical systematic uncertainty are considered for the dominant
V + jets background processes, which are listed below.
• The scale uncertainties are estimated by varying the renormalisation scale µR
and factorisation scale µF coherently by factors of 0.5 and 2 on an event-byevent basis. The largest variation with respect to the nominal value is taken as
the scale uncertainty.
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• The PDF uncertainty is estimated using the set of 100 eigen-variations of the
NNPDF30NLO PDF set [119] via the standard deviation approach, in which
the uncertainty is computed as
v
u
u
∆X = t

N
1 X
(Xi − X0 )2 .
N − 1 i=1

(12.5)

Here, N = 100 is the number of PDF replicas, Xi is the event yield for the
i-th PDF variation, and X0 is the mean value of the event yield over all
PDF variations. It is added in quadrature with variations of the coupling
strength of the strong interaction ∆αs = ±0.01, following the PDF4LHC
recommendations [148].
• The uncertainties related to the choices of event generator and parton
shower + hadronisation model are evaluated using alternative MC samples. These are generated with M AD G RAPH 5_aMC@NLO 2.6.2 at LO with
up to four final-state partons using the NNPDF23LO PDF set and interfaced
to P YTHIA 8.230. The CKKW-L merging procedure [276, 277] is used with
a matching scale of 30 GeV to remove the overlap in the description of finalstate partons by the hard scattering and the parton shower modelling. As the
uncertainties on the mV V shape are subject to large statistical fluctuations, the
distributions were smoothed by cubic spline fits.
The average size of the mV V shape uncertainties is in the range 1 % to 20 %, with
the largest uncertainty coming from the scale variations and the choice of the event
generator and the parton shower + hadronisation model.
The theoretical uncertainties for the dark matter signals in the 2MDM model are estimated by variations in the event generation, considering two sources of uncertainty
which are listed below.
• The scale uncertainties are estimated by varying the renormalisation scale µR
and factorisation scale µF coherently by factors of 0.5 and 2 on an event-byevent basis. The largest variation with respect to the nominal value is taken as
the scale uncertainty.
• The PDF uncertainty is estimated using the standard deviation approach described above, except that no variations of the strong coupling are considered.
The average size of the signal uncertainties due to scale variations is of the order of
10 %, while the PDF uncertainties are typically smaller with values in the range of
3 % to 4 %.

12.7 Statistical model
The statistical model is based on the likelihood function Equation (6.11). The profile
likelihood fit is based on the invariant mass of the dark Higgs boson candidate in
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the three SR categories based on ETmiss and the event topology. In the 1 muon CR
and the 2 lepton CR, it is based on the event yield in similar categories, which are
defined by ETmiss,noµ and p``
T , respectively. A summary of all regions and kinematic
distributions considered in the statistical model is provided in Table 12.7.
Tab. 12.7.: Summary of all regions and kinematic distributions considered in the statistical
analysis of the ETmiss + s(V V ) search.

Process of interest
Primary fitted observable
Auxiliary fitted observable
Binning

0 leptons

1 muon

2 leptons

signal

W+ jets

Z + jets

mV V
event yield
event yield
miss,noµ
miss
ET
ET
p``
T
merged category: 300 GeV to 500 GeV, 500 GeV or more
intermediate category: 200 GeV or more

12.8 Results
The results of the ETmiss + s(V V ) search are presented in this section. The observed
results are presented in Section 12.8.1. The impact of groups of systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity of the search is discussed in Section 12.8.2. Finally, the
results are interpreted to constrain the parameter space of the 2MDM simplified
model in Section 12.8.3.

12.8.1 Observed results
The background description by the statistical model is validated by performing
a conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit and investigating the corresponding
distributions in the CRs.
Figure 12.9 and Figure 12.10 show the dark Higgs boson candidate mass distributions in the 1 muon CR and in the 2 lepton CR, respectively. Although only the CR
event yield is used in the statistical analysis, the mass distributions are shown to
demonstrate adequate modelling in the merged and intermediate categories. The
observed data in the CRs are in good agreement with the SM background prediction,
thereby validating the background description.
The results of the profile likelihood fit of the statistical model to the data are
reported in terms of the discovery significance for 2MDM simplified model signals in
dependence of mZ0 and ms in Figure 12.11.
No significant deviations from the background-only hypothesis have been observed.
Therefore, the results in the SR are presented with the background normalisations
scaled to the outcome of the conditional background-only (µ = 0) fit.
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Fig. 12.9.: Distributions of the dark Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the 1 muon
CR merged and intermediate categories after the background-only fit to the data.
The upper panel shows the comparison of data to the SM background expectation
before (dashed lines) and after the background-only fit (solid histograms). The
lower panels display the ratio of data to SM expectations after the fit, with the
hatched band expressing the systematic uncertainty. No mV V shape information
in the CRs is considered in the fit.
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Fig. 12.10.: Distributions of the dark Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the 2 lepton
CR merged and intermediate categories after the background-only fit to the
data. The upper panel shows the comparison of data to the SM background
expectation before (dashed lines) and after the background-only fit (solid
histograms). The lower panels display the ratio of data to SM expectations
after the fit, with the hatched band expressing the systematic uncertainty. No
mV V shape information in the CRs is considered in the fit.
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Fig. 12.11.: Expected median discovery significance Z exp (top) estimated with the Asimov
dataset generated under the assumption of the nominal signal model (µ = 1)
and observed discovery significance (bottom) for the 2MDM simplified model
signals in dependence of the Z0 mediator mass mZ0 and the dark Higgs boson
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The observed number of events in the SR event selection for each category is shown
in Table 12.8, together with the expected number of events for the individual
background processes, whose normalisation is determined by the background-only
profile likelihood fit.
Tab. 12.8.: Expected and observed numbers of events in the merged √
event topology signal region with an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 and s = 13 GeV. The
background yields and uncertainties are shown after the profile-likelihood fit to
the data. The quoted background uncertainties include both the statistical and
systematic contributions.

Process

Range in ETmiss [GeV]
merged [300, 500) merged [500, ∞) intermediate[200, ∞)

Z + jets
W+ jets
tt
Single top-quark
Diboson

384
185
40
5
38

±
±
±
±
±

27
20
9
3
8

117
24
7
1
11

±
±
±
±
±

10
6
5
1
3

49 100
25 500
2 530
631
2 810

±
±
±
±
±

720
800
400
89
450

Bkg
Data

653 ±
647

23

160 ±
178

11

80 500 ±
80 519

290

The overall event yields in the CRs and the SR are shown in Figure 12.12. They
are found to be well described by SM processes within uncertainties. In particular,
the ETmiss,noµ and p``
T shape information of the W+ jets and Z + jets backgrounds
provided by the CRs are propagated to the SR.
The dark Higgs boson candidate mass distributions in the SR are shown in Figure 12.13. The signal process is characterised by a large mass peak, which is
most evident in the merged category with ETmiss > 500 GeV due to the relatively
low contribution of background processes. The observed results indicate that the
data are overall well described by SM predictions. A mild excess in data around
mV V = 160 GeV is observed. The excess corresponds to a local significance of
2.3σ and a global significance of 1.3σ when considering the nine independent ms
hypotheses under consideration. Although the excess seems to be most prominent
in the intermediate category, it is narrower than the experimental resolution for ms
in this category.

12.8.2 Impact of systematic uncertainties
The impact of the various sources of systematic uncertainty on the fitted signal
strength µ is evaluated using the procedure presented in Section 9.8.2.
Table 12.9 shows a breakdown of the expected signal strength uncertainties for
three representative 2MDM simplified model signals with different ms . The three
2MDM scenarios are chosen to represent different event topologies. The first signal
corresponds to events selected primarily in the merged category, while the third
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Fig. 12.12.: Data and SM background post-fit yields stacked in each SR and CR category
with the maximum likelihood estimators set to the conditional values of the
combined signal and control region fit. The hatched uncertainty band includes
simulation statistical uncertainties, experimental systematic uncertainties, and
V + jets theory modelling systematic uncertainties. The red line in the lower
panel shows the ratio of the pre-fit to the post-fit background prediction.
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Fig. 12.13.: Distributions of the dark Higgs boson candidate invariant mass in the SR
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signal corresponds to events selected primarily in the intermediate category. The
second signal corresponds to events selected by both categories.

The dominant sources of experimental uncertainty arise from the scale and resolution of the energy of jets, tracking efficiencies, as well as the calibration of the lepton
identification. Dominant theoretical systematic uncertainties originate from the
modelling of the signal and the W+ jets and Z + jets background processes, which
encompass uncertainties from the choice of PDFs and factorisation and renormalisation scales. Other large systematic uncertainties arise from the statistical uncertainty
of the MC simulated events.

As systematic uncertainties dominate the search, a future iteration would strongly
benefit from improvements in the jet energy calibration and an improved description
of the background processes.
Tab. 12.9.: Breakdown of expected signal strength uncertainties for three representative
2MDM signal samples with mZ0 = 1 TeV and (a) ms = 160 GeV, (b) ms =
235 GeV, and (c) ms = 310 GeV. The effect is expressed as the relative uncertainty on the signal strength, assuming total cross-sections of (a) 214 fb,
(b) 53 fb fb, and (c) 19 fb. Each systematic uncertainty contribution is provided
as the quadratic difference between the total uncertainty and the uncertainty
obtained by setting the systematic uncertainty in question to its nominal value
and excluding it thereby from the fit. Total denotes the quadrature sum of
statistical and total systematic uncertainties.

Source
of uncertainty

Uncertainty on µ [%]
(a) (b)
(c)

Signal modelling
W+ jets modelling
Z + jets modelling
Diboson modelling
tt/ single t modelling
Pile-up modelling
MC statistics
ETmiss
Jet energy scale
Jet energy resolution
Lepton reconstruction
Flavour tagging
Track reconstruction
Luminosity

11
9
7
1.1
0.3
0.2
11
5.2
8
11
8
1.3
6
1.6

10
21
12
1.0
0.5
1.1
14
0.6
17
18
9
1.7
7
2.0

10
14
13
1.5
0.7
2.3
23
2.1
24
15
5
8.5
5
1.3

Systematic uncertainty
Statistical uncertainty
Total uncertainty

30
16
34

42
25
49

55
50
74
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12.8.3 Constraints on the 2MDM simplified model
As no large deviation from the SM background expectation is observed for any of
the signal mass points, the parameter space of the 2MDM simplified model can be
constrained by computing upper limits on the signal strength µ at 95 % confidence
level using the CLs method [307].
Figure 12.14 shows the exclusion limits on the signal strength µ for signals in the
2MDM simplified model with mZ0 = 0.5 TeV, mZ0 = 1.0 TeV, and mZ0 = 1.7 TeV in
dependence of ms .
The corresponding exclusion limit contour, which is provided in the mZ0 -ms plane
for the fixed set of parameters gq = 0.25, gχ = 1, and mχ = 200 GeV, is shown in
Figure 12.15. The signal points in the 2MDM simplified model with mZ0 of up to
1.6 TeV are excluded at 95 % CLs for ms = 210 GeV. The observed exclusion range
in mZ0 becomes narrower than expected at low ms owing to the small excess in data
close to mV V = 160 GeV as discussed above.

12.9 Conclusion of the ETmiss + s(V V ) search
In conclusion, the signature of ETmiss and resonant production of weak vector boson
pairs is explored for the first time at the LHC. The novelty of TAR jets is applied in
this search to reconstruct dark Higgs boson candidates in dense event topologies
using s → V (qq)V (qq) decays. The TAR jet algorithm improves the sensitivity
of the search by a factor of up to 2.5 regarding the expected median discovery
significance compared to the conventional large-R jet approach, assuming similar
impact of the systematic uncertainties as suggested by the comparison of Table 9.15
and Table 12.9.
The minor excess invites further investigation, for instance by searches targeting the
(semi-)leptonic decay channel of the weak vector bosons. The 2MDM model can be
further explored in the various decay modes of the dark Higgs boson. Heavy dark
Higgs bosons decay to pairs of SM Higgs bosons, which can be probed using the
ETmiss +h(bb)h(bb) signature. Very light dark Higgs bosons can be searched for using
the ETmiss + s(bb) signature, which awaits further exploration for ms < 50 GeV.
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Fig. 12.14.: Upper 95 % CLs limits on the signal strength µ of 2MDM simplified model
signals in dependence of the dark Higgs boson mass ms for the fixed set of
parameters gq = 0.25, gχ = 1, and mχ = 200 GeV in the scenarios with Z0
boson mediator masses mZ0 = 0.5 TeV (top), mZ0 = 1.0 TeV (middle), and
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the expectation under the background-only hypothesis (dashed line) within
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shown as filled green and yellow bands. The observed value of the relic density
from the Planck [301] measurements is obtained for mZ0 = 850 GeV (dotted
line). The region on the right of the line corresponds to higher predicted relic
density than these measurements.
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Status of dark matter
searches with ATLAS

13

13.1 Introduction
This chapter relates the results presented in this dissertation to the broader picture
and aims to provide an overview of the experimental status of ATLAS mediator-based
dark matter searches.
The public ATLAS results based on the pp collision data collected in the Run-2 datataking during 2015–2018 are summarised in the context provided by models for
dark matter production. As no significant excess over the expected SM background
was observed in any of these searches, constraints on the parameter space of three
classes of dark matter models are presented.
Section 13.2 discusses limits on simplified models with spin-1 Z0 mediators. Section 13.3 discusses the limits on simplified models with extended Higgs sector.
Finally, Section 13.4 discusses the limits on simplified models with two mediators.

13.2 Simplified models with spin-1 Z0 mediators
The V /A simplified model (c.f. Section 3.7.1) is strongly constrained by searches for
the associated production of dark matter particles with ISR objects and by searches
for high-mass resonances decaying into pairs of fermions. The resonance searches
can place limits on the V /A simplified model, as the production of dark matter via a
mediator produced from quarks also establishes the inverse process of the mediator
decaying to quarks. Therefore, these limits have very little dependence on mχ and
can exclude large regions of parameter space.
Figure 13.1 shows the constraints on the Z0 boson vector and axial-vector mediator
scenarios for the parameters gq = 0.25, g` = 0, gχ = 1 in the mZ0 -mχ plane.
The combinations of mZ0 and mχ , which result in the observed relic density Ωh2 =
0.12 from Planck [301] measurements are indicated by dashed curves labelled with
thermal relic. The kinematic threshold where on-shell decays of the mediator to
dark matter particles become possible is indicated by a dotted line. Also, the regions
which are in tension with considerations of perturbative unitarity [257] are indicated
by shading.
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Fig. 13.1.: Regions in the mZ0 -mχ plane in the parameter space of the spin-1 Z0 mediator
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considerations. Figures reproduced from Ref. [180].
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The most stringent limits for the chosen benchmark scenario with gq = 0.25 are
placed by the dijet search, with exclusion up to mZ0 = 3.6 TeV. Its lower mass
reach down to 460 GeV is limited by the jet trigger threshold. Therefore, two
alternative search strategies are employed to circumvent this limitation. The triggerlevel-analysis (TLA) stores event information at trigger-level with reduced detector
information to allow for a lower mass threshold. The searches in the dijet + ISR
family trigger on additional ISR objects and can therefore set limits on mediator
masses as low as 100 GeV. In addition, the searches for di-b-jet and top quark pair
resonances place complementary exclusion limits.
The ETmiss +X family of searches are most sensitive in the on-shell region 2mχ < mZ0 .
Their sensitivity decreases in the off-shell region due to a strong decrease in the
production cross-section. Therefore, only the ETmiss + jet and ETmiss + γ searches
can probe this region and only for low mZ0 and mχ . In addition to the limit of the
ETmiss + V (qq ) search, the results of the ETmiss + Z(``) search is shown, which is also
based on 36.1 fb−1 pp collision data. The ETmiss + V (qq ) search is more sensitive
than the ETmiss + Z(``) search because it targets both W and Z weak vector bosons
and because of the larger weak vector boson branching fraction to hadronic decays.
The ETmiss + γ search is based on the full Run-2 dataset and benefits from the larger
production cross-section of photon ISR. Therefore, the reach of the exclusion extends
up to 1.3 TeV, which is more than twice the reach of the ETmiss + V (qq ) search. The
largest exclusion of up to 2.0 TeV in mZ0 and 750 GeV in mχ is provided by the
ETmiss + jet search, which benefits also from the full Run-2 dataset and from the
largest production cross-section.
Large regions of the viable parameter space for the V /A simplified model are ruled
out for the mediator couplings under consideration. However, alternative coupling
scenarios correspond to different regions of excluded parameter space. A reduced
coupling of the mediator to quarks results in smaller reach of the dijet searches and
gives more emphasis to the ETmiss + X limits, thereby demonstrating the interplay of
the two approaches.
Collider experiments provide a complementary approach to direct and in-direct
detection experiments (c.f. Section 3.6). The V /A simplified model allows comparing
the collider-based limits with those of direct detection experiments. Figure 13.2
shows the limits on the spin-independent χ-nucleon scattering cross-sections as a
function of the dark matter mass mχ .
The direct detection experiments dominate the sensitivity by a few orders of magnitude for mχ > 6 GeV. In the low mχ range, the direct detection experiments have
reduced sensitivity due to the very low energy recoil that light dark dark matter
particles would induce. In this region, the resonance searches complement the direct
detection limits.

13.2 Simplified models with spin-1 Z mediators
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Fig. 13.2.: Regions in the mZ0 -mχ plane in the parameter space of the spin-1 Z0 axial-vector
mediator simplified model excluded at 95 % CLs for the choice of mediator
couplings gq = 0.25, gχ = 1, g` = 0. The dashed curve indicates combinations
of mediator mass mZ0 and dark matter particle mass mχ which are consistent
with the Planck [301] dark matter relic density measurements. The dotted
line indicates the kinematic threshold where the mediator can decay on-shell
into dark matter particles. The shaded region in the upper left corner indicates
combinations of mediator mass mZ0 and dark matter particle mass mχ which are
in tension with the perturbative unitary considerations. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [180].
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13.3 Simplified models with extended Higgs sector
Two models with an extended Higgs sector are considered in this dissertation.
These models are the simplest extensions of the simplified models describing only
dark matter particles and mediators. They address some of the shortcomings of
these elementary simplified models, such as lacking the ingredients of UV-complete
theories and consequently missing signatures which are contained in the broader
phenomenology of more sophisticated models [257].
The Z0 -2HDM model, which is probed by the ETmiss + h(bb) search, is strongly
constrained by dijet searches and is subjected to additional indirect constraints from
flavour-physics [243, 288] and electro-weak precision measurements [129], leaving
very little viable parameter space. Therefore, the following discussion is focused on
the a-2HDM simplified model (c.f. Section 3.7.2).
The a-2HDM simplified model describes the interaction between SM particles and
dark matter particles which is mediated by a pseudo-scalar mediator. Consequentially,
not only the constraints from most resonance searches but also from direct-detection
experiments are avoided. Therefore, collider-based searches are particularly important to test this class of models.
Figure 13.3 shows the exclusion contours at at 95 % CLs in the mA -ma plane of the
parameter space for the fixed choice of parameters tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV, and
sin θ = 0.35.
In addition to the ETmiss + Z(qq) contour, the limits placed by the ETmiss + Z(``)
search [80], the ETmiss + h(bb) search [92], the ETmiss + H → γ γ search [86],
the ETmiss + tt search [94], and searches for invisible decays of the Higgs boson
(H + invisible) [41] are displayed. The exclusion sensitivity is vastly dominated
by the ETmiss + Z(``) and ETmiss + h(bb) searches. In contrast to the V /A simplified
model, the most relevant signal processes involve the resonant production of Z and
Higgs bosons, therefore the experimentally much cleaner ETmiss + Z(``) signature
provides better sensitivity than the ETmiss + Z(qq) signature.
Figure 13.4 shows the exclusion limits on the signal strength µ for the a-2HDM
simplified model as a function of sin θ for the fixed parameter choices tan β = 1.0,
mχ = 10 GeV, considering a low-mass scenario with mH = 600 GeV, ma = 200 GeV,
and a high-mass scenario with mH = 1000 GeV, ma = 350 GeV.
The strongest exclusion again is provided by the ETmiss + Z(``) and ETmiss + h(bb)
searches. While the sensitivity of the ETmiss + Z searches improves monotonically as a
function of sin θ, the sensitivity of the ETmiss + h searches varies due to the non-trivial
dependence of the Higgs boson pT distribution on the mixing angle. The heavyflavour signatures are presented for the different parameter choices tan β = 0.5
(ETmiss + tt, tt tt) and tan β = 50 (ETmiss + bb), which result in enhanced coupling of
the pseudo-scalar mediator to up-type or down-type quarks, respectively.
Figure 13.5 shows the exclusion limits on the dark matter mass mχ for the fixed
choices of the parameters tan β = 1.0, mH = 600 GeV, ma = 250 GeV, and sin θ =
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For dark matter masses close to ma /2 or mχ > 170 GeV, the predicted value of the
relic density is equal to or below the observed value from Planck [301] measurements. The sensitivity of all ETmiss + X signatures under consideration is independent
of mχ in the on-shell region 2mχ < ma . The ETmiss + Z(``) search excludes this
parameter space. The sensitivity of these searches is resonantly enhanced close to
the threshold mχ = ma /2 = 125 GeV. For higher dark matter masses, the sensitivity
strongly decreases, leaving the parameter choices for mχ > ma /2 which are not in
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The a-2HDM simplified model is probed by several ATLAS dark matter searches [40,
83]. As it is the benchmark next-generation spin-0 dark matter model by the LHC
DM WG [6], its investigation is central to the ATLAS full Run-2 dark matter research
programme.

13.4 Simplified models with two mediators
The simplified model containing both a spin-1 Z0 and a spin-0 dark Higgs boson
mediator extends the elementary simplified models in complexity by explicitly
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describing elements of their potential UV-completion. Consequentially, the model
predicts additional signatures which were not considered in searches motivated
by elementary simplified models. One such neglected signature is the resonant
production of a dark Higgs boson of unknown mass ms in association with dark
matter particles, which manifest as missing transverse momentum and result in
boosted dark Higgs boson candidates. The dark Higgs boson hypothesis can be
probed in different final states, depending on the branching fraction of the dark
Higgs boson decays (c.f. Figure 3.11) which is contingent on ms .

Upper limit on µ = σ/σTH

Figure 13.6 shows the 95 % CLs on the signal strength µ for the 2MDM simplified
model as a function of ms for the fixed choices of the parameters mZ0 = 1 TeV,
mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, gχ = 1, and θ = 0.01.
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Fig. 13.6.: Exclusion limits at 95 % CLs on the signal strength µ for the 2MDM simplified
model as a function of ms for the fixed choices of the parameters mZ0 = 1 TeV,
mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, gχ = 1, and θ = 0.01.

For low ms , the ETmiss + s(bb) search places stringent limits on the signal strength µ.
For heavier ms , the ETmiss + s(V V ) search is able to probe the parameter space. The
mild excess at ms = 160 GeV which is observed by the ETmiss + s(V V ) search invites
corroboration by further investigation of the ETmiss + s(bb) final state or by searches
targeting the semi-leptonic ETmiss + s(V V ) signature.
In summary, the 2MDM simplified model can avoid constraints from perturbative
unitarity considerations, dark matter relic density measurements, and from direct
detection experiments, thereby leading towards previously neglected signatures.
Interestingly, the 2MDM simplified model also predicts ETmiss + Z0 signatures if the
dark Higgs boson decays into invisible states and the Z0 boson decays hadronically,
which are probed in similar final states as those considered in the ETmiss + V (qq )
search [88, 26]. Further exploration of this model’s viable parameter space by a
combination of searches in different final states seems promising.
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The investigation of the particle nature of dark matter is among the central research
problems of the LHC physics programme. The unprecedented Run-2 pp collision
dataset collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV enables searches for associated dark matter production in various final states and event topologies. This
thesis investigates the production of dark matter in signatures of missing transverse
momentum ETmiss and hadronically decaying bosons.
The MC-based background estimation in these searches is improved by auxiliary
measurements in control regions, which rely on efficient identification of leptons.
As these measurements are ultimately limited by the trigger, improvements in the
trigger selectivity directly impact the recorded data. An optimisation of the low-pT
L1 muon trigger coincidence logic results in a reduction of the L1MU4 trigger rate
of 20 % while maintaining a muon efficiency of 99 % in the forward region of the
detector in the range 2.0 < |η| < 2.4.
In addition to the trigger optimisation study, four searches for dark matter produced in association with hadronically decaying heavy bosons are presented
in this dissertation. In all searches, the signature of the signal process is ETmiss
arising from the elusive dark matter particles and jets from the heavy boson decay.
The searches are motivated by simplified models for mediator-based dark matter
production with varying degrees of complexity, which are used for the interpretation
of the results by expressing constraints on the parameter space of these models.
The ETmiss + V (qq ) search investigates signatures with weak vector boson candidates, which are reconstructed either as a single large-radius jet if they are boosted
or as a pair of small-radius jets otherwise. The weak vector boson candidates are
required to be compatible with the W and Z mass and jet substructure of their
hadronic decays. The ATLAS pp collision data recorded in the years 2015–2016,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 are analysed by selecting
events in categories defined by the event topology and the b-jet multiplicity. The
backgrounds estimate based on MC simulation is improved by the use of control
region measurements for the dominant background processes Z + jets, W+ jets, and
tt production. A combined likelihood-based statistical analysis of all regions is performed with ETmiss as the discriminating variable. Two simplified models, a spin-1 Z0
boson mediator model and a model with extended Higgs sector and a pseudo-scalar
mediator, are probed by comparing the hypothesis of dark matter signals on top of
the SM backgrounds against the null hypothesis. The statistical model takes into
account various sources of experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainty. No
significant excess over the SM prediction is observed. Therefore, exclusion limits on
dark matter production in the simplified models under consideration are derived
for model parameters recommended by the LHC DM WG. In the spin-1 Z0 boson
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mediator model, limits are set in the mZ0 -mχ plane with fixed mediator couplings
gq = 0.25, gχ = 0.25, and g` = 0. Dark matter production via the s-channel exchange
of a Z0 boson with vector couplings is excluded at 95 % CLs for mZ0 up to 830 GeV
and mχ up to 280 GeV. The limits on Z0 boson mediators with axial-vector couplings
have similar reach in mZ0 but cover a smaller region of the on-shell region. Only

the ETmiss + Z(qq) signature is relevant for setting limits on the simplified model
with an extended Higgs sector and a pseudo-scalar mediator, which is therefore
only mildly constrained. For the parameter choices tan β = 1.0, mχ = 10 GeV, and
sin θ = 0.35, configurations with heavy Higgs boson masses mH in the range 800 GeV
to 1050 GeV and pseudo-scalar mediator masses of up to 200 GeV are excluded at
95 % CLs . Similarly, values of sin θ > 0.5 are excluded for a model configuration
with mH = 600 GeV, ma = 200 GeV, tan β = 1.0, and mχ = 10 GeV.
The ETmiss + h(bb) search investigates signatures with Higgs boson candidates
in the bb final state, which are reconstructed as a single large-radius jet with two
b-tagged sub-jets or as a pair of b-jets. The search is sensitive to highly boosted
Higgs boson candidates by employing a track-based sub-jet reconstruction algorithm
with a variable radius size, which adapts to the momentum of the Higgs boson
candidate (VR track jets). The ATLAS pp collision data recorded in the years 2015–
2017, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 is analysed by selecting
events in four ETmiss bins. The background estimate of the dominant tt, Z + jets
and W+ jets backgrounds is improved by dedicated control regions. The combined
likelihood-based statistical analysis, which is based on the Higgs candidate mass as
the primary discriminating variable, probes a simplified model with an extended
Higgs sector and a Z0 mediator. As no significant excess over the SM background
is observed, exclusion limits on the simplified model are derived, which exclude
large regions in the two-dimensional mZ0 -mA plane for the fixed set of parameters
gZ0 = 0.8, tan β = 1, mχ = 100 GeV, and mH = mH± = 300 GeV with mZ0 of up to
2.85 TeV and mA up to 670 GeV. The model, which is already strongly constrained
by dijet searches, is chosen as a benchmark to compare the performance of the novel
VR track technique to a previous iteration of the search. For configurations with
mZ0 > 2.5 TeV, which correspond to event topologies with highly boosted Higgs
candidates, the performance is improved up to a factor of 3, thereby establishing
the advantage of VR track jets in future boosted resonances searches.
The ETmiss + s(bb) search investigates signatures with a hypothetical dark Higgs
boson decaying to b-quarks. As the final state of ETmiss and b-jets is shared with the
ETmiss + h(bb) search, the latter is reinterpreted using the RECAST framework to
place limits on a simplified model with a spin-1 Z0 boson mediator and a spin-0
dark Higgs boson mediator. The RECAST framework enables faithful and automated
reinterpretations by preserving not only the observed data and the background
model of the original search but also the analysis software and the full analysis
workflow. The reinterpretation places stringent limits on the model under consideration for the fixed choice of parameters mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1.0
by excluding the configurations compatible with relic density measurements in
the region 50 GeV < ms < 150 GeV. The search demonstrates the feasibility of
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RECAST-based reinterpretations, which are of paramount importance for exploiting
the full potential of searches given the increasing number of models being proposed.
RECAST is becoming an integral part in the preservation efforts of full Run-2 ATLAS
searches.
The ETmiss + s(V V ) search investigates signatures with a hypothetical dark Higgs
boson decaying to pairs of weak vector boson in their hadronic decay mode. The
novel Track-Assisted-Reclustering (TAR) jet algorithm is employed to reconstruct
the collimated s(V V ) system, using small-radius jets augmented with precision
tracking information to form TAR jets with jet substructure resolution superior to
conventional jet reconstruction techniques. The dark Higgs boson candidate is
reconstructed either as a single TAR jet or as a TAR jet supplemented with one or two
small-radius jets in event topologies with less boosted dark Higgs boson candidates.
The search is based on the full Run-2 ATLAS pp collision data recorded in the years
2015–2018, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 . Again, control
regions improve the MC-based background estimate of the dominant background
processes Z + jets and W+ jets production. The statistical analysis is performed using
the dark Higgs candidate mass as the discriminating variable in three categories,
which are based on the event topology and ETmiss . The simplified model with two
mediators which is also probed by the ETmiss + s(bb) search is considered for the
interpretation of the results, focusing on dark Higgs masses ms > 160 GeV where
decays to weak vector boson pairs become relevant. A mild localised excess in data is
observed, which corresponds to a local significance of 2.3σ for the dark Higgs boson
hypothesis with ms = 160 GeV and a global significance of 1.3σ when considering
the nine independent ms hypotheses under consideration. As no large deviations
from the SM background are observed, limits for the fixed choice of parameters
mχ = 200 GeV, gq = 0.25, and gχ = 1.0 are computed in the mZ0 -ms plane. Signal
configurations with mZ0 of up to 1.8 TeV and ms in the range 170 GeV to 230 GeV
are excluded at 95 % CLs .
Although no significant evidence of dark matter production was observed in these
searches, these null results fit in the larger puzzle of dark matter, whose pieces
are unveiled by the combined efforts of experiments probing its microscopic and
macroscopic interactions and by theorists exploring the viable models of dark matter.
The searches for dark matter at particle colliders — windows on the microscopic
interactions of dark matter – are an integral part of solving the dark matter puzzle.
The ATLAS detector will continue to collect pp collision data in the upcoming
LHC runs over the next decade, eventually increasing the size of the dataset by
order of magnitude. The novel reconstruction techniques employed in the searches
presented in this dissertation improve the sensitivity to boosted resonances in dense
environments and enable the exploration of yet uncovered signatures. As the
increasingly involved reconstruction techniques render these searches more complex
and challenging, an automated framework enabling faithful reinterpretations like
RECAST is required to exploit the dataset sustainably and fully. The search for dark
matter is still ongoing, leaving the scientific community in shared wonder about the
true nature of dark matter. May the results of this work benefit future searches for
new phenomena and testify the joy of curious enquiry.
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